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KEY BREXIT TALKS BETWEEN MAY, OPPN HIT A WALL

Modi, Rahul make final
pitch for Lok Sabha polls
CAMPAIGN OVER PM appears at first press conference but doesn’t take questions
HT Correspondents
n

WAR OF WORDS

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI:Both principal combatants,the incumbent Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) and the challenger Congress, said they were
on course to winning the people’s
mandate to govern the nation for
the next five years as the curtain
dropped on Friday on a bitter
and bruising campaign for the
17th general elections.
“The election has been amazing. Elections were held in a positive spirit. A government with
full majority will come back
after remaining in power for five
years. This is probably happening after a very long time. This is
a big deal in itself,” Prime Minister Narendra Modi said at a press
briefing -- his first in five years -he attended with BJP president
Amit Shah.
Modi, whose constituency
Varanasi will vote on Sunday in
the final phase of polling,
declined to answer questions,
which he diverted to Shah, but
used the occasion to thank the
people of India.
“The people of India have been
with me through ups and downs
over the last five years.I thank
the people for their love, respect
and blessings.”
At the same briefing, Shah
said the ruling dispensation
would win more than 300 seats in
the 543-member Lok Sabha in an
election he described as the most
important ever fought by the
BJP. It echoed a prediction by the
PM at his final election rally earlier in the day.
CONTINUED ON P6
MODI DIVERTS QUESTIONS TO
››P10
BJP CHIEF SHAH

The election has been amazing… A
government with full majority will come
back after remaining in power for five
years... This is a big deal in itself.

The elections have been held on 3-4 issues:
Unemployment, the condition of the
farmers, the Rafale corruption, the condition
of the economy, and Gabbar Singh Tax.

I believe some things we can proudly say
to the world. This is the world's largest
democracy, it is our responsibility to take
the power of this democracy to the world.

Congratulations Modi Ji. Excellent press
conference! Showing up is half the battle.
Next time Mr Shah may even allow you to
answer a couple of questions. Well done!

NARENDRA MODI, Prime Minister

RAHUL GANDHI, Congress president

Priyanka game for
Amethi bypoll fight?
Sunetra Choudhury
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Congress general sec-

retary Priyanka Gandhi Vadra
hinted on Friday that she might
contest from Amethi in case
party president and her brother
Rahul Gandhi wins both the
seats he is contesting in the Lok
Sabha elections, one of which is
the family’s traditional stronghold.

“It’s not a challenge,” Priyanka Gandhi said in an interview to HT on Friday, when
asked if she was ready to take on
the task of contesting for the
Amethi seat in case the Congress
president gives it up – a scenario
that is possible if he wins Amethi
as well as Wayanad in Kerala.
“It will be decided when my
brother decides to leave one of
the seats, that discussion will
happen then,” she added. ››P11

http://read.ht/JS4

278 IN FRAY
IN PUNJAB
Campaigning ended on
Friday for 13 parliamentary constituencies in
Punjab, four in Himachal Pradesh and the
lone Chandigarh seat.
As many as 278 candidates are contesting in
Punjab that witnessed a
high-voltage campaigning. Congress chief
Rahul Gandhi gave a
final push to his party’s
campaign with a rally in
Himachal’s Solan. ››P2
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Won’t be able to forgive
Pragya from heart: PM
HT Correspondents
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI:Prime Minister Naren-

dra Modi said he will never be
able to forgive Pragya Singh
Thakur from his heart for her
comments praising Nathuram
Godse even as the Centre’s ruling Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) got busy firefighting on
Friday after his controversial
party colleague triggered
another political storm ahead of
the seventh and last phase of the
Lok Sabha elections.
BJP president Amit Shah said
Thakur, the party’s Bhopal candidate and an accused in the 2008
Malegaon bomb blast case currently out on bail, has been
showcaused for her Thursday’s
comments that described Godse,
who shot dead Mahatma Gandhi
in 1948, as a “patriot”.

Taiwan first Asian
country to legalise
same-sex marriage
TAIPEI:Taiwan’s parliament legal-

ised same-sex marriage on Friday in a landmark first for Asia
as the government survived a
last-minute attempt by conservatives to pass watered-down law.
Lawmakers comfortably
passed a bill allowing same-sex
couples to form “exclusive permanent unions” and another
clause that would let them apply
for a “marriage registration”
with government agencies.
The vote — which took place
on the International Day Against
Homophobia, Transphobia
and Biphobia — is a major victory for the island’s LGBT community.
››P14

n

Pragya Singh Thakur

Thakur, 48, was forced to apologise within hours, and she later
said she respected Gandhi and
his work for the country cannot
be forgotten.
“Whatever has been said
about Gandhi or Godse, these
kind of statements are very bad
and worth contempt. In a cultured society, this type of language is not permissible. This
type of thinking won’t do,” Modi
told a TV channel in Madhya

Pradesh’s Khargone on the last
day of campaigning for the
national elections.
“Therefore, those who are
doing this have to think a hundred times. Though she has apologised, I won’t be able to forgive
her with my heart,” Modi said.
At a press conference in Delhi
later in the day, BJP chief Shah
said action was initiated against
Thakur, though he defended the
party’s decision to field her in the
elections. “Pragya Thakur’s candidature is like a satyagrah
against a fake narrative of ‘saffron terror’,” Shah said at the
event, also attended by Modi.
Six people were killed and
over 100 injured when an explosive device strapped on a motorcycle went off near a mosque in
north Maharashtra’s Malegaon
on September 29, 2008.
(With agency inputs)

ED DOCUMENTS
SHOW KOCHHAR
HAD CONFLICT
OF INTEREST
Neeraj Chauhan
n

neeraj.chauhan@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: An Enforcement

Directorate (ED) investigation
has revealed that former ICICI
Bank managing director and
CEO, Chanda Kochhar, already
held shares in a private company,
Credit Finance Limited (CFL),
along with her family members
and the Videocon Group when
she became the executive
director of the bank in April 2001
— a significant conflict of interest. It isn’t clear if this was disclosed to ICICI Bank when Kochhar was named on the board or,
indeed, to the RBI when she
became CEO. HT has reviewed a
copy of an ED report, which states
that CFL was held jointly by
Chanda Kochhar and family and
Videocon since 2000-01.
››P11

US immigration law tweak to
leave 4 mn applicants in lurch?
Yashwant Raj
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

WASHINGTON: US President Donald

Trump’s new immigration plan,
which has been called “dead-onarrival” by Democrats, could be
“disastrous” for those already in
queue for a Green Card, including
hundreds of thousands of Indians, as it intends to replace the
existing system in favour of one
that prioritises merit over family. The new system will also
make it impossible to sponsor
some categories of relatives.
There are 261,765 Indians waiting for family-sponsored Green
cards and 306,601 (these are principal applicants; the number is

AFTER YEARS OF
WAITING, PEOPLE IN
FAMILY, EMPLOYMENT
BACKLOGS MAY BE BACK
AT THE STARTING LINE
more than half a million counting
dependents) in the employment
based queue, according to the US
state department and the US citizenship and immigration services data. In all, there are 3.6 million and 395,025 in the two categories respectively.
“We will replace the existing
Green Card categories with a new
visa, the Build America visa --

which is what we all want to
hear,” the president said
announcing his new “meritbased, high-security plan”
Thursday. It seeks to overhaul
legal immigration and bolster
border security, including a wall.
The plan envisages a pointsbased immigration system that
scores merit, age, professional
skills, education and proficiency
in English language over family
ties.
Of the 1.1 million Green Cards
issued every year, 66% go to relatives and 21% to asylum seekers
and those picked in a visa lottery.
Only 12% go to those seeking permanent residency through
employment.
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BATTLEFIELD PUNJAB

High-voltagecampaignover
SECURITY STEPPED UP State goes to polls on Sunday; Cong, SAD-BJP combine in direct face-off

BJP bigwigs, Gandhi siblings,
Capt spiced up canvassing
Ravinder Vasudeva
n

ravinder.vasudeva@hindustantimes.com

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

Poll figures

CHANDIGARH: A high-voltage cam-

paign ended on Friday in Punjab
that goes to the polls on May 19
(Sunday) in the seventh and last
phase of the Lok Sabha elections
in the country, with 273 candidates in 13 parliamentary constituencies in the fray.
More than 1 lakh security personnel — 75,000 from the Punjab
Police and the rest from 215 companies of paramilitary forces —
have been deployed to maintain
law and order. As many as 23,213
polling stations have been set up
in the state that has 2.7 crore registered voters this time.
The campaign, which lasted
for more than two months in the
state since the polls were
announced on March 10, saw
high-profile leaders holding rallies and roadshows. The model
code of conduct came into effect
the same day.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, BJP national president
Amit Shah, Congress chief
Rahul Gandhi, his sister and
party’s general secretary
Priyanka Gandhi, besides
Union ministers Rajnath Singh
and Nitin Gadkari hit the campaign trail.
Actor-turned-politician Hema
Malini also participated in a
roadshow.
Besides the Congress, Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) and the

278 candidates from 13 seats
254 male candidates
24 female candidates
31 candidates in Amritsar
(highest)

8 candidates in Hoshiarpur
(lowest)

30,000 personnel of 215
paramilitary companies

75,000 personnel of
Punjab Police

n

Security personnel stand guard in Amritsar’s Hall Bazaar area on Friday.

Aam Aadmi Party (AAP), the
Punjab Democratic Alliance
(PDA) — a conglomeration of
AAP rebel leader Sukhpal Singh
Khaira-led Punjab Ekta Party
(PEP), Lok Insaaf Party of the
Bains brothers, Bahujan Samaj
Party (BSP) and some Left outfits
— and Akali Dal breakaway faction SAD (Taksali) have fielded
their candidates.
While the Congress, AAP,
SAD and the PDA are contesting
on all seats, SAD (Taksali) led by
Khadoor Sahib MP Ranjit Singh
Brahmpura has fielded its only

candidate from the Anandpur
Sahib seat.
Of the 278 candidates in the
fray, only 22 (less than 10%) are
females.
Among the prominent candidates who have thrown their hat
in the ring are SAD president
Sukhbir Singh Badal (Ferozepur), his wife and Union minister
Harsimrat Kaur Badal, who is
seekinghat-trick from Bathinda,
chief minister Amarinder
Singh’s wife and former Union
minister Preneet Kaur (Patiala),
Union minister of state Hardeep

23,213 polling stations
42,689 ballot units
28,703 VVPAT machines

SAMEER SEHGAL/HT

Singh Puri (Amritsar), Punjab
Congress chief Sunil Jakhar
(Gurdaspur), actor-turned-politician Sunny Deol (also Gurdaspur) and Bhagwant Mann (Sangrur) among others.
While SAD is contesting on 10
seats, its alliance partner BJP is
contesting from the remaining
three. Two of AAP’s sitting MPs
are re-contesting from the seats
they won in the last election.
The poll campaign of the Congress revolved around the issue
of desecration and police firing
in 2015 when the Akali-BJP coali-

tion was in power. The alliance
tried to counter this with the 1984
anti-Sikh riots which they said
were perpetrated at the behest of
the then Congress government
at the Centre. It tried to convey
that justice was given to the
Sikhs by the Narendra Modi government.
The Congress, which is facing
anti-incumbency of its two years
in the state, also tried to build its
campaign around farm debt
waiver.

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

JALANDHAR: In an attempt to woo

Congress ministers Navjot Singh Sidhu and Manpreet Singh Badal at a roadshow in support of party's Bathinda candidate Amrinder Singh
Raja Warring on the last day of campaigning on Friday.
PTI

Why no FIR against Badals for 2015
sacrilege, police firing, asks Sidhu
Vishal Joshi
n

vishal.joshi@htlive.com

BATHINDA/MANSA : Punjab local

bodies minister and Congress’
star campaigner Navjot Singh
Sidhu on Friday questioned his
own party’s government led by
CaptAmarinderSinghaswhyno
FIR (first information report)
was not lodged against the
Badals in the 2015 sacrilege and
the police firing cases.
Addressing a series of rallies
in support of the Congress candidate Amrinder Singh Raja Warring in the high-stake Bathinda
constituency, Sidhu accused the
state government of going soft on
the family even after the Justice
Ranjit Singh Commission (retd)

›

Someone offered to
quit if a certain
number of seats are not
won. But I will quit from the
cabinet if persons guilty of
violating holy books are
not punished.
NAVJOT SINGH SIDHU ,
Punjab local bodies minister

indicted former chief minister
Parkash Singh Badal in the
police firing case.
“The Badals are playing a
friendly match. Thok deyo ohna
nu jihna ne beadabi kiti. Jihna de

75:25 hisse, ohna nu vi thok deyo
(Vote out those who committed
sacrilege. Vote out those who
have 75:25,” he said appealing to
the gathering.
He, however, did not mention
as whom the Badal family was
playing a ‘friendly match’ with.
“Who is bigger? The Justice
Ranjit Singh Commission or the
special investigation team (SIT)?
Then why didn’t they lodge FIR
against the Badals? The probe
clearly hints that the order open
firing on Sikh protesters (at Behbal Kalan and Kotkapura) came
from the CM’s office,” he said.
In a veiled attack on Amarinder for offering to resign if the
Congress is wiped out in Punjab
in these elections, Sidhu said,

“Someone offered to quit if a certain number ofseats are not won.
But I will quit from the cabinet if
persons guilty of violating holy
books are not punished. For me
my Guru is the most important
thing in life.”
He said the Akalis continue to
run cartels in transport, mining
and liquor businesses.
“I was marginalised by the
Badals when I represented the
Amritsar Lok Sabha seat as a
BJP MP. The Badals have not
only indulged in corruption but
also patronised drug traders.
They mocked the panth and panthic bodies for their political
gains and it is time to finish the
Akalis politically,” the local bodies minister added.

Deol moves high court, EC allots Taksalis fume over
8 extra companies for Gurdaspur being dubbed as
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The Election Com-

mission (EC) on Friday told the
Punjab and Haryana high court
that eight additional companies
of central forces have been allotted for deployment in Gurdaspur, where Punjab Congress
chief Sunil Jakhar is pitted
against Bollywood actor Sunny
Deol of the BJP for the May 19
polls.
The response came on a petition filed by Deol on Friday and
taken up for urgent hearing. In
the petition, Deol demanded that
Gurdaspur be declared as a
super-sensitive seat as it is prone
to violence. The court was told
that a representation was sent to
theElectionCommissiononMay
14, but no action was taken.
Deol said it was a border con-

n

Sunny Deol

stituency and witnessed violence in panchayat polls conducted in December 2018. “It is a
prestigious constituency as
Deol, a popular figure, is contesting elections against the state
Congress president who was
announced as the possible future
CM by Captain Amarinder
Singh,” Deol’s counsel Pankaj
Jain told the court.
In the afternoon, the petition

was disposed of as EC told court
that ordinarily 16 companies
have been given per segment but
for Gurdaspur, 24 companies
have been allotted. Of the 1,826
booths, 111 are categorised as
critical and 467 as vulnerable. As
many as 866 booths are placed
under central forces protection,
the court was told.
It was stated that 1,014 booths
are covered by micro observers
and 1,034 by web casting. Two
IAS officers have been deployed
as general observers and one as
police observer.
“In this way, all booths are
covered by any one or multiple
measures, central armed paramilitary force, micro observers,
webcasting and state police
force,” the EC told court adding
that in many booths, multiple
security measures would be
undertaken.

Cong’s B team

AMRITSAR: Upset over being

dubbed as the B team of the Congress, the Shiromani Akali Dal
(Taksali) on Friday said there is
no question of supporting traditional parties such as the SADBJPandCongressthatruinedthe
state over the years.
“TheSAD-BJPhasdentedthe
image of Sikh institutions,
including the Akal Takht and
Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee (SGPC), while
the Congress demolished the
AkalTakhtandkilledthousands
of Sikhs in 1984. I appeal the people to stand up against these two
parties and try the judicious use
oftheirvote,”SAD(Taksali)chief
Ranjit Singh Brahmpura said in
a statement here.
“Both the Badals and Captain
Amarinder Singh are playing a
friendly match,” he added.

Janata Party (BJP) contests
only three seats in Punjab in
alliance with the Shiromani
Akali Dal (SAD), the party led
from the front and spread out all
its top campaigners across 13
Lok Sabha segments.
Apart from Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and party president Amit Shah, BJP roped in
external affairs minister
Sushma Swaraj, home minister
Rajnath Singh, railway minister
Piyush Goyal, textiles minister
Samriti Irani, actor-turned-MP
Hema Malini and cricketerturned-politician
Gautam
Gambhir for canvassing in Punjab, where the poll pundits had
predicted a tough fight for the
alliance.
These eight star campaigners
addressed 22 rallies and most of
these were in the segments that
SAD contests. Modi addressed
two rallies — one in Hoshiarpur
and another in Bathinda — in
the state this time against five in
the 2014 polls. A rally was scheduled in Ludhiana, a segment
being contested by SAD, for Friday and it was cancelled due to
delay in seeking permission

n MODI: 2 (Hoshiarpur,

Bathinda)
n Rahul Gandhi: 3 (Hoshi-

arpur, Khanna, Ludhiana)
n Priyanka Gandhi: 2

(Bathinda, Gurdaspur)
n Amit Shah: 2 (Gurdaspur,

Amritsar)
n Piyush Goyal: 3 (Gurdas-

pur, Hoshiarpur, Ludhiana)

from the administration. Shah
addressed rallies in Gurdaspur
and Amritsar.
Party’s Gurdaspur candidate
actor Sunny Deol held roadshows in Bathinda and Amritsar. His father, Dharmendra is
already camping in Gurdaspur
for the last one week.
Experts say it was for the first
time that the Akali Dal sent
an ‘SOS’ to the BJP high command to send its star campaigners for brightening its prospects
in areas dominated by Hindu
voters.
On the other side, the Congress banked only upon All
India Congress Committee
(AICC) president Rahul Gandhi

Azad does U-turn,
says was misquoted
Will name chowk on Cong PM nominee
in Phagwara after
Dalit youth killed in
clash: AAP’s Zora

n

RALLYING POINT

CHANDIGARH :Even as Bharatiya

and his sister Priyanka.
Rahul addressed three rallies
(Ludhiana, Khanna and Hoshiarpur), while Priyanka
attended a rally in Bathinda and
a roadshow in Gurdaspur.
Rajasthan’s deputy chief minister Sachin Pilot was the only
other face that was seen campaigning for the party in Punjab.
Chief minister Captain Amarinder Singh led the charge
from the front as he first accompanied most party nominees for
filing of nomination papers and
then addressed more than 20
rallies.
Interestingly, party’s star
campaigner, Punjab local bodies minister Navjot Sidhu,
addressed only four rallies in
Gurdaspur and Bathinda.
Initially, Navjot Sidhu had
remained off the campaigning in
the state because of a tiff with
Capt Amarinder and state
affairs in-charge Asha Kumari,
but he gave in at the intervention of the party high command.
He did not campaign in Amritsar even as he is an MLA from
Amritsar North.
For the AAP, Delhi chief minister Arvind Kejriwal and his
deputy Manish Sisodia held rallies for five days.

the Dalit voters on the last day of
the campaigning, Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP) Jalandhar candidate Zora Singh on Friday said
Gol Chowk in Phagwara will be
named after Yashwant Bobby,
19, who had succumbed to the
bullet injury he had received
during a clash between Dalits
and Hindu right wing activists in
April 2018.
Bobby had received a bullet
injury in the clash on April 13
last year and died at Dayanand
Medical College and Hospital in
Ludhiana about two weeks later.
The clash took place over
demand for renaming of the
roundabout as ‘Samvidhan
Chowk’.
Zora Singh said after winning
the elections, he will take up this
matter in the Parliament.
“As a token of respect, the Gol
Chowk should be renamed as
Yashwant Bobby Chowk. I will
take up this in Parliament. Both
Congress and SAD-BJP have
failed to protect the rights of Dalits,” Zora said.

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

n

MALERKOTLA (SANGRUR) :Leader of

opposition in Rajya Sabha
GhulamNabiAzadonFridaysaid
the Congress will leave no stone
unturnedtopersuadeallregional
parties to accept their party
leader as next prime minister, a
day after claiming that they will
not insist on the PM’s post.
Addressingapressconference
in Malerkotla where he was
accompaniedbystatehighereducation minister Razia Sultana
and party’s Sangrur candidate
Kewal Singh Dhillon, Azad said,
“I was misquoted. And if there is
noconsensus,wewillnothesitate
from accepting a regional leader
as PM. The common goal of the
Congressandtheregionalparties
inoppositionistopreventNarendra Modi from resuming power
for second time.”
Azad, who earlier offered
prayers at Markaz Tablighi
MadniMasjidandheldameeting
withmembersoftheJamaat-e-IslamiHindwhoassuredsupportto
the Congress candidate, added,
“We are in a strong position and
willgetat least273 seats.If we get
lessseatsandsucceedinbuilding
a consensus, Rahul Gandhi will
be the next prime minister.”
“Weneedagovernmentwhich
can work for five years and provide employment, establish
industries and ensure safe environment for women,” he added.

›

If we get less seats
and succeed in
building a consensus,
Rahul will be next PM.
If not, we’ll not hesitate
from accepting a regional
leader for the job.
GHULAM NABI AZAD, leader of
opposition in Rajya Sabha

“The Modi government has
failed on all fronts. His government is anti-farmer, anti-labourers and anti-women. The BJP
has no base in West Bengal,
northeastandJ&Kbuthetriedto
formgovernmentsinthesestates
forcefully. He used the CBI and
the Enforcement Directorate
against his opponents,” he said.
Asked about not forming alliance with the AamAadmiParty,
he said, “It was a new party but
they wanted more seats either in
Delhi or Punjab. It took hundred
years for even for Congress to
become a large party.”

Manish Tewari

Tewari accuses
Modi govt of
bribing farmers
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Congress candidate

from Anandpur Sahib Manish
Tewari on Friday alleged that
BJP-led central government
transferred ₹2,000 in accounts of
farmersahead of the last phase of
Lok Sabha elections.
Tewari, who hoped that the
Election Commission will take
serious note of it, appealed to
farmers not get carried away by
this inducement at the last
moment.He said ₹2,000 reliefwas
a cruel joke on the farming community as it will hardly serve
any purpose for them.
The Congress spokesperson
urged the farming community to
wait for a week as the Congressled government will be soon in
place and it will address all their
problems and concerns. He said
the Congress had already
assured annual income of ₹72,000
every year to the poor. This
comes out to ₹6,000 per month,
which the Modi has announced
to provide in a year, he said.

POLLDIARY
Only sting, no honey in the barbs
CHANDIGARH: Congress star campaigner and Punjab minister Navjot
Singh Sidhu calls his wacky one-liners, which have earned the epithet of
‘Sidhuisms’, as honeybees.
“They have small bodies but are
packed with both honey and sting,”
he says. But Punjab chief minister
Amarinder Singh had to deal with
not one but two stinging Sidhus.
While the minister made no bones
about his displeasure over not being
invited for campaigning in Punjab,
his wife, Navjot Kaur went a step
further and publicly blamed

CM Capt Amarinder Singh for
opposing her ticket from the Amritsar seat. Sidhu stood by his wife, saying she is truthful and spoke with
high moral authority. Captain tried
to sting back by saying he had no
role to play in ticket for Chandigarh
seat where Kaur was a claimant but
would have advised the name of
party candidate, former railway
minister Pawan Kumar Bansal, if
his opinion was solicited by the
party. Right now, there is only sting,
no honey in the barbs. But neither
side would let things bee!
DALJEET KAUR SANDHU/HT

Mann pedals
his way to
people’s heart

‘Vote do, gift lo’:
Bonanza for
first-time voters

SS Johl backs
farm suicide
widow

Candidate
weighed in
poppy seeds

BARNALA: On the last day of
campaigning, comedianturned-politician and Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP) candidate from Sangrur Bhagwant
Mann rode a cycle to canvass
at Chananwal village in Barnala amid rain. He was
accompanied by Mehal Kalan
MLAKulwantSinghPandori.
“Pandori and I paddled following the request of villagers. Rahul Gandhi and Capt
Amarinder rode a tractor
recently, whereas Sangrur
candidates Parminder Singh
Dhindsa and Kewal Dhillon
have tried their hands on
motorbike. People say the
high-flying leaders have been
brought down to earth.”

MOGA: Under its special initia-

BATHINDA: Veerpal Kaur, a

tive to encourage first-time
voters to exercise their franchise, the district administration will present them with
gifts and certificates at polling booths. DC-cum-district
electoral officer Sandeep
Hans said the administration
has taken the unique initiative under the Systematic
Voters’ Education and Electoral Participation Program
with an aim to attract firsttime voters. He said that
besides gifts and certificates,
discount coupons of restaurants and salons will be given
to senior citizens, transgender and people with disability
coming to cast their votes.

farm suicide widow in fray
from Bathinda, has been
backed by agriculture economist and chancellor of Central University of Punjab SS
Johl and agriculture analyst
Devinder Sharma. Kaur, 40,
of Ralla village, accompanied
by other farm suicide widows
and members of Kisan Mazdoor Khudkhushi Pidit Parivar Committee, has been
campaigning with limited
resources. Extending support
for Kaur, Johl wrote on his
Facebook page that people
have woken up to challenge
traditional politicians who
are unaware of hardships of
common people.

LUDHIANA: Independent candidate Jai Prakash Jain, aka
Titu Bania, who jumped into
the pollfraywith a promiseto
legalise poppy cultivation in
the state, was weighed in
poppyseedsbyhissupporters
at the Kesar Ganj mandi on
Friday.Titu,aresidentofMullanpur,saidpoppycultivation
willimprovethefinancialconditionoffarmersandwillalso
put a break on farm suicides.
Also, it will save the youth
from synthetic drugs in the
state.
SUKHDEEP KAUR, BB
GOYAL, HARSIMRAN
SINGH BATRA, PARTEEK
SINGH MAHAL AND
SACHIN SHARMA
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Kejri rakes up sacrilege, dares Capt to act against Badals
HT Correspondents
n

navrajdeep.singh@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA/NABHA :Delhi chief minis-

ter and national convener of
Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) Arvind
Kejriwal on Friday highlighted
sacrilege issue and dared Punjab
CM Captain Amarinder Singh to
take action against the Badals.
Kejriwal, along with AAP
leaders from the state, held a
road show for party’s Patiala
nominee Neena Mittal in Patiala,
Nabha and Rajpura assembly
segments on Friday.
Addressing the gatherings,
Kejriwal said Captain Amarinder has failed to keep his promise
of punishing the culprits of sacrilege of Guru Granth Sahib and
Behbal Kalan police firing.
“Amarinder lacks courage to
take action against the Badals
despite the special investigation
team having raised questions
over their role in sacrilegious
acts. Rather, the Congress government is protecting those

behind these acts,” Kejriwal
said.
Delhi CM said instead of putting real culprits behind the
bars, Captain Amarinder has
“roped in the Badal family for a
friendly match in these Lok
Sabha elections”.
“BothCaptainAmarinderand
SAD president Sukhbir Singh
Badal are playing like A and B
teams under a common minimum mutual pact in the this
election to ensure victory of each
other’s wives – Sukhbir’s wife
Harsimrat Kaur Badal from
Bathinda and Amarinder’s wife
Preneet Kaur from Patiala,” he
said.
The Delhi CM cautioned people to keep their eyes wide open
while casting their vote so that
they (SAD and Congress) did not
succeed in their evil designs.
“The people of Punjab should
give a befitting reply to the
so-called ‘maharajas’ and ‘maharanis’ and send out a message
loud and clear,” Kejriwal said.

He said the Congress made a
number of tall promises to grab
power in the state and people are
feeling cheated now as none has
been fulfilled so far.
Talking to mediapersons, Kejriwal also criticised journalists
for not raising questions on public health and education.
POORLY MANAGED
ROAD SHOW
During the road show in Nabha,
the posters on his vehicle had no
mention of the party candidate
Neena Mittal. Most of the vehicles had posters of party’s Sangrur nominee Bhagwant Mann.
Only a small number of workers
from Nabha was carrying the
banners with Mittal’s photo.
Party workers also complained
of poor planning.
The road show was cut short
due to the poor health of Kejriwal. Party leader Dev Mann said
Delhi CM’s sugar level had shot
up and doctors had advised him
to rest but he didn’t.

SKIPS PUBLIC EVENTS IN
LUDHIANA, MUKTSAR
LUDHIANA/MUKTSAR: Arvind

Kejriwal reached Ludhiana
on Thursday late evening
and left the city on Friday
morning without attending
any public event even as a
road show of Delhi deputy
CM Manish Sisodia was
planned for the day in city.
Kejriwal stayed at Jhande
village and left the city on
Friday morning after having a closed-door meeting
with AAP’s Ludhiana candidate Tejpal Singh Gill and
a few other local leaders.
The local volunteers were
disappointed as they felt
Kejriwal’s presence in the
road show would have
brightened the party candidate’s prospects. AAP candidate Tejpal Gill said itiner-

ary of Kejriwal’s Punjab
tour was fixed and he had to
attend another event.
Meanwhile, AAP volunteers in Ferozepur segment
were a dejected lot as their
party chief didn’t visit the
constituency during his
tour of the state. Kejriwal
toured several assembly
segments of Faridkot, Sangrur, Bathinda and Patiala,
but didn’t touch Ferozepur
segment.
“Neither Kejriwal nor
Manish Sisodia visited Ferozepur. Kejriwal should have
visited the segment to boost
the morale of the volunteers
It is highly unfortunate that
he ignored the segment,”
said Balraj Singh, a volunHTC
teer from Muktsar.

n

Delhi chief minister Arvind Kejriwal during a road show in support of Aam Aadmi Party’s Patiala
candidate Neena Mittal (left) on Friday.
BHARAT BHUSHAN /HT

Taking break from
tradition, SAD fails
to release manifesto
Gagandeep Jassowal
n

gagandeep@htlive.com

JALANDHAR :In a break from tradition, the Shiromani Akali Dal
has failed to release its manifesto
this election. The chances of the
party coming up with the document are nil now as the election
commission guidelines bar political parties from doing so once
the campaigning ends (48 hours
before the polling).
The party had earlier said that
it will release the manifesto and
it even formed a committee
under the headship of MP Balwinder Singh Bhunder. When
contacted, Bhunder said he had
signed the final draft of the document and have no idea what happened thereafter. “I will ask
party spokesperson Daljit Singh

Cheema why the manifesto was
not released,” he said.
Cheema said the document in
print has little significance as
announcements made by party
president Sukhbir Singh Badal
were reaching the people
through the social media. “Our
common minimum programme
with the BJP is very important
which will be chalked out after
the results. The party’s stand on
key issues remain the same,”
Cheema said.
SAD had released its manifesto before the 2009 and 2014 Lok
Sabha polls. Sources in the party
said that senior party leaders
were stuck in Bathinda and Ferozepur segments from where
Harsimrat Kaur Badal and
Sukhbir Singh Badal are the candidates.

Two Sikh-Americans
killed in SUV crash
FATAL RIDE
Press Trust of India
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

WASHINGTON: Two Indian-American Sikh youths died and
another injured when their
speeding SUV crashed into a tree
in the US state of Indianapolis,
according to a media report.
The authorities identified the
victims as 19-year-old Varundeep S Bring and 22-year-old
Davneet S Chahal, both from
Fishers city, a suburb of
Indianapolis.
The duo died after their speeding Sport Utility Vehicle (SUV)
crashed into a tree on Wednesday morning, local 13 WTHR
news channel reported
Thursday. “Investigators are
working to figure out what led up
to the crash,” it said.
Davneet, who was driving the
SUV, was not wearing his seat

n

Varundeep S Bring, 19, and
Davneet S Chahal, 22, lived in
Fishers city, Indianapolis. HT

belt, police said, adding that the
20-year-old injured youth, Gurjot S Sandhu, has been admitted
to a hospital.
The Sikh community in Indiana has shown solidarity with
the victims’ families.
“Whole City of Fishers, especially the Sikh community, is
shocked and heartbroken to
hear the tragic death of two
young boys,” said prominent
Sikh activist and founder of
SikhsPAC Gurinder Singh
Khalsa. “The loss is unfathomable and irrecoverable,” he
added.

Pak Sikh offers Muslims
discounts on Ramzan
Press Trust of India
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

PESHAWAR : A Sikh trader in a
tribal district of northwest
Pakistan is giving discounts to
Muslim worshippers in the holy
month of Ramzan as a special
gesture to promote peace and
brotherhood in the restive
region.
Naranj Singh opened
a shop in Jamrud tehsil of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa where essential items are sold at prices less
than the rates fixed by the
government’s price control
committee.
The edible items are sold at
prices less than ₹10 to ₹30 as that
of the original rates. Singh said
he considered it “an act of charity” and is performing the spe-

NARANJ SINGH IS
SELLING GOODS AT PRICE
LESS THAN WHAT IS
FIXED BY GOVT’S PRICE
CONTROL COMMITTEE
cial gesture to promote peace
and amity among Muslims and
the minority Sikh community.
Most of the Sikhs residing in
Peshawar are those whose families previously resided in different parts of Federally Administered Tribal Areas but shifted to
Peshawar to start a business.
Renowned Sikh religious
leader and rights activist Charanjit Singh was gunned down in
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province
in May last year.
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Of 16 who bagged top 3 slots,
15 belong to private schools
DISMAL SHOW As many as 1.4 lakh students flunk the exams while 18,000 get compartments
Hardik Anand
n

hardik.anand@hindustantimes.com

ROHTAK: In what reflects the fall-

ing level of education in government schools in Haryana, as
many as 15 students out of 16 who
bagged the top 3 spots in Haryana
Board Class 10 exams studied in
private schools.
The results of the Class 10
exams were declared by
the board on Friday, in which
four students shared the first
position by securing 497 marks
out of 500.
All the first rankers studied in
private schools. The only exception in the 16 toppers was secondranker Ritika, who studied at
Government Senior Secondary
School in Gujuwala village of
Fatehabad district.
As per the board, the pass percentage of government schools
this year is 52.71%, which is 10
percentage points lower than private schools.
The poor results of Class 10 in
Haryana have been blamed at
uneven distribution of teachers
in government schools.
Two days ago, when the board
declared the Class 12 results, the
science topper, Deepak Kumar of
Bhiwani, told HT that his school
did not have teachers for physics,
chemistry and mathematics. He
said due to no teachers, he was
forced to take private tuitions
despite shortage of money in his
family. Although the Class 12
results showed government
schools faring better than private
ones, the experts said the real
parameter of judging schools was
Class 10 and not Class 12.
“In Class 12, every student
takes private coaching because
the level of education gets
tougher. We saw that the topper
(Deepak) also took private tuitions even when his family could

n

Students of the Government Senior Secondary School, Model Town, Rohtak, in a celebratory mood on Friday. Girl students in the state
recorded a pass percentage of 62.17 as compared to 53.43 of boys.
HT PHOTO

PASS PERCENTAGE OF GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS THIS
YEAR IS 52.7, WHICH IS 10 PERCENTAGE POINTS
LOWER THAN PRIVATE SCHOOLS IN THE STATE
not afford it. So the schools cannot be judged on the basis of Class
12 performance. Class 10 is the
real performance indicator
because most of the students
depend on their school education
up to this class,” said Rajiv
Sharma, an educationist in Bhiwani.
The experts have blamed the

Districtwise performance
While Charkhi Dadri recorded the highest pass %age of
70, Yamunanagar registered the lowest at 43.

poor Class 10 results to the s
no-detention policy in government schools, as per which all
students have to be promoted to
next class up to Class 9. “Due to
the no-detention policy, the
learning levels of students
remain low and it is reflected in
their Class 10 results,” said a principal of a government school.

BEST 5
1. Charkhi Dadri
2. Rewari
3. Mahendergarh
4. Jhajjar
5. Mewat

WORST 5
70%
69%
69%
68%
61%

1. Yamunanagar
2. Faridabad
3. Ambala
4. Karnal
5. Panchkula

42%
46%
48%
50%
53%

IF THERE WAS A MODI WAVE, HE COULD HAVE PICKED
UP ANY LEADER FROM GURDASPUR INSTEAD OF SUNNY.

> SUNIL JAKHAR, Cong’s Gurdaspur nominee

R E S U L T S

4 joint toppers with 99.4%
score; pass percentage 57.4
HT Correspondent
n

halloffame

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

ROHTAK : Four students jointly
topped the Haryana board Class
10 examination, the results of
which were declared by the
Board of School Education Haryana (BSEH) on Friday.
Himanshu of Newton High
School, Jhajjar; Sanju of Ashadeep Adarsh School, Panipat; Isha
Devi of Shiv Shiksha Niketan,
Kaithal and Shalini of Maharshi
Dayanand School, Jind, were
declared the joint toppers as they
all secured 497 marks out of 500
(99.4%).
The overall pass percentage
this year is 57.39%, up by six
points as compared to last year’s
when 51.15% students had made
the cut.
Nonetheless, the poor show in
Class 10 continued as 1.4 lakh students failed the exams while
another 18,000 got compartments.
A total of 3.64 lakh candidates had
appeared in the exams.
The experts have been blaming the poor results of Class 10
every year to the government’s
no-detention policy that bars
schools from failing any student
till Class 8. Uneven distribution of
teachers is another factor leading
to dismal results in government
schools, which have been outperformed by private schools this
year by a margin of 10 percentage
points.
Like always, girl students outperformed boys by nine percentage points. Compared to 62.17%
girls, only 53.43% boys made the
cut. With 496 marks out of 500, the
second position was also shared
by four students — Nidhi of Hisar,
Ritika of Fatehabad, Tannu of
Panipat and Divya of Sirsa.
As many as eight students —
Ekta, Chhaya and Anshu of Jind,
Muskan of Sirsa, Sahil of Panipat,
Pooja of Hisar, Shubhanshu of
Sonepat and Nidhi of Fatehabad
— were placed at third spot as
they secured 495 marks each.
The pass percentage of Class 10
had hit a low of 49% in 2016 when
the state board had scrapped its

HIMANSHU KUMAR

SANJU RANI

School: Newton High School,
Jhajjar

School: Akashdeep Adarsh High
School, Panipat

Father’s profession: Pharmacist

Father’s profession: Carpenter

Success mantra: Five-hour self
study everyday

Success mantra: Regularly went
to school and revised everything

ISHA DEVI

SHALINI

School: Shiv Shiksha Niketan,
Kaithal

School: Maharishi Dayanand
Public School, Jind

Father’s profession: Daily wager

Father’s profession: Lecturer

Success mantra: Self study and
constant revision

Success mantra: No coaching,
cleared doubts on internet

HIMANSHU OF JHAJJAR,
SANJU OF PANIPAT, ISHA
DEVI OF KAITHAL AND
SHALINI OF JIND ARE
JOINT TOPPERS
moderation policy. Earlier, the
pass percentage used to be high
due to grace marks given to students. After 2016, the results have
notched up marginally, with this
year going up by six percentage
points.
Board chairman Jagbir Singh
said the board had distributed
past three years’ question papers
to schools this year in its attempt
to improve the results.

17% FAIL
IN HINDI
Though the pass percentage
in Hindi (83%) was higher
than all other major subjects,
around 60,000 students failed
in the subject in the Hindispeaking state.
The results showed that of
3.64 lakh candidates who
appeared in Hindi, almost 17%
failed in the subject. The pass
percentage in the other four
subjects — English, maths,
science and social science —
remained between 70% and
75%.

Daughters of daily wager, carpenter and driver among state toppers
Neeraj Mohan
n

neeraj.mohan@hindustantimes.com

KARNAL: Daughters of a labourer,

a driver and a carpenter have
secured top positions in Class 10
exam of Board of School Education Haryana.
Kaithal labourer’s daughter
Isha Devi with 497 marks out of
500 shares the first position with
three others.
Isha is a student of Shiv Shiksha Niketan Sr Secondary
School at Sanghan in Kaithal
district.

She belongs to Barta village
of the district.
Talking to Hindustan Times,
Isha’s mother Raj Rani said,
“Isha is very good at studies and
we were expecting that she
would top the exam.”
She said Isha’s achievement
has come as a hope for the family as her father Dharmendra is
a daily-wager and does not earn
enough to provide quality education and facilities to his children. “We could not send her for
private tuition and she got the
first position by self study.”

Isha’s teacher Shiela said
that she is a disciplined girl and
always focused on study. “She
comes from a very humble background, but now she has become
a source of inspiration for other
students,” she added.
Sanju Rani of the Ashadeep
High School of Karhans in Panipat district is also among the
toppers with 497 marks.
Sanju belongs to a very poor
family of Karhans village.
Sanju’s father Rampal, who is
carpenter, said he is very happy
over the achievement of his

daughter.
Her mother Anju, who is a
housewife, says, “It is a big day
of my life as my daughter, a girl
from an ordinary family of a
small village, has topped the
exam.”
“In 2017, my son had topped
Class 10 exam at the block level,
but my daughter has proved
that girls can even do better
than boys,” she added.
Sanju gave credit for her success to her family, especially her
father, as she said that he
always fulfilled her expecta-

tions.”I also owe it to my teachers and other family members
as they extended all support to
me.”
She added that she did not go
for tuition and dedicated eight
hours daily to self study”.
Sanju’s classmate Tannu is
among four students, who
shared the second position.
Tannu, a student of Ashadeep
High School of Karhans in Panipat, has got 496 marks. Tannu
belongs to Pasina Kalan village
and her father Ramesh Chander
is a driver.

Tannu says that she studied
6-7 hours daily and was
expecting to be among the toppers.
Meanwhile, Hisar’s Nidhi
also bagged 496 marks and
shsred the second position.
Daughter of a property
dealer, Nidhi says she wants to
become an IAS officer. “I will
study hard to achieve my target.
I have already started studying
for my higher education and I
will take best coaching to
become an Indian Administrative (IAS) officer.”

theysay

›

Isha’s achievement
has come as a hope
for the family as her father
is a daily-wager and does
not earn enough to provide
quality education and
facilities to our children.
RAJ RANI , topper Isha’s mother

›

I owe my success to
my family, especially
my father, as he always
fulfilled my expectations. I
did not go for tuition and
dedicated eight hours
every day to study.
SANJU RANI, topper

destroys genetically
ED attaches OP Admn
modified brinjal crop in F’bad
Chautala’s assets
MONEY-LAUNDERING CASE

THE LAST JOURNEY

Bhaskar Mukherjee
n

bhaskar.mukherjee@hidustantimes.com

Press Trust of India
n

HISAR: The Fatehabad administra-

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: The Enforcement

n

The funeral procession of sepoy Sandeep Malik, who was killed in an encounter with militants in
Jammu and Kashmir, at his native village — Behalda — in Rohtak on Friday.
MANOJ DHAKA/HT
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Two booked for
Family refuses to take snatching gold
vegetable vendor’s body chain from woman
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

KARNAL: A day after a vegetable
vendor, injured in a clash in Panipat on Sunday, succumbed to
his injuries at a government hospital in Karnal, family members
refused to take his body.
Police said deceased Karambir (35) belonged to Kurar village
of Panipat district and he allegedly sustained injuries in a clash
with a commission agent Satish
Kumar and his accountant Jony.
The police have booked the

accused on charges of murder
but the family members were
demanding their arrest.
Krishan Kumar, victim’s
brother, said Satish and Jony
had beaten Karambir severely
after a minor altercation.
He was admitted to the Kalpana Chawla Government Medical College and hospital in Karnal and he succumbed to injuries
on Friday. Investigation officer
Ram Meharsaid one of the
accused, Jony, has already been
arrested and efforts were to
arrest the other accused.

GURUGRAM: A woman’s gold chain
was allegedly snatched by two
men, whom she had approached
for help to unlock the door of her
house in Palam Vihar on Thursday, said the police.
The incident took place
around 3.30pm, when two men
waiting outside her house
offered help.
A police officer, seeking anonymity, said,“One of the suspects the woman’s gold chain
and ran away. She tried chasing
them, but they managed to
escape.”
HTC

Directorate Friday said it has
attached assets worth Rs 1.94
crore of former Haryana chief
minister Om Prakash Chautala
in Delhi in connection with a
money laundering case against
him and others.
It said a provisional order
under the Prevention of Money
Laundering Act (PMLA) has
been issued to attach a land and
a farm house belonging to him.
The ED’s money laundering case
is based on an FIR filed by the
Central Bureau of Investigation
against Om Prakash Chautala,
his sons Ajay Chautala and
Abhay Chautala and others for
possessing alleged disproportionate assets. They have been
charged under the Prevention of
Corruption Act by the CBI.
The value of the attached asset
is Rs 1.94 crore, it said.
Last month, the agency had
attached Om Prakash Chautala’s assets worth Rs 3.68 crore.
The ED said the CBI probe
found that he allegedly acquired
assets of over Rs 6.09 crore
between May, 1993 to May, 2006,
which were disproportionate to
his known sources of income.
The agency had said his elder son
Ajay Chautala also faces the
same charges of possessing disproportionate assets worth over
Rs 27.74 crore and second son
Abhay Chautala allegedly having similar assets to the tune of
more than Rs 119 crore.
“PMLA probe revealed that
Om Prakash Chautala had

n

OP Chautala

THE VALUE OF THE
ATTACHED ASSETS OF
FORMER HARYANA CHIEF
MINISTER IS ₹1.94 CR,
ACCORDING TO ED
acquired immovable properties
at New Delhi and Panchkula and
also constructed a residential
house at Sirsa in Haryana out of
the money received from undisclosed sources,” the ED had said
in a statement.
It said, “Investigation also
revealed that he was directly
involved in acquisition and projecting various tainted properties as his untainted properties.”
“He had also disclosed properties so acquired in the affidavit
filed before the returning officer
in the Haryana assembly polls in
2005 and 2009, thereby, projecting publicly the tainted properties as untainted,” the statement
said. The ED, in 2013, had similarly attached Om Prakash
Chautala’s assets worth Rs 46.96
lakh and subsequently filed a
charge sheet against him in July
last year. The total attachment in
this case stands at over Rs 6
crore, the ED said

tion on Friday uprooted and
destroyed the genetically modified (GM) brinjal crop of a farmer
at a dhani (cluster of houses) near
Ratia town of the district.
A team led by Fatehabad district horticulture officer (DHO)
Kuldeep Sheoran destroyed the
crop cultivated by farmer Jiwan
Saini over less than half-an-acre.
Sheoran said the crop has been
destroyed after the recommendations of Chaudhary Charan Singh
Haryana Agricultural University
(CCSHAU), Hisar. “We have also
informed Fatehabad deputy commissioner (DC) Dhirendra Khadgata about the action taken.”
A local official, seeking anonymity, said, “After the laboratory of the National Bureau of
Plant Genetic Resources
(NBPGR) shared its report on the
crop with higher authorities, the
DC directed us to visit the field to
check the ground reality.”
He said the team visited the
field thrice under the leadership
of nayab tehsildar Gopi Ram to
check the crop, to collect samples
and to destroy the crop.
“We were instructed to dig a
10-feet deep pit and to bury the
crop inside. We have completed
the task,” the official said.
Talking to HT, Jivan Saini,
who had cultivated the crop, said
that he works as a motorcycle
mechanic and had brought the
brinjal saplings from Dabwali in
Sirsa district in December 2017.”
He added, “How a farmer can
know what kind of brinjals he is
cultivating? We purchased the
saplings from a roadside vendor.

n

Officials burying the uprooted crop of genetically modified brinjals
in a pit near Ratia in Fatehabad district on Friday.
HT PHOTO

The vendor told us that the saplings are insect-free and charged
Rs 7 per sapling.”
Fatehabad DC Dhirendra
Khadgata said, “A team was
formed and a technical expert
from CCSHAU was also included
in it. The team destroyed the crop
following the proper procedure.
No legal action has been taken so
far. But if we get any directions in
this regard from the higher
authorities, we will act accordingly.”
Notably, a group of environmental activists recently
informed the biotech regulator,
Genetic Engineering Appraisal
Committee (GEAC) about the
presence of suspected BT Brinjal
at the farm in Ratia. However,

laboratory tests later did not confirm that it was BT brinjal but the
crop was found to be genetically
modifed
FARMER SEEKS
COMPENSATION
Meanwhile, Jivan Saini, whose
genetically modified brinjal crop
has been uprooted, has sought
compensation from the administration.
But deputy commissioner (DC)
Dhirendra Khadgata said, “There
is a rule that if any farmer grows
genetically modified or BT brinjal crop, the administration is not
supposed to give him any compensation.” Notably, the Centre
had imposed a ban on genetically
modified plants.
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Gucci’s ‘Indy Full Turban’ draws backlash
Indo-Asian News Service
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

LONDON: Italian fashion brand
Gucci is facing backlash for selling several pricey designer turbans, with people accusing the
luxury fashion brand of cultural
appropriation.
One turban in particular, a
$790 (over ₹55,000) royal blue
piece from the brand’s Fall 2018
collection called “Indy Full Turban”, has caught the attention of
Twitter users both for its high
price and the fact that it even
exists at all.
On Thursday, Nordstrom
announcedthatitwaspullingthe
turban from its website and
stores, and apologised to those
whowereoffended,reportsdailymail.co.uk.
The turban in question — and

several other versions of it in different colours — actually
debutedontherunwayinFebruary 2018. They certainly earned
some negative attention at the
time, but it doesn’t seem to have
made an impact on the design
house’s production decisions.
But now members of the Sikh
community have zeroed in once
again on the turbans after Twitteruserspostedscreenshotsofits
available on Nordstrom’s website.
“The turban is not just an
accessory to monetise, it’s a religiousarticleoffaiththatmillions
of Sikhs view as sacred,” wrote
theSikhCoalition,adding“Many
find this cultural appropriation
inappropriate,since those wearing the turban just for fashion
will not appreciate its deep religious significance”.

n

A $790 royal blue turban has
caught the attention of Twitter
users for its high price.

“I would be into this if it was a
way to encourage diversity and
access non-western clothing (I
know guys who wear prewrappedturbanssothiswouldbe
cool for them) but the marketing
around this shows otherwise.
Thisisacashgrab,andit’sgross,”

wrote another.
Sikh restaurateur, influencer
and philanthropist Harjinder
SinghKukreja, whoboastsmore
than 1.5 million followers on
Twitter, explained why he and
others were so upset by the item.
“DearGucci,theSikhturbanis
notahotnewaccessoryforwhite
models but an article of faith for
practising Sikhs. Your models
have used Turbans as ‘hats’
whereas practising Sikhs tie
them neatly fold-by-fold. Using
fakeSikhs/turbansisworsethan
selling fake Gucci products.”
“Thisis beyond aggravating,”
said another.
“Did someone at Gucci even
bother to figure out what a dastaar(turban)meanstoSikhs?Did
it cross your minds to consider
the history behind our identity?
My people are discriminated

against, even killed, for wearing
a turban,” one wrote.
“Seriously
Nordstrom,
Gucci?” asked yet another. “The
turban is one of the most importantandsymbolicarticlesoffaith
forSikhsandyou’resellingitasa
fashion accessory to make
money? This isn’t the first time
you’ve come under fire for cultural appropriation. Do better.”
While Gucci has yet to comment on the controversy, Nordstrom tweeted an apology and
announcing that it would no
longer sell the turban.
“We have decided to stop carrying this product and have
removed it from the site. It was
neverourintenttodisrespectthis
religious and cultural symbol.
Wesincerelyapologisetoanyone
who may have been offended by
this,” they wrote.
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Truck driver booked for stealing 30 tonne wheat in Amritsar
AMRITSAR : The police on Friday

booked a truck driver for allegedly stealing 600 bags of wheat
amounting to 30 tonnes in
Chheharta area of the district.
The accused was identified as
Amanpreet Singh alias Aman of
Pakhoke village, Tarn Taran.
In his complaint, owner of the
wheat Bachittar Singh said, “On

May 12, Amanpreet loaded the
truckwith600bagsofwheat(50kg
each) from Chheharta Wheat
Mandiandleftforunloadingitin
ourgodown.Whileheparkedthe
truck in a queue, I asked him to
take care of the truck and wheat
and went home to rest.”
“When I came back, the truck
and the driver were missing

along with the wheat. I tried to
call him but his mobile was
switched off,” the complainant
said.Assistantsub-inspectorJaspal Singh said, “A case has been
registered against the accused
under Sections 407 (criminal
breach of trust by carrier, etc)
and 379 (punishment for theft) of
the Indian Penal Code .
HTC

Restaurant turns
away turban-wearing
Sikh youth in NY
IDENTITY ISSUE
Press Trust of India
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

NEW YORK: A Sikh youth was

refusedentrytoarestauranthere
for wearing a turban when he
went there to meet friends after
midnight, leaving him “hurt and
embarrassed,” according to a
media report.
GurvinderGrewal,23,wentto
Harbor Grill in Port Jefferson
after midnight on Saturday but
thesecurityattherestaurantdid
not let him in with his religious
headwear, citing new policy of
the eatery.
“I felt shocked, embarrassed
and hurt. I never encountered a
situation where I was refused a
serviceorentryintoanestablishment for wearing a turban,”
Grewal, a graduate from the
StonyBrookUniversity,said.He
saidheexplainedtothemanager
that he wore the turban to practicehisreligionandwanttospend
time with friends for the night,
the New York Post reported.
However, the manager at the

Harbor Grill did not allow him
inside, citing a new policy introduced at the bar that enforces a
dress code after 10pm on Friday
and Saturday nights, restricting
all headwear, the report
said.
“(Hewas)wearingwhatwould
be more widely perceived as the
slang term ‘dew rag’ or a ‘stocking cap’ andnot atraditional turban,” the restaurant wrote in a
Facebook post after residents
expressed outrage.
“We do not allow headwear in
order to more capably identify
peopleinsidetheestablishment,”
the restaurant said. The restaurantsaidHarborGrill“embraces
peopleofallracesandreligions,”
anddoesnotdiscriminateagainst
anyone for their creed or colour.
“We apologise for any distress
that this incident may have
caused. Please know that our
weekend dress code policy is in
place for the safety of all of our
patrons,” the restaurant said.
Grewal said Port Jefferson
MayorMargotGarantapologised
tohimandadvisedhimonactions
to take on the issue. He tried to
obtainapolicereportataSuffolk
Countyprecinctbutwastoldthat
“it was a civil matter, not a
criminal matter,” the report
said.
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Puri doesn’t bank on
BJP hypernationalism
DIVERGENT Raises development issue, Indo-Pak trade,
Operation Bluestar, avoids talking about Balakot airstrike

H I N DUSTAN T I MES , C H A ND I G A R H
S AT UR DAY, M AY 1 8 , 2 0 1 9

SUNNY, MALIK
TAKE OUT
ROADSHOW IN
GURDASPUR

THE LAST LAP

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

GURDASPUR : Bharatiya Janata

Surjit Singh
n

Party-Shiromani Akali Dal
(BJP-SAD) candidate from Gurdaspur Sunny Deol accompanied
by BJP state president Shwait
Malik took out a roadshow in
Gurdaspur on Friday.
Addressing the gathering,
Malik said just like late four-time
member of Parliament (MP)
Vinod Khanna was a wise leader,
Sunny Deol was a patriot. Malik
said Deol had already made a
niche for himself in the hearts of
the people of Gurdaspur and
knew the problems faced by
them as he had already seen his
father working as Bikaner MP.
Malik said there should be a
leader like Sunny Deol in every
constituency, so that the country
could make progress on all
fronts.

surjit.singh@htlive.com

AMRITSAR : In the Lok Sabha elec-

tion campaign that ended on Friday, Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) leaders raised national
security issues including Balakot airstrike to woo voters in
Amritsar, much like their colleagues elsewhere in the country. Hardeep Singh Puri, BJP
candidate from Amritsar, however, chose to avoid them.
Puri, who is also the Union
minister of state (independent
charges) for housing and urban
affairs, hardly talked about the
airstrike by the Indian Air Force
carried out in Balakot (Pakistan)
post Pulwama terror attack that
killed 44 CRPF personnel in
Jammu and Kashmir in February this year.
Throughout his poll campaign, Puri sought votes listing
development projects and welfare schemes launched by the
Modi government. In a rally
attended by BJP national president Amit Shah here on May 12,
he and other senior party leaders
including national secretary
Tarun Chugh glorified Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on the
issue of Balakot. Puri, however,
did not even touch it.
Instead, he advocated normalisation along the Indo-Pak international border. Tension prevailed along the border with Pakistan after Pulwama attack.
Besides, the Union government

n

Union minister and Bharatiya Janata Party candidate Hardeep
Singh Puri interacts with people during an election campaign in
HT PHOTO
Amritsar on Friday.

also suspended Indo-Pak trade
through the Attari-Wagah border, that created problems for
traders and workers whose livelihood depends on this trade.
Taking note of this, Puri said,
“I will work for removal of difficulties being faced by traders
and workers whose life has been
adversely affected by the temporary closure of Attari border

trade with Pakistan.”
As per political pundits, the
Balakot airstrike was not an
important issue for border states
like Punjab. Unlike other BJP
leaders who raised the issue of
1984 anti-Sikh riots but rarely
touched Operation Bluestar,
Puri talked about the latter,
especially in rural segments
which are Sikh dominated.

Modi, Rahul make final Man killed, 2 hurt
pitch for Lok Sabha polls after being hit by a
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Addressing journalists at the
same time, Congress president
Rahul Gandhi said he didn’t
want to prejudge the people of
India by commenting on the election outcome, summing up the
campaign waged by his party.
“I am proud to say that we
have fought Narendra Modi and
BJP. We have protected the institutions of this country, which is
our main duty, from Narendra
Modi, the BJP, and the RSS
[Rashtriya
Swayamsevak
Sangh]. This fight was about protecting the Supreme Court, RBI
[Reserve Bank of India], the Constitution and all the institutions
that make this great country and
give a voice to the people,” Gandhi said, noting that Modi hadn’t
accepted his challenge for a
debate on the controversial
Rafale deal.
“We have given a good fight.
Our strategy was to raise people’s issues and we effectively
did it. We played A grade role of
the Opposition. We incircled
Modi and dismantled his idea.”
Gandhi’s senior colleague
Ghulam Nabi Azad, leader of the
opposition in the Rajya Sabha,
was less taciturn than the party
president in predicting the outcome of the election.
“Congress is going to have the
maximum number of members
in Parliament. We are looking to
secure 273-plus seats this time,

which is easily achievable for us.
We have done it in the past, we
will do it again,” Gandhi said in
the Lok Sabha.
The end of the campaign,
marked by the discourse suddenly veering towards Mahatma
Gandhi, his assassin Nathuram
Godse and the BJP’s controversial Bhopal candidate Pragya
Thakur’s praise of Godse as a
patriot, set the stage for the seventh and final phase of polling on
Sunday, in which 59 seats are up
for grabs.
Campaigning in West Bengal,
where nine Lok Sabha seats will
be decided in the final phase,
ended a day early because of
clashes between ruling Trinamool Congress and BJP workers
on Tuesday. The counting of
votes and declaration of the outcome are set for May 23.
In the 2014 general election,
the BJP won 282 seats and
became the first party in 30 years
to secure a majority on its own in
the Lok Sabha. The BJP-led
National Democratic Alliance
won 336. The Congress, dogged
by corruption scandals in the
second term of the United Progressive Alliance government,
was reduced to 44 seats - its lowest tally ever.
Modi, who kicked off the campaign in Meerut, Uttar Pradesh,
on March 28, ended it in Khargone, Madhya Pradesh, on Friday.

car in Manesar;
suspect out on bail
HT Correspondent
n

htreporters@hindustantimes.com

GURUGRAM: A 25-year-old man
was killed and at least two others were injured after a car
allegedly hit them while they
were walking near a private
company in IMT-Manesar on
Wednesday. Police said that the
suspect was arrested and
granted bail on Thursday.
According to the police, the
incident took place on Wednesday around 10.30pm when a car
allegedly crashed into Juber,
who was walking with a group of
his colleagues, the police said.
The injured are receiving medical treatment at the Rockland
hospital in Sector 5, police said.
IMT-Manesar SHO Satbir
said, “One of the victims, Juber,
died and others sustained minor
injuries. The suspect was
arrested a day after the accident
and was later granted bail.
Police are investigating the
case.”
A case was registered against
the suspect under sections 279
(rash driving), 304A (death by
negligence), 337 (act endangering life) and 388 (causing grievous hurt by act endangering life)
of the Indian Penal Code

htclassifieds
EMPLOYMENT
CORRIGENDUM: SRI Aurobindo
College of Commerce and Management. Vill-Jhande, Ferozepur Road,
Ludhiana-142021(Punjab). Ref.
advertisement of Principal
(Regular), Published in The Tribune
(Jobs & Careers), The Times of
India(Chandigarh) on 27th March,
2019 and Hindustan Times (Career
Guide) on 28th March, 2019. Please
amend to read that the applications
on the prescribed Performa, are invited so as to reach the college with
a copy to DCDC, P. U. Chandigarh
within 60 days from the publication
of the initial advertisement instead
of 30 days. Other Terms &
Conditions remain the same.
(Secretary-Governing Body)

COMPUTER/IT
CONTENT WRITER (Part Time / Full
Time) required for an IT Company /
Education web portal in Chandigarh.
Work Experience 1Yr - 3 Yrs. Mail
your resume to
rishi.kapoor@rabkapstechnologies.co
m

PUBLIC NOTICES
I, ARTI W/o Sunil Dutt D/o Yogesh
Kumar Verma, VPO+Tehsil Baba
Bakala (Amritsar) have changed my
name after Marriage from Arti to
Kajal. Concerned note.

I, HARPRIT Sharma S/o Kuldeep
Kumar R/o House # 13375 Street #
2, Block- 31, Gopal Nagar, Basti
Jodhewal, Ludhiana have changed
my name to Harpreet Sharma.

I, CHAND Kanta W/o Bant Ram,
H.No. B-1/1639 Roshan Colony
Rajpura, Patiala, changed name to
Chander Kanta

PUBLIC NOTICES
I, SHIVA Yadav S/o Sh. Satnu Lal,
R/o 1780-A, Small Flats, Dhanas
Chandigarh, have changed my name
from Shiva Yadav to Shiva.

I KAMALJEET Singh S/O Gurmeet
Singh Village Aulakh PO Bhaowal
Distt Ropar have changed my name
Kamaljeet Singh to Kamaljit SIngh

I, BANT Ram Malania S/o Ram
Kishan, H.No. B-1/1639 Roshan
Colony, Rajpura, Patiala, changed
name to Bant Ram.

I JEEVEN Dass Singh S/o Bhim Singh
Village Dehar Tehsil Chamkaur
Sahib (Ropar) have changed my
name to Jeevan Das Singh.

I, SANTOKH Nand S/o Chanan Ram
Vill: Talwandi Jattan P.O Chak Ramu
Teh. Banga Distt. S.B.S Nagar I have
changed my name Santokh Nand to
Santokh Ram. All concerned note
please.

I VARSHA Sharma W/o Sikander Lal

PUBLIC NOTICES
I GURINDER Singh S/o Dyal Singh
Sidhu R/o 485, Street No-5, Near
police Line, Sant Attar Singh Nagar
Sangrur have changed my name to
Gurinder Singh Sidhu.

I, SUNITA Rani W/o Nalin Kaushik,
R/o H.No. 49, Jagjit Nagar, Gate No.
5, Threekey Road, Ludhiana have
changed my name to Sunita
Kaushik.

I, CHARANPREET Singh S/o
Tejwant Singh Grewal, resident of
House No. 164, Phase-7, S.A.S.
Nagar (Mohali) Punjab have
changed my name to Charanpreet
Singh Grewal.

I, HEERA Singh S/o Dalbir Singh R/o
Village Warring P.O Mohanpur
Tehsil/ Distt. Tarntaran have
changed my name from Heera Singh
to Hira Singh. Please concerned
note.

n

Congress candidate from Amritsar Gurjit Singh Aujla during a roadshow on the last day of campaigning on Friday.

SAMEER SEHGAL/HT

4 Kashmiri students beaten Bandipora rape case:
up in Baghpat, return home Police submit status
S Raju
n

S.Raju@htlive.com

MEERUT: Four Kashmiri students

of an educational institute in
Baghpat district returned to their
native place in Doda, Jammu &
Kashmir, on Wednesday, after
they were allegedly beaten up by
some locals during their college
festival on Tuesday evening.
The boys, students of Syadwad
Institute of Technology, were
accused of misbehaving with a
girl participating in the exhibition and were reportedly
thrashed by her family members.
In a video posted on social
media on Friday, Aakib Hussain,
one of the Kashmiris beaten up,
denied that the students had misbehaved with the girl. He said
that he and his friends had gone to
the exhibition and festival organised in the college, when some
people started thrashing them

after asking them about their
identity.
Aakib said he sustained head
injuries and the students came
out on the road on Wednesday to
protest against the treatment
meted out to them. He said he
would go back to his native place,
as he felt unsafe in the prevailing
conditions.
The other students thrashed
along with Aakib were identified
as Younus Bhat, Fayyaz and Muzbil (go by single names).
However, the college management claimed that there was no
problem. Institute chairman
Nagendra Goel confirmed that
the students had gone to their
native place, but added: “We are
in conversation with their families. They will come back soon for
their studies.”
When contacted, SP Baghpat
Shailesh Kumar Pandey said that
a group of students was accused

of touching the hands of a girl participating in the exhibition. “Her
family members beat up the
group, which included a few
Kashmiris,” said Pandey adding
that neither of the parties
involved in the dispute had
lodged any case, so far.
The officer also asserted that
the incident had nothing to do
with the students being Kashmiris.
Meanwhile, police force has
been deployed in the college to
ensure the students’ safety and
prevent any further untoward
incidents from taking place.
“Efforts are on to identify all
those involved in the clash,” said
the SP. As many as 90 Kashmiri
students are enrolled at the Syadwad Institute of Technology,
located on the Delhi-Saharanpur
highway, under the Deendayal
Upadhyay Gramin Kaushal
Vikas Yojana.

report in high court

SRINAGAR : Police on Friday submitted to J&K high court the status report of the alleged rape of
three-year-old girl in Sumbal.
The report pertaining to the
investigations conducted by the
police in the case so far was
handed over to chief justice Gita
Mittal in a sealed envelope. The
content of the report has not
been revealed owing to the sensitivity of the issue.
The HC has granted police
time till May 28 to complete the
probe in the case.
The court also directed the
state legal services authority to
grant compensation to the victim.
However, it’s still not clear
whether the police have
obtained the forensic report.
The J&K high court had on

I N V E N T O R Y O F WAT E R B O D I E S

NGT tells states, UTs to emulate Haryana
Prayag Arora-Desai
n

prayag.desai@htlive.com

GURUGRAM: The National Green

Tribunal (NGT), last week,
instructed all states and Union
territories (UTs) to follow Haryana’s example and create
detailed inventories of water
bodies not already protected by
any law, review their existing
framework for restoration, and
submit action plans to the Central Pollution Control Board
(CPCB) within three months.
The CPCB itself has been
given a month’s time to publish
guidelines to restore water bodies—between 0 and 2.5 acres in
size—not presently protected by
any national legislation, such as
the Wetlands (Conservation and
Management) Rules, 2017,
which protects water bodies bigger than 2.5 acres in size.
The development comes after

PUBLIC NOTICES
I, VIR Abhimaue S/o Bant Ram, H.No.
B-1/1639 Roshan Colony Rajpura,
Patiala, changed name to Vir
Abhimanyu.

I BALWINDER Kour W/o No.
15772876 N,NK Kuldeep Singh, Unit
147 AD Light Regt C/o 56 APO,R/o
Bandral Tehsil Ramgarh District
Samba, wants to declare that the
correct D.O.B. of my both children
namely Nitu Kour&Harsh Singh are
25-01-2006 & 25-01-2006 instead of
25-01-2007& 25-01-2007
respectively which has been wrongly
registered in my husband army
record. Now I am applying for
correction . Objection if any may be
conveyed to concern authority
within seven days of publication
this notice.

I SIKANDER lal S/o Shubh karan
Dass R/o 13 Main Market, Nangal
Township, Tehsil Nangal, Distt. Rupnagar, (Punjab) declare that my
name is entered as Sekander Lal,
Sikander lal, Sikander Sharma &
Sikander lal Sharma in the educational Certificate of my sons
Akshay Sharma, Ayush Sharma &
daughter Sakshi Sharma. But I have
adopted my correct name as
Sikander Lal.

the State of Haryana, the Haryana Pond and Waste Water Management
Authority
(HPWWMA), and the Gurugram
Metropolitan Development
Authority (GMDA) submitted
multiple reports between
March 2017 and April 2019, comprehensively mapping all water
bodies in the state (over 16,600,
with 826 in Gurugram district),
verifying them against revenue
records, satellite images and
through field visits.
The water bodies, which
include lakes, village ponds, traditional
water-harvesting
structures, and low-lying areas
prone to waterlogging, have
also been assigned unique identification numbers (UIDs). The
GMDA’s report also notes the
ownership patterns of these
water bodies— whether public
or private—and the possibility
for their revival.

ORDER SIGNIFICANT IN
LIGHT OF NATIONWIDE
TREND OF WATER
BODIES BEING USURPED
FOR REAL ESTATE
The directive is part of a 2015
petition filed by city-based
activist Sarvadaman Oberoi
regarding the degradation of the
Ghata lake bed in Gurugram.
Part of the city’s arterial stormwater drainage network, the
lake, in recent years, has been
sectioned off for development by
the Department of Town and
Country Planning (DTCP), with
high-rises now taking up the
space of the once 350-acre natural water body.
Its significance can be gauged
in light of the nation-wide trend
of water bodies being usurped

for real estate. Experts said this
phenomenon is aggravating
issues of groundwater loss,
urban flooding and soil erosion,
among other adverse impacts to
environment.
Nivedita Sharma, lawyer for
the petitioner, said the NGT’s
order was a welcome move, if
only on paper. “It upholds that
all water bodies are ecologically
valuable. India’s wetland laws,
for example, do not protect
water bodies that are smaller
than 2.5 acres in size. Now, the
NGT, in this ruling, has upheld
that water bodies of any size also
deserve protection,” she said.
However, some experts displayed their scepticism. Chetan
Agarwal, an environment analyst who was part of the GMDA’s
survey team, said, “The order is
positive. What remains to be
seen is whether the states will
follow through.
DEBTS RECOVERY TRIBUNAL-III,
CHANDIGARH
SCO: 33-34-35, SECTOR 17-A, CHANDIGARH

CORRIGENDUM
The advertisement published in Hindustan Times on
dated 13.03.2019
State Bank of India
...... Certificate Holder
Versus
M/s A.S. Agro Industries
..... Certificate Debtor
May please be read as RC. No. 1109/2018 instead of
RC. No. 694/2017. Other matter shall remain the same.
Recovery Officer-II, DRT-III, Chandigarh.

Wednesday asked the police to
file a status report of the ongoing
investigation. The order was
passed by a division bench comprising chief justice Gita Mittal
and justice Tashi Rabstan. The
government has already constituted an SIT to probe the matter.
Bandipora SP Rahul Malik
said statements have been
recorded and they are now
awaiting report from the forensic science laboratory (FSL).
J&K governor Satya Pal Malik
had on Monday sought exemplary punishment to the
accused.
The case has been trending on
social media with people across
the country expressing their
anger. Former chief ministers
and separatist leaders have
HTC
expressed shock.

Cop hangs himself
at Farrukhnagar
police barracks
GURUGRAM: A 50-year-old assist-

ant sub inspector, posted at Farrukhnagar police station, allegedly hanged himself in the barracks on Friday, the police said.
No suicide note was recovered
from the spot and prima facie,
the reason for the suicide was
not known, they said.
The ASI had visited his family
after the elections were conducted in Gurgaon.
Rajesh Kumar, deputy commissioner of police, Manesar,
said the ASI allegedly hung himself from the ceiling fan in the
investigating official’s room.
“He was alone in the barracks
at the time of the incident. After
speaking with his colleagues and
family, no possible reasons have
come forth to suggest that he was
under stress. His wife and children have reached the city and
we are conducting an investigation,” the DCP said.
The police said no official
enquiry had been pending
against the ASI, and added that
the autopsy would be conducted
on Saturday.
The police have initiated
inquest proceedings under Code
of Criminal Procedure Sec 174.
HTC

GOVERNMENT OF PUNJAB
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Corrigendum No. 01/2019-20 Dt. 16/05/2019
Regarding Request for Expression of Interest ( EOI ) for Relining of
Rajasthan Feeder & Sirhind Feeder Canals.
In continuation of the press note regarding Notice Inviting expression of interest
(EOI) for Relining of Rajasthan Feeder and Sirhind Feeder Canal vide this office letter
no 759-60/22-A Dated 15.05.2019. Due to technical reasons EOI Notice has not
published on the Govt. website www.pbirrigation.gov.in & e-procurementportal
https://etender.punjabgovt.gov.in. It is inform that required information and EOI
Notice documents can be obtained from the O/o Superintending Engineer, Ferozepur
Canal Circle, Ferozepur (+91-9876400987) Email: sefccfzr2010@gmail.com)
against request.
Sd/-, Executive Engineer
Abohar Canal Division, Abohar
4848

BUSINESS OFFER

R/o 13 Main Market, Nangal
Township, Tehsil Nangal, Distt.
Rupnagar, Punjab (India) have
changed my name from Varsha
Bhardwaj to Varsha Sharma.

I NO 10515788A sep Sandeep Kumar
s/o Sh Baljeet r/o koth kurdh, Hisar
Haryana Name of my wife is wrongly
written in my service record as
POOJA. Correct name of my wife is
POONAM RANI. All Concerned please
note.

IT IS notified for the information that
my Original Passing Certificate of
Main Secondary/Examination of
Year-2002 and Roll No-5125338 issued by CBSE Has been actually lost.
Name of Candidate-Praveen, R/o
House-No-5479,Maloya Colony,
Chandigarh.
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Police deny ‘cow vigilantes’ behind killing of 40-yr-old man
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

JAMMU:

Curfew remained
clamped for second consecutive
day in tension-ridden Bhaderwah town of Doda district in
Jammu and Kashmir on Friday
after a 40-year-old villager was
shot dead allegedly by unidentified ‘cow vigilantes’.
Officials said there would be no
relaxation in the curfew yet.
The firing incident near Nalti
bridge in Bhaderwah at 2 am on
Thursday had left Nayeem
Ahmed Shah, resident of Qilla
Mohalla, dead and another

›

Some media channels
are wrongly reporting
the murder. Such
irresponsible reporting
is strongly rebutted as no
such information has been
confirmed so far
POLICE SPOKESPERSON

injured.
The incident had led to violent
protests during the day, with
members of a community attack-

ing a police station and damaging
several vehicles. The protesters
alleged that the victim was targeted as he was involved in cattle
trade. Doda SSP Shabir Malik
said, “The situation is normal
today but curfew is still on in
Bhaderwah town. There is no law
and order problem today”.
The SSP said eight people were
rounded up on Thursday for
questioning in connection with
the killing, however, no arrest
has been made in the case yet.
“Police have recovered a
licensed gun but it was not clear
whether it was used in committing the crime or not. Investiga-

tion is underway,” he said.
Police have also rebutted
media reports that ‘cow vigilantes’ had killed Nayeem Ahmed
Shah when he was transporting
livestock early on Thursday.
“Some media channels are
wrongly reporting murder of a
person in Bhaderwah as incident
of an alleged killing by cow vigilantes. Such irresponsible reporting is strongly rebutted as no
such information has been confirmed during the investigation
so far. Neither the accused are
identified nor the motive of killing is known so far,” police
spokesperson said.

The army was called to assist
the civil administration maintain
law and order as clashes erupted
between two groups over the
alleged murder. Mobile internet
services also remain suspended
in the town to prevent spread of
inflammatory posts and pictures
online. Meanwhile, state governor Satya Pal Malik condemned
the death and directed police and
civil administration to bring the
culprits to justice. He condemned
the loss of a life in the unfortunate
incident and urged the people not
to take the law into their own
hands and co-operate with the
law enforcing agencies, a Raj

Bhavan spokesman said.
OMAR ATTEMPTING TO
CREATE WEDGE AMONG
COMMUNITIES: BJP
The state unit of BJP on Friday
raised question over “reckless”
statement made by former chief
minister Omar Abdullah on the
incident, saying the leader was
“adding fuel to the fire”.
In a tweet on Wednesday, the
former CM said, “This on a day
alleged cow vigilantes have killed
a man in Badarwah area of
Jammu - India’s Muslims fear for
their future under Narendra
Modi.”

Shutdown in Kashmir over civilian killings
Ashiq Hussain
n

ashiq.hussain@htlive.com

SRINAGAR : A shutdown was

observed in Kashmir on Friday
following the call by the separatists to protest against the killing of a civilians following
encounters between militants
and security forces in Pulwama
district on Thursday.
Most of the shops, businesses
and educational institutions
remained closed in Srinagar. Public transport was off the
roads, but a few private cars,
cabs and auto-rickshaws were
seen plying in some areas of the
city.
The attendance in government offices was also thin.
The separatist, under the
banner of Joint Resistance
Leadership (JRL), had called for
the shutdown against the “gruesome killings of innocent civilians Arshad Ahmad Dar
(Pattan), Raies Ahmad Dar (Pulwama) and Nayeem Ahmad
Shah (Baderwah) at the hands of
Indian occupation forces even
during the ongoing holy month
of Ramadan”.
They had also called for a protest march after Friday prayers
across the state and appealed
youth to maintain peace and discipline while leading the protests.
Authorities had imposed
restrictions in parts of the old
city to prevent the protests.
There was heavy deployment of
police and CRPF in sensitive
areas. “We had imposed restrictions in some parts of downtown
(old city) and everything
remained peaceful. There was a

n

Authorities have imposed restrictions in parts of the old city in Srinagar to prevent protests. There was
WASEEM ANDRABI/HT
heavy deployment of police and CRPF in sensitive areas.

SEPARATISTS ALSO
CALLED FOR A PROTEST
MARCH AFTER FRIDAY
PRAYERS ACROSS
THE STATE
stray incident of stone-pelting
in Gawakadal,” said Srinagar
senior superintendent of police
Haseeb Mughal. The Friday
prayers could not be held in old
city’s Jamia Masjid Srinagar
due to restrictions.
“There is no let up in the
bloodbath even in Ramazan
while CASOs have been intensified, harassment, intimidation,
and house to house searches of
homes increased which stands
as an eye opener for the world
community and the interna-

tional rights organisations as to
what people of Kashmir are
going through,” the Hurriyat
Conference(M) said.
Five militants, one of their
associates, a civilian and two
soldiers were killed in two separate encounters in Pulwama
and Shopian districts of south
Kashmir on Thursday.
On Wednesday, Arshid
Ahmad Dar, a youth from
Pattan who was injured during
clashes with security forces on
Monday during a protest
against the rape of a 3-year-old
girl, succumbed to his injuries
on Wednesday.
The 40-year-old Nayeem
Ahmad Shah was killed in Bhaderwah in a firing incident on
Thursday, prompting authorities to impose curfew there.

VALLEY ON
ALERT
The Valley has been put on a
three-day alert after intelligence agencies warned of a
possible terror attack on
defence installations to
coincide with the 17th day of
Ramzan on May 21. In the
past, militants have chosen
the 17th day of Ramzan for
attacking security installations in the region. A senior
official said though there is
no specific input that any
particular security installation
could be targeted but a
general alert is sounded. “It
could be a general alert
keeping in view the previous
experiences,” the official said.
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election2019
CampaigningendsforfourHimachalseats,45infray
POLLING TOMORROW More than 53 lakh voters in the
hill state will exercise their right to franchise on May 19
Press Trust of India
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SHIMLA:Campaigning ended Friday evening for elections to all
four Lok Sabha constituencies in
Himachal Pradesh, where five
MLAs, including a state minister, are trying to make it to Parliament. Forty-five candidates
are in the fray for the May 19 contest over the four constituencies-Shimla (SC), Mandi, Hamirpur
and Kangra. There are over 53
lakh voters in Himachal Pradesh.
The canvassing in the state
had gained momentum after
May 10, when campaigning for
the sixth phase of the Lok Sabha
elections ended. Political bigwigs, including Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and Congress
chief Rahul Gandhi, had
descended on the state for the
last leg of parliamentary elections.
Modi had addressed rallies in
Mandi andSolan while BJP president Amit Shah held three meetings on a single day. Congress
president Rahul Gandhi campaigned in the state even on the
last day of electioneering.
At an earlier rally in Una,

n

CANVASSING IN THE
STATE HAD GAINED
MOMENTUM AFTER MAY
10; POLITICAL BIGWIGS
HAD DESCENDED ON THE
STATE FOR THE LAST LEG
OF ELECTIONS
Rahul had flayed the Modi government over demonetisation
and the GST. Congress general
secretary Priyanka Gandhi
Vadra, who had failed to attend
an election rally in Sundernagar
on May 14 due to bad weather,
had sent a video message, urging
voters to extend their support to
the party’s Mandi candidate
Aashray Sharma.
During the high-pitched campaigning, Punjab minister and
Congress’ star campaigner NavjotSinghSidhutermedtheprime
minister the “biggest liar” and
“Feku No.1”, accusing him of not
fulfilling his election promises in
Bilaspur.
Campaigning for the BJP in
Kullu, Union Home Minister
Rajnath Singh had hit out at the
Congress on its promise of abolishing the sedition law, promis-

ing to make it more stringent.
A direct contest is expected
between the ruling BJP and the
Congress. The BJP had won all
four seats in 2014. This time, the
BJP says that it will repeat its
last performance, a claim challenged by the Congress. The BJP
has fielded state food and civil
supplies minister Kishan
Kapoor from Kangra after dropping sitting MP Shanta Kumar.
Kangra Congress MLA Pawan
Kajal is contesting against him.
In Hamirpur, three-time MP
and former BCCI president Anurag Thakur is the fray on the BJP
ticket against Sri Naina Devi
MLA Ram Lal Thakur of the
Congress. BJP’s Pachhad MLA
Suresh Kashyap is contesting
against Solan Congress MLA Dr
Dhani Ram Shandil from the
Shimla (SC) constituency.
Aashray Sharma, who is the
grandson of former Union Telecom Minister Sukh Ram, is trying his luck as a Congress candidate against sitting BJP MP Ram
Swaroop Sharma from Mandi.
His father Anil Sharma had to
resign from the state cabinet
after he decided to contest the
elections on the Congress ticket.
(With inputs from HT)

Women poll officials on their way to Jispa village in Lahaul.

BIRBAL SHARMAHT

RAHUL WON’T
EVEN GET
LEADER OF OPPN
STATUS: SATTI
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

DHARAMSHALA :Bharatiya Janata

Party’s (BJP’s) state chief Satpal
Singh Satti on Friday termed
Congress president Rahul Gandhi’s solan rally a super flop.
In a statement issue here,
Satti said the Congress couldn’t
gather half of the crowd that was
witnessed in Prime Minister
NarenderModi’srallyheld atthe
same venue earlier this week.
“The dismal turnout at the
Congress’ rally reflects that the
opposition party has lost its base
in Himachal,” said Satti.
‘CONG CHIEF TRYING
TO BEFOOL PEOPLE’
Satti said the Congress president
tried to make fool out of the innocent people of Himachal by making promises which cannot be
fulfilled.
“But people here are wise and
will give the Congress a fitting
reply on May 19,” he added.
“Leave aside becoming the
prime minister, Rahul would not
even get the status of leader of
opposition,” the BJP state chief
said.
Responding to charges made
by Rahul that the BJP helped
fugitives like Nirav Modi and
Vijay Mallya, Satti said it was
due to the Modi-led government
that they were sent behind bars
in the foreign countries.
“Rahul is targeting Prime
Minister Narender Modi on
demonetisation because it had
hurt his family — the illicit
money accumulated by his
brother-in-law and mother,”
Satti said.
The BJP state chief further
said that the Congress befooled
people of Rajasthan , Chhattisgarh and Madhya Pradesh with
promises of farmers’ loan
wavier.

Modi isn’t just a wave, but tsunami that
will wash away rival parties: Jai Ram
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

DHARAMSHALA : Himachal chief
minister Jai Ram Thakur on
Friday said the entire country
was chanting, ‘Fir ek baar Modi
sarkar, in unison and even in
the Congress’ roadshows,
chants of Modi-Modi were being
heard.
Addressing a rally at Ranital
in Kangra on the concluding day
of the campaigning for the May
19 elections, Thakur said faith of
people in Modi could be gauged

movie review

from the fact that supporters of
rival parties and ideologies also
want to see him as the Prime
Minister again.
“Modi has done remarkable
work for the upliftment of every
section of society,” he said.
The CM said that in Himachal, the BJP was getting huge
support and his party would win
all four Lok Sabha seats in the
state.
“Modi is not just a wave, but a
tsunami that will sweep away
the rival parties,” he said.
Addressing another rally at

Outstanding

Very Good

Arki in Solan district, Thakur
said the Modi government has
created a bright, prosperous
and new India and “under the
BJP regime, India has emerged
as a powerful country”.
Earlier, addressing a rally at
Bharmour in Chamba district,
Thakur claimed that the BJP
will get full majority and Modi
will once again become the
Prime Minister. “The Congress
leaders know this truth very
well and in utter desperation,
they are resorting to making
baseless and undignified state-

Good

Average

ments,” he alleged. “Modi is a
leader who always takes the
youth along and his government
has initiated various welfare
schemes benefiting the young
people,” Thakur said.
In contrary to BJP, he said,
the Congress was engaged in
politics of dynasty, which was
“not good for a healthy democracy”.
“Such kind of politics needs
to be discarded and to ensure
that the dynasts have no role in
politics, the voters must make
BJP victorious ,” he said.

n

Former HP chief minister Virbhadra Singh, state Congress chief Kuldeep Singh Rathore, party president Rahul Gandhi, state party
in-charge Rajni Patil, Rajya Sabha member Anand Sharma and ex-Haryana CM Bhupinder Singh Hooda at a rally in Solan.
DEEPAK SANSTA /HT

Rahul: If PM doesn’t acknowledge
his mistake, how will he learn from it
Gaurav Bisht
n

gaurav.bisht@htlive.com

SOLAN: CongresspresidentRahul
Gandhi sharpened his attack on
PM Narendra Modi saying he
refused to accept that demonetisation and GST were mistakes,
whilewrappinghiscampaignfor
2019LokSabhaelectionsinHimachal Pradesh’s Solan on Friday.
In his 45-minute speech at a
rally in support of Shimla candidateDhaniRamShandil,Gandhi
said, “The country is saying that
demonetisation was a mistake.
People are saying you hurt the
country. Three years on, Modi
doesn’tacceptitwasamistake.If
he doesn’t acknowledge the mistake, how will he learn from it?”
Polling for four Lok Sabha
seats in Himachal willtakeplace
on May 19. The BJP, which rules
the state, had won all four seats
bagging more than 50% of the
votespolledin the 2014elections.
HuggingformerHPchiefministerVirbhadraSingh,hesaidhe
had always respected his elders
and learnt from them unlike the
PM, who according to him, had
disrespected his mentor LK
Advani. TheCongresspresident
saiddespiteservingasCMforsix
terms,Virbhadraknewanybody
could make a mistake but Modi,
who had served the country as
PM for only one term, refused to
accept his mistakes.
Gandhi, who has attended 12
rallies in the northern states of

n

A WARM HUG: Rahul Gandhi greets Virbhadra Singh after the latter’s speech in Solan as Congress’
DEEPAK SANSTA/HT
Shimla candidate Dhani Ram Shandil looks on.

Haryana,Punjab,andHimachal,
reiterated that Modi has broken
his promise for more jobs, minimum support price to farmers
and increase in import duty for
apples. “After five years, he
doesn’t speak about the ₹15 lakh
he promised, the import duty or
evencorruption.Instead,hefixes
interviews.Unemploymentisthe
biggestchallengeandhetellsyou
how he eats a mango,” he said.
Hereceivedapplausefromthe
audience when he asked why
couldn’t Modi clear the loans of
farmersandappleorchardistsin
Himachalandspokeaboutlosses

suffered by apple growers of the
state.
“Unlike Modi, who did not
touch the state specific issues,
Rahul spoke about them, especially regarding raising the
import duty on apple and setting
up food processing plants,” said
Surinder Chauhan, 55, an apple
grower from Kairi village in
Shimla.
Sanjay Kumar, 40, of Solan,
said he will be happy if Gandhi
fulfils70%ofthepromiseshehad
made.“IhavefullfaithintheCongress andbelieve thatit canfulfil
the promises made in the mani-

sidelights
LEADERS THANK
RAIN GODS
Cloudy weather in Solan gave jitters
to the rally organisers. However,
AICC HP in-charge Rajni Patil and
chief Kuldeep Rathore expressed
gratitude to rain gods for being kind.

Reason to cheer

What’s in the name

A gentle reminder

The crowd that swelled just
few minutes before the commencement of rally brought cheers on
the faces of leaders on the stage.
The thin gathering was
a cause of worry for the
leaders earlier.

Former chief minister Virbhadra
Singh, while welcoming the
Congress leaders on the stage,
struggled to recall Rahul Gandhi’s
name, but party general secretary
Rajnish Kimta quickly came to the
rescue.

Rahul Gandhi, after ending
his sarcasm-laden speech, went
on to meet the leaders on the
stage, but returned to remind
people to vote for Congress
candidate for Shimla Dhani Ram
Shandil.

Man wanted for 11 murders
arrested from Lucknow

Poor

Anvit Srivastava
n

RAJA SEN
DE DE PYAAR DE
Direction: Akiv Ali
Actors: Ajay Devgn, Rakul
Preet Singh
Rating:

n

While Ajay Devgn plays uncharacteristically calm, Tabu steals the show.

Decent comedy that pretends to be brave

A

jay Devgn has no
spine in De De Pyaar
De. As a 50-year-old
aware of his age, the
actor plays uncharacteristically calm, handing over valuables to muggers and unable
to push an old car without
strong women helping him.
Only women wear the pants
here. Estranged wife Manju
intimidates Devgn’s Ashish
two decades after their separation, and young Aisha
drains his whiskey and leaves
him rattling ice cubes.
It’s a decent situational comedy — Londoner Ashish brings
the much-younger Aisha back
to India to meet his wife and
kids, and chickens out of telling them she’s his girlfriend —
but debutant director Akiv Ali
can’t balance humour and

broad farce, creating something that is intelligent but
looks (and sounds) like a Priyadarshan slapstick mess.
The problem is the girl.
Aisha, a confident and harddrinking bartender-on-weekends, is played by Rakul Preet
Singh, an unbelievably vacant
actress with too much screen
time. The character is also
problematic, a girl who passes
out drunk in a man’s house
and wonders why he didn’t
take advantage of her. “You
could do me and you didn’t?”
Aisha laughs, incredulous
that a guy would pass up statutory rape. Ali, an experienced
editor, ought to have clipped
the Aisha-heavy first half and
swapped it for two bearable
minutes taking us to the girl
meeting boyfriend’s family.

The mortification on Ashish’s
face when Aisha shakes hands
with Manju must be similar to
the embarrassment one would
feel introducing these two performers as co-stars.
Tabu excels as Manju, the
wife who outgrew Ashish. She

wields the word ‘dal’ like a
loaded gun, and conjures up
chemistry with Devgn, who is
in solid form here. A bit of
restraint goes a long way.
The film pretends to be
brave, with nothing to say.
Balki’s Cheeni Kum rushes to
mind, a May-December
romance held up by Tabu.
The attempted radicality
here lies not in the humdrum
idea of such a romance, but in
a star like Devgn admitting he
may be too old for his films
and heroines. We know this
already. We also know this is a
one-off, and a police uniform
will stretch taut over his pecs
again. It is interesting that
Ajay Devgn is so good at playing someone who couldn’t
possibly be an Ajay Devgn fan.
Is this a confession?

festo ,” said Seema Devi, 32, from
BansarvillageinSolan,amother
of two girls.
Naresh Kumar of Hamirpur,
whoclaimedtohaveattendedralliesofbothGandhiandModi,said
he believes more in the PM as he
appears to be a stronger leader
than the Congress president.
The crowd had a hearty laugh
whenGandhitookadigatthePM
forhiscommentsthatheadvised
the air force to attack Balakot as
the clouds will prove the jets
coverfromPakistaniradarssayingthatModiis tryingtoeducate
people who are experts.

anvit.srivastava@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI:Delhi Police on Friday
claimed to have arrested Vijay
Farmana,a29-year-oldmanwho
waswantedin11casesofmurder,
one rape, an attempt to murder
caseandseveralcasesofcarjacking.
Police said in April this year,
Farmana and his two associates
hadtakenacontracttokillapoliticianinNagalandaftertheongoing Lok Sabha elections. Farmana’s aides had already been
given a sum of ₹80 lakhs and a
FordEndeavorcarforthehitjob,
they said.
According to a police statement, Farmana is a graduate
from Chhotu Ram Arya Jat College in Sonepat, Haryana. Out of
the11murdersinwhichFarmana
was allegedly involved, three
were triple murders committed
in Haryana, while the rape was
reported from Begampur in
Rohini.
Additional commissioner of
police (crime)Rajiv Ranjan said,
Farmanaalsoranoneofthe“biggest syndicates of carjacking”
andissuspectedtobeinvolvedin
at least 50 cases . The officer said
they have found evidence of
Farmana’s role in seven cases,
reportedfromVasantKunj,Vasant Vihar, Saket, IGI Airport,
NH8 and Kapashera.
Ranjan said that on Wednesday, they received a tip-off that
Farmana, who carries a cash
rewardof₹50,000forhisarrestby

Body of JNU
student found
hanging, suicide
note recovered
NEW DELHI: A second-year

n

Vijay Farmana after his arrest in Lucknow.

Delhi police and two cash
rewards of ₹50,000 and ₹10,000 by
Haryana police, had been
spotted in Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh. “Our team reached Lucknow the same day and traced
Farmana’s location. We further
receivedinputsthathewillcome
to meet one of his girlfriends at a
shopping mall in Gomti Nagar
and a team was deployed. Later,
theteamspottedFarmanasitting
near a food outlet with a woman.
As our team tried to nab him, he
sensed the trap and tried to flee,”
Ranjan said.
The additional commissioner
added that Farmana pulled out a
pistol and tried to fire at a police
team.Butbeforehecouldpullthe
trigger,twoofficersoverpowered
him and snatched his pistol.
Deputycommissionerofpolice
(crime) G Ram Gopal Naik said
during interrogation Farmana
hassaidthatinAprilthisyear,he
andhisassociateSharadPandey
andKapilChitaniawenttoNagaland and accepted a contract to

SOURCED

kill a politician.
“He said they were to kill the
leader after the Lok Sabha elections and Pandey had taken the
contract for Rs 80 lakhs and a
FordEndeavour,” Naiksaid,but
did not reveal who had paid for
thehitjob. “Further,hedisclosed
thathewaslastarrestedin2007in
anattempttomurdercase.Hehas
so far accepted his involvement
in 11 murders,” Naik said.
In the first triple murder,
Farmana and his four aides had
kidnappedthreestudentsofModern Institute of Technology
(MIT), Rohtak – Rahul, Deepak
and Ashish — and murdered
them, police said in a statement.
“Their bodies were thrown in
theGangNaharinSonipatSadar,
Haryana. Farmana said he had
killedthethreeboysbecausethey
had killed Farmana’s brother’s
friend, Sanjay,” the DCP said.
DCPNaikalso saidthatFarmana and his associates ran one of
thebiggestsyndicatesofcarjacking.

MA EnglishstudentofJawaharlal Nehru University (JNU) was
found hanging from a ceiling fan
in one of the rooms of School of
Languages on Friday morning.
The student, a resident of the
Mahi Mandavi hostel, had also
sent a suicide note to his English
professor, police said.
Police,however,didnotreveal
the content of the suicide note.
Devender Arya, deputy commissioner of police, southwest,
said the police were informed
about the incident around noon
bythehostelin-charge,whocame
to know from the hostel warden
thatthestudent’sbodywasfound
hanging in a room in the basement of the centre. “No one
responded to our knocks.
Through the window, we saw a
manhangingfromtheceilingfan.
The door was then forcibly
openedandthebodytakendown.
Theuniversity’sdoctordeclared
him dead. The body was then
shiftedtoSafdarjungHospital,”a
police officer said.
“Hehadbeendisturbedforthe
pastfewdays.Butwedon’tknow
why he took this step and we are
inastateofshock,”aclassmateof
the deceased said.
A few relatives had reached
Safdarjung hospital upon being
informed,buttheydidnotwishto
commentonthematter.JNUand
its students’ union expressed
their condolences.
HTC
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Co-living: The new star
of rental housing in India
EVOLUTION Co-living reflects the changes in the millennial mindset on housing
Anuj Puri
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

Co-living, like car-pooling and
co-working, is the result of
demand for more evolved rental
housing solutions coming from
millennials, students and young
working professionals whose
choices differ vastly from those of
previous generations. Currently,
this new accommodation option
is most popular with young and
unmarried millennials aged anywhere between 20-30 years. Professionals who don’t live with
their families in the city of work
are also considering this option.
Co-living provides such individuals with a way to circumvent
the isolation and loneliness that
is often integral to a hectic, driven
urban experience. While the primary demand for co-living spaces
currently comes from such tenants, the concept itself is a lot
more ‘accommodating’. In fact,
the future may very possibly see
demand for co-living solutions
coming single seniors, as well.
Cities such as Pune, Bengaluru, Gurgaon, and Mumbai first
saw this new concept emerge in
force, and it is now also taking
root in smaller cities such as Lucknow and Jaipur - basically, in
cities with a large student and
millennial workforce population.
HOW IS CO-LIVING DIFFERENT?
Basically, co-living is an avantgarde rental housing concept
wherein fully furnished homes
are rented to groups of people
who wish to cohabit without the
restrictions typical to the more
traditional paying guest/hosteltype accommodations for urban
singles. Co-living spaces allow
their residents to mingle and
interact while simultaneously
providing privacy at various levels - especially from intrusive
landlords.
These are fully managed spaces - much like serviced apartments - but with several extras
and customization possibilities
included. For instance, tenants
can choose private or shared bedrooms. Common kitchens and
areas for dining, general interaction and recreation are also integral to co-living units.
As such, co-living spaces are
about a lot more than mere lodging and boarding. They offer convenience and an engaging lifestyle for tenants who find the
restrictive PG/hostel environment onerous and overly limiting, yet have considerable difficulty with finding accommodation that provides a less
encumbered experience.
While paying guest ‘digs’ and
hostels are purely about lodging
and sometimes boarding, co-living provides an entirely new lifestyle. This far more sophisticated
way of living offers a streamlined,
hassle-free and invigorating living experience with opportunities to cohabit and interact with
others without overbearing scrutiny and ‘house rules’.
While informal iterations of
co-living are not new, start-ups

n

Co-living offers a more sophisticated way of living

CO-LIVING IS A RENTAL
HOUSING CONCEPT
WHEREIN FULLY
FURNISHED HOMES ARE
RENTED TO PEOPLE
WHO WISH TO COHABIT
such as Oyo Living, Nestaway,
CoHo Living, etc. are now bringing in their considerable expertise to offer a professional and
more organised way to cater to
the demand for less inhibiting
encumbered rental living. Apart
from the more entrenched hospitality players, a slew of start-ups
is also foraying into this new way
of rental living - heavily backed
by investors such as Goldman
Sachs, Sequoia Capital, etc.
As per ANAROCK data,
Sequoia Capital invested USD 10
mn in Delhi-based student
accommodation platform Stanza
Living in 2018. Goldman Sachs
and HDFC were also key contributors to student housing last
year, solidifying interest of global
investors in this new and upcoming segment.
Warburg Pincus, a global Private Equity fund and mid-market
chain Lemon Tree Hotels set up a
JV in late 2018 to create the first
co-living platform focusing on the
development of affordable and
conveniently located spaces for
students and young working professionals across major educational clusters and key office
markets in India.
A NEW INVESTMENT
ASSET CLASS?
While the concept is rapidly being
institutionalized by organized
players, this does not mean that
there is no scope for individual
players. By converting a normal
apartment of sufficient size into a
co-living space, a property owner
can capitalize on this vibrant and
growing trend in rental housing.
However, there are provisos
for the reasonable success of such
a venture, largely related to location and rental cost.

MINT/FILE

Urban singles invariably prefer to live close to their workplace/education centre. For
instance, the key areas in Bangalore seeing a spurt of co-living
spaces include Bellandur, HSR
Layout, Electronic City, Nagawara, Domlur and Mahadevapura.
Most of these areas are home to IT
professionals who work in and
around the areas or those that
work in the existing start-up offices within or near the locality. As
per ANAROCK data, IT-driven
markets like Electronic City,
Mahadeva Pura and Nagawara
offer comparatively lower rentals than start-up driven localities
like HSR Layout, Koramangala
and Indira Nagar. The rentals in
these IT-driven markets are
15-20% less compared to those
dominated by start-up professionals.
POTENTIAL ROI
Going by the recent trends, co-living may offer a higher rental yield
of as much as 8-11%, as compared
to the current average yield of
1-3% in residential properties. It
is definitely paving the way for a
new asset class in real estate
investing.
Interestingly, co-living spaces
can also bring down the average
cost of living for consumers by as
much as 10-15% on the back of
optimal real estate utilization and
the economies of scale.
Co-living certainly offers an
opportunity for fairly steady and
higher-than-average rental revenue.
Though there is bound to be
some churn in tenants, the reliability and comfort of a particular
unit or set of units spread rapidly
by word-of-mouth.
An individual property owner
who has transformed and tenanted one or two apartments into
co-living units can expect more
customers coming in via reference.
NOT WITHOUT
CHALLENGES
Making such a play is not as easy

as it may initially seem. There are
certain inherent challenges:
As opposed to traditional
rental accommodations such as
paying guest digs or outright
rental flats, co-living spaces call
for much higher investment both in terms of one-time setup
costs as well as the regular maintenance and servicing of the
space.
Operating a co-living space
calls for a certain degree of
knowledge about the specific
requirements for this new niche
residential segment.
It is also not always easy to get
the required permissions from a
particular housing society to set
up a co-living facility.
The location needs to be just
right, especially in terms of connectivity and proximity to major
educational institutions and
workplace hubs.
The size of the unit and the
amenities provided both within
the housing society and within
the unit itself have to be just right.
Getting tenants is not always
easy.
The relatively higher rentals
of co-living spaces in comparison
to the traditional PGs (paying
guests) and hostels can be a putoff.
Many inward-migrating
young professionals find high
rentals rates unaffordable and
non-sustainable in the long run.
The trend of co-living is still in
its fledgling phase in India and
has only selective takers so far.
Given that the residential segment is seeing reduced investor
interest in the present market
scenario, it will take a little while
for this segment to gain the kind
of momentum it has seen in more
developed countries.
That said, co-living is definitely here to stay and will find
increasing takers - not only
because of the aspirations of
young professionals and students
but also the evolving mindset of
society in general.
The author is Chairman - ANAROCK
Property Consultants

FLATS FOR SALE

ARCHITECT/BUILDER/
CONTRACTOR

3+1 BHK 25.65 sqft Falcon view
corner, lower floor, furnished, keys
in hand. Call 98883-68883.

CHANDIGARH
CHANDIGARH SECTOR 28, 12
Marla, Freehold, Corner, Facing
Park, Backside Park, Ample Parking,
Unique Location. Ground/Basement,
First, Second floor. Pre-launch
Prices, Construction Linked
payments. Contact 9216003333

CHANDIGARH 8 Marla newly
Ground / 2nd floor Sector-20A. Also
one kanal liveable House Sector-35.
9815186915.

MOHALI
PREEHOLD RENTED Property
for sale at industrial area Phase 8B,
Mohali Genuine return 8.5%
(Approx.) of total investment
9779411000

CORNER 3 Side open 21x66 feet
size fully builtup showroom for sale
already rented @ 1 Per Month at
Mundi Kharar near 200 ft Airport
road adjoining NH-21. Contact:
9888290637

SCO FOR sale five story building set
93 (Landran) mohali front main
road landran to Kharar rental income 1,80000/- pm rate 2.6 lac
ground + basement on bank rent.
9814707766

AVAILABLE 200, 250, 500 Yard
Plots & Brand New Houses in Sector
94 & 91 Mohali. Wealth Creator9888777241.

2 KANAL (100x90) corner side
Broad plot Phase 8B, Mohali
Suitable for IT/Hotel/Hospital etc.
9779411000

MOHALI
8 MARLA Double storey Kothi DD,
Kitchen 6 Bedroom wid attach bathroom, Sector 124 sunny enclave
(Kharar) Mohali. 9914309366

10 MARLA Kothi newly constructed
for sale Phase-4, Mohali. Contact
Lucky Real Estate & Property
Consultants. 95015-27572.

3 BHK, 4 BHK independent kothies
and small plots at prime location
near to Mohali (Chandigarh) Wide
Roads Connectivity 200" Airport
Road. Contact : 98550-63277,
98727-44222.

MOHALI ONE Kanal 25% builtup
plot, North West facing. Prime
location Sector-69, Rajeev:
9815360606.

KHARAR, SHIWALIK city, independent villa, 142 square yards, four
bedrooms, four bathrooms east facing. 9815922330

PANCHKULA
15X30 CORNER shop for sale with
basement Baltana Near Sector-19,
Panchkula. 9876817492.

OTHERS
SECTOR 45 chandigarh: HIG super,
GF, independent 3 BHK duplex flat,
drawing dining, 2 side open, car garage. Sector 32D, Chandigarh: 7
Marla triple storey, 70% covered,
excellently built, east facing kothi.
3B2 Mohali: SCO 2nd & 3rd floor, excellently fabrished. Office type
modern fitting. Contact Owner:
9417012834, 9417222993

SHOWROOM FOR sale
immediately in Gobind Vihar very
reasonable price SCF- 61, Baltana
9815032876, 9888800081

FLATS FOR SALE
2 BHK & 3 BHK flat for sale, Nirmal
Chhaya VIP road Zirakpur. 7888895876, 78888-95878.

3 BHK complete wood work for sale
in Bollywood Height-1, Peermuchalla
Adj. Sector-20, Panchkula. Contact:8195000365.

TASTEFULLY BUILT 3 BHK Ready
to move flats for sale in Gated society backside of best price. Also call
us for 2 & 3 BHK flats in other good
societies. 8100000226, 9855011180.

2+1 BHK sky gardens sector 66A,

PROPERTY
ZIRAKPUR
BRAND NEW duplex House 94 Sq
Yard for sale at Shiva Enclave
Adjoining Swastic Vihar Zirakpur.
78888-95876, 98155-61566.

BRAND NEW duplex house 94 sq
yard for sale at Shiva Enclave
adjoining Swastic Vihar zirakpur
78888-95876, 98155-61566.

mohali airport road. Call
9888368883.

LUXURY 3BHK + Servant room
independent Apartment with lift and
covered car parking in heart of
Mohali. Price starting 70 Lac Call
98150-29454

AVAILABLE POSSESSIONABLE 2 BHK Flat in Wallington
Heights 2 TDI Airport Road, Wealth
Creator 9888777241.

FOR SALE 50 Lac, Second floor with
terrace 3 BHK modular kitchen four
AC in Wave Estate, Sector-85,
Mohali. (98100-10320).

AVAILABLE 3 & 4 BHK Flats in
Regency Heights, Savitry Tower,
Multitech Tower, Sector-91, Mohali.
Wealth Creator- 98887-77241.

A-CLASS CONSTRUCTION
structure work with material with
qualified engineer (kothi's/ baungalows/ showroom with interiors)
Bansal- 9417483183, 9781278033

What is the new market expectation
in realty when it comes to value?
Avneesh Sood
n

Despite the slowdown witnessed
in India’s real estate sector that
has brought in drastic changes in
buying patterns amongst home
and commercial property buyers,
the industry continuous to be
vibrant and strong on delivery
and the businesses intact.
The sector has grown nearly
eight per cent during FY19 as
against the same period in FY18
even as financial pressures and
fast changing dynamics of the
industry has more or less created
turmoil in the real estate market.
Post-parliamentary elections
from next month should have
more demand and that will
enthuse more interests amongst
buyers and have its positive
impact on the overall real estate
market in the country.
Though there is a lot of discussions around how well will the
real-estate perform and create
value, the strong foot-holding
that the sector has created over
many decades will continue to
ensure its niche and the goodwill
that it brings with it. While
demand for housing and commercial properties in some markets may have been subdued,
properties that are good and at
right location are worthy and
showing value to buyers are selling.
In year 2018, demand
picked-up for residential housing
and commercial businesses in top
seven Indian cities namely the
Delhi-National Capital Region
(NCR), Mumbai Metropolitan
Region (MMR), Pune, Kolkata,
Bengaluru, Hyderabad and
Chennai.
Infrastructure developments
has also complemented to the
growth of real estate with slew of
emerging micro-markets. Some
of these projects include Pirangut
in Pune Airoli in Navi Mumbai,
Madhapur Nacharam in Hyderabad and many more such industrial hubs are seeing traction to
demand for housing. These
upcoming infra projects is opening up new avenues for homebuy-

Dipanjan Sinha
n

dipanjan.sinha@htlive.com

F

inding a home to rent is
hard enough, but finding one that meets your
terms? That can be virtually impossible. You
may move into your house only
to find that you cannot invite
family over to stay; can’t host a
party; can’t adopt a pet. Worse
still, you might find that you’re
liable for major repairs, or you
unknowingly agreed to paint the
flat at your own cost.
“The leave-and-licence agreement is the last piece in the puzzle, and people often forget to
read the fine print,” says Santosh Kumar, vice-chairman of
Anarock Property Consultants.
“Key aspects to focus on when
vetting this document are termination clauses, penalties, who is

PROPERTY WANTED
IMMEDIATELY WANTED all
sizes plots, kothies villas, flats, SCF
in sector 123, 124, 125 sunny enclave, kharar. Buyers ready. M/s
R.K. estates, 1051, opp. Arista Hotel,
new sunny enclave, Kharar9878003848, 9872220440

TO-LET

PLOT FOR SALE
ALL SIZES 112, 130, 150, 200, 250,
300 above plots, kothies, villas,
flats, SCF, sites available genuine
rates sunny enclave, kharar. M/s
R.K. estates, 1051, opp. Arista hotel,
new sunny enclave. Kharar9878003848, 9872220440

PLOT/ KOTHI 5, 6, 8, 10 marla
Aerocity and Sector 77, 78, 79, 80
Mohali 72299 12655.

SHOWROOM PLOT 13.9' x 130' in
Zirakpur maps approved by Punjab
Government adjoining hotel dream
(Patiala road) owner 99880-99090

LAND FOR SALE
FREE ZONE multi purpose land on
NH-73 Panchkula- Yamunanagar
highway far from 30 km Ramgarh
Fort Panchkula (160X320) area 5689
gaj on front of 4 lane highway
Kakkermajara Sub Tehsil. Sahjadpur
@2650 per gaj rare and good
investment option direct deal with
owner contact M.S Properties
70094-54877/ 98157-16824.

2000 SQ yards Prime commercial
land on Chandigarh Ambala highway
near Derabassi. Call 9216003333,
9501509991

CHANDIGARH
INDEPENDENT TWO/ One kanal
ground Sector 11, 15. One/Two room
set chandigarh. 98152-93140,
8219429896.

AVAILABLE ON rent semi-furnished 2400 sq. ft. 1st floor, SCO802, NAC Manimajra. Contact:
9356302311.

2500 SQ. Ft, First Floor, Sector 36A, Four Bedrooms, Three Bath,
Modular Kitchen, Fully Marbled,
New Construction, with ACs, Geyser,
Lights, Fans. Bank/Company
Employee only. Call Owner 9872800570.

SPACIOUS SEMI furnished independent room with attached toilet
bath without kitchen for students
2538, sector 35-C, Chandigarh,
9888352810, 7009149083

FULLY FURNISHED two room
set, second floor, Rent 16000/-, Security 16000/-, Court Agreement. #
3310/27-D, Chandigarh. 9815356091

FOR BOYS, Accommodation on
sharing basis with food. House No.
1314, Sector 34-C, Chandigarh.
991540347

n

The realty market will bounce back as never before

ers and developers.
The concept of affordable
housing being nurtured by the
government has taken measures
to boost its ‘Housing for All’ has
been incentivizing private developers with tax subsidies to construct affordable residential
houses.
Growing first-time home buyers from the mid-segment and
increased migrants to cities for
work and changing concept and
demand for luxury housing is
immensely created value for residential housing that was more or
less stagnant for years.
Rising demand for affordable
housing after the revival of Jewar
Airport and New Aqua Line
Metro connectivity in Noida,
Greater-Noida region has largely
redefined the need for affordable
housing space in the region.
Leading developers have begun
projects that offer a blend of quality housing and luxury living,
while keeping the concept of
affordable housing intact. Access
to upcoming Jewar airports, multiple connectivity and widened
access of roads to reach Delhi,
Gurugram, Faridabad and other
NCR cities, besides access to
metro grid covering majority of
these localities will have a multiplier effect, when it comes to
value of their property and at the
same time give one a satisfaction
of having something which is
“value for money”.

MINT/FILE

On the other hand, real-estate
market across other cities and
towns across the country continuous to be robust as families are
becoming smaller and they are all
willing and look at owning a
house as one of the primary need,
which was not much the case earlier. So given the increasing
demand for housing and tremendous rise in opportunities for
commercial real estate across the
real estate is all set-up to increase
value of real estate multi-folded.
In next few years, the real
estate market will bounce back as
never before to give great value to
money, exceeding market expectations. Investments that have
slowed down is getting a facelift
with major initiatives coming in
the real estate sector. India’s first
Real Estate Investment Trust
(REIT) by Embassy Office Parks,
a Bangalore-based real estate
developer and backed by Blackstone Group LP, a global private
equity firm will have close to Rs
4,570 crore through an IPO.
REITs that invest in commercial real estate are popular product worldwide and are securities
linked to real estate traded on
stock exchanges once they get
listed. REITs are like mutual
fund, which have fund managers,
sponsors, unit holders, trustees.
The money raised is used by
developers for real estate business.
Return on property invest-

Key reasons why you should read your
leave-and-licence agreement carefully

MOHALI LUXURY Flats 3 and 4
Bedroom Sector 70, 90, 66A, Contact. 9872023591, 9803398032.

ments is something very close to
the heart of every buyer. When
we talk of expected return on real
estate, commercial real estate
can provide you a return anywhere between 8% and 10% per
annum. However, commercial
space or an office space in prime
locations could give you even better returns. On conservative estimates, the projected return on
real estate investments could be
anywhere between 8% and 14% in
short to medium term (post
adjustment of fund management
fee) with minimum risks. However, on long term investments,
the expectations given the current market trend could be low to
mid-level double-digit returns.
India’s real estate are set to
scale new heights with robust
economic reforms, improved
governance, transparency and
increased foreign investments in
the sector. In addition, the Indian
government now permits 100%
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
in construction development and
India’s real estate industry is all
set for increased investments
from NRIs (non-resident Indians). Leading in the NRI segment
is Dubai-based NRIs, who are
constituting a bulk of investment
in India’s real estate market.
According to a World Bank
report, India received close to six
lakh crore in remittances in year
2018, of which a sizeable portion
went into real estate. Major NRI
investments in India’s real estate
come from Indian expatriates
from United States, Britain,
Canada and UAE.
Another contentious issue that
is everywhere in the minds of real
estate buyers and developers is
the GST which is gaining its foothold on real estate and will take
some more time to mitigate developing issues around it. However,
the government has been working towards easing the pressure
emanating out of GST for the real
estate sector. The 33rd GST Council which met in February 25 this
year has come as a major relief to
homebuyers and the real estate
sector.
The author is director, Eros Group

letters@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH
SECOND FLOOR 14 Marla house
for small family. House No. 1314,
Sector 34-C, Chandigarh.
9915480347.

ONE/TWO ROOMS Furnished
Unfurhsied All Sector In Chandigarh
Preferred Small Family/ Students.
98724-31570

10 MARLA, top floor, two bedroom
set, furnished. Small family. Sector
34. Contact: 98726-40169

ONE / two rooms attach bath
kitchen, furnished with beds, fridge,
aircon. Contact: 2172/21-C, Chandigarh

INDEPENDENT TWO/ Four Bedroom attached Bathroom with
Kitchen, Semi furnished, Sector-38.
Students preferred. 9417782005.

KANAL HOUSE 2nd floor
Independent, semi furnished three
bedrooms set, Sector 19-A,
Chandigarh. 7901873368

INDEPENDENT ROOM for Boys
with cooler, fridge, washroom first
floor, Sector-20A, Chandigarh.
Contact: 98551-57452.

›

One should have it
mentioned explicitly
on what grounds a sum
may be deducted from the
security deposit. No other
reason can be cited to
deduct any amount.
VINOD SAMPAT, advocate

footing major repair costs, visitor limitations if any, and rent
escalation upon renewal. This is
important from a financial planning perspective because there
are more costs to renting a home
than just the monthly rent.”
Even the deposit — a sum that
is normally kept as surety by the
landlord and may be as much as
three months’ rent — can be diffi-

CHANDIGARH
FULLY FURNISHED two room set
with drawing room, First Floor, Rent
30,000/-, Security 30,000/-, #
3310/27-D, Chandigarh. 9815356091.

FULLY FURNISHED independent
two rooms attached washroom
dressing kitchen Sec 50 pepsu society Chandigarh 87475-06933

PORTION AVAILABLE for rent in
sec 38. Who take care of our
property in Nayagoan. 7388986688.

cult to recover if there isn’t clarity about the terms of return in
the leave-and-licence agreement.
“One should have it mentioned explicitly on what
grounds a sum may be deducted
from the security deposit. This
should typically not involve
things like minor damage to
paint and plaster. Ideally, there
needs to be an exhaustive list and
a clause that states that no reason outside that list may be cited
as a cause of deducting money,”
says advocate Vinod Sampat,
who specialises in property law.
It doesn’t help that the law is
unclear on exactly where the
line lies, between what a cooperative housing society can monitor and what it cannot.
“As long as one is following all
the laws and paying the rent, no
landlord or resident’s welfare

MOHALI
FLAT NO. HB225 Phase-I Mohali 2
BHK Set Contact: 8054012258

ONE A/C-ROOM-FURNISHED,
Having Kitchen with-Fridge/LPG,Attached-Bathroom on Terrace-Floor.
Available for Girls on Sharing/Single
Basis(Max-Two).Phase-8B,Sector74.
9814970020

ONE FURNISHED AC room,
attached Bathroom, with Kitchen,
First Floor, Sector 38 for Girls.
80548-82507.

MOHALI
10-MARLA FIRST-FLOOR
(Phase-4) Drawing, Dinning, OneBedroom attached Bathroom, Store,
Kitchen Lobby set. Contact9815953240

2 BEDROOM Set, Second Floor for
Non - Smoker Small Family. 858, Ph
7. Phone: 7508603407.

OWNER FREE 10 Marla, First Floor,
Drawing cum Dining, 3 Bedroom,
Modular Kitchen, B-Road Sector 67
Mohali. 94638-87876.

INDEPENDENT, FIRST floor,
marbled, spacious drawing-dining,
bedroom, kitchen, small family, 347,
phase-11, Mohali.

INDEPENDENT 3 BHK attached
baths semi furnished first floor,
kanal house sector 59, rent:
30,000/- Contact: 9872870188

10 MARLA Corner Kothi 2 Room
Set, 1st Floor fully finished, Phase10, Mohali. 9876414403.

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE

PANCHKULA
FULLY FURNISHED 10 marla
ground floor for senior executive
rent 30000, security 50000, court
agreement Sector-15, Panchkula.
70872-48873.

10 MARLA second floor DD, Bedroom attached bath , store, modular
kitchen, open terrace 12A.
9569310753

WANTED/ AVAILABLE 2/3 Bedrooms House/ Flat & Commercial
Properties for rent in Mohali. Rajan:
9915600888.

BEST TOLET Service 8, 33, 34, 35,
36, 37, 38, 40, 43, 44, 21. 9888069718

association [RWA] can add additional laws or define who should
be tenants, what time they can
come and go or their food habits,” says Manju Yagnik, vicepresident of the National Real
Estate Development Council
(Maharashtra).
But some aspects, like having
family over to stay, can be questioned by the landlord depending
on the clauses in the agreement,
adds Nilkanth A Gharkar, an
advocate at the Bombay high
court. Additionally, tenants can
be held accountable to the building welfare society for use of
common amenities and damages
to the same. “According to most
agreements now, the tenant is
responsible for whatever damage they may do within the building complex and the landlord
need not be involved in such incidents at all,” Gharkar says.

PANCHKULA
FULLY FURNISHED Flat 3 BHK,
GH-104-i #503 Sector-20 Panchkula.
7814011111.

ONE ROOM semi furnished near
market Sector 7 Panchkula. 9988236761.

INDEPENDENT ONE Room Set
Single Storey Sector 10 Suits Two
working Youngs/Couple/Students.
9316062965.

2 BHK First Floor House for rent.
942/10, PKL. 9418031012.

SECOND FLOOR two room,
drawing cum dining. Employee
family. Ground floor furnished two
rooms employee. 319/16. 01722573908.

TO-LET
ZIRAKPUR

10 MARLA 1st floor semi furnished
# 273-P, Sector 8, Panchkula.
Preference vegetarian. 9814694777.

2 BHK F.F. 10 Marla # 2859 Sector 21,
Panchkula. Adequate parking
facility. 98885-38599.

INDEPENDENT TWO bedrooms
D/D store open space backside front
varandha F.F. 764/7 Panchkula.
98883-10765.

MNC and others, Prime Location
Main Road Jujhar Nagar 39 West
8968439779, 9988609470

CABINS AVAILABLE
FULLY FURNISHED AC Cabins
available in Sectors: 34-35-22-7-8.
Inderpreet Properties. 98764-26211.

FULLY FURNISHED airconditioned cabin for office 300, 400 &
500 sqft near hotel piccadily sector
22B, Chandigarh. Owner
9988099090

160 SQFT. Cabin Sec 20C Tribune
Road Chandigarh. 9914932620,
9855752029.

6 MARLA kothi 1st floor available
for rent. Krishna Enclave, Dhakoli,
Zirakpur Reasobable rent. Call:
9878576001.

FURNISHED CABIN second floor
SCO 108/ 35-C Chandigarh. 90 Sq.ft.,
rent 10000/- including electricity.
87289-49994, 70189-99943.

FULLY FURNISHED Aircon-

OTHERS

ditioned Cabin for office 300, 400
Sqft Near Hotel Piccadily Sector 22B
Chandigarh owner 9988099090.

250 SQ. Yards built 3 storeyed
building in Ludhiana, ideal for
nursing home/ bank/ MNC/
Coaching centre/ warehouse.
Contact: 98780-75260.

PAYING GUEST

TWO ROOM set, ground floor,
Government employee and family
preferred. 513, sector 8, Panchkula.
99883-83452.

SHOWROOMS FOR Rent Bank/-

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE
SPACE FOR Rent 1500 Sq. ft
Ground floor and 5500 Sq. ft. 1st
floor, fully RCC. E-1644, Phase-9,
Industrial Area, Mohali, Mob:
9914348023.

650 SQFT. Office-cum-Godown
space in industrial area, Phase-1,
Panchkula. Contact: 9815000234.

300 SQFT (FF) Semi-furnished
office space in SCO-65, 32- C& D,
Chandigarh. Contact: 9815000234.

AVAILABLE PG for Girls in Phase3A & for Boys Sector- 69 Mohali,
well maintained AC/Non AC room.
9815358931.

PG ACCOMMODATION for girl
students and working women,
Sector 15 Chandigarh. 84277-57087,
98728-08662.

OFFICE/SHOPS/
GODOWN
NEWLY BUILD, Air conditioned,
decent office, showroom with furniture, sunny enclave, sector-125,
mohali. 8727010368.
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election2019
SNAPSHOTS
FROM THE
POLL TRAIL
The 2019 general election
witnessed a high-octane
battle by political parties for
543 Lok Sabha seats. As
campaigning for the final
phase ended on Friday, a
look at key moments from
last month’s rallies

n

PM Narendra Modi during a roadshow at the Assi Ghat
RAJESH KUMAR / HT FILE
road in Varanasi on April 25.

n

Congress president Rahul Gandhi at an election rally in
VIVEK R NAIR /HT FILE
Wayanad, Kerala, on April 17.

n

SP chief Akhilesh Yadav, SP patron Mulayam Singh
Yadav, BSP chief Mayawati in Mainpuri on April 19. HT FILE

High-pitchedcampaignends
POLL PLAN At least 11 kinds of programmes – such as booth-level
STRATEGY Buoyed by 2018 assembly wins, Cong banked on pre-poll
conferences and bike rallies– were launched before PM began his tours alliances, Nyay manifesto promise, surprise entry of Priyanka Gandhi
HT Correspondent
n

HT Correspondents

letters@hindustantimes.com

n

NEWDELHI: The Bharatiya Janata

Party (BJP) began the legwork
for the 2019 Lok Sabha elections
at least a year ago, with Prime
Minister Narendra Modi
addressing 142 rallies in the last
50 days to cap a frenetic campaign that ended on Friday with
the start of the silence period for
the final phase of polling two
days later.
BJP chief Amit Shah,
addressing a press conference
in the national capital along
with Prime Minister Modi,
said the campaign was the
“most hardworking, extensive
one since Independence, and
Modi’s outreach was unprecedented”.
“Senior workers of the party
started working at least six
months ahead of the campaign
launch. More than 7,000 Lok
Sabha steering committees
were at work,” Shah said at the
briefing where he also declared
that he party would secure a victory in at least 300 of 543 seats.
In the 2014 polls, the party
won 282 seats to storm to power
in what became the first singleparty majority government in
three decades.
To target a similar performance, the party leadership
assigned specific task to its leaders, identified areas where it
could expand, and put in place a
mechanism to monitor developments on a real-time basis.
Every state got steering committees – between 14 and 21
depending upon the size of the
state– to take care of specific
assignments, and a committee
dedicated to every Lok Sabha
constituency was also set up.
At least 11 kinds of programmes – such as booth-level
conferences and bike rallies–
were launched before the prime
minister began his tours.
Modi’s rallies began with the
one in Meerut in Uttar Pradesh
on March 28 and, before concluding at Khargone in Madhya
Pradesh on Friday, he
addressed 15 million people, met
at least 10,000 senior Bharatiya
Janata Party leaders, Shah said.
These leaders included MPs,
MLAs and party’s regional
heads.

n

Prime Minister Narendra Modi and BJP president Amit Shah at a
press conference at the BJP headquarters on Friday.

THE PARTY RAN 14
DIFFERENT CAMPAIGNS,
SUCH AS ‘MODI HAI TO
MUMKIN HAI (WITH
MODI, IT’S POSSIBLE)’,
‘MAIN BHI CHOWKIDAR
HOON (I TOO AM A
WATCHMAN)’ AND ‘EK
BAAR FIR MODI SARKAR
(MODI GOVERNMENT
ONCE AGAIN)’
In all, Modi covered 100,500
km by air and road. On April 18,
one of the days when he clocked
the most mileage, he travelled
4,000 km to go from a meeting in
Amreli (Gujarat) to Bagalkot
and Chikodi (both in Karnataka), and Thiruvananthapuram (Kerala).
Most of PM’s rallies were held
at places where the temperatures hovered between a searing
40-46°C.
Rudrapur in Uttarakhand
(March 28) was the highest location of his rally, and Thiruvananthapuram the lowest. At 46°C,
Itarsi in Madhya Pradesh (May
8) was the hottest venue for a PM
rally while Aalo in Arunachal
Pradesh on March 30 was the
coolest at 18°C.
Modi’s rally in Kolkata on
April 3 had the maximum
attendance – approximately
500,000, the BJP chief said.
Shah, too, travelled extensively. Between January 6 and
March 8, he addressed 61 confer-

ANI

ences of clusters (a group of polling booths) and held 43 other
political events. He spoke at 161
rallies and held 18 road shows
after the elections were
announced.
At an average of 1,166km a
day, he travelled a total distance
of 158,000 km. Union ministers
Rajnath Singh (129 rallies),
Nitin Gadkari (56 rallies) and
Sushma Swaraj (23 rallies) were
other prominent campaigners.
Yogi Adityanath (135 rallies)
was ahead of other chief ministers in campaigning.
“Put together, senior leaders
of the BJP held more than 1,500
rallies during the election,”
Shah said.
The party ran 14 different
campaigns, such as ‘Modi hai to
mumkin hai (With Modi, it’s
possible)’, “Main bhi chowkidar
hoon (I too am a watchman)”
and ‘ek baar fir Modi Sarkar
(Modi government once again)’.
Shah said the party had set up
161 call centres across India and
15,682 workers of the BJP
reached out to 248 million beneficiaries of government
schemes. “The party sent out
93.8 million text message,” the
BJP chief said.
According to Shah, thousands of volunteer led the offline
and online campaign of the
party.
“This was a campaign where
participation of volunteers was
highest. Slogans such as ‘main
bhi chowkidar’ and abki baar
modi sarkar’ were coined by the
volunteers and workers, and the
party machinery just took it
ahead,” Shah said.

West Bengal chief minister and TMC president Mamata
PTI FILE
Banerjee at a rally in South Dinajpur on April 16.

At PM’s 1st press
conference, Shah
answers questions
HT Correspondent

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: Initsfirstnationalelection with Rahul Gandhi at the
helm, the Congress’s campaign
was a show of spirit, software,
with a few surprises thrown in.
On Friday, as campaigning for
the Lok Sabha’s 543 parliamentary seats came to an end, the
Congress sounded confident
about a new government at the
centre.
“Our strategy (developed) about two years ago was
that we will systematically close
every single door Mr. Narendra
Modi could open. So, we went
state by state, and we proceeded
tocloseeverysingledoorhecould
escape through. We did it in an
organised fashion, I am proud to
say that we closed 90% of his
doors and he closed 10% of them
for us,” Gandhi, said at a press
conference on Friday.
He was responding to a question on the prospect of allying
with parties like the Samajwadi
Party and Bahujan Samaj Party
— with whom the Congress did
notmakeanypre-pollalliance—
once the elections results are
declared on May 23.
The induction of Priyanka
Gandhi as the party general secretary,inchargeof easternUttar
Pradesh, was one of the biggest
surprisesthattheCongressparty
threwup;thismarkedherformal
foray into politics. Eastern UP,
with 27 seats (out of 80 in the
state),isakeyelectoralarea,asit
includes Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s Lok Sabha constituency of Varanasi, besides Gandhi’s own seat of Amethi, and
United Progressive Alliance
chairperson’s seat of Rae Bareli.
Priyanka Gandhi campaigned
widely across the country, visitingKerala,Gujarat,amongother
places. The other big news was
Gandhi’sdecisiontocontestfrom
a second seat, Wayanad, in Kerala. Thiswas his first foray in the
south, though he has beenrepresenting Amethi since 2004.
Thecampaignwasnotwithout
its share of controversies. Bharatiya Janata Party’s Meenakshi
Lekhi filed a contempt case
against Gandhi in the Supreme
Court, for allegedly incorrectly
attributing the slogan, ‘Chowkidar chor hai’ (the watchman is a

n

n
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Congress chief Rahul Gandhi and spokesperson Randeep Surjewala
RAJ K RAJ/HT
at a press conference at the AICC headquarters.

thief), to the top court in connection with the Rafale jet deal case.
Gandhi tendered an unconditional apology to the court. The
Congress however, maintained
that the deal involving 36 fighter
jets from French firm, Dassault
Aviation,willbeinvestigatedifit
came to power. Gandhi repeatedly brought up the deal as an
exampleofallegedcronyismand
corruption on the part of the PM.
OnFriday,Gandhiposedquestions to the PM, who had held a
pressconference alongwithBJP
presidentAmitShah,aroundthe
sametime.ThePM,however,did
nottakeanyquestions.“MychallengetothePM,nowthathisconferenceislive,isthis:PrimeMinister, why did you not debate me
on Rafael, answer me?” he said.
The Congress has maintained
that the new deal struck by the
National Democratic Alliance
government, which replaced an
old deal negotiated by the Congress-ledUPA,entailsbuyingthe
fighter jets at a higher price.
The government has denied
this.TheSupremeCourtalsosaid
in a judgment that it doesn’t see
the need for a court-monitored
probe into the deal and is convinceddueprocesswasfollowed,
but is now hearing a review petition on this.
Technologywas central to the
party’s campaign, as for the first
time, it set up a data bank called
Shakti which enrolled supporters, assigned them tasks and
allowedtopleadershiptointeract
withthegrass-rootlevelworkers.
In 2014, the Congress, despite
beinginpowerfortheprevious10
years as leader of UPA, won only

44 seats. This time around, the
Congress campaign was buoyed
byitswinsinthe2018stateassembly elections, in which the party
wrested power from the ruling
BJPintheHindiheartlandstates,
and Karnataka.
Congress candidates, including Gandhi, spoke of their poll
promise, Nyuntan Aay Yojana
(Nyay), a proposed minimum
income guarantee scheme that
assures up to Rs 72,000 a year to
20% of India’s poorest families,
besidesissuesofunemployment,
and the farm crisis.
The party failed to stitch key
alliancesbeforeelections,including in UP, where players such as
the SP and BSP fought the 2019
electionstogether.InBengaland
Delhi, the congress failed to
adjust seats with the Left and
Aam Aadmi Party, respectively.
“I respectthe fact that the BJP
and SP decided to fight the election together in UP. From the
Congress Party prospective, I
havetopushtheCongress’sideology in UP,” Gandhi said.
“I don’t see Mayawati ji (BSP
chief), Mulayam Singh Yadav Ji
(SP patron), Mamata Ji (TMC
chief), Chandrababu Naidu Ji
(Telugu Desam Party head), I
don’t see any of these people supporting the BJP, Narendra Modi
government. So, yes, we have an
alliance in a number of states —
Maharashtra, Kerala, Jharkhand, Bihar, Jammu-Kashmir.
Yes,wedidn’thaveanalliancein
Bengal, we didn’t have an allianceinUP,but,bythesecularformationaregoingtowinthemaximum number of seats in those
states,” Gandhi said on Friday.

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: Journalists who were
excited by what they thought
would be their first interaction
with the prime minister in five
years were left sorely disappointed on Friday.
Narendra Modi made his first
appearance at a press briefing
since he assumed office on May
26, 2014, spoke briefly about the
just-endedelectioncampaignand
thankedthepeopleforbeingwith
him through the ups and downs.
But he answered no questions,
divertingtheminsteadtoBharatiyaJanataParty(BJP)chiefAmit
Shah, whom he accompanied to
the briefing
“I am a disciplined soldier. In
our party,the president is everything,” Modi told the assembled
reporters.
The 68-year-old prime minister hasn’t addressed a single
pressconferenceinthefiveyears
since he came to power, a record
of sorts for an Indian leader,
althoughhehasgiveninterviews
to individual journalists and a
“non-political” one to actor
Akshay Kumar aired on a televisionchannel.Forawhile,though,
it seemed Modi would set that
right.Rumoursofapressconference with the Prime Minister
started justabout anhourbefore
BJP party president Amit Shah
was to have one at 3:45 pm.
The news was leaked to a photographers’groupandwentviral
immediately. When reporters
called the Prime Minister’s campaign managers, they were told
that itwas possible,settingoff an
immediate media scramble.
ABJPleadersaidhehadheard
the PM was meeting “karyakartas” (functionaries) who were
involved in the campaign. A
thanksgiving ceremony to party
workers at the end of the campaign, perhaps?. Could it be converted into an impromptu press
conference? Reporting teams,
outdoor broadcasting vans and
television anchors who rarely
stepoutofthestudiosmadeabeeline to the BJP headquarters on
Deen Dayal Upadhyay Marg,
All that was to no avail. The
PM didn’t take a single question.
In his remarks on Friday after
waging a gruelling campaign,
Modi said the elections would

THE PM DIDN’T TAKE A
SINGLE QUESTION. SHAH
SAID THE PM NEED NOT
RESPOND TO QUERIES
ON EVERYTHING
sendback to office a government
withafullmajoritythathasbeen
in power for five years -- a referencetotheBJP.“Thisisprobably
happening after a very long
time,” he said. He said the elections had been held in a positive
spirit and thanked the people of
India for the “love, respect and
blessings” they had given him
throughtheupsanddownsofthe
past five years.
As questions from journalists
followed, Shah answered them.
When one reporter sought to put
a supplementary question to
Modi. Shah shot back saying he
hadalready receivedthe answer
and the prime minister need not
respondtoqueriesoneverything.
Soon after the media interaction was over, Congress chief
Rahul Gandhi, who held a parallelpressconference,postedasarcastic tweet. “Congratulations
Modi Ji. Excellent Press Conference! Showing up is half the battle. Next time Mr Shah may even
allow you to answer a couple of
questions. Well done!” Gandhi
tweeted.
At his own press conference,
GandhiwasaskedaboutthePM’s
media event. “I think that’s very
impressive,verygood.ThePrime
Minister’sfirst pressconference
occurs4-5daysbeforetheresults
...Well, I was told that PM is
accompanying Amit Shah in his
pressbriefing.Thisisanunprecedentedevent,thePrimeMinister
of India is doing a press conference for the first time.”
Gandhiposedaquestiontothe
PMhewantedananswerto--why
he hadn’t accepted his challenge
to a debate the controversial
Rafale deal? “Narendra Modi,
youtellthepresswhyyouwillnot
debate with me, why are you
afraid of the Rafael matter?”
Unlike Shah, who predicted
that the ruling dispensation was
set to come back to power with
more than 300 seats in the 543memberLokSabha,Gandhisaid
he didn’t want to prejudge the
people ahead of May 23 .

Ending campaign, Modi ₹3K cr haul by EC, Can align even with TRS for
confident of 300+ seats highest in LS polls anti-BJP front, says Naidu
HT Correspondent
n
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BHOPAL: Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Friday said he was
confident that the ruling Bharatiya Janata party (BJP)-led dispensation will win over 300
seats, ending his campaign in
the tribal seat of Khargone in
Madhya Pradesh where he also
talked about the valour of tribal
leaders who fought against the
British rule.
Modi, who kick-started his
Lok Sabha campaign from Uttar
Pradesh’s Meerut on March 28,
has travelled 105,000 km during
57 days of campaign and held 142
election rallies.
Friday was the last day of
campaign in the ongoing Lok
Sabha elections; the final phase
of voting in seven states and one
Union Territory will be held on
May 19.
Khargone is one of the three
seats reserved for candidates
from the Scheduled Tribes category, and one of eight parliamentary constituencies that
will poll on Sunday.
Five years ago, the BJP had
won 27 of the 29 Lok Sabha seats
in the state, including all eight
that will poll on May 19, though
the Congress won Ratlam, in a
subsequent bypoll.
“From Kashmir to Kanyakumari, from Kutch to Kamrup,
the whole nation is saying, ‘Ab

›

The election of 2019 is
different from all the
previous general elections.
In this poll, people of India
are voting for their country
and not for any party.
NARENDRA MODI, Prime Minister

ki baar, 300 paar, phir ek baar
Modi sarkar’,” Modi said. “After
decades you will elect a majority
government for a second time in
a row.”
As a large number of tribal
persons from Khargone and
Dhar thronged the venue shouting “Modi, Modi”, the prime
minister recalled his long association with the tribals when he
was the chief minister of Gujarat, which has a sizable tribal
population.
Modi also highlighted the
link between Meerut and Khargone through their associations
with the 1857 War of Independence against British rule.
“My election campaign
started from Meerut, Uttar Pradesh. Now the last rally is happening in Khargone, Madhya
Pradesh. From a historical perspective, there is a connection
between Meerut and Khargone,
which is often not noticed. Both
the cities are associated with the

1857 War of Independence,” he
said.
“In Meerut, Indian soldiers
rebelled against the British and
in Khargone, freedom fighter
Bhima Nayak led a tribal agitation and attained martyrdom,”
he said.
“The election of 2019 is different from all the previous general elections. In this poll, people of India are voting for their
country and not for any party.
They are voting to build a New
India,” Modi said.
MP Congress spokesperson
Pankaj Chaturvedi said it has
been proven that PM Modi is all
about jumla (rhetoric) and has
failed to deliver on welfare
schemes. “He has done nothing
for farmers and tribals...We are
confident of winning all the
seats going to polls in May 19,”
he said.
Sanjay Parashar, who runs a
retail shop in Khargone, said,
“Modi takes credit for surgical
strikes, but he should also take
blame for the ill effects of
demonetization and goods and
services tax which is cumbersome and affected our business.”
Shikhar Namdeo, a student of
a Polytechnic college, said, “We
have come to see Modi as we see
a strong leader, who can lead the
country, in him. I love the
aggressive way in which he
speaks.”

HT Correspondent
n
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NEWDELHI: Ascampaigningforthe

finallegoftheongoingLokSabha
elections came to a close on Friday, the Election Commission
declared seizures worth ₹3439
crore from across the country,
making highest ever during a
parliamentary election. In 2014,
EC made seizures worth ₹1200
crore.
While Tamil Nadu , with seizuresof ₹950croretoppedthelist,
Gujaratcameaclosesecondwith
seizuresof₹552crorefollowedby
Delhi with ₹426 crore. The poll
body also received around 500
complaints of violations of the
model code of conduct against
parties and candidates since
March 10, of which around half a
dozenwereagainstPrimeMinister Narendra Modi. He was
cleared in all instances.
The poll body, which came in
forseverecriticismfrompolitical
parties over its decision to clear
the PM and BJP president Amit
Shah of charges of violating
MCC, for the first time invoked
powers under Article 324 of the
Constitution to countermand a
LS polls in Tamil Nadu’s Vellore
on charges of bribery, and also
cut short by 19 hours, the campaigninginWestBengalafterthe
campaign turned violent.
EC was also at the centre of a
controversywhenitwasaskedto

take a call on the release of a
biopic on Prime MinisterNarendra Modi. After the opposition
alleged that this would breach
the poll code, the EC put the
biopic’s release on hold till after
counting on May 23.
The commission also barred
candidates including Uttar Pradesh chief minister Yogi Adityanath, former UP chief minister
and BSP supremo Mayawati, SP
leaderAzamKhanandCongress
leader Navjot Singh Sidhu from
campaigning for a stipulated
periodafterfindingthemguiltyof
violating MCC. Another first in
thiselectionseasonwasthetakedown of posts on social media
platformsthatwere perceived to
vitiate the pollprocess. Sincethe
beginning of MCC on March 10,
as many as 645 Facebook posts,
160 Tweets, 31 Sharechat posts,
fiveGooglepostsandthreeWhatsAppmessagesweretakendown
following complaints to EC.
Theuseof1.11millionVVPAT
orpapertrailmachinesatallpolling stations across the country
was a first as well as a challenge
for the poll body.
AheadofSunday’sfinalphase,
the commission is expected to
take a call on cases of MCC violationsagainstPMModi,Congress
RahulGandhiandtheBJP’sBhopal candidate Pragya Thakur,
who stokedacontroversybydubbingMahatmaGandhi’sassassin
Nathuram Godse as a patriot.

HT Correspondent
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NEW DELHI:Telugu Desam Party
chief and Andhra Pradesh chief
minister Chandrababu Naidu
said on Friday that he would
welcome any party to be part of
an alliance against the Bharatiya Janata Party, once the election results are declared,
including the Telangana Rashtra Samithi (TRS), which is in
power in neighbouring Telangana.
Naidu met Communist Party
of India (Marxist) General Secretary Sitaram Yechury and
Aam Admi Party national
convener Arvind Kejriwal on
Friday, and discussed with
them the possible tie-up in the
post-election scenario. He is
likely to meet Congress president Rahul Gandhi in the
national capital and Bahujan
Samaj Party chief Mayawati in
Lucknow today, news agency
PTI reported.
Naidu has stepped up efforts
to bring together Opposition
parties ahead of a possible meeting of the grand alliance after
the general election results are
declared on May 23.
“We are welcoming all such
parties (which are against the
BJP) to be a part of our grand
alliance,” Naidu told reporters
after a meeting at the Election
Commission of India in New

n

Chandrababu Naidu

Delhi.
He said this in response to a
query if a Congress-led grand
alliance will join hands with the
TRS, whose chief, Telangana
CM K Chandrasekhar Rao, has
articulated his intent to create a
federal front, which will
comprise regional parties, to
forge a non-Congress, non-BJP
front.
However, as reported by the
Hindustan Times, TRS reached
out to the Congress last month,
opening a back-channel to
explore the possibility of the two
parties working together in the
event of a hung Parliament.
“I am meeting everybody.
Will chalk out a plan after discussing with all leaders,” Naidu
added.
The TRS and the TDP are
rivals in the southern states of
Andhra Pradesh and Telangana.
Repeated calls and messages
to senior TRS parliamentarian
B Vinod Kumar and party

spokesperson Palla Rajeshwar
Reddy, proved futile.
Naidu wrote a letter to the EC
on Friday and met Chief Election Officer, Sunil Arora, to
question its decision to conduct
repolling in five booths in Chandragiri assembly segment of
Chittoor parliamentary constituency on May 19, based on complaints by rival YSR Congress
party.
Simultaneous general and
assembly elections were held
for the state’s 25 Lok Sabha and
175 Vidhan Sabha seats on April
11.
“The EC has already conducted repolling in five other
polling stations in three
districts on May 6, based on certain complaints. If there were
any issues in the polling stations
in Chandragiri assembly constituency, why didn’t the
Commission enquire into the
same and conduct the repolling
on May 6 itself?” his letter
stated.
“The EC took the decision
based on the concrete evidences
submitted by the returning officers on the malpractices. Why
are the TDP leaders worried
over re-polling, if they had not
indulged in any malpractices? If
the people are with the TDP,
they will vote for it again,” YSR
Congress spokesman, Ambati
Rambabu said.
(With inputs from PTI)
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‘PM Modi should clearly state
what he thinks about Godse’
made as good a fight of it as we
could have.

HTINTERVIEW
NEW DELHI: On the last day of the

2019 election campaign, Congress
general secretary Priyanka Gandhi Vadra spoke to Sunetra
Choudhury about the big controversies of the day, her political
debut, and the possibility of seeking election to the Lok Sabha.
Edited excerpts:

What is your reaction to the PM’s
remark that he can’t forgive the
remark by Pragya Thakur that
Mahatma Gandhi’s assassin Nathuram Godse was a patriot?
It’s a cop-out. You are the Prime
Minister of the country, there is a
question of somebody stating that
the person who killed the founder
of this country and created its
democratic foundation, is a
patriot. It’s not enough to say that
in your heart, you will not forgive
them. You are a political leader,
you have to state your political
position. What is your position on
the killer of Mahatma Gandhi?

What should he have done?
He should have taken action. He
should have stated very clearly
what he felt about Nathuram
Godse. I don’t know what the
Prime Minister thinks about Nathuram Godse.

Your brother Rahul said that he
has always been pushing you, but
you didn’t enter politics because
your children were young. What
did they say when you decided?
I believed very firmly that my
children should have as normal
and simple a childhood as
possible. Bringing up children
in Delhi, as it is, is full of challenges. Rahul and I grew up under
the shadow of violence and loss. I
did not want my children to have
to face that. Often, the burden of a
political career is carried by the
family, especially the children. I
felt I needed to protect my children from this. As it happens,
recently they became keen that I
should enter politics and they

Many refer to you as Indira 2. You
invoke her too? What is the one
similarity you have with her and
something that differentiates you?

were quite happy that I did.

Did they say, ‘Mom you should
fight’?
Yes, my son would tease me by
saying, you are wasting your
political skills trying to solve
problems between the cook and
the electrician, put them to better
use! In the last couple of years,
both of them were encouraging
me to enter politics.

In your first speech at the CWC,
you spoke about the current
political scenario. Would it be
accurate to say that this was a
major motivator for your entry?
Actually, I think there were two
different aspects to my deciding
to be in politics. The first was that
my view of myself, my life and its
relationship to politics changed
drastically. The second aspect
was that I found myself watching
silently as the BJP [Bharatiya
Janata Party] was systematically
destroying democratic institutions, enforcing a hate-filled political narrative and creating divisions among people for its own
political advancement. I began to
feel that remaining silent was
cowardly. I didn’t know how to
accept that cowardice.

What words of advice did Rahul or
your mother give you when you
entered politics?
My brother’s advice was very
clear. He told me that my job as a
politician was to go to all those
who are suffering, to find them,
stand side-by-side with them,
fight for them, and ensure that
they had political representation
in the system.
My mother’s advice was
that I talk too much and I
should be more prudent about
what I say.

Do you think that you “talked
too much’’ at any point in this
campaign?
No, I don’t think so.

ANI

Do you think the Duryodhan comment against Prime Minister Narendra Modi was too much?
Absolutely not. I said very clearly
that India has a history of not forgiving arrogance that dates back
to the Mahabharat and in that
context I quoted a famous poem
about Duryodhan. What’s wrong
with that?

Did it make you angry when Mr
Modi attacked your father?
Not at all, I actually find the
Prime Minister funny when he
attacks my father because it
shows that he is weak and has run
out of substantial political arguments.

If we talk about your current
assignment in UP, you speak
about the booth-level strengthening of the party. Is it feasible so
soon? Is Priyanka Gandhi planning
for 2019 or 2022?
Clearly in three months, boothlevel strengthening and rebuilding an entire political organisation in a state as complex as UP is
not feasible. The aim in this election is to defeat the BJP. Where
our organisation is weaker, we
have ensured that our candidate
does not damage the alliance
[Samajwadi Party and Bahujan
Samaj Party]. However by 2022, it

is completely feasible to build
booth-level organisations though
that is not the main focus of my
assignment. My aim is to build
representation in the party and to
see to it that social groups,
women and young people are adequately represented in our party.
I think that is actually the deeper
aspect of the task ahead of me.
The booth level building of an
organisation is only going to be a
reflection of how well we manage
to bring new life, new people and
genuine ground level social, cultural and political leaders into
our party.

Did you reach out to Mayawati or
Akhilesh for an alliance?
My mother spoke to Mayawati ji,
my brother reached out to both of
them, and Mr Scindia [Jyotiraditya Scindia, also a general secretary of the Congress] reached out
to Mr Akhilesh Yadav Ji a number of times. We were open to discussing an alliance right from the
beginning, simply because we
wanted to defeat the BJP in UP.
However, for their own political
reasons and in their own wisdom,
both of them were unresponsive.
They probably felt that it was
not a feasible proposition for
them, and therefore we are
fighting alone. I think we have

I don’t think it’s fair to say that I
invoke her. I speak about her
when I feel it’s relevant to speak
about her. Just because she is my
grandmother, I cannot pretend
that she does not exist. She was a
prime minister of India and she
did a lot of phenomenal work for
the country, and as a Congresswoman it is but obvious that I
should speak about her.
I think comparisons between
her and me are facile. She was a
fearless leader of great stature
whose political journey began
with the fight for India’s independence and ended with her
martyrdom. How can anyone
compare me with her? I just
entered politics three months
ago!

Similarity and difference…?
My grandmother was a revolutionary and a fighter, I am just a
fighter. Maybe the similarity is
that once we make up our minds
to fight for something we believe
in, we will fight to the end.

Now that the campaign is over,
Rahul Gandhi will have to give up
one of the two seats he contested,should he win both. You
have gone to Wayanad and said
my brother won’t let you down. So
will you rise to the challenge in
Amethi?
It’s not a challenge. The biggest
challenge is for me to build the
party for 2022 in UP.

Will you fight in Amethi?
It will be decided when my
brother decides to leave one of the
seats; that discussion will happen then.

nation
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In Kochhar case,
ED probe points to
conflict of interest
n

Rajeev Kumar

EX-KOLKATA TOP
COP’S SC
PROTECTION
ENDS IN WEEK
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com
n

NEW DELHI: The Supreme Court

vacated on Friday the protection
from arrest it had granted to
former Kolkata police commissioner Rajeev Kumar in connection with the Saradha chit fund
scam case, paving the way for the
Central Bureau of Investigation
(CBI) to arrest him in the matter.
The court, however, gave seven
days to Kumar to approach the
competent court for relief.
A bench led by Chief Justice
Ranjan Gogoi and justices
Deepak Gupta and Sanjiv
Khanna gave its order while disposing of CBI’s application asking the court to modify its February 5 order that restrained the
central agency from taking coercive steps against Kumar, but
not before passing scathing
remarks against both the investigation agency and the state
police.
The court said it was disappointed and dismayed withCentral Bureau of Investigation
(CBI) and the West Bengal State
Police Force (WBSPF) “pitted
and casting aspersions against
each other and being embroiled
in this feud.
They have forgotten that the
primary purpose and role of the
police is to investigate crime, collect evidence and prosecute the
offenders.”

Chanda Kochhar and her husband Deepak Kochhar at the ED office
in New Delhi on Tuesday.
ANI FILE

Neeraj Chauhan
n
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NEW DELHI: An Enforcement
Directorate (ED) investigation
has revealed that former ICICI
Bank managing director and
CEO, Chanda Kochhar, already
held shares in a private company, Credit Finance Limited
(CFL), along with her family
members and the Videocon
Group when she became the
executive director of the bank in
April 2001 — a significant conflict of interest. It isn’t clear
whether this was disclosed to
ICICI Bank when Kochhar was
named on the board or, indeed, to
the Reserve Bank of India when
she became CEO.
HT has reviewed a copy of an
internal ED report, which states
that CFL was held jointly by
Chanda Kochhar and family
(60% of shares) and Videocon
(24.7% shares) since 2000-01.
“She became executive director
(of ICICI) in April 2001 and also
held share of CFL along with
other shareholders of the Kochhar group. Her husband Deepak
Kochhar was the managing
director of CFL till 2009,” the
report said.
It is this company — earlier

named Credential Finance Limited (incorporated in 1992),
which was later merged into
Bloomfield Builders and Construction Ltd in 1996 and
renamed as Credit Finance Limited (CFL) — which bought Flat
number 45, CCI Chambers in
1996 and later mortgaged it to
Videocon International Limited.
The Kochhars lived in this flat
since 1997. In fact, ED adds in its
report that when CFL defaulted
a loan from SBI Home Finance, it
was repaid by Videocon.
ED and the Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI) started looking into a possible quid pro quo
between Chanda Kochhar and
the Videocon Group based on a
whistleblower’s complaint that
ICICI Bank loaned money to Videocon in return for Videocon
Group chairman, Venugopal
Dhoot, investing in Deepak
Kochhar’s company.
The bank initially cleared
Chanda Kochhar of any wrongdoing based on an internal
report, but as the investigation
deepened, had to ask her to step
down.
The ED report terms transactions related to this flat and parties involved in it as “unclean”
and “in collusion”.

Two more Indian
climbers dead in Nepal
KATHMANDU/KOLKATA: A day after

the death of two Indian climbers
on Mt Kanchenjunga, two more
Indian climbers including one
soldier died, on Mt Everest wand
Mt Makalu on Thursday. And an
ace Indian mountaineer
Dipankar Ghosh, 54, went missing from the latter, at 8,481 m, the
world’s fifth highest peak, hours

after becoming only the second
Indian civilian to climb his seventh peak above 8,000 metres.
Ravi Thakur, 28, died at Camp
IV after returning from the Everest summit at 10pm . Narayan
Singh, 34, an army officer, died
while returning after scaling
Makalu in Sankhuwasabha district.
HTC
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Gameofthrones:
Aneraends
The 2019 election: Lack of a national
The show’s impact on popular
thirdeye
BARKHA DUTT

culture will remain for long

W

ho would have thought, before 2011, that a
mainstream television show could have at its
centre an incestuous relationship between a
pair of twins? In its 10 years of existence,
Game of Thrones (GOT) has done more than

normalise that idea. It has changed the world in which it was created. In 2011, when GOT first hit US television screens, no one
could have thought it would become the sort of international phenomenon that it has. It wasn’t until two
or three seasons in that many people in

ourtake

other parts of the world — used as we had become to pirating
American TV shows — really discovered GOT and the books it is
based on,George RR Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire series.
As we await the last and final episode of the series on Sunday
night (early Monday morning in India), contemplating the sheer
scale of the thing is staggering. In 2017, the previous season, Season 7, had an average viewership of 32.8 million per episode in the
United States (US) alone. It has also consistently been the world’s
most pirated TV show, beating its own previous records. People
around the world are naming their children after the show’s characters: Khaleesi, Tyrion, Arya, and even Jorah. Tourism, in places where the show is shot, has seen a major boost, such as in
Northern Ireland and Croatia; Dubrovnik in Croatia, which is the
location for King’s Landing, has had to turn tourists away
because of overcrowding! People across the world are watching
the episodes at the same time as they air in the US. In India, the
show airs at 6.30 am on Monday morning; and Disney-owned Hotstar (that has streaming rights) now has four times as many
monthly active users as it did at the end of 2017, crossing the 300
million mark in April this year.
Game of Thrones has rightfully earned its reputation as one of
the defining cultural phenomenons of this decade. So much so

alternative means advantage Modi
If any of the regional satraps had a national
footing, this election might have been different

I

call this election the Aur kaun hai?
(Who else is there?) election. In what
has otherwise been a confounding,
unpredictable poll in many ways, one
distinct narrative emergedin mytravels across the Hindi heartland. People
would concede mistakes made by Narendra
Modiandlisttheirdisappointmentswithhim.
Thentheywouldinvariablytrailoffattheend
of their sentence with a counter question:
“Lekin aur kaun hai (But who else is there?)
I have come to describe this as the Indian
voters post-romance phase with Modi. No
longer is there euphoric happiness or the
excitementofanadrenalinerush.Thehormonal highs have made way for a placid, sometimesannoying,oftendisappointingequation.
But there is still intellectual affinity, emotionalfamiliarity,loyalty,perceivedstability
and, above all, the absence of any viable
option.
This election tells me that India is starved
fornewleaders.WhileModiretainshispopularity,mostvoterswouldhaveenjoyedagenuinely competitive leadership battle. They
wouldn’t even mind Modi’s power being
restrained and brought down a notch or two.
AveterinarianImetineasternUttarPradesh
is voting for Modi but lamented the lack of
alternatives.Hemayhavechangedhispreference, he said, if there were other leaders who
appeared credibleand strong. He wanted the
ahankar(arrogance)ofModitobecontained
byanumericaltallyof200-oddseats.Ayoung
engineerfromGhazipurwasunimpressedby
demonetisation, mildly embarrassed by the
“cloudy radar” gaffe and worried about the
jobs crisis. His vote will still go to Modi
because of what he calls the absence of a
national alternative.
Modi’sothergreatsuccessinthiscampaign
has been to create a convenient separation

betweenhimandhiscolleagues.AcrossUttar
Pradesh, I found great disenchantment with
chief minister, Yogi Adityanath. Many Modi
votersarefuriouswithAdityanath.Whether
it’s the issue of stray cattle destroying farm
fields,hispromotionofwhattheycallthakurvaad (pro-Thakur politics) or a general disgustwiththestateofgovernance,morepeople
than I can count told me that Modi would get
their vote for the Lok Sabha and Akhilesh
Yadav is their choice for the Vidhan Sabha.
ButthecuriousthingisthatModi’sreputation appeared unsullied by Adityanath’s
unpopularity.ThisjustreconfirmstheBharatiya Janata Party (BJP)’s identity as the
party of Modi. Almost no other individual is
seen as relevant to how voters perceive the
party. ThisAmericanisationofIndia’sparliamentary democracy into a de facto presidentialcampaignispreciselywhattheBJPwants.
Yes, complex caste arithmetic, in particularoftheMayawati-AkhileshYadavgathbandhan (alliance) may yet prove to be the mundane match for the personality-driven domination the BJP seeks. And in my estimation,
in Uttar Pradesh, the Samajwadi Pary
(SP)-Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) alliance is
likely to, at the very least, halve the BJP’s
tally. So personality politics has some limits.
But there is also no denying that Modi’s
BJP is facing its toughest challenge from
regional satraps who are not intimidated by
him and who are seen by people in their state
asgrounded,serious,unafraidandwillingto
fightasiftheir livesdepend onit.IfModidoes
notbecometheprimeministeragain,itwillbe
in large part due to the ferocity and staying
power of the following leaders: Mamata
Banerjee, Naveen Patnaik, Mayawati, AkhileshYadavand,tosomeextent,KChandrasekar Rao, Jagan Reddy and MK Stalin.
If any of these leaders had a national foot-
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The BJP’s identity is that of being Narendra Modi’s party. No other individual is seen as
RAJ K RAJ/HT PHOTO
relevant to how voters perceive the party

print,thetalkingpointsofthiselectionmight
have been very different. At the moment, for
all their energy, they are confined by their
geographies.Ifoneofthemweretobuildboth
a cadre and a profile outside of their regional
identity, more people may feel there are
options other than Modi.
Inallthis,therearealsohometruthsforthe
Congress to digest. Rahul Gandhi may be
much more assertive, confident and even
relaxed as a politician today than he was five
yearsagoandhissister,Priyanka,maybeprovidingsupplementary charisma.Butat least
at this point the party is notfiguring in major
heartland conversations. This is partly
becausethecentrepieceoftheCongresscampaignwasnotaslogan;itwasaneconomicpol-

icy: Nyay. The minimum income guarantee
schememayhaveevenworkedasanantidote
to personality politics had it been rolled out
one year ago and marketed and amplified on
the ground, where it counts. Instead, it was
brought in far too late and in too complex a
manner to be accessible or even known.
Well beyond all the usual reasons offered
bypunditsforwhytheBJPmaydowell—the
Balakot strike, nationalism, Hindutva,
machismo,theparty’sdeeppockets,polarisation—thereisonebiggerreason:theabsence
of a clear national leader to take Modi on.
That’s why this, 2019, may well be defined
by Aur kaun (Who else?)
Barkha Dutt is an award-winning journalist and author
The views expressed are personal

that even those who don’t watch the show know of it and think it’s
worthwhile to humblebrag about it online (social media has been
rife this year with ridicule for those who insist they’re too cool to
watch the show). But the fact remains that there has been no
other TV show in the history of television that has had as large
and as global a fan following as Game of Thrones. No matter how
the show ends, and whether or not it is to the liking of its millions
of fans (this season has seen more brickbats than bouquets so far),
its impact on popular culture will remain for a long time to come.
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Is India a reluctant and
imperfect democracy?
Democracy is intrinsic to our psyche and polity; it is just
that we don’t flaunt it. We are an open book to our friends
VISHNU
PRAKASH

GAJANAN NIRPHALE

I

gajanan.nirphale@htlive.com

anotherday
NAMITA BHANDARE

Women in public life are
fair game for everyone

P

olitical pundits have been debating
onwhether2019isthemostugly,personal, below-the-belt election campaign. Comments, including by the
BharatiyaJanataParty’s(BJP)PragyaThakurwhocalledMahatmaGandhi’sassassin
a deshbhakt,haveplumbednewdepths.Her
belated,so-calledapologynotwithstanding,
we now at least know that certain women
can be as foul-mouthed as some men.
What isn’t new in 2019 are the personal
attacks on women candidates. From the

timeRamManoharLohiacalledIndiraGandhi a goongi gudiya, women in public life
have been fair game. This election, targets
haveincludedAamAadmiPartycandidate,
AtishiMarlena,whoseaccomplishmentsas
a St Stephen’s College topper and Rhodes
scholardidnotarmherwithimmunityfrom
a vicious attack. The BJP’s Gautam Gambhirdeniedthathewasbehindit,butstopped
short of an outright condemnation of it.
TheSamajwadiParty’sAzamKhancontinuesanoldattackontheBJP’sJayaPrada,

ndia is a vibrant and thriving democracy. But critics allege that India is also
a reluctant democracy since it shies
away from propagating it abroad. Does it
mean we have a democracy-deficit? Let us
examine the factual position.
It is correct that despite being the largest
democracy, we have not made it our business
to convince the world of its merits. And
wisely so, goes the counterargument, as it
will merely generate resentment and resistance among our interlocutors. But neither
are we agnostic towards the cause. We have
readily joined global initiatives to strengthen
democratic institutions. In 2015, we supported the United Nations Democracy Fund
and have since contributed $32 million, the
second largest amount. We are also a founding member of the Community of Democracies (CoD) since 2000.
India has made an occasional exception to

this time commenting on her underwear.
Elsewhere,a BJPMLA talks ofMayawati’s
“daily facials” and wonders if she dyes her
hair.CongressministerintheMadhyaPradeshgovernment,SajjanVerma,saysHema
Malini“keepsperformingdanceacrossthe
country” to get votes.
Thesearenotjustuglywords.Thisisgender-basedverbalviolencethat“hindersthe
participation of half of the world’s population,thusunderminingthedemocraticexercise and good governance and as such createsademocraticdeficit,”findsaworldwide
study by the Inter-Parliamentary Union.
Theeffectoftheseattacksisnotmerelyto
defeat an opponent, but to diminish the
opportunities of independent, capable
womenanddeterthemfromenteringpublic
life. No wonder women politicians find it
safertodebutundertheprotectionofpowerful patriarchs. Dynastic politics helps men
too. But when women come as bahus and
betis,itisthatmuchmoredifficultforrivals
to speculate about their personal lives.
Of the 8,048 candidates contesting this
election,only711,or8.8%,arewomen,finds
AshokaUniversityprofessor,Gilles Verni-

its policy too. In December 1960, we
expressed our discomfort at the sacking of
Nepal’s elected government by the king. But
it precipitated a lasting trust gap between us
— which is yet to be bridged — and only
helped push the country towards China. In
another instance, we supported Myanmar’s
Aung San Suu Kyi after her win in the 1990
elections. The ruling military junta disregarded the results. Our shunning the junta
created a void which was filled by China. The
Indian Insurgent Groups (IIG) started operating from Myanmar freely. Eventually we
had to engage the Junta.
In an increasingly globalised world, it is
counterproductive to be selective, especially
for a rising power like India. A question then
arises: what is this beast called democracy?
Where does India figure? Are some societies
more suited to democracy than certain others? Former UN Secretary General, Kofi
Annan, had noted: “[A] majority of States in
the world today describe themselves as democratic.” Incredibly, even North Korea
claims to be one. There are certain fundamental attributes of a democratic polity.
These include: vesting of sovereignty in the
people and the universal right to vote; the
right to equality and freedom of speech; rule
of law and separation of powers between the

ers. At both the BJP and Congress, nearly
half of these women come from political
families, analyses Sofia Ammassari, a
research associate at Trivedi Centre for
Political Data. Even at the Trinamool Congress andBijuJanataDal,partiesthathave
earmarked41%and33%ticketsforwomen,
as many as a third and a fifth of the women
candidateshavethebackingofpoliticalfamilies, finds Ammassari.
Personal attacks on women candidates
continuebecausethereisnoconsequenceor
cost.Whatactionwasevertakenagainstthe
Congress’s Sanjay Nirupam for attacking
Smriti Irani on live TV? They continue
because this misogyny very often comes
from the top; Narendra Modi calling Sunanda Tharoor, the late wife of Shashi Tharoor, a “~50 crore girlfriend” in 2012, for
instance, tells the rank and file about the
sortoflanguageacceptableatelectiontime.
Butmainly,theycontinuebecausewe,as
voters, don’t demand better. We don’t vote
outthosewholeadtheseattacks.Andinthis
way, we aid and abet them.
Namita Bhandare writes on social issues
The views expressed are personal
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Despite organising a free and fair election
every five years, Indian democracy does
have a few shortcomings
BLOOMBERG

executive, legislature and judiciary. That
aside, there is no rigid definition of democracy. The calibre of democratic institutions
varies widely from country to country.
Despite organising a free and fair election,
Indian democracy does have shortcomings
such as: criminalisation of politics; inadequate representation of women; distortions
due to caste and dynast politics; rise of money
power; and, wastage of Parliamentary time.
The western-style political democracy
was bestowed on India by the British. The
concept, however, consciously or otherwise,
is deeply ingrained in the Indian psyche. It is
integral to our civilisation, especially the
Hindu-Buddhist ethos that recognises and
celebrates plurality of thought and belief.
The jury is still out on whether democracy
comes naturally to all societies. Let’s peruse
some real-life cases. Egypt’s dictatorial

ruler, Hosni Mubarak, was ousted in 2011 in
a west-inspired revolt known as the Arab
Spring. Muslim Brotherhood’s Mohammed
Morsi was elected to power but was sacked
by General Abdel El-Sisi, who, in turn, is now
tweaking the constitution to hold office until
2034. Next, after the USSR’s fall and the
switch from communism to democracy, Russia was adrift. It lost its identity and confidence. It took the strong-arm tactics of Vladimir Putin to restore order, revive the economy, and rekindle the Russian pride. Russia
is once again an authoritarian State, yet
Putin enjoys widespread popularity. Bhutan’s case is the mirror opposite. King Jigme
Singye Wangchuk — the absolute but popular ruler for 35 years — ceded power in favour
of Parliamentary democracy.
Clearly democracy cannot be imposed on
every nation as the failure of the west-engineered Colour revolutions and the Arab
Spring have demonstrated. It is moot if societies such as Russia and parts of the Arab
world and Africa are less suited for democracy than the others. For the Turkish Prime
Minister, Recep Erdogan, “Democracy is a
train, from which you can get off upon reaching your destination.”
Democracy is intrinsic to our psyche and
polity. It is just that we don’t flaunt it; we are
an open book and prefer that friends choose
for themselves what they wish to imbibe. For
instance, upon being requested, the Election
Commission of India provided technical
assistance to Jordan, Maldives, Namibia,
Egypt, Bhutan and Nepal. Some States are
using Indian Electronic Voting Machines.
It is pertinent to recall Alexander Pope’s
prescient observation in the 18th century:
“For forms of Government, let fools contest.
Whate’er is best administered, is best.”
Vishnu Prakash is former
Indian ambassador to South Korea
The views expressed are personal

Don’t overlook the pure source
of joy tucked away in the mind
innervoice
Sheetal Sharma
Weallseekhappiness inlifeandoftenfeel
thatitissynonymouswithworldlyattainments. The more we chase these worldly
attainments, the more elusive becomes
happiness.Weoverlookthesourceofhappinesstuckedinourownminds.Thishappiness is pure joy – unbridled with any
negative emotions. An act of compassion
leads us to this happiness. This feeling of
compassion awakens a desire in us, to
reach out to people, to do our bit to make
their life easy and happy. This act of giv-

ing, small or big, is a source of happiness
for both the giver and the receiver. How
upliftingitistoseeawrinkledfacesmiling
at you because you helped the old person
cross the road! How elated you feel when
youhearyourfriendlaughingbecauseshe
found in you a sympathetic and a sincere
listenertoherdepressinglifeexperiences!
Theseactsofcompassionhappenwhen
we realise that happiness lies beyond
worldly attainments. It lies in developing
aconcernforothers;inco-existence;notin
thevaultsoflockersbutinthevaultsofour
hearts.ToquoteDalaiLama:“Ifyouwant
others to be happy, practice compassion.
If you want to be happy, practice compassion.”
Inner Voice comprises
contributions from our readers
The views expressed are personal
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Hansda Sowvendra
Shekhar explores politics, caste,
and sexuality to tell the story of a
gay Santhal
My Father’s Garden
Hansda Sowvendra
Shekhar
192pp, ~499
Speaking Tiger
Avantika Mehta
n

letters@htlive.com

t is good to know that Jharkhand banning his first book The Adivasi Will
Not Dance and his dismissal from work
has not quelled Hansda Sowvendra
Shekhar’s uniquely political voice. His
fourth novel My Father’s Garden is bursting with honesty and courage.
Comprising three parts, the book starts
with The Lover set in a medical college in
Jamshedpur. Here, the reader is introduced to the story’s unnamed raconteur.
Perhaps loosely based on the author, the
narrator is a medical student in love with
his junior Sameer. A macho man with an
Adonis body, Sameer is ambitious and
wants a ‘conventional life’. He is looking
for sex, not romance. Meanwhile, our storyteller is obsessed with finding true love.
Though The Lover does an excellent job of
capturing the awkwardness of sex, better
descriptions of the erotic scenes could
have elevated this portion.
The book’s second part is set several
years later in Pakur, a town on the border
of West Bengal and Jharkhand. Titled
Friend, this act follows our narrator to his
posting as a doctor in a government hospital. Here, he meets Bada Babu, a clerk with
whom he develops a close friendship.
Filled with vivid descriptions of Pakur,
Friend captures the essence of a sleepy
town being rapidly transformed by industrialisation. While Sameer’s character
development in The Lover is flat and tedious, Friend’s Bada Babu jumps out of the
pages as a rounded, authentic person. So
detailed is he that the reader might never
forget how he held his Navy Cut cigarette
“as if he was smoking a bidi.” The reader
becomes deeply invested in the improbable friendship between Bada Babu and the
protagonist. The end is grim, provocative,
and profoundly moving.
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PARLIAMENT: A DEEPLY
GENDERED INSTITUTION
While arguing for the need for a larger
number of women MPs in the Indian parliament, Shirin
M Rai and Carole Spary examine the role and the
performance of women MPs

Shaikh Mujibur Rehman
n

Performing
Representation:
Women
Members in the
Indian
Parliament
Shirin M Rai and
Carole Spary
398pp, ~995
Oxford University
Press

letters@htlive.com

he decision by Odisha’s chief
minister, Naveen Patnaik of the
Biju Janata Dal (BJD), and the
West Bengal chief minister,
Mamata Banerjee of the Trinamool Congress (TMC) to introduce 33 percent reservation for
women candidates in their
respective political parties
would go down as a major positive development in the 2019 parliamentary election. By doing this, Patnaik and
Banerjee have strengthened the case for
reservation for women in parliament, an
issue that was throttled by the political
elite of different parties. They have, further, shown that there are ways to accomplish something if the political will exists.
While arguing for the need for a larger
number of women MPs in the Indian parliament, the authors mainly examine the
role and performance of various women
MPs of different parties.
The book tells us how women negotiate

T

with political power in the face of massive
odds, and the challenges they confront in
their public role, how that shapes their
lives, and its implications for women’s
empowerment. While the book is an empirical case study, the authors’ engagement
with major scholars of feminist studies,
such as Anne Philips, Nancy Fraser, Hannah Pitkin, among others, brings rich theoretical perspectives to the discussion.
While engaging with varied ideological
traditions of feminist theory, they contribute the South Asian experience of women’s
representation, and its unique aspect of
performance with regard to rituals and
ceremonies.
Fortunately, women MPs have been
part of India’s Parliament since its inception and several have been dominant figures, including a woman Prime Minister,
Indira Gandhi. The list features prominent
personalities like Vijaya Raje Scindia,
Sonia Gandhi, Sushma Swaraj, Najma
Heptulla, Sumitra Mahajan, Mamata
Banerjee, Maneka Gandhi, Geeta Mukherjee, and Meira Kumar to name a few. These
MPs have served several terms, and have

held key positions.
Each has their own story to share. That
in itself is remarkable in a land where violence against women remains high, and
where Hindu widows and divorced Muslim women still face adversity when it
comes to property, and the right to live
with dignity.
This book presents a comprehensive
analysis of women’s representation in
Indian parliament, which the authors
describe as a deeply gendered institution.
Rai and Spary apply what they call “an
innovative performance framework” that
focuses “on rules and norms as on the
speech and corporality, stage and script of
politics and political life.” The research
synthesizes different levels of debate -- the
global, national, and local -- and shows
how the ideas are interconnected. The
book argues that institutions can be only
understood in the wider context of society,
and the parliament, both in its functional
and symbolic roles, needs to be contextualized for a balanced understanding of its
power dynamics and contributions.
There are 333 women MPs in the Indian
parliament. That is not even two-thirds of
a single Lok Sabha. As of 2017, just over 11
percent of MPs in India’s lower house of
parliament are women. The world average
is 23.6 percent and the regional average
(Asia) is 19.7percent. This puts India’s
rank at 145 out of 193 nations in the InterParliamentary Union’s League table for
women’s representation in parliament.
There has been a slow and small rise of
women MPs but this needs to be further
facilitated. This is where the women’s reservation bill could work.
The book’s main objective is to focus on
the sort of role women members play in
parliament, in its recruitment battle, in

the negotiations they indulge in and the
narratives they employ, and how their
roles are mediated by factors like gender,
caste, class, religion and ethnic identity.
The authors attempt to probe key contexts
such as colonialism, the one-party dominant system, and the rise of state-based
politics. The authors have analysed
speeches, and used autobiographical and
biographical material on the women MPs
to expand on their own insights derived
from fieldwork.
Shirin Rai, a political scientist who
teaches at the University of Warwick, UK,
conducted extensive interviews with 23
women MPs over 10 years of the 10th and
14th Lok Sabhas (1994, 2004). Co-author
Carole Spary interviewed male and female
MPs between 2009 and 2016. In all, 51 members of Parliament were interviewed for
the book. The research explored gender
and representation issues at three levels:
the route women MPs take through the
Indian party system; the profiles of women
who make it through the selection and election process, and finally, their negotiating
strategies in their public and private roles.
Of the nine chapters, chapters three and
five stand out for their insights and conclusions. Chapter three analyses the role of
political parties, while chapter five
presents issues pertaining to how women
MPs use the party mechanism to prepare
and participate in debates. Chapter eight,
concerned with the narrative of politics
and leadership, explains how the precarious positions of women MPs in Parliament
and within party politics contribute to
their efficacy.
Chapter seven reflects on the gendered
patterns of corruption. The authors
achieve this by analysing the funding and
distribution of Member of Parliament
Local Area Development Scheme
(MPLADS). Their findings show that
women MPs are not necessarily less corrupt or more sensitive to the needs of their
constituents. Furthermore, owing to various caste factors, and other interest groups
arising out of constituency-level politics,
women MPs find it hard to negotiate gender politics. All in all, this book is a crucial
research intervention in the area of politics and gender in South Asia.
The author teaches at Jamia Millia Central University,
New Delhi,and has recently edited,
Rise of Saffron Power (Routledge 2018)

FICTION UNRAVELLING THE PAST TO CREATE THE PRESENT
SOUND OF SILENCE
A story within the concurrent
motifs of isolation and identity
Prerna Madan
n

prerna.madan@hindsutantimes.com

here are parks where concrete paths
run into dead ends, perhaps to break
the symmetry and the monotony of
perfectly trimmed grass, or perhaps
to allow visitors to shake off the sense
of walking in circles. Tishani Doshi’s novel
Small Days and Nights exudes the feeling
of passing through just such a park. It’s
entirely up to you to decide if it is pointless
to reach an incomplete finale or whether it
is a pleasant change to not know your next
move. From the beginning, loneliness
forms the shape of the protagonist, Grace
or Grazia. Her name, like her places of
belonging (Madras and Venice) too, is torn
between her parents’ complex and eventu-
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Small Days and
Nights
Tishani Doshi
261pp, ~374
Bloomsbury
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Along the vast expanse of the sea

ally unsuccessful relationship. Grace is,
for most of the novel, throttled by melancholia and by the struggle between trying
to find solutions to the unanswered questions of her extraordinary childhood and
figuring out why nothing she does dulls
the pain of emptiness. Her mother’s death
brings her to Chennai, where she discov-

SHUTTERSTOCK

ers her sister Lucia – a Down’s Syndrome
child who was abandoned by their parents
at a shelter home. As a gift, Grace’s mother
leaves them a home with pink walls and
blue windows, and accompanied by the
vast expanse of the sea. This refuge
becomes the sacred ground for Grace to
heal even as she battles with silence and a

sister who bears no scars of modern existence. Any intrusion of the outside world
tilts the balance and bursts the bubble created painstakingly by Grace, Lucia, and
their many dogs. Within these concurrent
motifs of isolation and identity, the author
traces an intriguing story: the past that
contours a character, the present that
defines one, and the future that is envisioned. Tishani Doshi’s novel ticks the
right boxes. Still, in the end, the story,
which is deliberately jarring to make
everything within it seem unhinged, has a
few loose ends. There are too many themes
fighting for attention and too many reflections of society. Of course, this might mirror Grace’s deeply flawed character, that
of the outsider who yearns to be on the
inside but is far too conscious to allow herself to participate in the charade, and who
only realizes at the end that life cannot be
tied up in neat knots. Unlike much of contemporary Indian English fiction, Small
Days and Nights is a genuine if confounded piece of literature. Its effect resonates long after the pages run out. That
alone is reason to read it.

n

A doctor
examining a
patient at a
government
hospital.
(Representat
ive picture)
LIGHTROCKET VIA
GETTY IMAGES

The novel’s final act, Father, follows the
narrator to his family home in Ghatsila.
Forty-five kilometres from Jharkhand’s
East Singbhum district, it is also Shekhar’s hometown. It is here that our protagonist returns to nurse an injury. This
part of the story follows the narrator’s past
and reminisces about his father, a chemist
whose political ambitions were shattered
leading him to grow obsessed with gardening. There are anecdotes too about the narrator’s grandfather. Though My Father’s
Garden might seem like a coming-of-age
story, it is not. The protagonist tells us little about himself and more about the peculiarities of the men he has loved. It is a
novel that asks a question rarely contemplated in our narcissistic times: Are we
always the stars of our stories? The three
portions of My Father’s Garden are linked
but use different writing styles. The lack of
uniformity is a weakness. While Friend is
detailed, Lover and Father are written in
an aloof manner and feature cliches like
“sky-high confidence” and “beck and
call”. Still, the 190-page long My Father’s
Garden tells the story of a Santhali gay
man with passion. The writer mines his
rich Adivasi culture and explores politics,
caste, and sexuality in a way few authors
have. Unmarred by illusions, Shekhar
brings us a story that would otherwise
have remained on the fringes. This is not
comfort reading. It is specific and informative, and yet universal in how it expresses
pain. It is impossible not to feel the sorrows
and small joys scattered within its pages.
The book and the author must be lauded.
Avantika Mehta is an independent journalist.
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world
photooftheday

THE FOOD ISSUE SHOULD BE REVIEWED, IRRESPECTIVE OF THE
SECURITY ISSUE, FROM A HUMANITARIAN ASPECT.

> CHUNG EUI YONG, South Korean govt official, on sending food to drought-hit N Korea

Iran’sregionalproxies
prepareforwarwithUS
US-IRAN TENSIONS Donald Trump plays down possibility of full-blown conflict
Agencies
n

n

Norwegian crown prince Haakon and crown princess Mette
Marit take part in National Day celebrations outside their
residence Skaugum in Asker, Norway.
REUTERS

shortstories
FOUR KILLED AFTER SMALL PLANE
CRASHES NEAR DUBAI AIRPORT
DUBAI:A small plane involved in upgrading a runway at Dubai International
Airport crashed on Thursday, killing four people and halting traffic at the
world’s busiest airport for international travel for nearly an hour. Authorities
gave no explanation for what caused the crash of the Diamond DA62 aircraft
with a tail number belonging to Flight Calibrations Service of Shoreham,
England. The UAE’s General Civil Aviation Authority said the three British
citizens and one South African on the plane were killed. On Friday, police,
paramedics and flight investigators worked at the crash site, some 8 kilomeAP
ters south-east of the airport in Mushrif Park.

Winds of War author
Herman Wouk dies at 103

Meghan gave birth in a
London hospital: Certificate

NEW YORK: Herman Wouk, the
Pulitzer Prize winning author of
novels as The Caine Mutiny and
The Winds of War, whose steady
Jewish faith inspired his stories of
religious values and secular
success, died on Friday at 103. AP

LONDON:Prince Harry’s wife
Meghan gave birth at a private
hospital, their son’s birth certificate revealed. It confirmed the
place of birth, on May 6, as
Portland Hospital in London. AFP

US House approves key
bill to expand gay rights
WASHINGTON:House Democrats
approved sweeping anti-discrimination legislation on Friday that
would extend civil rights protections to LGBTQ people by prohibiting discrimination based on
orientation.
AGENCIES

Indian-origin man indicted
for $98 million fraud in US
WASHINGTON:Indian-origin man
Gopalkrishna Pai from Texas was
indicted for committing wire
fraud worth $98 million, the
PTI
justice department said.

Architect who designed
Louvre pyramid dies at 102
NEW YORK: US architect I M Pei,
who designed the Louvre pyramid and the east building of
Washington’s National Gallery of
AGENCIES
Art, died at 102.

Dog rescues newborn baby
buried alive in Thailand
NEW DELHI: A dog in Thailand has
rescued a newborn baby after it
was buried alive, possibly by its
mother, the BBC reported. The
baby boy is said to have been
abandoned by his mother, 15, to
hide her pregnancy from her
HTC
parents, the report said.

letters@hindustantimes.com

BEIRUT/WASHINGTON/BEIJING: In the
event of war with the US, Iran
“willnotbealone”.Thatmessage
was delivered by the leader of
Lebanon’s Hezbollah militant
group to a rally in Beirut in February markingthe 40th anniversaryofIran’sIslamicRevolution.
“If America launches war on
Iran, it will not be alone in the
confrontation,” Hassan Nasrallah had said.
It is worth noting that Hezbollah, the militia, was established
by Iran’s Revolutionary Guard
duringLebanon’scivilwarinthe
1980s.Today,itisamongthemost
effective armed groups in the
region, extending Iran’s influence to Israel’s doorstep.
From Lebanon and Syria to
Iraq, Yemen, and the Gaza Strip,
Tehran has expanded its footprint over the past decade, finding and developing powerful
allies in conflict-ravaged countriesacrossWestAsia.Hezbollah
is one of the most prominent
members of the self-styled “axis
of resistance”, armed groups
with thousandsofShiiteMuslim
fighters beholden to Tehran.
Iran has used such groups in
thepasttostrikeitsregionalfoes,
andcouldmobilisethemifthelatesttensionswiththeUSleadtoan
armed conflict - dramatically
expanding the battlefield.

n

READY TO FIGHT: Houthi fighters march during a gathering aimed at mobilising more fighters into
battlefronts to fight opposition forces in Yemen.

US PRESIDENT CAUTIOUS
ABOUT WAR WITH IRAN
USPresidentDonaldTrumpsays
hehopestheUSisnotonapathto
warwith Iranamidfearsthat his
twomosthawkishadviserscould
beanglingforsuchaconflictwith
the Islamic Republic.
Asked on Thursday if the US
was going to war with Iran, the
presidentreplied,“Ihopenot”- a
day after he repeated a desire for
dialogue.

737 MAX 8 software
issue fixed: Boeing

IRAN: CHINA, RUSSIA
SHOULD SAVE N-DEAL
IranianforeignministerMohammadJavadZarifonFridayurged
“friends” including China and
Russia to take “concrete action”
tosafeguardthe2015nucleardeal
after the US withdrew from the
agreement.
On a visit to Beijing, Zarif said
he would also talk with Chinese
officials about “dangerous
issues... in our region today”.

letters@hindustantimes.com

SYDNEY: Australia’s political

leaders made last-gasp pitches
to voters on Friday, on the eve of
an election that polls show is
going down to the wire.
“This will be the closest election we’ve seen in many, many
years,” Prime Minister Scott
Morrison predicted while campaigning in north Queensland,
home to a swathe of marginal
seats that could decide the outcome.
Weeks ago, the contest looked
like it may be a rout for the centre-left Labor Party, which has
been clearly leading Morrison’s
Liberal-National minority government in opinion polls.
But a final survey by Ipsos on
Friday showed Morrison’s coalition narrowly trailing Bill
Shorten’s Labor 49 to 51 percent.
In some battleground seats,
the race is even tighter, with the
electorate split 50-50.
“I don’t think anyone...
thought this is where the election would be the day before,”
Morrison said.
The 51-year-old, however,
faced a difficult last few hours of
campaigning, with the death of
legendary Labor prime minister
Bob Hawke. Charismatic and
competent, Hawke’s reminiscing about his successful economic reforms has undercut
Liberal’s central campaign
claim that Labor cannot govern.
Morrison’s claim to secure
borders was also put to the test
when it was revealed that two

n

IN OR OUT? Australian
PM Scott Morrison

REUTERS

people from Rwanda accused of
murder were allowed into Australia in return for the US taking
innocent refugees detained by
his government.
Morrison defended their
transfer saying the allegations
against the two men were
“reviewed by our security agencies and... not found to be
upheld”.
Labor leader Shorten cut
back on his campaign travels,
choosing instead to stay in Sydney and talk about Hawkes legacy.
Elections in Australia, where
voting is mandatory, are traditionally close, with former PM
Malcolm Turnbull’s LiberalNational coalition in 2016 scraping through with 76 seats, two
more than the majority needed
for the lower house.
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TAIPEI:Taiwan’s parliament legal-

Agence France-Presse

FREDERIC PECHIER

French doctor under investigation for 7 poisonings
is charged in 17 more poisoning cases
The anaesthesiologist, first charged in 2017 for
two deaths in seven poisoning cases, was
questioned by the police this week over 66
more suspicious cardiac arrests during operations on patients otherwise considered low risk

1

The 47-year-old stands charged in 24 cases, nine of which resulted in
deaths, after investigations into the fatality at two private clinics in
the city of Besancon pointed to him as the only possible suspect

n

Grounded Southwest Airlines Boeing 737 MAX 8 aircraft are seen
REUTERS/FILE
parked at Victorville Airport in Victorville, California.

Associated Press
It emerged that he allegedly tampered with anaesthesia pouches to
create emergencies, so that he could intervene to flaunt his skills.

n
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WASHINGTON: Boeing says it has

Key talks between
May, Oppn hit a wall
Prasun Sonwalkar
prasun.sonwalkar@hindustantimes.com

LONDON: The six-week-long exercise to explore a consensus
between the Theresa May government and the opposition
Labour Party ended on Friday
without a consensus, a denouement that had been expected
giventheintractablepositionsof
the two sides on Brexit.
May was forced to turn to
Labour after the EU withdrawal
agreementwasvoteddownthrice
intheHouseofCommons,including by a large section of rebels in
her own Conservative Party.
There was much uneasiness on
both sides when the talks began.
Besidesfundamentaldifferences in the two sides’ positions, a
key concern for Labour was
engaging in negotiations when
there was no guarantee that any
consensuswouldbehonouredby
PM May’s successor. May is due

n

Agence France-Presse

n

n

Agence France-Presse

WHO-BACKED Taiwan becomes first country in
STUDY: MEASLES Asia to legalise same-sex marriage
JABS SHOULD
BE MANDATORY
n

inthenews

2
3

AP/FILE

INSURER: IRAN’S IRGC
BEHIND ATTACKS?
Iran’s elite Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) is
“highlylikely”tohavefacilitated
theattackslastSundayonfouroil
tankers, including two Saudi
Arabian ships off the port of
FujairahintheUAE,accordingto
a report prepared by the Norwegian Shipowners’ Mutual War
Risks Insurance Association
(DNK).

PM Morrison under
pressure as Australia
goes to polls today

finished with its updates to the
flight-control software implicated in two deadly crashes
involving its 737 MAX, moving a
step closer to getting the plane
back in the sky.
Aviation regulators still have
morequestions about how pilots
interactwiththeplane’scontrols
under different circumstances,
and Boeing says it is providing
that information.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), foreign regulators and airlines are reviewing
Boeing’splansforadditionalpilot
training, the company said on

Thursday.Thenextmajorstepis
a certification flight with FAA
representatives. That flight has
not yet been scheduled.
In crashes in Indonesia and
Ethiopia, an automated system
called MCAS mistakenly turned
the noses of the planes down in
response to faulty readings from
a sensor. Pilots were unable to
regain control; 346 people died.
Chicago-based Boeing said it
hasflown207test flights withthe
new software.
“We’re making clear and
steadyprogressandareconfident
that the 737 MAX with updated
MCASsoftwarewillbeoneofthe
safest airplanes ever to fly,”
chairman and CEO Dennis Muilenburg said in a statement.

letters@hindustantimes.com

PARIS:Vaccination against measles should be mandatory for
children before they start
school in order to prevent future
outbreaks of the resurgent disease, according to new analysis
released on Friday.
The World Health Organization (WHO) says cases of measles surged 300 percent in 2018.
While many new cases
occurred in countries undergoing unrest or conflict, several
developed nations registered
significant rises in infections - a
phenomenon experts attribute
to creeping “vaccine resistance”.
Filippo Trentini and colleagues from Bruno Kessler
Foundation looked at seven rich
nations to examine different
vaccination scenarios between
now and 2050. They found that in
nearly all countries surveyed,
current immunisation programmes will be insufficient to
maintain “safe” levels of immunity among populations.
The WHO says the number of
unvaccinated individuals in a
country shouldn’t exceed 6-8
percent of the population.

ised same-sex marriage on Friday in a landmark first for Asia
as the government survived a
last-minute attempt by conservatives to pass watered-down law.
Lawmakers comfortably
passed a bill allowing same-sex
couples to form “exclusive permanent unions” and another
clause that would let them apply
for a “marriage registration”
with government agencies.
The vote — which took place
on the International Day Against
Homophobia, Transphobia and
Biphobia — is a major victory for
the island’s LGBT community
and it places the island at the
vanguard of Asia’s burgeoning
gay rights movement.
Thousands of gay rights supporters gathered outside parliament despite heavy downpours,
waving rainbow flags, flashing
victory signs and breaking into
cheers as the news filtered out.
In recent months conservatives had mobilised to rid the law
of any reference to marriage,
instead putting forward rival
bills that offered something

n

People celebrate outside parliament in Taipei.

closer to limited same-sex
unions. But those bills struggled
to receive enough votes.
Gay rights groups hailed the
vote on Friday, saying the ability
to apply for a “marriage registration” — known as Clause Four —
put their community much
closer to parity with heterosexual couples.
“The passage of Clause Four
ensures that two persons of the
same-sex can register their marriage on May 24th and ensure
that Taiwan becomes the first
country in Asia to legalise samesex marriage and to successfully

REUTERS

open a new page in history,” said
the Taiwan Alliance to Promote
Civil Partnership Rights.
Two years ago Taiwan’s top
court ruled that not allowing
same-sex couples to marry violates the constitution with
judges giving the government
until May 24 to make the changes
or see marriage equality enacted
automatically.
The law does not bring full
equality with heterosexual couples -- it only allows for biological
adoption, for example, and marriages with foreigners are not
recognised.

TAIWAN SCRIPTS HISTORY

Taiwan joined nearly 30 nations to legalise same-sex marriage on Friday. Here’s
an overview of the legal status of same-sex marriage across the world

T R U M P FAC E S C R I T I C I S M

Lawmakers worried over SCA bureau
n

An anti-Brexit placard
depicting UK PM Theresa May
is seen near the British
parliament in London. REUTERS

to resign in the near future.
LabourleaderJeremyCorbyn
wrotetoMay,stating,“Iamwriting to let you know that I believe
the talks between us about finding a compromise agreement on
leaving the EU have now gone as
far as they can.”

Yashwant Raj
n
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WASHINGTON: Democratic law-

makers havecriticised US President Donald Trump for his “failure”toappointaconfirmedhead
of the state department’s South
and Central Asia (SCA) bureau
that conducts diplomatic relations with India, Pakistan,
Afghanistanandothercountries.
TheyalsosaidthattheUSlead-

ership is “missing in action” in
theregionwhenit’sneededmost.
The US state department has
failed “to form a coherent India
policy”,mishandledUS-Afghanistan ties, and failed to engage
directlywithSriLankanofficials
during the 2018 October-Decembercrisis,theywroteinaletteron
Thursday.
“The state department’s lack
of senior-level involvement on a
variety of matters related to

South Asia has been deeply disturbing,” they wrote.
Houseforeignaffairscommittee chairman Eliot Engel led the
move, joined by all the Democraticmembersofthepanel,Representatives Ami Bera, Brad
Sherman, Dian Titus, Chrissy
Houlahan, Gerald Connolly and
Andy Levin. Nisha Biswal
was the last confirmed assistant
secretary of state to head the
bureau.

BAC K O N T R AC K

French company trying to revive the fabled Orient Express
Agence France-Presse
n
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PARIS: It conjures up the
atmosphere of rail travel from
a bygone golden age, steaming
through Europe experiencing
top-notch cuisine and the
company of fellow passengers
who could be writers or spies.
The last true Orient
Express travelled from Paris
to Istanbul in 1977, drawing
the curtain on almost a century of taking travellers on
the fabled route from western
Europe to the shores of the
Bosphorus in Turkey.
The train also entered popular culture, playing a central

role in celebrated books and
movies, not least Agatha
Christie’s 1930s novel Murder
on the Orient Express, which
has inspired several films.
The brand name was
acquired by French rail operator SNCF which has now
restored original Orient
Express carriages and is mulling relaunching the service.
SNCF is this week exhibiting seven original carriages at
Gare de l’Est station in Paris,
which have been returned to
their original splendour after
seven years of restoration.
Three are dining cars
which were used on the actual
Orient Express in its heyday,

while the four others were
used on routes run by the
company in the south of
France and other European
routes. The cars display the
height of luxury with plush
armchairs for seats, immaculately varnished wooden
tables and art deco fittings.
“To restore them, we went
into our archives to find the
original plans or samples of
tissues and so forth,” said
Guillaume de Saint Lager, the
executive director of Orient
Express. After intense
research, the SNCF found historic Orient Express carriages in a siding in Poland close
to the border with Belarus.

n Supporters celebrate the historic decision in Taipei.

Asia-Pacific:
Slow progress

n

The display of the restored Orient Express at the Gare de l’Est
could be the start of a new beginning for the legendary train. AFP

Taiwan is now the first place in
Asia to introduce a law allowing
same-sex marriage. Australia
and New Zealand are the only
places in the region to have
passed gay marriage laws.
Homosexuality is outlawed in
Bangladesh, Malaysia, Pakistan
and a few other countries

AGENCIES

Europe: As progressive
as it can get

Africa: Unimpressive
track record

The Netherlands in 2001 became
the world’s first country to allow
gay couples to marry. 14 nations
in Europe followed suit, including,
Belgium, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany, Ireland and the
UK - excluding Northern Ireland

South Africa is the sole nation on
the continent to allow gay
marriagesS. Around 30 African
countries ban homosexuality,
with Mauritania, Somalia and
Sudan having the death penalty
for same-sex relations

The Americas: Canada
leads the way

West Asia: Lagging
way behind

Canada authorised same-sex
marriage in 2005, and 10 years
later, the US legalised gay
marriage. Mexico's federal capital
was the pioneer in Latin America,
authorising gay civil unions in
2007 and marriages in 2009

Several countries still have the
death penalty for homosexuality.
Israel leads the way over gay
rights, recognising same-sex
marriages performed elsewhere.
Also, Lebanon is more tolerant
than other Arab countries
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shortstories

Bhatia’s sweeping powers IHCL ties up with GIC to
invest
₹4,000
cr
in
India
at heart of IndiGo dispute
Madhurima Nandy
n

n

Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos.
REUTERS/FILE

AMAZON LEADS
$575 MILLION
INVESTMENT IN
UK’S DELIVEROO
HONG KONG: Amazon.com Inc. is
leading a $575 million investment
in Deliveroo, buying a slice of the
fast-growing startup and pitting
it directly against Uber Technologies Inc. in a fiercely competitive
European food delivery industry.
The London-based startup, which
has raised $1.53 billion to date, will
use the cash infusion to expand
its technology team and network
and compete against the likes of
Just Eat Plc and Uber. Consolidation has been heating up in the
food delivery sector. Deliveroo
rival Takeaway.com NV agreed to
acquire the German businesses of
Delivery Hero SE for approximately €930 million in December,
while Uber was in early talks to
buy Deliveroo in September.

EU raps tech giants for
not curbing fake news
BRUSSELS: Facebook, Google and
Twitter were reprimanded by the
European Commission on Friday
for not doing enough to tackle
fake news plaguing the election
campaign to the European
Parliament, seven months after
promising to do more. The tech
giants took a voluntary pledge
last October to combat the spread
of fake news, hoping to avoid
more heavy-handed rules.
Elections to the European Parliament will be held in the 28
countries making up the EU on
May 23-26. Foreign interference
during the campaign and in
national elections in Belgium,
Denmark, Estonia, Finland,
Greece, Poland, Portugal and
Ukraine in the coming months has
been a key concern for the
Commission and EU governments.
COMPILED FROM AGENCIES

FOUNDERS’ FEUD Bhatia can veto any decision taken by his partner Gangwal
Anirudh Laskar
and Jayshree P. Upadhyay
n

anirudh.l@livemint.com

MUMBAI: IndiGo co-founder Rahul

Bhatia’s holding company can
practically veto any decision
taken by his partner Rakesh
Gangwal despite the two promoters owning almost identical
stakes, an examination of Interglobe Aviation Ltd’s articles of
association (AoAs) reveals.
The AoAs invest Bhatia with
such sweeping powers that neither any IndiGo shareholder nor
the company’s board can take
any decision related to control,
business transactions, or
appointment of directors or key
managerial personnel, without
the Bhatia-controlled IGE
Group’s approval.
In addition to this, Bhatia and
Gangwal have also signed a separate shareholder agreement that
reaffirms Bhatia’s supremacy in
the company’s internal affairs,
especially the edge he has in
appointing key directors and
executives. Bhatia and Gangwal
did not immediately respond to
emails seeking comment.
As on March 31, IGE held a
37.9% stake in IndiGo, while the
airline’s other promoter group,
the Gangwal-controlled RG
Group and Chinkerpoo Family
Trust, held a total of 36.68%.
According to the AoAs, RG
Group has expressly acknowledged and agreed that IGE Group
will, at all times, control the company in all aspects and manner,
including management and operational control thereof.
“Accordingly, at all times, the
RG Group shall fully comply with
the terms of the shareholders
agreement and these articles
(including ensuring control of the
company as aforesaid by IGE

n

Rahul Bhatia, managing director and co-founder of IndiGo.

Group) by voting at the general
meetings in the manner as
directed by IGE Group,” read the
AoAs.
Typically, in a publicly traded
firm, the board and the shareholders are given the power to
appoint the chairman by passing
a vote in favour of an individual
(selected by the nomination and
remuneration committee) with a
majority (i.e. with 75% voting
approval). The chairman’s
appointment is then sent for
approval to Sebi.
However, despite being a listed
firm, IndiGo’s AoAs say: “On and
with effect from the completion of
the IPO, neither the company nor
the shareholders nor the board
shall take, approve or otherwise
ratify any of the actions, deeds,
matters or things described
below without the prior written

Rivals carriers stake claim to
Jet’s international flying rights
Gireesh Chandra Prasad
n

gireesh.p@livemint.com

ETIHAD NOMINEE
DIRECTOR ON JET
BOARD KAMARK
PUTS IN PAPERS
Rhik Kundu

NEW DELHI: Airlines have staked

claim for distressed Jet Airways
(India) Ltd’s foreign flying
rights, which will be alloted in an
open and transparent manner,
civil aviation secretary PS Kharola said on Friday.
The government is allocating
Jet’s flying rights on a temporary basis till the company
resumes operations.
With no funds to meet
expenses, Jet Airways had suspended operations a month ago
and there is no sign of a credible
revival scheme in sight for the
airline. With the airline losing
leased planes for defaulting on
dues, airport slots have been
reassigned to other carriers and
employees have quit.
Lenders led by State Bank of
India (SBI) face the risk of having
to write off their dues. “We had
asked airlines to confirm their
requirement of (domestic) slots
and (international) traffic
rights...Their requests have
been officially logged in. Our
people will do an analysis now
and we will evolve a transparent
procedure based on which the
rights will be given,” Kharola
said.
He was speaking to reporters
after a meeting with senior executives of the airlines, primarily
on assigning Jet’s foreign flying

MINT/FILE

consent of the RG Group Director
and the IGE Group Director.”
The so-called “matters” in this
clause of the AoAs include decisions to launch rights issues; any
related-party
transactions
(between IndiGo or any of its subsidiaries with any shareholder or
any of their affiliates); incorporation or acquisition of any new
subsidiary or affiliate of the company; dividends; and any decision
on any change in the number of
directors on the board.
The AoAs say the IndiGo board
shall always have six directors,
out of which IGE Group alone will
have the right to nominate five
directors, of whom two will be
non-retiring ones.
The RG Group, on the other
hand, can nominate one director.
IGE Group is also empowered to
remove any of these directors.

n

n

With no funds to meet expenses, Jet Airways had suspended
operations a month ago.

rights. IndiGo, Air India, SpiceJet, GoAir and Vistara are likely
to benefit from the move. Some of
Jet’s domestic slots have already
been assigned to other carriers.
The civil aviation ministry is trying to minimize the impact of
Jet’s suspension of operations on
passengers.
Jet disappearing from the
market, has affected the industry’s capacity and has raised airfares.
“With majority of Jet Airways
slots still unused, domestic airfares remain high, showing an
average increase of 15% across
key sectors. International airfare for long-haul flights in May
and June have also increased by
30-35% year on year,” said Rajnish Kumar, co-founder of travel
booking portal Ixigo.

MINT

AI TO ADD 2
ADDITIONAL
UAE FLIGHTS
NEW DELHI : Air India will
operate more flights to
Dubai starting June 1,
with the civil aviation
ministry allotting the
two slots of grounded Jet
Airways to it, a senior
ministry official said on
Friday. Air India, which
currently operates one
flight per day to Dubai
from Delhi and Mumbai,
will now fly twice a day
from these two cities.
FAIZAN HAIDAR

rhik.k@livemint.com

MUMBAI: Etihad Airways PJSC’s
nominee director to the board of
Jet Airways (India) Ltd, Robin
Kamark, has resigned, adding to
uncertainties around the future
of the grounded airline.
“...we wish to inform you that
Mr. Robin Kamark, nominee
director of Etihad Airways
PJSC, resigned as director of the
company with effect from May
16 2019,” Jet Airways said in filing with the BSE on Friday.
Kamark’s exit comes days
after the airline saw a slew of
high profile exits, including its
chief executive officer Vinay
Dube, chief financial officer
Amit Agarwal and whole-time
director Gaurang Shetty.
Incidentally, Etihad Airways
was the only company to bid for
a minority stake in cashstrapped Jet Airways among
those that submitted expressions of interest (EoIs) for buying a stake in the airline, last
month.
Etihad Airways’ offer was,
however, non-binding and subject to fulfilment of certain conditions by Jet Airways’ lenders.
The Abu Dhabi-based airline
currently owns a 24% stake in
Jet Airways.

BOARD SHAKE-UP

Nissan retains Ghosn’s protege Saikawa as CEO
Reuters
n
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TOKYO : Nissan Motor Co. said

on Friday that Hiroto Saikawa would stay on as chief
executive, backing the protege of former boss Carlos
Ghosn even as top shareholder Renault had earlier
pushed for a change in the
Japanese automaker’s leadership.
Saikawa’s re-appointment
is likely to be seen as a rebuff
to Renault SA, which has
pushed for leadership
changes as a prelude to
merger talks, people aware of
the matter at both companies
have told Reuters. Saikawa,
who has long opposed full
integration, is seen as an
obstacle to a tie-up, several
people have said.
Nissan has proposed that
Renault chief executive Thierry Bollore will join the

n

Nissan Motor Co. said on Friday that Hiroto Saikawa would stay
on as chief executive officer.
AFP/FILE

board, while Renault chairman Jean-Dominique Senard
will remain on it. The board
will be increased to 11 members from eight, and will
include seven outside directors. The proposals will be put
to a shareholder vote in June.
The make-up of Nissan’s
board has vast implications

for the Nissan-Renault alliance. The unequal relationship between them—smaller
Renault has the bigger stake
in Nissan—has long been a
source of friction.
The board unanimously
backed Saikawa, even while
acknowledging he may have
not done enough to rein in

Ghosn, one external director
said. Ghosn, who has been
charged with financial misconduct, has denied wrongdoing.
“While there are issues
pertaining to Saikawa’s
responsibility, we feel it is
more constructive to focus on
cooperation within the alliance, Nissan’s recovery and
its strategic plan,” Keiko
Ihara said.
“We had a robust debate,
we took our time to look at the
risks ... but in the end all of the
directors agreed to the
appointment,” she said, adding that Renault’s Senard had
agreed at a meeting earlier
this week to the decision to
keep Saikawa.
However, a person close to
Senard said there had been no
vote earlier this week, unanimous or otherwise, on Saikawa’s reappointment as
CEO.

Additionally, IGE Group has
the right to nominate three of the
non-independent directors, one
of whom will be non-retiring. IGE
Group will also have the right to
remove such directors and to
appoint any other director to fill
the vacancy.
Also, IndiGo’s chairman will
also be always appointed as per
IGE Group’s nomination, say the
AoAs. RG Group can nominate
one non-independent director,
who will be non-retiring.
Furthermore, the AoAs say
that if the chairman is not present
within 15 minutes after the time
scheduled for holding a board or
general meeting, the shareholders of the company can choose
another director as the chairman,
but only from the list of directors
nominated by IGE Group.
“We may find it (AoAs clauses)
intriguing, but in companies
which have joint promoters and
such shareholding, it is common
to see such shareholder agreements and AoAs. Power will be
vested with a certain set of promoters while the other set will
have negative rights to protect
their interest. These articles were
also a part of the IPO documents
when IndiGo got listed, so it has
already passed muster of
exchanges and Sebi,” said a lawyer familiar with the matter.
Gangwal and Bhatia have
hired two law firms to settle their
differences and prevent the issue
from turning into a long-drawn
legal battle for control of IndiGo.
Haigreve Khaitan and Jyoti
Sagar (founders of law firms
Khaitan & Co. and J Sagar Associates, respectively) have been
appointed to advise Gangwal and
Bhatia in reaching an understanding when both the AoAs and
the shareholders’ agreement
come up for renewal this year.

madhurima.n@livemint.com

BENGALURU: Indian Hotels Co. Ltd

(IHCL), the owner of the Taj luxury hotel chain, on Friday
signed a strategic partnership
with Singapore’s sovereign
wealth fund GIC Pte Ltd to
jointly invest around ₹4,000
crore over three years.
The investment platform will
acquire fully operational hotels
in the luxury, upper upscale and
upscale segments in India, IHCL
said in a filing to the BSE.
The equity contribution from
IHCL will be at 30% and the balance will be contributed by GIC.
“As a long-term investor, we
are confident in the outlook of
India’s hospitality sector. We
look forward to working closely
with established partners such
as IHCL to pursue attractive
opportunities and capture the
sector’s growth potential,” said
Kok Sun Lee, chief investment
officer, GIC Real Estate, in a
statement.
The acquisitions will be
housed in a separate special
purpose vehicle (SPV), but will
be managed by IHCL.
The hotels acquired within
the framework will be managed
by IHCL under its marquee
brands. This investment framework will complement IHCL’s
current growth aspirations via
management contracts, the
company said.
In February, 2018, IHCL had
outlined a development strategy
“Aspiration 2022” to drive its
inventory growth. Through this
strategy, the company aspires to
create greater enterprise value
and make IHCL South Asia’s
most profitable hospitality company.
“Through this platform, we
expect to acquire strategic and
marquee assets that need new
ownership, branding and positioning,” Puneet Chhatwal,
managing director and chief
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Through this platform, we expect to acquire strategic
and marquee assets that need new ownership,
branding and positioning
PUNEET CHHATWAL, managing director and chief executive officer

executive officer (CEO), IHCL,
said in the statement.
In February 2018, IHCL had
outlined a development strategy
“Aspiration 2022” to drive
inventory growth and become
South Asia’s most profitable
hospitality company.
IHCL signed up 22 hotels in
2018-19 and added an inventory
of over 3,200 rooms to its pipeline, via 18 management contracts and four operating leases,
in India and key international
markets, including London,
Mecca, Kathmandu and Dubai,
Chhatwal said in the company’s
latest earnings release.
The luxury hospitality space
has seen increasing activity
with several hotel brands plan-

ning to enter India and some
mid-scale domestic brands venturing into the luxury space.
For instance, French hospitality firm Accor Group will
introduce its most expensive
Raffles brand in India by signing
up one property each in Udaipur
and Jaipur. Mandarin Oriental
Hotel Group Ltd plans to enter
India’s growing luxury hospitality market and is in talks with
several property owners to set
up its first luxury boutique
hotel within the next one year.
Lemon Tree Hotels Ltd, a
leading hotel chain in the midto-economy category, is diversifying into the upscale segment
with the launch of a new brand
this year.

Spencer’s to buy Nature’s Basket
Prasannata Patwa
n

prasannata.p@livemint.com

MUMBAI: RP Sanjiv Goenka
Group-owned Spencer’s Retail
Ltd is set to acquire gourmet
retail chain Nature’s Basket Ltd
for ₹300 crore, as it seeks to
expand its footprint in the Western region, the company’s filings
with the BSE show. The acquisition is subject to shareholders’
approval.
The deal will give Spencer’s
access to 36 Nature’s Basket
stores in prime locations of Mumbai, Pune and Bengaluru. The
Kolkata-based retail chain will
also get access to Nature’s Basket’s online platform.
On Friday, Spencer’s Retail
shares rose 2% to 132.70 on BSE,
while Godrej Industries Ltd,
which owns Nature’s Basket,

THE DEAL WILL GIVE
SPENCER’S ACCESS TO
36 NATURE’S BASKET
STORES IN PRIME
LOCATIONS OF MUMBAI,
PUNE AND BENGALURU
closed at ₹449.70, up 2.34% from
the previous day’s close.
“The board meeting held earlier today has approved a proposal for acquisition of the entire
100% stake held by Godrej Industries Ltd in its wholly owned subsidiary Nature’s Basket Ltd,” the
statement said.
Investment banker Lodha
Capital Markets advised Spencer’s on the deal.
Nature’s Basket, which began
operations in 2005, sells fruits,

vegetables, fish and meat, besides
fast moving consumer goods
(FMCG) and staples. The retail
chain is known for stocking up on
niche gourmet products, including imported food such as Italy’s
Grana Padano Cheese, Blue
Cheese, Parma Ham, and bluishpurple chips from the US.
It competes with the likes of
Future Retail Ltd’s Food Hall,
and Alibaba Group-backed Bigbasket.
“Nature’s Basket has a strong
portfolio of private label brands
which has huge traction with its
consumers. We believe there is
huge potential to expand this to
Spencer’s stores. It also has a
strong e-commerce presence, and
we believe that fits in well with
our omnichannel strategy at
Spencer’s,” said Shashwat
Goenka, sector head, retail and

Oral polio vaccine made by
govt firm fails quality tests

Trade tensions
to hit 2019 airline
profit outlook, says
global airlines body

Teena Thacker
n

teena.t@livemint.com

Reuters

NEW DELHI: In a setback to India’s

polio eradication programme,
several batches of oral polio vaccine produced by a state-run vaccine maker have failed quality
tests.
The Central Drugs Laboratory
(CDL) in Kasauli, which conducts
quality tests, has declared 16
batches manufactured by Bharat
Immunological and Biologicals
Corp. Ltd (Bibcol) as “substandard” after they failed sterility
tests. The public sector undertaking supplies vaccines to the government’s polio eradication programme.
The latest development is
likely to hurt the government’s
sub-national polio round slated to
take place in June. This is a follow-up round held in areas that
are at highest risk of a polio outbreak. Under the programme,
doses of oral polio vaccine (OPV)
are given to children under the
age of five years.
During the tests conducted in
April, CDL Kasauli, which tests
vaccines before they are dispatched across India, said 30,000
vials—one vial has 20 doses of
OPV—were substandard. Every
day, CDL Kasauli tests two
batches of polio vaccines for
potency. “The vaccines by Bibcol
failed sterility tests, which means
that bacteria growth has been
found in these vaccines. These
batches will have to be destroyed
and cannot be administered,”
said a senior health ministry offi-

FMCG, RP Sanjiv Goenka Group.
“We realized that to further
unlock the immense potential of
this brand and to grow it to even
greater heights, we need to pass
on the torch to owners who have
prioritized retail in their portfolio
strategy and have the relevant
ecosystems to take the business
to the next level,” Tanya Dubash,
executive director and chief
brand officer, Godrej Group, said
in a statement.
In 2017-18, Nature’s Basket
contributed just about ₹291 crore
to Godrej Industries’ earned the
revenue of ₹9,968.83 crore,
the company’s annual report
shows.
Spencer’s Retail Ltd, a separate listed entity, had generated
revenue of ₹1,051.81 crore, on a
stand-alone basis, according to
BSE filings.
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PARIS: Global airlines body the
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The latest development is likely to hurt the government’s subnational polio round slated to take place in June.

cial, requesting anonymity.
CDL Kasauli has sent the
report to India’s drug regulatory
authority, which will initiate an
inquiry into the reasons for contamination. “Bibcol has been told
to stop distribution of OPV,” said
another ministry official, also
requesting anonymity.
There are five major manufacturers of the bivalent vaccine in
India—Bio-Med, Bharat Biotech
International, Panacea Biotec,
and Bibcol and Mumbai-based
Haffkine Bio Pharmaceutical
Corp. Ltd.
India’s polio programme has
already been under stress since
last September after strains of
polio virus type 2, believed to
have been eradicated, were found
in vaccines made by Ghaziabadbased Bio-Med. The company
was supplying vaccines for the
government-run universal

HT

immunization programme.
Around 50,000 vials of “adulterated” vaccine had reached Uttar
Pradesh and Telangana. The government swung into action and
barred the company from supplying the vaccines.
With Bibcol, too, coming under
the scanner, the implementation
of the sub-national programme,
expected to start on June 16, will
likely be hurt. Approximately 90
million doses of polio vaccine are
needed for the sub-national programme.
Pradeep Haldar, deputy commissioner for immunization at
the health ministry, said there is
no reason to panic. “There are
multiple suppliers and we also
maintain buffer stock which is
available with us. There is no
shortage and we will be able to
hold the sub national round without any problem or delay.”

International Air Transport
Association (IATA) expects
increasing trade tensions and
higher costs will mean a cut in
2019 industry profit forecasts.
IATA trimmed its 2019 global
airline industry profit forecast to
$35.5 billion in December, from
$38 billion, after it hit $32.3 billion
in 2018.
Alexandre de Juniac, IATA
director general, gave a strong
steer on Friday that the industry
group would trim its widely
watched forecast again when it
meets in Seoul next month.
“We are a bit pessimistic,” he
told a meeting of aerospace industry officials in Paris.
“I think we should be more
cautious,” he added, referring to
probable changes to the forecasts
published in December. He
declined to give specifics ahead of
the June 2 publication.
“The figures will be in the
black but will be more difficult,”
he told a meeting of Usaire, an
association of US and European
aerospace companies. Trade tensions are already hurting cargo
demand and passenger demand is
sure to be affected too, he said.
Air cargo—a bellwether for the
wider economy—transports over
$6 trillion worth of goods,
accounting for 35% of world trade
by value, according to IATA.
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I AM NOT 100 PERCENT PHYSICALLY AND AFTER CONSULTATION
WITH MY TEAM, IT WAS DETERMINED THAT I NOT PLAY.

> ROGER FEDERER, pulling out of the Italian Open before his quarter-final against Tsitsipas

shortstories
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Imam-ul Haq.

GETTY

Pakistan’s Imam-ul-Haq in
World Cup injury scare

Playing: Reborn in the USA
HIT SINGLES A motley group of immigrants are reliving
their bat and ball dreams in the land of baseball; the story
of Team America as they take baby steps in the big league
Abhishek Paul & Ankit Kumar Singh

NOTTINGHAM: Imam-ul-Haq’s
World Cup prospects were in the
balance on Friday after the
Pakistan batsman suffered a
nasty-looking injury. The 23-yearold left-handed opener had to
retire hurt after he was struck a
blow on the elbow by England
fast bowler Mark Wood. The
incident took place in the fourth
over of the penultimate match of
the five-game ODI series at Trent
Bridge, when Imam missed an
intended pull off an 143kph
delivery. Imam, fresh from his
career-best 151 in the third ODI at
Bristol on Tuesday, fell to the
ground and winced on the turf in
the agony. A statement issued by
PCB said Imam had been taken for
a precautionary X-ray, with a
further update expected later.

n
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NEW DELHI/MUMBAI: Nosthush Kenjige sat
astounded. An object he had grown ‘allergic’to,layinhisjustunpackedsuitcase.He
had no idea how. Sitting in his cousin’s
apartment in Washington DC, it was not
thestarttheyoungengineerwasexpecting
to his American dream in the autumn of
2015.
It was a cricket ball.
Kenjige, 28, had moved to this distant
city, far removed from the balmy, serene
coffee estates of his hometown, Chikmagalur, to escape cricket.
It could have been otherwise. Had Kenjige’s exploits been more fruitful in the
ultra-competitive cricket arena in India,
theballthathismom,Keerthi,hadsecretly
slipped into his suitcase would have spun
awebintheRanjiTrophyormaybeforthe
Indian team. But as things stood, it was a
dream that Kenjige wanted to move far
away from.
“I was playing the zonals, the clubs in
Bengalurubutnotthestate(Karnataka),”
he says. “I was 24-25. That was the time I
decidedtomoveon.Prioritieschange.Ihad
done my masters in engineering, so I
decidedtomovetotheUSforwork.Atthat
time I was so allergic to cricket,I was done
with the game. It was the last thing that I
wanted to do.”
Kenjige’s life settled into a 9 to 5. In 2016
he moved to New York and got a job in a
hospitalasabio-medicalengineer.Cricket,
at most, was a few weekend matches with
friends, when he could find the time.
Then he heard of trials for an US
national team.
“I got to know from a friend,” he says.
“They were done in other places like Dallas,California,DC.Theywerejustleftwith
New York. I told myself, I have played
cricket all my life, I have nothing to lose.”
Kenjigesubmittedvideosofhisleft-arm
spin, made his way through the New York
trials, went to Florida for a second round.
He had left the game but somehow, just
like the ball, cricket had slipped back into
Kenjige’s life.
“All this while, I did not mention anythingto myparents.I didnot want themto
be disappointed again with my cricket,”
Kenjige says.
In mid-2016 a call from former West
Indiesplayer Ricardo Powell,the USchief
selector,putanendtoKenjige’sapprehensions. He was among the chosen 30 for the
American national team.
“I am not sure whether my parents
cried, but I did,” Kenjige says.
InApril2019,threeyearsafterhisreturn

Ranji skippers, coaches bat
for DRS in domestic games
MUMBAI:The introduction of DRS
in Ranji Trophy and doing away
with the concept of coin toss were
among some of the suggestions
put forward by the captains and
the coaches of the domestic
teams during a BCCI conclave on
Friday. The call to introduce DRS in
the domestic structure has grown
following poor umpiring decisions
in the last Ranji season, which saw
a significant rise in the number of
matches with the addition of new
teams. There was also discussion
on doing away with the coin toss
and letting the visiting team
make a decision to bat or bowl
first. The captains and coaches
also deliberated over the relevance of Duleep Trophy and the
Irani Trophy.

todayontv
CRICKET
MUMBAI LEAGUE

3.15 pm; 7.15 pm, live on
Star Sports 2, Star Sports
2 HD, Star Sports 3.
SAURASHTRA
PREMIER LEAGUE

3.15 pm; 7.15 pm, live on
Star Sports 1, Star Sports 1
HD.

FOOTBALL
FA CUP FINAL

9.30 pm, Man City v
Watford, live on Sony Ten
2, Ten 2 HD.

tocricket,Kenjigefoundhimselfspinning
the US team—a once disparate bunch of
backyard players—to ODIstatus, just one
levelbelowthetopcricketplayingnations
in the world, the 12 full-members of the
International Cricket Council (ICC).
JOURNEYMEN
Kenjige’sstoryisthatofeveryothermember in the US team—not making the grade
as a cricketer in their homeland, leaving
fortheUSinsearchofalivelihood,onlyfor
thegametocomebouncingbackintotheir
lives.
There’s former India U-19 player and
captain Saurabh Netravalkar, 27, a leftarmseamer,whomovedtoNewYorkfrom
Mumbai to pursue a degree in computer
science at the Cornell University. There’s
Sunny Sohal, 31, also a former India U-19,
Punjab Ranji player, and unused IPL
draftee. There’s vice-captain Jaskaran
Malhotra,29,atoporderbatsmanwhohad
played for Himachal Pradesh. There’s Ali
Khan, a fast bowler who left Pakistan as a
teenager.OrRoySilva,39,aveteranoffirstclass cricket from Sri Lanka.
AnddoyourememberXavierMarshall?
TheWestIndies‘badboy’whoin2008broke
Sanath Jayasuriya and Shahid Afridi’s
record for most sixes in an ODI before offfield problems saw him vanish from the
game? It’s his century for the US that propelledtheteamtoawinoverHongKongin
April and elevated them to ODI status.
THE PUBUDU TOUCH
Themanwhobroughtthisteamtogetheris
cricket’sitinerant miracle-worker; a man
who, as Canada’s coach, led them to their
unlikely qualification for the 2011 World
Cup.ThenhedidthesamewithNepal,taking the tiny nation to the 2014 World T20.
His name is Pubudu Dassanayeke. He
played briefly for the Sri Lanka national
teamasawicket-keeperbeforebeingovershadowed by Romesh Kaluwitharana in
the 1990s.
He then went and played for Canada,
before turning coach.
Takingonchallengescamenaturallyto
Dassanayeke, according to his former
teammate Sanath Jayasuriya.
“I remember his Test debut against
SouthAfricain1993atMoratuwa.Iwasn’t
playing that game. I had been dropped,”
Jayasuriyasays.“AllanDonaldwasbowling when he went out to bat and that’s not
the debut that you look forward to. Then
from the other end it was Brett Schultz,
who was as quick as Donald. Pubudu is a
smallmancomparedtosomeonelikeBrett,
who was 6 foot 3 or 4 inches tall. We were
having quite a chuckle in the dressing

LA LIGA

7.45 pm, Sevilla v Athletic; Getafe v Villarreal,
live on Sony Ten 1, Ten 1
HD.
BUNDESLIGA

7.00 pm, Mon’bach v
Dortmund; 7.00 pm,
Bayern Munich v Eintracht, Star Sports Select
1, SS Select 1 HD.
SERIE A

12.00 am (Sun), Sassuolo
v Roma, live on Sony Ten
1, Ten 1 HD.

TENNIS
ITALIAN OPEN

6.00 pm, Day 6, live on
Sony ESPN, Sony ESPN
HD.

GOLF
PGA
CHAMPIONSHIP

11.30 pm, Day 3, live on
DSport.
n

More than half of the USA squad comprises players from South Asia.

TWITTER

n

USA defeated Hong Kong in the ICC World Cricket League Division 2 in April to earn their ODI status.

room. But he showed lot of guts and didn’t
give away his wicket.”
Taking over the helm of the US team in
2016 required similar bravado. Not only
was the side in the Division 4 then, the second-lowest echelon in the cricket world,
but their association had been suspended
bytheICCthricebythendueto“significant
concerns about the governance, finance,
reputation and cricketing activities”
despitebeingthefirstnon-Commonwealth
country to be inducted in the ICC in 1965.
But with the world cricket body bullish
about makinginroads intotheUSmarket,
there was no dearth of support. After the
fourth expulsion ofthe USA Cricket AssociationfromtheICCin2017,anewgoverning body, USA Cricket, was put in place
under the leadership of Paraag Marathe,
the executive vice-president of football
operationsfortheSanFrancisco49ers.The
oneroustaskofbuildingateamfromnothing was given to Dassanayeke.
“Theassociateteamsneedsdisciplineto
bring their standards up,” Dassanayeke
says. “When I took over the team in 2016, I
was fully aware of the pathway to the ODI
status. We (team management) started
building the team slowly but steadily,
selecting the bestplayersandbuilding the
right culture.”
Thattough road took Dassanayekeand
his support staff to every nook and corner
of the USA. ‘Open Combines’ or selection
trials were conducted, where players like
KenjigeandNetravalkarwerediscovered.
Astheteamtookshape,theygottheopportunitytoplayinthedomesticODIcircuitof
the WestIndies,andtogofordevelopmental tours to the UAE and Zimbabwe.
“The methodical planning that went
intothispreparationundertheleadership
ofPubuduwassecondtonone,”saysWade
Edwards,USACricketprojectofficer.“I’ve
heard stories of the past where national
playerswouldarriveattheairportpriorto
departing for an international event and
meet their teammates for the first time.
Given this past, and the highly diverse set
of cultures in the team, we placed a large
focus on team culture and the values that
underpinthisteamandhavebeenworking
on it from tour to tour.”

THE JOURNEY SO FAR
n ICC members are divided into two

groups: 1. Full (12) 2. Associate (92)
n The associate members are classified

into five divisions.
n US rose from division 4 in 2016 to

division 2 in 2019.
n Having finished in the top four of the

2019 Division 2 tournament, the USA
earned ODI status and qualified for the
2019–22 Cricket World Cup League 2.
n The top three teams among of the CWC
League 2 will play the 2023 World Cup
qualifier

Partofthatculture-buildingislanguage.
Considering there are 19 players of
South Asian-origin in the US squad, there
is a strict rule on speaking only in English
in the dressing room.
“Noteverybodyisgoingunderstandour
mother tongue and we shouldn’t be disrespectinganybodybyspeakingourmother
tongue,”Kenjigesays.“ThisistheUSteam,
which has many cultures.”
UPWARD SWING
With the team spirit high and a detailed
plan in place, success did not elude Dassanayeke’s men for long. The US team won
theICCWorldLeagueChampionsDivision
4 in 2016 at home.In 2017,theywon the traditional Auty Cup for the first time by
defeating Canada 2-1. The following year
saw US getting promoted to Division 2 by
finishing second in the ICC World Cricket
League Division Three.
The giantleapcamein April2019,when
the US defeated Hong Kong by 84 runs in
the fourth round of ICC World Cricket
LeagueDivisionTwoinNamibiatogoupto
Division One, and the ODI status that
comes with it.
“Now we will get a guaranteed 36 ODIs
over two and a half years, both home and
away games,” captain Netravalkar says.
“There is also the opportunity of scheduling ODI games with the top full member

TWITTER

teamswhenever theseteamstournearby,
like in the West Indies.”
There will be monetary benefits too.
There will be central contracts offered to
the members of the US squad, all of whom
otherwise depend on day jobs for their
income. “There are seven teams (US,
Oman,Namibia,PapuaNewGuinea,UAE,
Nepal and Scotland) which are going to
play the 36 ODIs,” Netravalkar says. “The
topthreeteamsaregoingto qualifyforthe
Worldcupqualifiersforthe2023WorldCup
inIndia.That’sthedream,tomakeittothe
ODIs pinnacle.”
NEXT STEP
For Dassanayeke, the 2020 World T20 in
Australia is a target too.
“The current batch of players is one of
thebestinassociatecricket,”hesays.“But
theyneedtosharpentheirfitnessandgame
sense to perform at the next level. The
upcoming youngsters are as good as any
youngster in a full member country. We
have made the foundation by reaching as
an ODI country. Next step is to build the
system around this team.”
Should US qualify for the World T20, it
would also mark their comeback on the
global stage after 2004, when they played
theICCChampionsTrophy,beforesinking
towards the bottom of world cricket.
FortheUScricketersitwouldbetheculmination of hours of hard yards, juggling
between work and passion.
“A major challenge is to manage a fulltime job with the cricket training and it
keeps getting tougher as the team is progressingtohigherandhigherlevelsofprofessional cricket,” Netravalkar says. “On
weekdays, I work as a software developer
at Oracle for eight hours, then drive one
hour to an indoor cricket facility where I
practice twice or three times a week. During USA cricket camps or tours, I usually
do my Oracle work remotely before and
after my training sessions.”
For Kenjige, there is the dream of a
homecoming. “It will be great for me to
come to India and play against India, may
beinBengaluru,thatisonedreamIwantto
accomplish,” Kenjige says.
(Additional reporting by Rex Clementine)

‘Wicket-taking bowlers in
middle overs will help India’

World Cup champs
to get record
$4m prize money

I am a wiser bowler now: Chahal

Press Trust of India

Agence France-Presse

NEW DELHI: March 26, 2015, was
the fateful day when India’s
challenge at the World Cup
ended with a 95-run defeat to
Australia in Sydney. Almost 15
months later, on June 11, 2016, a
young leg-spinner from Haryana made his ODI debut for
India in Zimbabwe. The debut
spell ended with a wicket in his
last over and that was how it all
started for Yuzvendra Chahal.
While the first outing might
not have been the most impressive one, Chahal stamped his
class in a T20I game against
England when he finished with
figures of 6/25 - the best for India
in the shortest format of the
game.
As India gear up for the challenge of lifting the coveted
World Cup trophy in England
and Wales, Chahal’s role will be
crucial to his team;s chances.
Chahal said his partnership
with wrist-spin partner Kuldeep
Yadav has more to it than their
own abilities with the ball .
“Mahi bhai (MS Dhoni) has
helped a lot. He tells us how a
wicket will play and so it helps
us figure things out quickly

n

closer to winning it.”
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MUMBAI: Rahul Dravid said the
presence of wicket-taking bowlers will greatly benefit India in
the middle overs of what is
expected to be a high-scoring
World Cup. Alongside hosts
EnglandandAustralia,Indiawill
go in as favourites.
“Ibelieve,havingexperienced
the conditions in England last
yearwiththeAtour,itwouldbea
high scoring World Cup. So havingbowlerswhocantakewickets
in the middle overs will be crucial.IthinkIndiaareluckyinthat
regard,” Dravid said here.
The former India captain
added, “People like (Jasprit)
Bumrah, Kuldeep Yadav and
Yuzvendra Chahal... (we have)
got bowlers who can take wickets. Teams which take wickets
through those middle-overs in
highscoringgameshaveabetter
chance.”
While the loss in the fivematchseriestoAustraliaathome
cameasashock,India havedone
well in ODIs recently scripting a
historic series win in South

n

n

Rahul Dravid.

GETTY

Africa. They have also won in
Australia and New Zealand. “I
think we have had a couple of
really good years leading to the
WorldCup.Forrightreasons,we
are No 2 in the world and that
actuallymeansthatwehaveconsistently produced some good
results. I think it’s going to be a
tough World Cup. Every team
comeswellpreparedandwantsto
compete. Everyone will be putting their best foot forward.
“Indiaaredefinitelyoneofthe
favourites and all of us can be
hopeful. Hopefully, we make the
semi-finals and from there on
there are four very good teams,”
Dravid said.
“Bowling is going to play a
very big role and the team that
bowls best, probably will be

‘VIRAT CAN REINVENT
HIMSELF’
TheIndiaAandU-19coachshowered accolades on captain Virat
Kohli. “Virat just keeps improving. He is setting standards that
possiblywethoughtwouldnever
beachieved.Sachin(Tendulkar)
scored 49-50 tons in ODIs. People
thoughtitwouldtakealotoftime
to be broken.And now Virat is 10
away from it (Virat has 41 ODI
tons).
“One of the things about Virat
is that even if he has a bad tour, it
is not that he hasn’t had bad
tours, he had disappointing tour
of England in 2014, he wasn’t as
successful inAustralia firsttime
around, but every time he goes
back again he goes back as a betterplayer.Hesortofreinventshis
game,” Dravid said.
Dravid also had words of
praiseforMS Dhoni.“Thebeauty
about MS is that he plays these
bigtournamentsandheisableto
see a bigger picture in those and
say—I’m not defined by this particular game. It is a hard thing to
do,” Dravid said.
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LONDON: The winners of the

upcoming World Cup in England
will receive a record $4 million
for lifting the trophy, the ICC
announced on Friday.
In all a total of $10 million is on
offer. As well as the champions’
pay-out, each team that wins a
group stage match will receive
$40,000, with the losing semi-finalists collecting $800,000 and
the runners-up banking $2 million. Tournament hosts and
favourites England, bidding to
win the trophy for the first time,
will open the World Cup when
they face South Africa at The
Oval in south London on May 30.
It will be the first fixture of a
World Cup where all 10 teams
will play each other in the group
phase ahead of the knockout stages that will culminate with a
final at Lord’s in northwest London on July 14.
Prize money in 2015
Winner: $3,975,000; Runner-up:
$1,750,000; Losing semi-finalists:
$600,000; Losing quarter-finalists:
$300,000.
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Yuzvendra Chahal is one of the three spinners along with Kuldeep
Yadav and Ravindra Jadeja in India’s World Cup squad.
PTI

instead of wasting overs on trying to understand the wicket. So
that has been a big plus point for
both me and Kuldeep,” he said.
TEAM MATES’ HELP
Stump mic recordings of the
former captain telling Yadav
and Chahal on the areas to bowl
have gone viral multiple times
in the past two years. But Cha-

hal says it is not just Dhoni.
“Apart from him, Virat
(Kohli) and Rohit (Sharma) also
help us out. I think in our team,
every person is their own captain and we all respect each
other. So for me and Kuldeep, it
was great that we came into a
dressing room that had these
experienced players who were
ready to back us up,” said the

28-year old Chahal.
The pair have accounted for
159 wickets in just under 45
matches. Their performance in
the third ODI against South
Africa in February 2018 had led
to captain Kohli earmarking
them to be India’s “X-factor” in
the World Cup. India went on to
tour England and Australia in
the months since. In Australia,
Chahal ended as the second
highest wicket taker for his
team with six scalps. All of those
wickets came in the third ODI
and his 6/42 was the best by any
bowler in Australia. The
28-year-old said that he had not
modified his bowling technique
in these away tours.
“I am doing exactly what I
have always been doing for the
past few years. I have not
brought many changes to my
game. The variations are the
same, but I am a bit more
mature in mixing them up now.”
The build-up to the World
Cup always involves talk about
the conditions. “Last year it
was a spinning wicket. But that
was only last year and we will
get to know for sure only when
we reach there. Once we do, we
have got two weeks to prepare,”
he said.
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Trouble, treble
ahead for City
MIXED BAG Guardiola’s boys target FA Cup after EPL, League
Cup wins but season could be marred by off-field conduct
Agence France-Presse
n
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LONDON: Manchester City are on
the brink of a domestic treble,
with only Watford standing in
their way in Saturday’s FA Cup
final, but a potentially historic
season risks being overshadowed
by several probes into the club’s
off-field conduct.
City became the first side in a
decade to retain the Premier
League title last weekend, holding off Liverpool by a single point
at the end of a thrilling race
thanks to a run of 14 consecutive
league wins to end the season.
Pep Guardiola’s men also
retained the League Cup in February, the first leg of their potential domestic clean sweep, which
has never before been done in
England.
However, the club have spent
much of the week preceding the
Wembley showcase responding
to reports that they could be set
for a season’s ban from the Champions League over alleged
breaches of financial fair play
rules.
The case was referred to
UEFA’s adjudicatory chamber on
Thursday to decide what sanction, if any, should be imposed.
City replied, saying they were
“disappointed, but regrettably
not surprised” by the move from
European football’s governing
body.
Reports by German publication Der Spiegel had alleged that
City, bankrolled by Sheikh Mansour, a member of Abu Dhabi’s
royal family, set up sponsorship
deals to circumvent regulations
limiting how much money owners can put into a club.

n

Manchester City take on Watford on Saturday but the club has spent
the week responding to reports that they could be set for a season’s
ban from Champions League over alleged financial fair play
GETTY
violations.

However, that is not the only
current investigation into City’s
practices off the field.
England’s Football Association said in February it was investigating allegations that City paid
£200,000 ($256,000) to Borussia
Dortmund winger and England
international Jadon Sancho’s
agent when the player was 14.
FA rules state that young players cannot be represented by an
agent until the year they turn 16.
And the English champions
could be hit with a two-window
transfer ban by FIFA over the
recruitment of foreign minors
and alleged breaches of thirdparty ownership.
“I’m not too much concerned
or worried about what people
say,” City boss Guardiola previously insisted when questioned
whether the investigations

threaten to taint his legacy at the
club. “If we have made mistakes
we will be punished — it is what it
is, on and off the pitch — but I’m
pretty sure what we have done is
incredible.”
RECORD-BREAKERS
Guardiola’s side have smashed a
host of records during his threeyear spell in charge, despite a disappointing trophyless debut campaign in England.
However, a first-ever clean
sweep of League Cup, Premier
League and FA Cup would give
this City side a claim to be the best
England has ever produced.
“I’m desperate, desperate, desperate to win the FA Cup. You
don’t even know how much it’s a
priority,” said City captain Vincent Kompany after lifting the
Premier League last weekend.

INDIA LOSE
SERIES 0-2 TO
AUSTRALIA
Press Trust of India
n
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PERTH: The Indian men’s hockey

team ended its tour Down Under
with a 2-5 loss to world No 2 Australia in the second and final
match here on Friday. The visitors had lost 0-4 on Wednesday
too.
Trent Mitton (11th, 24th),
Flynn Ogilvie (3rd), Blake Govers (28th) and Tim Brand (43rd)
scored for the hosts while Nilakanta Sharma (12th) and Rupinder Pal Singh (53rd) registered
their names on the scoresheet for
India.
Australia scored the opener
with Ogilvie managing to get the
final touch. Soon after, India lost
possession i defence and Mitton
took advantage by firing past
Pathak to make it 2-0.
India were quick to respond as
Gursahibjit played a pass into
the circle and Nilakanta got the
last touch to put the ball in.
Mitton found himself in a
great position in the second
quarter to fire the ball past PR
Sreejesh to make it 3-1.
Two minutes from half-time
Govers converter a penalty corner to put Australia 4-1 ahead.
In the 43rd minute, Armaan
Qureshi had a glorious chance to
score India’s second goal but
Johan Durst made a fine save
and it was Australia who managed to score on the counter as
Brand pushed the ball past
Pathak to make it 5-1.
India needed to score heavily
in the last quarter and they tried
to create chances but the Australian defence made sure that they
did not give them space in the circle.
It was only in the 53rd minute
that India managed to score their
second goal as Rupinder converted a penalty corner, firing
the ball past Durst’s left to make
it 5-2.
India tried to create more
chances in the remaining minutes, but could not score.
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Federer, Osaka pull out,
Nadal sweeps into semis
Agence France-Presse
n
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ROME:Roger Federer and Naomi
Osaka both pulled out of the Italian Open on Friday before their
quarter-final matches due
to injuries just a week before
the start of the French Open,
as defending champion Rafael
Nadal swept into the last four.
The eight-time champion
came through 6-4, 6-0 against
compatriot Fernando Verdasco
to set up a rematch with Greek
rising star Stefanos Tsitsipas for
a place in the final.
Tsitsipas advanced after Federer—returning to clay after a
two-year absence—retired with
a right leg injury before their
game.
“I am not 100 percent physically and after consultation
with my team, it was determined that I not play,” said
37-year-old Federer.
The 32-year-old Nadal,
seeded second, advanced to his
fourth straight semi-final but
has not managed to go further
on clay this season, ahead of his
bid for a 12th French Open title
at Roland Garros, starting on
May 26.
Tsitsipas beat Nadal in last
week’s Madrid Open semi-finals
before falling to Novak Djokovic, but lost to the Spaniard in
the Australian Open semis earlier this year.
Reigning US and Australian
Open champion Osaka had earlier said she could not compete
because of a problem with her
hand.
“I woke up this morning and I
couldn’t really move my
thumb,” the 21-year-old said.
“I can’t move my hand. I can’t
move my thumb and I’m not
sure I can play my match. I tried
to practice and grip my racket
and I just felt this pain every
time I tried to move my hand in

›

I am not 100 percent
physically and after
consultation with my team,
it was determined that I not
play. Rome has always
been one of my favourite
cities to visit and I hope to
be back next year
ROGER FEDERER , on his injury

different directions.”
The Japanese was due to meet
Madrid Open champion and
sixth seed Kiki Bertens.
Bertens goes through to meet
either Britain’s Johanna Konta
or Czech Marketa Vondrousova. “I haven’t seen the doctor
yet. I’ve seen the physio,” she
said.
Osaka said she could stay in
Rome before going on to the
French Open, but did not rule
out competing in Roland Garros.
“I’m going to stay here for one
more day and see how it is,” she
said.
“I haven’t really talked to
everyone so don’t really know
the plan is yet. I’ve never had
this problem before, it’s brand
new.”
“I’m going to take it like how
I went to Australia,” added
Osaka, who also retired with
a leg injury against Bertens in
the WTA Finals last October
before going on to win in Melbourne.
“Grand Slams to me are like a
playground, I have a lot of fun
there.”
Osaka won twice on Thursday after the previous day’s play
was rained off, retaining the
world No 1 spot ahead of the
French Open.
Federer was playing in the

n

Spain's Rafael Nadal acknowledges the crowd after victory.

Italian capital to prepare for his
return to the French Open for
the first time since 2015.
“I am disappointed that I will
not be able to compete today,”
said Federer, who also reached
the quarter-finals in Madrid.
“Rome has always been one of
my favourite cities to visit and I

REUTERS

hope to be back next year.”
The 20-time Grand Slam
champion had been on court for
nearly four hours on Thursday,
saving two match points to win
through in three sets against
Borna Coric after earlier easing
to a straight sets win over Portgual’s Joao Sousa.

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE ENGINEER (C)-S&P
DELHI JAL BOARD, GOVT. OF N.C.T. OF DELHI
JAL SADAN, LAJPAT NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110024
NIT No. 01/S&P/(2019-20)
Press Tender
S.
No.

Name of Work

Reserve
Price

1.

Rejuvenation of 06 nos. water bodies
using Phytorid treatment technology
of capacity 150 KLD at various
locations in Delhi (Phase-II)

47807514/-

Date of release of
tender in e-procurement
solution
2019_DJB_172382_1
16.05.2019

Last date and time for
download & RTGS through
e-procurement solution
06.06.2019
up to 02.00 PM

Further details in this regard can be seen at govtprocurement.delhi.gov.in
ISSUED BY P.R.O. (WATER)
Advt. No. J.S.V. 002/2019-20

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER (C) S&P
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on the
Joy and self-loathing on the dirt track Spieth
upswing, lies two

HIGH ON ADRENALINE For India’s No 1 rally rider, burns, broken bones, and even the fear of death is just a part of the game
Sandip Sikdar
n

sandip.sikdar@htlive.com

Agencies

NEW DELHI: CS Santosh lay amid

the sand dunes of Peru for close to
45 minutes. He was awake, but he
did not know that. A rescue party
at the 2019 Dakar Rally found him
some 200km from Moquegua, the
starting point of the fifth stage on
route to Arequipa, stunned by a
concussion injury. He was airlifted and admitted to a hospital
in Tacna, in southern Peru near
the Chile border, with back and
hip injuries. That was in January.
The 35-year-old off-road rally
biker from Bengaluru, however,
has no memory of the crash and
what followed.
“I had hit my head and apparently was awake the whole time.
I thought I had passed out. I have
no recollection. I had no idea I lay
there for that long,” Santosh says
calmly.
“You need to gamble with life.
This is a sport where you need to
take risks. This is not a game
point, make mistakes and learn
from there.”
Dakar, the toughest, most celebrated rally in the world,
demands riders to stand
crouched over on the bikes for
better part of the fast stretches.
Standing up helps the rider get a
better view of what’s coming—
loose rocks, slush, deep sand,
holes in the dune—while zooming at over 90kmph, the sand flying from the wheels. One lapse
could be fatal, and serious injuries are par for the course.
So far, the Dakar has claimed
around 70 lives, 28 of them being
competitors, apart from spectators and officials, in 41 editions.
Santosh is all scars. He wears
them proudly. “In my whole
career, I have been lucky to break
the least number of bones. Guys
at the same level have broken so
many more,” he says. “But yeah,
wrist, collar bone, my back a couple of times, hairline fractures...
there have been some.”
The scar covering his neck
looks like one massive tattoo that
runs all the way to his shoulders.
He acquired that one on his first
attempt at cross country rallying.
He had entered the 2013 Abu
Dhabi Desert Challenge, an FIM
Cross Country Rallies World
Championship event, as a privateer on a shoestring budget. It

n
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CS Santosh suffered serious back and hip injuries at the 2019 Dakar Rally in Peru.

meant his machine “was not
where it needed to be”.
“During the rally, a fuel
leak...and it ignited and the bike
went up in flames,” says Santosh.
He just about managed to get
away, with third degree burns on
his neck and hands. Multiple surgeries followed. Pointing to his
neck, he says: “This part is really
vital because all the main veins
run through here. So I am lucky I
didn’t burn any of those. It was
quite deep.” Next year, he finished in the top 10 at the same
event, earning his first Dakar
qualification.
Santosh also had a serious
accident at the 2017 Desert Storm.
Leading the pack through the
fields in Rajasthan, Santosh snagged a barbed wire and crashed,
dislocating a couple of vertebrae.
But despite the injury, Santosh

rode on through pain for the next
three days only to lose his lead on
the final day and finish third.
“That was the last big crash I had
because of which I had to get it
operated and fuse my neck.”
But they were never a deterrent. “It’s like an artist who goes
through his own process of selfloathing and joy,” Santosh says.
“He experiences emotions that
me and you cannot. For me it is
the same, I am an artist but the
canvas I choose is cross country
rallying and the motorcycle is my
way of expressing myself. That’s
how I look at myself.”
Santosh’s concern post-Dakar
was not the pain or recovery. He
was more disappointed with the
fact that 2019 was the second time
in five appearances that he could
not finish the rally.
“It was heartbreaking, espe-

HT PHOTO

cially when I had a lot of things
going for myself. It took me a
while to get back on my feet,” says
Santosh after making a comeback in May at the Desert Storm
in Rajasthan, his first event since
Dakar. A multiple winner, the
Hero rider finished second.
“There was some issue with
my back (after Dakar) which the
doctors couldn’t pinpoint
because with the nerves, it’s a little more complicated,” says Santosh, the first Indian to complete
the Dakar, in 2015, on his first
attempt. He finished 36th with a
broken toe and injured shoulder.
“Now I am almost back to
where I was last year. It will take
me the rest of the year to come
back to form.”
By form he means getting
ready for his sixth attempt at the
Dakar early next year in Saudi

Valencia seek perfect end

Reuters

in the Europa League semi-finals
but hold pole position for La
Liga’s last Champions League
spot as the race for the top four
reaches its climax on Saturday.
Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang’s hat-trick ended Valencia’s
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LONDON: Liverpool are over-

whelming favourites to win the
Champions League title when
they face Tottenham Hotspur in
the final in Madrid on June 1,
former England striker and television pundit Gary Lineker has
said. Lineker, who spent three
seasons at Spurs between 1989
and 1992, pointed to the 26-point
gap in the Premier League table
between runners-up Liverpool
and his fourth-placed former
team as evidence of a massive gulf
between the sides. “Overall, team
against team, (Liverpool) have
got the better players,” Lineker
told The Times. “They finished
20-odd points ahead of Tottenham
this season so it’s hard to make a
case where Tottenham are
favourites. But, as we know in
football, the best teams don’t
always win, which is one of the
things that makes it so special.”
The 58-year-old also praised
Liverpool manager Jurgen Klopp
for successfully creating a team
in his own image, while pointing
out that Spurs need to invest to
keep pace with the ambitions of
boss Mauricio Pochettino.
“Klopp is a massively enthusiastic, passionate man,” Lineker
said. “This Liverpool side very
much reflects his personality
—very dynamic, great energy.
He’s clearly very intelligent, and
he’s a brilliant football man.
“(Pochettino) is... clearly one
of the best managers in world
football, but (Spurs) do need
investment, he’s said that to me
himself. He needs to be backed
and I suspect if he’s not backed
they’ll find it quite difficult to
keep hold of him.”
Tottenham have not signed
anyone in the last two transfer
windows with the club being
forced to keep a tight lid on spending following their move to a new
stadium. Pochettino, on his part,
has hinted he could leave if Spurs
are unable to challenge for the
biggest titles due to a lack of
investment, which would be a
massive blow for the club he has
guided to four consecutive topfour Premier League finishes.
“It really is a seminal moment
for Tottenham,” Lineker added.
“They’ve got to decide what they
are. Whether they’re going to
move forward and be a club that
can compete in other Champions
League finals rather than just a
one-off... remains to be seen.”

Gene Sarazen, Ben Hogan,
Jack Nicklaus, Gary Player and
Tiger Woods are the only players
in the exclusive club.
Spieth won the Masters and US
Open in 2015 and the British Open
in 2017.
Yet the 25-year-old arrived on
Long Island without a top-20 finish all year, and with questions
being asked about whether his
best days were behind him.
He said recently that the critics did not know what they were
talking about, and backed up his
words on the course on Friday.
Spieth began his day at the 10th
hole and a 12-foot birdie at his second hole set the tone on a difficult
stretch of the course.
It could have fallen apart after
consecutive bogeys at the 15th
and 16th, but he responded like
his old self, almost making a holein-one at the par-three 17th
before converting the putt.
Spieth’s playing partner
Dustin Johnson, the No 1 ranked
player, shot 67 and finished at 4
under, tied with Daniel Berger.
One day after besting Bethpage Black, Danny Lee saw the
beast the course can be. The New
Zealander was alone in second
place, one stroke behind Koepka,
after a 64. This time, Lee went 10
strokes higher, including consecutive double bogeys on Nos. 15
and 16.
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FARMINGDALE (NEW YORK): Jordan
Spieth, who is chasing a career
Slam, surged into contention at
the PGA Championship on Friday, grabbing the clubhouse lead
during the second round.
The Texan swung smoothly
and displayed his old silky crosshanded putting touch at Bethpage Black.
He took only 23 putts, coaxing
the ball into the hole with precision to card a four-under-par 66.
“I feel like I have good control
of the club, good timing, good
rhythm and it was nice to roll in a
few putts,” Spieth said after posting a five-under 135 halfway total.
Overnight leader Brooks
Koepka, who shot a course record
63, was still waiting to start his
second round.
“I made a few good par-saving
putts and took advantage of the
easy holes,” Spieth added.
“This golf course, you can’t
(force it). It requires more
patience which feeds into what
I’m trying to do.”
There is a long way to go, but
victory on Sunday would make
Spieth the sixth player to complete the modern Grand Alam of
all four Majors—the Masters,
PGA Championship, US Open
and British Open.

Lineker backs
Reds for
Champions League
n

behind Koepka

Agence France-Presse
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MADRID: Valencia lost to Arsenal

hopes of qualifying by lifting a
trophy and their chances looked
slim in the league too, when they
trailed Getafe by three points
ahead of the penultimate weekend. But a 3-1 win over Alaves,
combined with Getafe losing
away to a wounded Barcelona,
means it is Valencia with their
fate in their own hands, as they
prepare to face Real Valladolid at

Arabia. “My journey only started
when I completed the Dakar
because if I didn’t I wouldn’t have
the life that I have today,” Santosh says. “Today the goal is to be
competitive, reach and be among
those top guys. I am not saying I
am going to win. But I am the guy
who can break the threshold.
That is what I want to do, make a
name by being competitive and
not just the guy who finishes.”
When not near a bike, Santosh
enjoys reading books, especially
autobiographies, and particularly liked Abhinav Bindra’s ‘A

Jose Zorrilla.
A superior head-to-head over
Getafe means they need only to
match the result of Jose Bordelas’
side, who host a Villarreal team
sitting 14th and with little left to
play for. Yet Valladolid’s position
appears in Valencia’s favour too.
Victory away at Rayo Vallecano
last weekend means their safety
is already secured.

Shot at History’. Of late, he has
developed a passion for surfing.
“I always wanted to surf so I
learnt it recently and will pursue
it now. It complements what I do
on motorcycles,” he says. “On
motorcycles everything is about
the rush but when you are surfing you have to actually wait it
out in the ocean for the right
waves. I love it, need to go out and
do more of that.”
Spending time with his parents
and four dogs at their family farm
house in Kolar, about 70km from
Bengaluru, is another of his favourite past times. There, he also runs
the Big Rock Dirt Park a threetrack facility for off-road riding.
“It brings people to my world,
gives them a chance to learn offroad skills and (for) me to spot talent,” he says.
“I want to do to off-roading
what (Pullela) Gopichand did to
badminton.”

n

Jordan Spieth lines up a putt during the second round of the
PGA Championship at the Bethpage Black course on Friday.
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Bollywood’s power movers
dominated the red carpet at
the ongoing film festival

he 72nd Cannes Film
Festival in France saw
our Bollywood divas
go all out on
the red carpet on
Thursday, with
pronounced eye
makeup and
exaggerated bow
detailing.
Priyanka Chopra
Jonas made her Cannes
debut this year in a
shimmery black
Roberto Cavalli gown.
Deepika Padukone
was every shutterbug’s
delight in a custommade Peter Dundas
gown, whose taffeta
silk fabric gave a bit of
crumpled effect.
Kangana Ranaut
wore a handwoven
golden Madhurya
Creations sari and
styled it with a
golden corset and
peplum belt from
Falguni & Shane
Peacock. We loved
her burgundy
HTC
gloves.

T

Deepika Padukone stood out with
dramatic reverse cat eye makeup and a
sleek ponytail PHOTO: STEPHANE MAHE/REUTERS

Priyanka
Chopra Jonas
sported a
thigh-high slit
and long trail,
her look
accentuated
by side-swept
cascading
curls and
winged
eyeliner
PHOTO: PASCAL LE
SEGRETAIN/
GETTY
IMAGES

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/NKBOLLYWOOD

Kangana Ranaut gave an edgy twist to her desi look

IlovespendingtimewithKartik:Ananya
Prashant Singh
ven though Student of the
Year 2 (SOTY2) is her
debut film, Ananya
Panday didn’t have to wait
till the film’s release to hit the
headlines. Thanks to her
link-up stories with Kartik
Aaryan, the young actor has
been in the news for quite

E

A FATHER-DAUGHTER COMEDY?

Ananya Panday and (inset) Kartik Aaryan
PHOTOS: INSTAGRAM/ANANYAPANDAY; PRASAD NAIK

Although Chunky Panday’s daughter is already busy with her
second film [Pati Patni Aur Woh], she jumps at the idea of
teaming up with her father. “That would be fun. I hope
someone makes a comedy, featuring a father and daughter.
You know, dad has never come on my films’ sets. So, I’ve a
feeling he will be very professional on the set [with me]... he
won’t be like my papa (laughs), that will be so cool,” she says.

some time now. But ask
Ananya if Kartik is the
special one in her life, and she
laughs: “Let me put it this
way, he is a very good friend.
We’re also doing a film
together [Pati Patni Aur
Woh] and have a very
comfortable equation. I love
spending time with him.”
Work-wise too, Ananya
has a special equation with
the Luka Chuppi star. As she
says: “While working with
him, I have realised what a
selfless person he is. For
instance, whenever we did a
scene together [during the
film’s first schedule], I
noticed that he never thought
only about his lines. Instead,
he was like, ‘how to make the
scene better?’ Otherwise too,

Kartik has been really
helpful to me. Since I am new,
I think I need all the help that
I can get. That way, he has
been extremely supportive.”
The 20-year-old, who is yet
to shoot a majority of her
portions in Pati Patni Aur
Woh, says being “selfless” is
a “great quality” in any actor.
“Talking about my
experience, if I do a scene in a
certain way and Kartik
believes that it could work
out better in another manner
then he always tells me. And
at this stage of my career, I
really need that,” says the
actor, who is basking in the
glory of all the appreciation
she has been getting for her
outing in SOTY2.
n

prashant.singh@htlive.com

STOP PRESS
PHOTO: NICHOLAS HUNT/AFP

FANS DIVIDED ON ROBERT
PATTINSON AS BATMAN
he Internet has been on an
overdrive since Variety broke
the news that Robert Pattinson is
top choice for Batman. “Dammit
Matt Reeves, you were supposed
to make a Batman movie, not a
Man-Bat movie,” one user wrote
on Twitter. Some, though, lauded
the choice.
HTC

T
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CANNES DIARY
DAY 2

ay 2 in Cannes started
on an ominous note – it
was wet and cold. I
trudged to the JW
Mariott where the Directors’
Fortnight was going to kick
off. A parallel section to the
festival, it was started in 1969
by the French Directors Guild.
The Quinzaine, as it is
popularly known, played a key
role in shaping careers of
iconic directors such as Pablo
Larrain, Atom Egoyan and our
Anurag Kashyap, whose
Gangs of Wasseypur had its
world premiere here in 2012.
This year the sidebar has a
new festival director, Paolo
Moretti. The opening film was
Deerskin, by Quentin
Dupieux. It’s an intriguing and
macabre character study of a
man unusually obsessed with
his deerskin jacket. Jean
Dujardin (remember his
Oscar-winning performance
in The Artist, 2011?) is scary
and hilarious as the unhinged
protagonist. In the Q&A after
the film, he said he played the
character as completely
normal, which is why he is

D

Actor Julianne
Moore arrives for
the premiere of the
film LesMiserables
PHOTO: JOEL C RYAN/
INVISION/AP

THE FESTIVAL
ROCKSTARS
more unnerving. Thankfully,
when we emerged from the
screening, Cannes was back to
its picture-postcard scenery.
I spent some time chatting
with filmmaker Rima Das,
whose story is nothing short of
inspiring. She came to
Mumbai to be an actor. When
that didn’t work out she taught
herself how to make movies.
Her second film, Village
Rockstars (2018) put her on the
global map. She directed,
produced, wrote, edited and
also handled its art direction
and costume design. It won 44
awards at film festivals, four
National Awards and was
selected as India’s official
entry to the 2019 Oscars. Her
third film, Bulbul Can Sing,
has already been to the
Toronto and Berlin film
festivals.
It’s Rima’s fourth year
in Cannes so I asked
Director
her to give me a
Rima
lowdown on how
Das
indie artists
negotiate a festival
like Cannes. Her
advice to newbies is

they should spend on getting
accommodation closer to the
venue.
Rima participated in the
inauguration of the India
Pavilion by Amit Khare,
secretary, ministry of
information and broadcasting.
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Film critic
Anupama
Chopra brings
the latest from
the Cannes Film
Festival 2019

Cannesidol
Selenasays
socialmedia
‘terrible’for
theyouth

The Pavilion becomes a home
away from home for the many
Indians at Cannes. And the
day ended with another film,
Monia Chokri’s The Woman of
My Brother, which opened the
Un Certain Regard section.
Next day, Priyanka Chopra
Jonas arrives. Stay tuned.

PHOTO:
STEPHANE
MAHE/
REUTERS

Filmmaker Quentin Dupieux and Deerskin cast members Jean
Dujardin and Adele Haenel
PHOTO: REGIS DUVIGNAU/REUTERS

Actor Hina Khan made her
debut on the Cannes red
carpet, for the screening of
her short film, Lines

The cast and crew of the film Les Miserables
PHOTO: STEPHANE MAHE/REUTERS

op icon and actor Selena
Gomez warned that social
media had been “terrible”
for her generation, saying she
tried to set a good example for
her 150 million followers on
Instagram.
Speaking after her politically
charged zombie flick, Jim
Jarmusch’s The Dead Don’t Die,
opened the Cannes film festival,
Gomez said the tools that helped
make her famous were
destructive in the wrong hands.
“I think our world is going
through a lot obviously. What
Jim (Jarmusch) gestured to in
the film is that social media has
really been terrible for my
generation,” Gomez, 26, said at a
news conference.
Her comments come as a
Malaysian teenager took her
own life after posting a poll to
Instagram asking if she should
live or die.
Gomez also warned about the
fake news rampant on social
media. “It does scare me when
you see how exposed these
young girls and young boys are,”
she said, adding, “They are not
aware of the news. I think it’s
dangerous for sure if people
aren’t getting the right
information.” Gomez said
pervasive internet bullying left
young people devastated.
In the light of her own
massive social media presence,
Gomez was asked what
celebrities and the industry’s
biggest companies could do to
make the online world less toxic.
“I think it’s pretty impossible
to make it safe at this point.
There’s no blocking anything,
they’re exposed to it
AFP
immediately,” she said.

P

I understand that it’s amazing to use your
platform but it does scare me when you see
how exposed these young girls and young
boys are.
SELENA GOMEZ SINGER-ACTOR

PHOTO: ERIC GAILLARD/REUTERS

It’s women
power all
the way
Radhika Madan learns aerial yoga for Yami
Gautam!

Actor Anne-Elizabeth Bosse (left) and director Monia Chokri

ctor Yami Gautam kickstarted the year on a
high note. Not only her
film, Uri: The Surgical
Strike, broke records at the
box-office and became a
massive success, but it also
led to Yami getting an array
of interesting film offers.
The first one being Amar
Kaushik’s next, which also
stars Ayushmann Khurrana
and Bhumi Pednekar.
Apart from all the film
work, Yami has always been
at the forefront when it
comes to brands and their
campaigns. She’s been a part
of several major fashion and
beauty brands, becoming
the face of their line of
products.
However after Uri...,
there’s been a bit of a shift
and addition to her portfolio,
with several women-centric
brands coming her way. And
Yami couldn’t be happier.
“I’m glad that a film like Uri
has found such a status in a
short span of time that
today its revered as an

A

XINHUA

YAMI HAS ALWAYS
BEEN AT THE
FOREFRONT WHEN IT
COMES TO BRANDS AND
THEIR CAMPAIGNS

Actor Yami
Gautam

‘A part of that day was the worst
and the greatest day of my life’
ames Gunn has finally
broken his silence on his
public ouster from
uardians of the Galaxy 3
fter
t his controversial
weets on topics, including
aedophilia and rape,
a
esurfaced on the
e
nternet.
n
The filmmaker, who
directed the first two films
in the franchise, was fired in
July last year. Later the
J
same month, he apologised
for his insensitive tweets.
He was recently rehired
and is set to direct the
upcoming instalment of
the franchise.
During a recent interview
with Deadline, Gunn
claimed that the incident
made him realise what real
love was when people close
to him — including GoG
actors Chris Pratt and
Dave Bautista — stuck by
him.

J
Pooja Sharma
adhika Madan recently
started shooting for her
next, Angrezi Medium
with Irrfan Khan in Udaipur,
Rajasthan. Since the actor
had shot for Pataakha (2018),
she had gained approximately
12 kgs for her role in the
Vishal Bhardwaj directorial.
And before she started
shooting for Angrezi Medium,
Radhika had to again shed
some kilos for the film. “Since
Radhika’s character in
Angrezi Medium requires her
to sport a certain look, she has
opted for a new fitness regime
and started doing aerial yoga
mixed with martial arts,” says

R

a source.
Radhika says, “I enjoy
changing my fitness regimen
and try different forms of
workout. This time I took up
MMA and aerial yoga. But,
both are very different from
each other. Both are effective
as it doesn’t just help you in
losing weight but it also
builds great core strength.
Yoga is meditative and
therefore, it’s a good balancc
between the two.”
She adds, “As an actor, you
need to transform physically
as per the demands of the role.
For Mard Ko Dard Nahi Hota I
had to train and learn martial
arts whereas for Pataakha I
had to gain more than 12kgs.

Radhika Madan, (inset) Radhika
learning aerial yoga
So, I have to loose those 12kgs.
I enjoy this process of getting
into the skin of the character.
I make sure that I look as
close to the character.”

GUARDIANS OF
THE GALAXY
DIRECTOR JAMES
GUNN SAYS GETTING
FIRED MADE HIM
REALISE HOW
LOVED HE WAS
“From my girlfriend Jen,
my producer and my agents,
Chris Pratt calling me and
freaking out, Zoe Saldana and
Karen Gillan, all calling and
crying, Sylvester Stallone
FaceTime-ing me. And, of
course, Dave Bautista, who
came out so strong,” said
Gunn.
“In order for me to have
fully felt that love for the
first time, the thing that

example of sorts. And the
way my character has been
received, and has
contributed to my image is
something I’ll always
cherish,” she says.
The strong character of
Pallavi Sharma (In Uri...), an
intelligence officer that she
played with great
conviction, has landed Yami
several offers of strong
female-driven brands that
are taking the opportunity
to extend her on-screen
avatar and to use that power
for their respective brands.
Addressing the
acknowledgement she’s got,
the actor adds, “Since the
film released, new doors
have opened for everyone
associated with it. I’m happy
that the brands have come to
me with such amazing ideas
that highlight a strong
powerful role for women.
Such communication for
women is the key. It’s
crucial and I’m glad I got to
be a part of it.”

HTC

James
Gunn was
fired in July
last year
over
offensive
tweets
PHOTO: SHUTTE
RSTOCK

needed to happen was the
apparatus by which I was
feeling falsely loved had to
be completely taken away.
So a part of that day was
the worst of my life, and a
part of it was the greatest
day of my life,” Gunn
admitted.
Stating that he learned
from the incident and has
since grown as a person,
Gunn said, “I used to make
a lot of offensive jokes. I
don’t anymore. I don’t
blame my past self for this,
but I like myself more and
feel like a more full
human being and creator
today.”
Following the firing,
many celebs signed an open
letter to rehire the director
for the project. Days after
he was fired, he was hired
to pen the script of Suicide
Squad sequel.

ANI
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Feels good to endorse different
types of brands: Kriti Sanon

‘I NEED TO GET BACK
IN SHAPE FOR FILMS’ K

Sneha Mahadevan

Actor Neha Dhupia believes being
pregnant never pulled her back,
shares movies are her first love

Juhi Chakraborty
hile the common
notion might be that
motherhood puts a
temporary brake on
an actor’s career, there are
many who have defied this
perceived norm. After actor
Kareena Kapoor Khan, who got
to work soon after she became a
mother, actor Neha Dhupia,
too, is on the same path.
And it’s clear that she
doesn’t believe in taking things
slow, as she had resumed work
just nine days after giving birth
to her daughter, Mehr, in
November last year. Neha has
been continuously taking up
work, be it an adventure reality
show or celebrity chat show,
though all of them happen to be
non-film projects..
Asked if it’s her baby that
has kept her away from
committing to films, Neha
replies, “Not at all.”
She goes on to add, “I did
Helicopter Eela (2018) while I
was pregnant. Also, I feel that
when you are doing a reality
show, or hosting something,
you are projecting your own
self. When I do stuff that is in
the reality space, I am just
being myself. Everybody is
aware of the fact that I have
had a child. You are not
judged.”
Neha, who recently
celebrated her first wedding
anniversary with husbandactor Angad Bedi, says she is

I JUST WANT TO GIVE
IT SOME MORE TIME,
SETTLE DOWN IN MY
HEAD AND MAKE
SURE THAT MY BODY
IS BACK TO THE PLACE
WHERE PEOPLE
EXPECT IT TO BE

W

“very proud of the place”
she is in her life, and is raring
to be back in films but not just
yet as she wants to get back in
shape.“I just want to give it
some more time, settle
down in my head and make
sure that my body is back to
the place where people expect
it to be, in order to hire me
[for films]. I can’t get back to
films until I get back in
shape. When I am playing a
certain character, I need to
be fit enough to do justice to it. I
have been hitting the
gym regularly,” the actor
shares.
Neha, however, is quick to
add that she now has started to
have a “better understanding
of what it takes out of me to
leave my daughter at home
for eight hours at a stretch.
I’m exercising physically,
mentally and emotionally, too.
Movies are my first love”.
n

Actor Neha
Dhupia
PHOTO: VIRAL
BHAYANI

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

riti Sanon who has fast
become a box office
favourite and is enjoying
the success of her last
film Luka Chuppi,
has also become of the most
popular names in the brand
world. Along with her existing
endorsements,
Kriti has recently been
approached for four leading
brands in the F&B and fashion
space.
A source close to the actor
reveals, “After the success of
Luka Chuppi, the audiences
have taken notice of Kriti and
she is one of the box office
favourites. Her successful
streak with her films since
the start of her career stand
testimony to her popularity
and that is a huge draw for
commercial brands. In
fact during the brand reviews,
Kriti’s name emerged as one of
the top contenders in terms of
popularity. Also, Kriti easily
transforms from a glamorous
avatar to a regular girl next
door image and her ability to be
versatile appeals to a wider
segment of the buying audience
and consumers.”
Talking about it, Kriti,
who is overwhelmed with
the number of brands
approaching her says,
“It feels good to endorse
different types of brands,
especially the ones that
have been successfully
running for years. As an actor,
one has to be more responsible
towards the brands and
products one endorses, as there
are several people who look
up to you and admire you.
The values of a brand
matter to me. I’m thrilled
to be associating
with brands that stand for
quality, many of the whom I’ve
been a consumer of for years.”
n

Kriti
Sanon

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

My mother has always stressed on giving back to society, says Amyra Dastur
Sneha Mahadevan
very day, influencers and
celebrities endorse
countless purposes. But
stumbling across people
who are actually trying to do
their bit for the society or the
environment is a rare

E

phenomenon. Amyra Dastur
is doing her bit by associating
with big food brands to create
a win-win situation for both
the brands and someone who
is in need to ensure no food
wastage. A source reveals,
“Amyra is always conscious
about not wasting food.

Everyone is aware that food is
being wasted on massive
scales and on an everyday
basis, Amyra aims to tackle
this concern in a more
diligent manner. Food brands
waste heaps of foods as they
cannot reuse leftover food the
next day. On the other hand,

the poor cannot afford to buy
nutritious food so Amyra is
working on associate with
both parties to create balance
by bringing the excess to the
one in need. She is already
taking steps towards this
initiative by merging herself
with various brands and

entities. She recommends
that as a part of CSR, big
entities can distribute the
food to the deprived and
unfortunate class for helping
holds a higher value than
wastage.” Amyra says, “My
mother has always stressed
on giving back to society. I

just want to be clear that this
isn’t charity but more of a
stepping stone to help the
less fortunate and our
environment at the same
time so I am doing this by
going straight to the source
which is the food brands. By
associating with these brands,

they’ve heard my plea to help
the less fortunate very
seriously and are tying up
with various charities and
shelters to supply them with
the food that they have not
used or is extra for them
instead of simply throwing
it away as trash.”
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Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 011-47033152,
40532026 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

SATURDAY,
MAY 18,
2019

Working towards better health is quite
likely to be fruitful today. You are advised
to not be rash in doing anything
related to money or you may regret it
later. At work, a fresh perspective of an
old problem is likely to take you nearer
to the solution. Visiting someone close
today is quire possible and may provide
much joy. Acquiring property is likely for

Tina Fey: The American actor, best known for her
work on Saturday Night Live and the popular TV
series 30 Rock, turns 49 today.

some of you.

Better health brings peace of mind. A
capital intensive project is likely to help
you gain in leaps and bounds. Don’t feel
reluctant in meeting a senior to explain
things in person regarding a matter at
work to remain safe. Things happening
TAURUS
around you on the family front may not be
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
to your liking, but this is a temporary phase.
Travelling too often for work will make you feel
tired. This is the day to make an effort to look for your own house.

Those unwell may find the recovery slow,
but the medication is likely to need time
to work. A capital intensive venture that
your company bagged because of your
efforts may get prominence among one
and all. Joy is foretold on the family
GEMINI
front; but you need to be patient. A
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
vacation that you have been waiting for
might shelve due to some untoward situation.
Not a good day to plan any acquisition of asset or property.

Health remains fine today as you continue
to use the prescribed medicine. Financial
front remain dicey as a huge sum that
you have invested in a project is under
scrutiny. Professionally, you might not
have a very good day as you had
CANCER
expected. Family remains all the more
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
supportive about a new venture you have
initiated. A business proposition related to a
property or construction is likely to raise you financially.

Love Focus: A long-term relationship with your partner might come
under scrutiny because of parental interference.

Love Focus: Your romantic life is likely to go on in full swing as you
and your partner have started enjoying this phase.

Love Focus: Time is not ripe for implementing whatever you have
planned on the romance front. Just wait till you get the signal.

Love Focus: Partner’s gloomy mood might make the romance front
gloomy too. Try to revitalise it with your efforts.

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Cream

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Indigo

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Sky blue

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Peach

Remaining regular in your daily fitness
routine will prove excellent for your
health. This might be a good day for you
to make monetary gains. Keep people
who matter informed of your intentions
at work, as they may prove to be of help
LEO
at a later stage. Someone may keep a tab
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)
on your whereabouts on the family front,
but it will be for your own good. A trip planned
long back might get shelved due to leaves not being sanctioned.

You may not feel guilty of incurring heavy
expenditure, as you are confident of
filling up your coffers again. An allconsuming work may keep you engaged
for the major part of the day. You will do
all in your power to make family ties
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
strong by making frequent visits. You will
manage to convert an official trip into
vacation and enjoy your heart out. This is a
good day to buy or sell property as indicated on your cards.

Health remaining excellent will allow you
to spend a relaxing day. Heavy
expenditure might hit you hard as you
are not confident about your coffers
today. Remain focussed on whatever
you have set out to accomplish on the
LIBRA
work front. Relaxation today sounds like
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
distant drums, so set a leisurely pace from
the beginning while organising a family event.
This is likely not the best day to invest in property.

Good health that you are enjoying now is
because of the hard work you have put in;
so cherish it. Forming a good working
relationship with all will help you in the
smooth functioning of your work.
Something stated previously under the
SCORPIO
influence of a negative person may come
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
back to haunt you on the family sphere. An
enjoyable journey is expected to start soon. A
legal matter related to property might bother you.

Love Focus: The person you have secretly liked all these months is
likely to reciprocate to your feelings.

Love Focus: On the romance front, someone at work is likely to show
interest in you.

Love Focus: You might spend a lovely and relaxed day with partner
today as indicated on your cards.

Love Focus: Those in love get to enjoy the day to the fullest. This is
likely to turn into one of your best days with partner.

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Indigo

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Sandy brown

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Golden brown

Lucky Number: 22 Lucky Colour: Dark blue

Shunning junk food is the need of the hour
for maintaining good health. You need to
put in some more hard work to achieve
financial stability. Your creative ideas
will be much appreciated and sought
after at work. It seems difficult to
SAGITTARIUS
balance both home and office, but you
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
will manage it well. An uncomfortable
journey is what you can expect if you plan an
outing today. You might have to sell a property or asset in loss.

Health remains excellent today. On the
financial front, you will have the money
to invest in lucrative schemes. Things
appearing rosy outside may not be so.
So, perish the thought of changing
tracks on the professional front. There is
CAPRICORN
a possibility of someone you know from
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
your childhood days springing a surprise
today. You might enjoy a fulfilling journey to
your native town. A house or an apartment may come in your name.

Health remains to be satisfactory. You
might expect to come under pressure on
the financial front due to some
monetary constraints. There is no point
in indulging in an argument with a rival
at work as you know you can’t win.
AQUARIUS
Chance of meeting distant relatives. A
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
wedding in the family might allow you to
travel to a nearby city as indicated on your
cards. You might miss a chance to earn from a property today.

Health might not fare too well; but don’t
worry as things are going to be fine soon.
On the financial front, you may get in
two minds regarding incurring an
expense. It is good to take the initiative
at work, but not at the cost of your
PISCES
personal time. Consider spending some
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
more time with family. Your desire to visit a
tourist destination is likely to get fulfilled soon.
You may miss the chance of profiting from a property transaction.

Love Focus: A childhood friend for whom you always had a soft
corner is likely to show interest in you.

Love Focus: Falling head over heels for someone on the romantic
front might disturb things.

Love Focus: There are chances of an argument springing with lover
today; so be careful.

Love Focus: Avoid an outing with lover today as there is a chance of
getting caught red-handed.

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Silver

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Forest green

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Rose

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

PICCADILY SQUARE:
CHANDIGARH
Gangster vs State 10:05AM
07:55PM
De De Pyaar De 10:25AM
12:35PM 01:25PM 03:00PM
03:55PM 05:25PM 06:25PM
08:55PM 10:25PM 11:25PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 11:05AM
06:30PM 11:35PM
Student Of The Year 2 12:55PM
03:45PM 08:50PM

CINEPOLIS TDI MALL
JAGAT: CHANDIGARH

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?

De De Pyaar De 09:15AM
09:55AM 12:55PM 02:45PM
03:55PM 06:55PM 07:55PM
09:55PM 10:55PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D)
English 09:30AM 04:10PM
A Dogs Journey English
12:10PM 08:10PM
Student Of The Year 2 01:05PM
10:45PM
Pokemon Detective Pikachu
English 05:45PM

Filmmakers of Kabhi Khushi Kabhie
Gham... (2001) were sued for using
the song, It’s Raining Men, without
permission from the right holders.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3089
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

RT VAE
A F N IR
D IT U CM
HL M U PY

PVR: ELANTE CHANDIGARH

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Avert, infra, dictum, phylum
ANSWER: Make crime pay .Become a lawyer. - Will Rogers

TRAPPED
2018 | 16+ | 2 Seasons | Nordic
Thriller

SOLUTION SUDOKU

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Make ________ ______ .Become a lawyer.
- Will Rogers (5,3)

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

EDITOR’S
PICK

MOVIES ON TV
Starring: Ólafur Darri
Ólafsson, Ilmur Kristjánsdóttir

Avengers: Endgame (3D)
English 10:00AM 04:00PM
10:35PM
De De Pyaar De 10:00AM
11:00AM 12:15PM 12:55PM
01:55PM 03:10PM 03:50PM
04:50PM 06:05PM 06:45PM
07:45PM 09:00PM 09:40PM
10:40PM 11:55PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 10:00AM
03:30PM
John Wick: Chapter 3 Parabellum English 10:00AM
03:20PM 07:45PM
The Hustle English 10:00AM
08:40PM
Student Of The Year 2 10:30AM
01:35PM 04:40PM 07:45PM
10:50PM
A Dogs Journey English
12:50PM
A Dog’s Way Home English
06:10PM
The Tashkent Files 10:55 PM

PVR: ELANTE 4DX
CHANDIGARH

Synopsis: The body of a
murder victim ends up in an
Icelandic village just as a major
snowstorm cuts the region off
from the rest of the world.

Pokemon Detective Pikachu
English 10:15AM 03:35PM
Avengers: Endgame English
06:00PM

PVR: CENTRA, CHANDIGARH
Starring: Shweta Tripathi

LAAKHON MEIN EK
2019 | 2 Seasons | Drama

Synopsis: Dr Shreya Pathare
is posted in Sitlapur village to
conduct a cataract camp but
challenges begin unfolding
one after the other.

Starring: Kunaal Roy Kapur,,
Gauahar Khan

SIDE-HERO
2018 | 1 Season | Comedy

Synopsis: A humorous,
mocking take on Kunaal Roy
Kapur’s life, who always ends
being the ‘side hero’.

Shaolin Soccer
at 1558

EDITOR’S
PICK

0600 Mad Max
0750 Fathers’ Day
0939 Armour Of God II
1138 The Dark Knight
1411 XXX: State Of The
Union
1558 Shaolin Soccer
1823 Godzilla
2100 Hellboy
2314 Step Up Revolution

Fantastic Four at 1448

Ghost Rider at 1600

1019 Baby’s Day Out
1218 Pirates Of The Caribbean:
Salazar’s Revenge
1448 Fantastic Four
1655 Titanic
2050 Avengers: Age of Ultron
2337 Bleeding Steel

0902 The Avengers
1045 Superman III
1251 What A Girl Wants
1438 EuroTrip
1600 Ghost Rider
1754 Music And Lyrics
1942 The Campaign

PVR: CITY CENTRE
MALL, CHANDIGARH
De De Pyaar De 10:00AM
11:20AM 12:55PM 02:15PM
03:50PM 05:10PM 06:45PM
08:05PM 09:40PM
11:00 PM
Student Of The Year 2 10:15AM
04:00PM 10:50PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 01:20 PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
07:05 PM

Starring: Nimrat Kaur, Juhi
Chawla, Atul Kulkarni

THE TEST CASE
2017 | 18+ | 1 Season | Drama

Synopsis: Captain Shikha
Sharma will do anything to
fit into the Indian Army’s maledominated Special Forces unit.

Starring: Nicole Kidman,
Reese Witherspoon

BIG LITTLE LIES
2017 | 15+ | 1 Season | Drama

Synopsis: Madeline, Celeste
and Jane are wealthy women,
whose lives are shaken up after
a murder in their idyllic town.

Batti Gul Meter Chalu
at 2000

Jai Ho at 1415
0905 Chain Kulii Ki Main Kulii
1110 Jeene Nahi Doonga
1415 Jai Ho
1715 Maayavan
2000 Nayak: The Real Hero

De De Pyaar De 09:00AM
09:45AM 10:30AM 11:55AM
01:25PM 04:20PM 07:15PM
08:40PM 10:10PM 11:00PM
11:35PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 10:00AM
04:35PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
12:40PM 07:15PM
Student Of The Year 2 12:40PM
06:45PM 09:50PM
Blackia 03:45PM

0604 Ragini MMS 2
0832 Haseena Parkar
1116 Namaste England
1409 Rishtey
1728 Great Grand Masti
2000 Batti Gul Meter Chalu
2311 Men In Black

Raazi at 1447

VR: PUNJAB, MOHALI

0435 Omkara
0640 Bullet Rani
0855 Soori The Street Fighter
1121 Vivah
1447 Raazi
1735 Tabahi Zulm Ki
2000 Jaanwar
2333 Lingaa

Blackia 04:30PM 07:30PM
11:15PM
Student Of The Year 2 04:40PM
06:15PM 07:45PM 08:30PM
09:20PM 10:50PM 11:30PM
15 Lakh Kadon Aauga 05:40 PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 05:40 PM
08:20 PM
Chhota Bheem: Kung Fu
Dhamaka (3D) 05:50 PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D)

Hindi 06:50PM 10:35PM
De De Pyaar De 08:20PM
10:30PM

VR PUNJAB (GOLD), MOHALI
De De Pyaar De 10:10AM
11:20AM 01:05PM 02:15PM
04:00PM 05:10PM 06:55PM
08:05PM 09:50PM 11:00PM

CINEPOLIS: BESTECH
SQUARE, MOHALI
De De Pyaar De 09:30AM
10:45AM 12:25PM 01:40PM
02:40PM 03:20PM 04:35PM
06:15PM 07:30PM 09:10PM
10:25PM 11:05PM
John Wick: Chapter 3 –
Parabellum 09:30AM
Pokemon Detective Pikachu
12:20PM
Student Of The Year 2 05:30PM

CARNIVAL: PARAS
MALL, ZIRAKPUR
De De Pyaar De 09:30AM
10:30AM 12:00PM 01:00PM
02:30PM 03:45PM 05:15PM
06:15PM 07:00PM 08:00PM
09:00PM 09:45PM 10:45PM
Student Of The Year 2 10:00AM
12:50PM 06:30PM 09:30PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 10:45AM
03:45PM
Blackia 01:00PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
03:30PM

FUN CINEMAS: REPUBLIC
MALL, CHANDIGARH
De De Pyaar De 09:30AM
11:00AM 12:25PM 01:55PM
03:20PM 04:00PM 04:50PM
06:15PM 07:45PM 09:10PM
10:25PM 10:40PM
Student Of The Year 2 10:20AM
03:45PM 09:05PM
Chhoriyan Chhoron Se Kam
Nai Hoti 01:10PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 01:25PM
Pokemon Detective Pikachu
Hindi 06:45PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
06:50PM

INOX: DHILLON
PLAZA, ZIRAKPUR
Blackia 09:00AM 08:00PM
Student Of The Year 2 09:20AM
11:45AM 03:55PM
10:30PM
De De Pyaar De 10:00AM
11:05AM 12:45PM 02:00PM
02:40PM 03:40PM 04:55PM
06:35PM 07:50PM 09:30PM
10:45PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
12:20PM 06:55PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 05:25PM
10:55PM

INOX: NH22 MALL, AMRAVATI
ENCLAVE, PANCHKULA
De De Pyaar De 10:00AM
11:00AM 01:45PM 03:30PM
04:30PM 06:15PM 07:15PM
09:00PM 10:00PM
Student Of The Year 2 10:20AM
04:45PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 12:55PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
01:15PM
Chhoriyan Chhoron Se Kam
Nai Hoti 07:40PM
Blackia 10:15PM

RAJHANS CINEMAS:
PANCHKULA
De De Pyaar De 09:30AM
11:00AM 01:45PM 03:15PM
04:30PM 07:15PM 09:00PM
10:00PM
Student Of The Year 2 10:30AM
03:45PM 09:15PM
Avengers: Endgame (3D) Hindi
12:00PM 05:45PM
Chhoriyan Chhoron Se Kam
Nai Hoti 01:30 PM
Dil Diyan Gallan Punjabi 06:45
PM
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Let’stalkhealthwithChd Age doesn’t define us
CityHospital
A
FOR DETAILS
CONTACT:

hen should one opt for
cervical cancer
vaccination? Dr Heena
Chawla, MD (obstetrics and
gynaecology), answers
queries related to the vaccine:

W

‘Muklawa celebrates the adorable
chemistry between Ammy, Sonam’
roduced under the
banner of White Hill
Studios, upcoming
Punjabi film Muklawa is a
tale of the bygone era when a
husband and wife struggled
to meet each other.
The much awaited
Punjabi romantic comedy
has quickly become the talk
of the town with its foot
tapping music and hilarious
dialogue promos. With
singer-actor Ammy Virk and
Sonam Bajwa in the lead
roles, Muklawa narrates a
love story of the past. “The
adorable duo has already
won hearts of the audiences
with the official trailer that
celebrates the innocence of
pure love,” say the makers.
“Since the movie is set in
the backdrop of pre-Partition

P

SMITA BANSAL
IS EXCITED
ABOUT HER
FIRST PLAY
AS WRITER

DIRECTED BY
SIMERJIT SINGH,
AND WRITTEN BY
UPINDER WARAICH
AND JAGJIT SAINI,
THE MOVIE IS
SCHEDULED TO
RELEASE ON MAY 24
Punjab, it was a unique
experience for me to shoot
for the movie. It is a first-ofits-kind romantic comedy
and I am hopeful that the
audiences will love it,” says
Ammy.
Sonam says, “I really

ctor Smita Bansal, who
marks her debut as a
scriptwriter in theatre
with the play Hello
Zindagi, is confident it will
leave the audience with a
smile.
Directed by film and
theatre director Raman
Kumar, the play revolves
around five women from
different backgrounds,

A

enjoyed shooting for the
different wedding customs
which were followed earlier.
Ammy and other actors were
really supportive and it
turned to be a really
memorable experience.”
The movie also stars
Gurpreet Ghuggi, BN
Sharma, Karamjit Anmol,
Sarabjit Cheema, Drishtii
Grewal, and Nirmal Rishi in
prominent roles.
Produced by Gunbir
Singh Sidhu and Manmord
Sidhu under the banner of
White Hill Studios, Muklawa
is directed by Simerjit Singh
and the storyline is helmed
by Upinder Waraich and
Jagjit Saini.
The movie is slated to
release worldwide on
May 24.

staying together in a posh flat
in Mumbai. The cast includes
Minissha Lamba, Kishwar
Merchant, Delnaaz Irani,
Guddi Maruti and Chitrashi
Rawat.
Smita, who has featured in
TV shows Amanat, Balika
Vadhu, Kahani Ghar Ghar
Kii, and Kasautii Zindagi Kay,
says, “This play revolves
around women who have

05

What is the recommended
age for Human Papilloma Virus
(HPV) vaccination and why?
It’s important for girls
to get HPV vaccine before
they become sexually active.
Also, the HPV vaccine
produces the strongest
immune response in preteens.
To work best, the Human
Papilloma Virus (HPV)
vaccines should be given at
age 11 or 12. It is also
recommended that HPV
vaccine can be given to girls
beginning at age 9 years and
given up to 26 years of age.
Is the vaccine still effective
if you are sexually active?
Ideally females should get the
vaccine before they become
sexually active and exposed to
Human Papilloma Virus
(HPV). Females who are
sexually active may also
benefit from vaccination, but
the protection rate may be
less as they may have already
been exposed to one or more
of the HPV types targeted by
the vaccines.
Should pregnant women
be vaccinated?
The vaccines are not
recommended for pregnant
women even though they
appear to be safe for both
mother and the unborn baby.
For now, pregnant women
should wait to complete their
pregnancy before getting the
vaccine. If a woman finds out
after she has started getting
the vaccine series, it’s not a
given up the best years of
their life to take care of
their family and now they
want to do something
meaningful.”
Talking about the play,
Smita says, “I wrote the script
almost two years ago but
since I am not a professional
writer, I kept getting new
ideas and incorporated
them in the story, I kept fine

THE HUMAN
PAPILLOMA VIRUS
(HPV) VACCINE
PRODUCES THE
STRONGEST IMMUNE
RESPONSE IN
PRETEENS. TO WORK
BEST, THE HPV
VACCINES SHOULD BE
GIVEN AT AGE 11 OR 12
reason to consider ending the
pregnancy and should
complete the three dose series
after the pregnancy.

Is HPV testing needed
before getting the vaccine?
No. In fact, testing is not
recommended because it
cannot show if the Human
Papilloma Virus vaccine will
be effective or not.
Does the HPV vaccine
really work?
HPV vaccines are highly
effective in preventing the
targeted HPV types that most
commonly cause cervical
cancer and can cause some
cancers of the vulva, vagina,
anus, and oropharynx. Two of
the vaccines also protect
against the Human Papilloma
Virus (HPV) types that cause
most genital warts. The
vaccines are less effective in
preventing HPV-related
disease in young women who
have already been exposed to
one or more HPV types. HPV
vaccines do not treat existing
HPV infections or HPVassociated diseases.
tuning it since I wasn’t
aware what the final outcome
would be.”
Smita describes the play as
a “roller coaster ride of
emotions”, adding, “The
audience will laugh, they will
cry but beyond everything, I
think they will leave the
auditorium with a smile on
their face.”

IANS

PHOTO: HTCS

Dr Heena Chawla,
MD (obstetrics and
gynaecology), is a
renowned consultant
gynaecologist,
laparoscopic and
cancer surgeon at
Apollo Clinic and Chd
City Hospital,
SCO 10-11, Sector 8C,
Chandigarh

ctor Halle Berry dislikes
being defined by her age,
and wants to prove
women can do anything.
Berry, 52, feels working on
John Wick: Chapter 3 Parabellum is a step towards
that goal.
“There is nothing I wanted
to do more than to prove that at
my age, women can do exactly
what we want. Age doesn’t
define us,” Berry said in a
statement.
Keanu Reeves will be back
as the remorseful assassin
John Wick. He has teamed up
with Berry for another
mission. Talking about the
role, she said, “I never worked
harder for a film role in my
entire career. I had to work
through some injuries, but I
kept at it because quitting was
never an option. Now, I have
the bug, and I just want to keep
on going.”
The third chapter in the
franchise will pick up in the
immediate aftermath of John
Wick 2 (2017), with the
protagonist excommunicated
and on the run, having to

defend himself against a host of
equally skilled assassins
looking to scoop up the bounty
for killing him.
Berry added, “I loved how
real the action felt in the first
movie... I looked forward to
Chapter 2 as soon as I saw the
first. When my manager told
me that Chad was looking for a
female assassin on par with
John Wick, I knew I had to play
the part. When I first met with
Chad he had not yet finished
writing my role, but I didn’t
care, I said, ‘Sign me up...I’ll do
it’!”
The film is directed by Chad
Stahelski. In addition to Berry,
new cast members
include Anjelica
Huston, Asia
Kate Dillon and
Jerome Flynn.
Berry started out
as a fan of John
Wick.

IANS

Do I still need pap tests if have
taken the HPV vaccine?
Yes. You should continue
getting Pap tests for regular
testing for cervical cancer
because the vaccines do not
prevent all of the types of
Human Papilloma Virus
(HPV) that can cause cervical
cancer.
Disclaimer: The veracity
of any health claim made
in the above article is
the responsibility of the
hospital/doctor concerned.

Smita Bansal
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/BANSALSMITA

Imagine this in your Kitchen!
Built-in Retro Ovens
providing a unique flash of color to your interiors

By Reader’s digest

Cooker Hoods
Filter-less & Dry Heat Auto Clean Technology

UNIVERSAL WAVES : SCO 55, Phase 9 (Sector 63), Near Fortis Hospital, Mohali

Built-in Hobs
High efficiency Brass Burners

Built-in Wine Cooler
Temperature control with light

ELECTRONIC CENTER : SCO 306-07, Sector 35 B, Behind JW Marriott, Chandigarh

Customer Care: 1800-180-2221
(TollCare:
Free), 1800-180-2221
011-25902900 or sms(Toll
KAFFFree),
at 56677
KAFF CARE: customercare@kaff.in
Customer
011-25902900
or sms KAFF at

56677
KAFF
CARE:| customercare@kaff.in
Finance available all across India, on Appliances above `7,000/Buy online from:
www.kaff.in

DEALERS : CHANDIGARH: Kapoor Chand Pawan Kumar (Sec20), Jain Crockery Store (Sec18), Jain Bartan Store (Sec7), Appliances Gallery (Sec22), Indian Crockery (Sec35), Aaojee Store (Sec 19) Fame Kitchen (Ind.Area Ph. 2), Stylish industries (Phase 2 ) Vertex Kitchen (IndArea II),Atul Plywood (Sec 7),
Kaushal Electronics (Sec 12), Jain Crockery Arcade (Manimajra). PANCHKULA: Kitchen Makers (Sec 11),Aggarwal Marble (Ind.Area), Mittu stove corner (Sec 9), MOHALI: Goyal Sanitary Store (Sec 82), AVM Interior (Sec 82) BALONGI: Gupta Sales Corp (Near Barrier). KHARAR: Subhash Chand & Sons, (Near
Aryacollege ). KURALI: Nandi Plywood. (Near FlyOver), ZIRAKPUR: Alea Kitchen (Baltana), Bansal & Sons (Ambala Road ), ASM Enterprises (VIP Road), DERABASI :Sunder Paint & Hardware (AnanjMandi ) PINJORE Ahuja Sales (OppDominios ), Maa Bhagwati Ply Store (Near Railway Crossing), PARWOON: Bliss
Paint & Kitchen Gallery (Above HDFC Bank), FOR HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES:- Shud Agencies (IndArea II ), Goyal Fancy Hardware (NAC Manimajra), Shankar Hardware (Sector 12 PKL ), SS enterprises (Ind. Ph 1), Jai Durga Hardware (Ind Area Ph. 1) Jain Plywood Company (Chandigarh Ind. Area Ph 1), For sale
& trade enquiries contact 9915542274, 09779000477. For Hardware & Accessories Enquire : 09779000477 KAFF Gallery/ Distributorship/ Dealership enquiries are solicited Call 9779000477 or email:keshav.vyas@kaff.in. | Now our customer care is open from 9:30 am to 6:00 pm on Sunday Also. Visit
CIN Number:U28910DL2007PTC169229 *Conditions apply
us at www.kaff.in, Follow us :
Registered Office:14/25, DDA Complex, Nangal Raya, NewDelhi-110025.
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Maisiesharesherstruggleswith
mentalhealth

Mohit
Mallik

CELEB DIARIES

ame of Thrones star
Maisie Williams says she
is tired of pretending to
be who people think she
should be. In a podcast hosted
by Fearne Cotton called
Happy Place, Williams opened
up about her struggles with
mental health and revealed
that it was only last year that
she started to have a clearer
head, reports eonline.com.
“Last year, in my own
personal life, I just went
through a lot of real
revelations where I was like
I’m not very happy doing this
and pretending everything
was fine. That wasn’t a public
thing. But after going through
that, now I’ve sort of tried to
be a lot more genuine. It just
becomes a lot more relaxing
after that I think,” says
Maisie, who plays the
vengeful Arya Stark in Game
of Thrones.
“You just drop it all and
that’s when you can really

G

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/KRITISANON

Beauty and grace

Mohit Mallik swears
by ‘simple living’
Pooja Sharma

Kriti Sanon, who was vacationing in Turkey, posted this
photograph on her Instagram account.

QUOTE HANGER
IT’S EASIER FOR
US (STAR-KIDS)
TO GET CHANCES.
I’D BE
DELUSIONAL IF I
SAID NO. I DON’T
THINK ANYONE
WANTS TO LOSE
MONEY OR MAKE
A BAD FILM.

I AM EXTRAORDINARILY
ENTHUSIASTIC
ABOUT MY
WORK. THAT
COULD BE THE
REASON WHY MY
DIRECTORS
KINDLY SAY THAT
I’M EXCITING.

HARSHVARRDHAN
KAPOOR, ACTOR

RANVEER SINGH,
ACTOR

ohit Mallik has been
receiving good reviews
for his performance in his
currently on-air show.
Breaking stereotypes for men
on television by playing an
emotionally wrecked role,
Mohit hasn’t shied away from
playing an expressive
character which is a far cry
from clichéd portrayals of male
characters. Mohit, who
believes in walking the road
less travelled, is known to be a
method actor. The actor is often
found deeply involved in his
scripts. Though he makes quite
a few public appearances, in his
personal space, he swears by
simple living. “I’d
stick to old school
way of being;
I’m not someone
who wants a
team. I prefer
simplicity, least I
have is my

M

make-up man accompanying
me,” says Mohit.
With the trend of fashion
police dissecting every look of
actors, they have become wary
of their sartorial choices. Mohit
has a different take, he says, “If
someone styles me, great, but I
prefer wearing my own clothes.
I don’t really give so much
emphasis to what I am wearing,
irrespective of the event. I’d
stick to whatever I have at the
moment. I’ve seen people
spending days thinking about
what to wear. I usually don’t
have much time because of the
shoot schedules. I can also
travel in an auto to an event. I’d
like to stay normal and not
stress about trivial things, as
this is something we have
created. In my opinion, I
wouldn’t spend more
time on these things
or plan how I’d
turn out for my
public
appearances.”

Amit
Sharma

HAVE YOU HEARD?

hahid Kapoor struck a
pose with his wax
statue at the Madame
Tussauds museum here.
Shahid on Thursday
tweeted a photograph of
himself along with his wax
statue and captioned it:
“Twinning.”
The 38-year-old actor, who
was accompanied with his
wife Mira Rajput.
Shahid said: “It’s a bit
surreal and wonderful
to be here and when you
walk in to this area and see
so many people in real life
and then you see their
statues, which is a life like,
it feels a bit weird... My wife
found it weird when she
had a little bit of a sneak
peak of my statue and I
think she is getting over it.”

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/SHAHIDKAPOOR

-IANS

Mira added: “Misha would

ahul Sharma, who is a
household name in the
television circuit today,
has had his fair share of
struggles before he made a
name for himself. Besides the
challenges he faced, his family
which lives in Dausa near
Jaipur, was also not sure if he
would make it. However, he
says that he is glad his parents
are proud of him now. “My
parents were always
supportive. But at a point, my
father did not believe whether
I’d be able to do it or whether I
will be able to survive in this
city. He even said that I will go
for a year or so, waste money
and then come back. When I
decided to make it a career, I
told my mother. She is not that
educated, but she is
understanding and
progressive. She egged me on
to try it,” he says, adding that
it
his mother who

R

When legends met
We came across this photograph of late actor Raj Kapoor
with Dilip Kumar taking a break from a game of cricket.

TWITTER TWATTER

Ayushmann’s
on cloud nine
@ayushmannk: @SrBachc
han sir aur meri Jodi, ekdum
#GulaboSitabo si hogi.
Really excited to be a part of
this project by my mentor
@ShoojitSircar! In cinemas
this November.

@ShirishKunder: Almost
everyone wants to get even

convinced his father to give
him a chance.
Rahul had come to
Mumbai in 2010 and for
nearly two years, he
struggled till he got a
break. “The money
sent from home was
running out. I gave
about 800 auditions. I
even did a few print
shoots to sustain my
living. I have studied in
a Hindi medium school,
so I didn’t know English
till I was 21. People even
mocked me for not
knowing English and I
was told that without
knowing English, I
couldn’t work in the
entertainment industry.
It took me five years to
learn it without even going to
any classes. Now, I can
confidently speak in English,”
says the actor who got his TV
break in Tere Meri Love
Stories.

@HarshdeepKaur: I’ve
always been a Bollywood
fan since childhood and
@MadhuriDixit is definitely
one of the biggest reasons
for that
#HappyBirthdayMadhuriDi
xitNene

You won several awards for
Badhaai Ho. Did you expect
that?
I’m flattered with the

idyut
Jammwal is
known to
be one of
the
fittest
actors
in Bollywood. The
action star,
who has an
envious
physique, says
he wants to change
the way people
perceive fitness in our
country. Vidyut, who
practises martial arts to
stay fit says that everyone
first needs to make peace

V

Vidyut Jammwal
PHOTO: PRAMOD THAKUR/HT

I like chasing a bigger
idea, and that has
given me the edge as a
film-maker.
AMIT SHARMA,
DIRECTOR
overwhelming response the
film received. It feels great
when your work is
appreciated by audiences and
critics. The success of
Badhaai Ho is a testimony to
the fact that the cinema
lovers are willing to see
different content.

Do awards matter to you?

Awards boost confidence and
help give recognition to
people in the industry. I do
not think about whether
something will sell or not,
because nobody has been able
to crack that code, it keeps
changing with the audiences’
taste. I rely on my instincts
more than anything.

What was the idea behind your
next, the biopic on football coach
Syed Abdul Rahim?
Syed Abdul Rahim’s story is
inspirational. He never got
his due. With this film, we
hope to tell his story to the
world. Ajay (Devgn) sir can
mould himself into any
character and play a variety
of roles, so he was the obvious
choice.
n

pooja.sharma@htlive.com

with the body that they are in.
“I meet so many people who
constantly tell me that they
want to lose weight. First of
all, why do you want to lose
weight? There is no beauty in
being thin or having eight
pack abs. I don’t believe in it.
It’s ridiculous. Enjoy being
who you are. I have a lot of
friends who are a little heavier
than they think they should be
but, they are beautiful — men
and women. First enjoy being
in the body that you are in, and
then decide who you want to
be. You can’t be unhappy with
your current self,” says
Vidyut.
While actors are often
blamed for setting unrealistic
body goals, Vidyut says that
actors aren’t the only people to

be held responsible. “It is not
just actors. It is magazines,
models, people you see
everywhere. Developing a
body is the easiest thing
according to me. But
developing a good and healthy
body is very difficult. I know
people who are very fit but
they’re irritated and angry all
the time. It is because they
don’t consume enough
carbohydrates. The brain
needs carbohydrates to
function properly. They don’t
drink enough water and they
don’t have sugar and salt. I
love fitness but everyone
needs to understand that you
have to be happy with your
body — fat or thin,” he
explains.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

‘Zinda is a montage of the life of Salman’s
character’
he makers of the film
Bharat will be launching
the much-awaited song
Zinda today, at an event in the
presence of its cast Salman
Khan and Katrina Kaif. The
Salman Khan-starrer song is
said to be one of the most
important tracks in the film.
Zinda, which is sung by Vishal
Dadlani, is composed by Julius
Packiam and Ali Abbas Zafar.
Talking about the idea
behind the anthem track,
director Ali Abbas Zafar says,
“It signifies staying alive in the
hardest time. It is all about
Bharat’s character and his

T

Rahul
Sharma

TVCs to movies?
I like chasing a bigger idea,
and that has given me the
edge as a film-maker. The
essence of both platforms is
that you are telling stories.
Advertising helped me hone
my skills as a director. There
is pressure to tell a story in 30
seconds. You can’t
compromise on anything. So,
you explore every possibility
to put your point across. This
helps in detailing while
working on a feature film. I
was always excited to tell
stories in the longer format.
Though, ad films will always
be my first love.

Sneha Mahadevan

Pooja Sharma

with those who have
harmed them. Hardly
anyone wants to get even
with those who have helped
them.

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

‘There is no beauty in being thin
or having eight-pack abs’

‘My dad thought I won’t
make it as an actor’
Pooja Sharma

LOOK BACK

@vivekoberoi: Dear Kamal
sir, you are a great artist.
Just like art has no religion,
terror has no religion either!
You can say Ghodse was a
terrorist, why would you
specify ‘Hindu’ ? Is it
because you were in a
Muslim dominated area
looking for votes?
@ikamalhaasan

Pooja Sharma

You have directed over 1,000
advertisements. What was the
thought behind the shift from

be quite confused. But it
would be quite a site to see
how she feels with the two
of them here. ”

Maisie Williams

Director Amit Sharma says bagging awards make you a known face
in the film industry; adds ad films will always be his first love

I

S

have fun,” she remarks.
Claiming that said she is far
from perfect, Williams said
she had many more good days
than bad days.
She shares, “I still lay in
bed, like at 11pm, telling
myself all the things I hate
about myself. There’s still a
journey, I think. But at least
dropping the act and just
being who you truly are,
that’s definitely a first step.
Not trying to be who you want
me to be right now in this
IANS
moment.”

‘AWARDSHELP
GIVERECOGNITION’
t’s no mean feat to sustain
in the Hindi film industry.
Amit Sharma, who made
his directorial debut with
Tevar (2015), tasted success
only after the massive
reception which Badhaai Ho
(2018) received. Now, he is
gearing for his next
ambitious project, which is
based on the life of Indian
football coach, Syed Abdul
Rahim starring Ajay Devgn.
From an ad film-maker to a
Bollywood director, he
shares his journey. Excerpts.

Shahid poses with his wax
statue in Singapore

WILLIAMS OPENED UP
ABOUT HER FIGHT
AND REVEALED THAT
IT WAS ONLY LAST
YEAR THAT SHE HAD
A CLEARER HEAD

It is all about
Bharat’s character
and his self-belief of
overcoming the most
difficult obstacles in
his life.

Salman
Khan in
Bharat

ALI ABBAS ZAFAR,
DIRECTOR
self-belief of overcoming the
most difficult obstacles in his
life. It indicates the ups and
downs of Bharat’s life in 70
years. Zinda is a montage of
his life and what he does to
keep the promise together
which he makes to his father,
in the film.”
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I have grown up listening to
folk stories: Rubina Dilaik
ctor Rubina Dilaik, who
enjoys motivational books,
says her love for reading is
a recent development.
Excerpts:

A

Which books are currently
on your reading list?
Attitude is Everything by Jeff
Keller and The Secret Revealed
by Napoleon Hill.

07

BREATHING LIFE
INTO THE PAST
Decade-long conservation
efforts have restored
Humayun’s Tomb complex to
its former glory

Which was the best
book you’ve read so far?
It’s Not How Good You Are, It’s
How Good You Want To
Become by Paul Arden.
Which genres do you read?
I absolutely enjoy reading selfhelp and motivational books.

Humayun's Tomb
Which genres do you avoid?
I usually avoid thrillers.

PHOTO: SARANG GUPTA/HT

Which book do you think everyone
should read at least once?
Like the Flowing River by
Paulo Coelho.
What do you like to
read when you travel?
Inspirational books.
Which is your favourite
fairy tale or folk story?
Back in my village, we had a
tradition of family gatherings
just before dinner where our
grandparents worshipped idols
with the entire family and then
narrated short stories (as a
moral story) to the kids. I used
to enjoy them the most; they
took us to our own fantasy
land. So, I’ve grown up
listening to folk stories.

A

What kind of reader
were you as a child?
I was an average reader as a
child, but lately, I’ve developed
a taste for reading. I have seen
my father spend hours at his
study table reading literature
and writing books. I guess its
seeping in slowly.
If you had to name one book
that made you who you are
today, which would it be?
The Buddha in Your Mirror by
Woody Hochswender.
Which author would you
choose to write your life story?
Paulo Coelho, for sure.
HTC

nyone who crosses
Delhi’s Lodhi-Mathura
Road’s roundabout
would remember a
colossal Mughal era
monument that stands on it —
the Subz Burj, hidden under
scaffolding for heritage
conservation. An example of
resplendent Islamic
architecture in India, it is the
first introduction of a dense
ensemble of garden tombs that
dot the 170-acre area around
Humayun’s Tomb, built
during the time of emperor
Akbar.
Sabz Burj is also one among
the several monuments under
conservation in the tomb
complex, in addition to the
over 50 already conserved and
open to the public to visit.
Sights of master craftspeople
and conservation architects at
work is not uncommon in the
complex dating back several
centuries.

Rubina Dilaik has inherited a taste for reading from her father
PHOTO: PRODIP GUHA/HT

A stroll in the beautiful
Sundar Nursery city park
adjacent to the Tomb, known
as Azim Bagh, with the head of
the key conservator Aga Khan
Trust for Culture (AKTC),
Ratish Nanda, reveals future
plans the global non-profit has
for the heritage area.
The idea is to develop the
park into a high-quality space
where citizens can mingle
without the social barriers of
religion, caste, and class,
Nanda said, it proves to be a
beautiful example of ecological
conservation as well.
The collaboration project,
which began in 2007, includes
the Archeological Survey of
India, the primary body
responsible for heritage sites
in India.
The 90-acre Sundar Nursery
features nursery beds, a flower
showcase, arboretum, and a
microhabitat zone. Till date,
the park has about 280 native

(Above) Sunder Nursery city
park; (left) Sabz Burj PHOTOS: VIPIN
KUMAR/HT AND MOHD ZAKIR/HT

more tombs, landscapes, and
baolis, making the ensemble a
living, breathing monument.
tree species, 80 bird species,
and 36 butterfly species.

CHALLENGES GALORE
Conservators point out that
the tomb site, like many
heritage sites, had befallen a
peculiar condition — worn
gardens, cracked masonry,
and damaged stonework.
The challenges for the
conservators were not just
limited to the re-use of glazed
Mughal tiles, lime plaster, red
sandstone, gold-foiled and
copper structures, and
replacing damaged wood.

Conservators had to remove
the encroachment of about 150
modern structures and even
undo the damage done by 20th
century cement-and-concrete
repairs. After breathing new
life into at least 50 monuments
— including Nila Gumbad, Isa
Khan’s garden-tomb, Halima’s
garden-tomb, Arab Serai
gateways, Sundarawala Mahal
and Burj, Chausath Khambha,
and Hazrat Nizamuddin Baoli
— and community life that
thrives around it, the
conservation effort is
spreading its wings to include

IANS
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WEATHER
Sat 18
Cloudy

Sun 19

Mon 20

Clear

Sunset
Saturday at
7:11pm
Sunrise
Sunday at
5:27am

Clear
Max

Max

Max

37°c

38 c

39°c

Min

Min

Min

24°c

24°c

25°c

Humidity
Max: 56%
Min: 21%

STUDENTS
MISS EXAM

TIME TO GET
GUARDIANS
FOR ROCK
GARDEN

SURVIVING
THEATRE

CONFUSION OVER DATE SHEET ENDS IN
AT LEAST 22 STUDENTS MISSING THEIR EXAM
AT PU-AFFILIATED COLLEGES; VARSITY HAD
SCHEDULED BA SECOND SEMESTER EXAM OF
ELECTIVE VOCATIONAL SUBJECTS ON MAY 17,
WHICH WAS LATER ADVANCED TO MAY 16 >>p4

HINDUSTAN TIMES LENSMEN
KARUN SHARMA AND KESHAV
SINGH CAPTURE BACKSTAGE
ACTION AT THE HASYAM
THEATRE FEST HELD IN
>>p4
CITY BEAUTIFUL

READERS WANT ADMN
TO MAKE EFFORTS TO
PRESERVE GARDEN >>p5

Yesterday’s temp: Max 36.7°C Min 24.1°C

shortstories
TOURISM DEPT TO
MAINTAIN CHAPPAR
CHIRI VILLAGES
MOHALI:The Greater Mohali Area
Development Authority will be
handing over the two historic
villages of Chappar Chiri —
Chappar Chiri Khurd and Chappar
Chiri Kalan — to the department
of tourism and cultural affairs,
Punjab, after the Lok Sabha
elections. With a population of
around 1,100, the two villages are
located close to Fateh Burj, which
has a historical importance. ››P2

HC lifts stay on proceedings
against NIPER director
CHANDIGARH: While disposing of
a petition, the Punjab and Haryana
high court (HC) has lifted the stay
imposed on departmental proceedings against director of NIPER
Raghuram Rao Akkinepally. ››P2

PU senate to discuss int’l
students’ fee on May 26
CHANDIGARH :Members of the
Panjab University enate will meet
on May 26 to discuss various
agendas, including fee structure of
international students. The senate
will take up the minutes of a
committee constituted by
vice-chancellor Raj Kumar on
finalising the fee structure. ››P4

H A R YA N A B O A R D

Class 10: P’kula
results up 8.7%,
rank drops a notch
PANCHKULA: Panchkula district

has been ranked sixth from the
bottom with 53.3 pass percentage
in the Board of School Education
Haryana (BSEH)’s Class 10
exam. The results were declared
for schools across 22 districts on
Friday. Last year, the district
was ranked seventh from the
bottom with pass percentage
at 44.6, reflecting a rise of 8.7%
››P4
this year.

Campaigningcomestoendonbitternote
PAMPHLET WAR Bansal distributes pamphlets, countering BJP ‘claims’ with ‘facts’; Kirron tears it in a video while calling Congress leader a liar
election
2019

CHANDIGARH SEAT
Vivek Gupta
n

vivek.gupta@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: Campaigningforthe

Chandigarh Lok Sabha seat,
which goes to the polls on Sunday,endedonatensenoteonFriday with Congress candidate
Pawan Kumar Bansal distributingthousandsofpamphletsslamminghisBharatiyaJanataParty
(BJP)counterpartKirronKher’s
performance as the sitting MP
andthelattertearingapamphlet
while dismissing it as a lie in a
video shared on social media.
In the morning, Bansal got
four-page pamphlets inserted in
newspapers that were distributedinseveralpocketsofthecity.
Titled “BJP has pushed Chandigarh into bad shape”, the pamphlet stated that the past five
years were a “saga of Kher’s
untrue claimsand unkept promises”.
Listing out 18 of her “claims”
on one side, Bansal gave his
response on the other side, calling them “facts”. For instance,
Bansal said the BJP’s claim that
poor people in Chandigarh had
benefited from Pradhan Mantri
Ujjwala Yojana (scheme for providing LPG connections to
women from below poverty line
households)wasafarce,alleging
thatonly37peoplewerethebeneficiaries.
The Congress leader went on
to question the BJP’s claim that
the city got 24X7 water supply,
statingthatadditionalwatersupply had not materialised so far.
Coming just48hours beforepolling, the pamphlet lists out other

n

BJP MP Kirron Kher, who is seeking second term, addressing a poll
rally in Manimajra on Friday.
HT PHOTO

VOTERS IN CHANDIGARH 17,598

There are 21 voters belonging to 3rd gender 18-19 age group

n

Congress candidate and former MP Pawan Kumar Bansal carrying
out door-to-door campaigning in Mauli Jagran.
HT PHOTO

3,157*

Persons with disabilities

*PwD voters can call nodal officer Sandeep
(8437870707) for transportation facility

Female
3.04
lakh

Voters

6.46
lakh

claimsandcounterclaimsaswell.
‘JHOOTHA PRACHAR’
VS ‘FILMY DRAMA’
Calling it Bansal’s ‘jhootha prachar’ (false propaganda), Kher
shared a one-minute video on
Twitter around 11am, which
ended with the MP tearing the
pamphlet.
Claiming Chandigarh residents were smart enough to
understand Bansal’s “cunning
acts”, Kher said no one could
compete with him in telling lies.
“He has showcased a new low
by adopting new tactics to mis-

Male
3.42
lakh

leadthevoters...HadBansaldone
any work for the city, it would
have been evident and he would
not have to resort to these cheap
tactics of distributing fake pamphlets on the last day (of campaigning),” Kher said, adding
that if she could have used the
same tactics as well.
“It is not just Chandigarh but
the entire country that knows
aboutwhatPawanKumarBansal
hasactuallydone,”shesaid.“The
Congress had already sensed its
defeat and that’s the reason it is
resorting to such cheap tactics.”
Respondingtoher,Bansalsaid

AAP’s Harmohan Dhawan waving to supporters during a road show
in Chandigarh on Friday.
KARUN SHARMA/HT

Half day at schools

Polling booths
Strong room to store EVMs has been set up at Chandigarh
College of Engineering and Technology, Sector 26

191

Polling stations

36 Candidates
27 Male 9 Female

n

597

Booths

230

Sensitive booths

Supervised by only women: 3 (MCM DAV College, Sector 36; The
New Public School, Sector 18; Carmel Convent School, Sector 9)
Supervised by persons with disabilities: 1 (Government Model
Senior Secondary School, Sector 10)

he was amused as to how her
“frustration is mounting”. She
shouldhavecalmlylookedintoit
and then replied rather than
orchestratinga“filmydrama”by
tearing the pamphlet.
“It is for the people to judge as
what ought to be the reaction of
their MPwhen she is asked some
uncomfortable questions,” said
Bansal.
Earlier on Thursday, the two
leaders had traded charges over
the metro project, after Bansal
allegedthatKherchosemonorail
over it after “intervention of
a foreign firm”.

Campaigning in Chandigarh
started on a slow note as polling
wasslatedinthelastphasewhen
elections were announced on
March 10.
The first month saw a bitter
battle within the Congress and
BJP over the candidate selection
before both parties renominated
Bansal and Kher.
The campaign picked pace
after the nominations in April
last week following which bigwigs including Rahul Gandhi,
Amit Shah and Narendra Modi
held rallies here. Navjot Singh
Sidhu and Hardik Patel from the

To ensure smooth conduct of elections on
Sunday, the UT administration has declared
a half day in all schools and colleges in the
city on Saturday
Meanwhile, all shops and other commercial
establishments will remain closed on Sunday
Police have also cordoned off two roads
leading to CCET, Sector 26, from 6am to 10pm
on Saturday and 3pm to 12am on Sunday

Congress too came to make a
pitch for Bansal.
DHAWAN MAKES A
FINAL PITCH TOO
HarmohanDhawanwasthefirst
to enter the poll fray on the Aam
Aadmi Party ticket in February.
Even as AAP supremo and Delhi
chief minister Arvind Kejriwal
addressedarallyonFebruary24,
he latergave Chandigarh a miss,
sending his deputy Manish Sisodia instead.
Party’s Rajya Sabha MP Sanjay Singh too turned up for
Dhawan’s road show on the last

day of campaigning on Friday.
Dhawanclaimedthistimepeoplewillnotbeswayedby‘jumlas’
andwillousttheBJPfrompower.
He alleged that almost all promises made by the saffron party
during the 2014 Lok Sabha polls
had remained unfulfilled and
even Bansal couldn’t fulfil any
promiseduringhistenure.Meanwhile, traffic police issued 54
challans for various violations
during the road show.
EC ISSUES NOTICES
TO CONG, BJP >>P3
A STRING OF ROAD
SHOWS IN MOHALI >>P2

Illegal liquor
factory busted
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : The Punjab excise and

taxation department along with
police on Friday unearthed an
illegalliquorfactoryinLalruduring a raid two days ahead of elections in Punjab.
Two men, Sanjay and Sachin,
who were found working in the
factory,werearrested.Belonging
toUttarPradesh,theywerestayinginDeraBassi.Policehavealso
booked Harvinder Singh, alias
Manga Chadda, and Lavan
Sharma, both of Patiala, along
with a man identified as JD of
Naraingarh in Ambala, who had
taken the unit on rent.
“The joint operation was conducted on a tip-off. On searching
the unit, we found liquor being
illegallypreparedinalargequantity,” said Gurchain Singh Dhanoa, assistant inspector general
of police (AIG), excise and taxationdepartment,wholedtheraid
along with HS Bhullar, senior
superintendent of police (SSP),
Mohali.
“The accused had taken a
closed factory on rent and had
started making illegal liquor on
May 11, 2019. They had sold two
truckloads of liquor so far,” said
Bhullar.Theunithadnopoweror
water connection. Water had
been stored in tanks and operationswerebeingrunusinggenerators.
BIG HAUL
Theillegalfactory was beingrun
inside a shed that had a board of
Patiala Road Lines, on the rear
of a thread mill on the Ambala
highway.
Policerecovered10,000litresof
countrymadeliquorstoresintwo
tanks besides four drums filled
with 50 litres of extra neutral
alcohol(ENA)(purealcoholused
to make liquor).
A truck bearing a Punjab reg-

n

Mohali SSP HS Bhullar along
with the seizures after the raid
in Lalru on Friday.
HT PHOTO

istrationnumberandloadedwith
1,000 boxes of illegal liquor was
also seized besides chemicals,
empty drums, 69,000 holograms,
83,600labelsofalocalbrand,1,210
bottles of Royal Stag and other
items used for making liquor.
“The accused supplied liquor
to Punjab, Haryana and Uttar
Pradesh. Harvinder Singh is
named as an accused in three
cases for making illegal liquor in
Rajasthan,SanurandFatehgarh
Sahib,” said Bhullar.
The accused used to prepared
liquor by mixing ENA and caramel. Abottlingmachinehadalso
beeninstalledtofillfourbottlesat
a time. The accused were also
planning to add another line to
increasethecapacityoftheplant.
A case has been registered
underSections420(cheating),465
(forgery),467(forgeryofvaluable
security, will), 468 (forgery for
purpose of cheating), 471 (using
as genuine a forged document)
and120B(criminalconspiracy)of
the Indian Penal Code (IPC)
besidesundertheexciseactatthe
Lalru police station.
In November 14, last year, the
Punjab excise and taxation
department had busted another
illegalliquorfactoryinadesolate
industrialunitnearthetollplaza
inLalru.Awhopping64,000litres
ofcountrymadeliquorblendkept
in storage tanks was recovered.

5368
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shortstories
ROAD RAGE CASE:
P’KULA MAN HELD
CHANDIGARH: The UT police
arrested a man for assaulting and
threatening another man in a
road rage incident that took place
on Sunday. The accused Ajit
Rehdu, a resident of Sector 21,
Panchkula had allegedly assaulted Sahil Jain of Sector 20. A
case under Sections 323 , 341 and
506 of IPC was registered. HTC

hindustantimes

Mohaliseesstringofroadshowsonlastday

D-DAY TOMORROW Mohali and Kharar assembly segments have 4.7 lakh voters, which is around 30% of the electorate in Anandpur Sahib
election
2019

ANANDPUR SAHIB

Car , 5 motorcycles
stolen in 11 days

Hillary Victor

CHANDIGARH: As many as five
motorcycles and one car were
stolen from across the city
between May 5 to 15. As per
police, the motorcycles were
stolen from Khuda Alis Sher,
Sector 22, Makhan Majra, Sector
42 and Sector 37, while the car was
stolen from Sector 52. A case has
been registered under Section 379
of IPC for all the incidents. HTC

MOHALI:Toensure thattheymake

Bike-borne youth
snatches phone,booked
CHANDIGARH: Police booked a
motorcycle-borne youth for
snatching mobile phone of Ajit
Singh, 57 near the Verka Booth in
Sector 47-D on Thursday. A case
under Sections 356 and 379
(theft) of IPC was registered. HTC

Manimajra man
held guilty in NDPS case
CHANDIGARH: The district court
has convicted a Manimajra
resident in NDPS case. Accused
Rajinder, 35 was arrested with 150
gram charas near Manimajra. He
couldn’t produce any licence for
carrying the same, hence he was
arrested and a case was registered under the NDPS Act. HTC

P’kula: Two groups clash,
cross FIRs registered
PANCHKULA: After two groups
clashed and damaged each
other’s cafe in Panchkula on
Thursday night, cross FIRs have
been lodged against both the
parties, here said police on Friday.
The scuffle started from a cafe in
Morni and shifted to a Panchkula
cafe. A case was registered
against the both group members
at Chandimandir police stationand Sector 5 police station. HTC
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a mark in Mohali and Kharar
assembly segments, where more
than 4.7 lakh (around 30%) of
total 17 lakh voters in Anandpur
Sahib Lok Sabha seat reside,
candidates of Congress, SAD and
SAD (Taksali) held roadshows in
the area on Friday, the last day of
campaigning. Dera Bassi, which
is also in Mohali district, is part
of Patiala Lok Sabha seat.
DICTATORSHIP
WILL END: TEWARI
Congress Anandpur Sahib candidate Manish Tewari began his
roadshow from Phase-11. “These
polls will end the era of dictatorship of a single person, who did
not bother even about his own
colleagues in the party and the
government, not to speak of anyone else,” he said. He added that
on May 23, democracy will be
restored in the country.
On the sidelines of the roadshow, Tewari said, “Mohali residents have pronounced the verdict for Shri Anandpur Sahib
today (Friday).”
PUNISH GUILTY OF 1984
RIOTS: CHANDUMAJRA
SAD candidate Prem Singh
Chandumajra and his supporters also held a roadshow in
Kharar.
“I appeal to Punjabis to give
me the mandate to punish those
guilty of 1984 riots,” he told the
gatherings he addressed. Attacking Congress over the remark of
Sam Pitroda ‘84 mein hua toh
hua”, he said.
“The mindset of the Congress

n

Congress candidate Manish Tewari during a road show at Phase 7 in Mohali on Friday.
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SAD candidate Prem Singh Chandumajra with his supporters campaigning in Kharar on Friday.
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SAD (Taksali) candidate Bir Devinder during a road show in Mohali on Friday.

HT PHOTO

VOTER COUNT IN MOHALI UP BY 36,000 OVER 2014
There is an increase of 36,000 voters in Mohali district for the Lok Sabha elections
scheduled on May 19. The number in 2014 Lok Sabha election was 6.9 lakh, while this
year, number of voters have increased to 7.26 lakh. There are 12,000 voters between 18
and 19. Kharar and Mohali assemblies fall under Anandpur Sahib.
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is clear that it does not have any
regret for the incident. These
(Pitroda’s) remarks are clinching and final evidence of who
ordered the massacre and how
Gandhi family views the tragedy
of Sikhs,” he alleged.
NO DEVELOPMENT SINCE
2007: BIR DEVINDER
SAD (Taksali) candidate Bir
Devinder, who started his road
show from Phase-11 and passed
through Kharar, Kurali,
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Morinda and Ropar culminated
at Anandpur Sahib claimed that
MP Chandumajra had not done
development work in five years.
“Chandumajra and his party
pushed back the constituency in
terms of development by at least
a decade. After 2007, development has completely stopped,”
he claims. “Damaged school
buildings in villages are crying
for attention. Several bridges
connecting villages are in bad
shape,” he claimed.

LIQUOR VENDS TO
REMAIN CLOSED
The Punjab Excise department
has formed 12 teams to seal
liquor vends in district. Starting
from 6pm on May 17, all liquor
vends, pubs, restaurants, hotels
in Mohaliarebarred from selling
liquor and the ban on sale and
serving of liquor will be prohibited for 48 hours till 6pm on May
19. The liquor vends along the
border areas of Panchkula will
also remain closed for 48 hours.

High court lifts stay on departmental Attempt to murder:
proceedings against NIPER director Ludhiana man held
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: ThePunjabandHar-

yana high court (HC) has lifted
the stay imposed on departmental proceedings against director
ofNIPERRaghuramRaoAkkinepally.
The HC bench of justice Arun
Monga while disposing of a petition filed by Rao , however, said
that the stay on his suspension
will continue and if respondents
passanyadverseorderonconclusionofthedepartmentalproceedings, the same will not be implemented for 14 days to enable him
to seek appropriate remedy.
RaowassuspendedforthesecondtimeonOctober29,2018with
direction from the President.
However,asingle-judgebenchon

n

Raghuram Rao Akkinepally

November 13 had stayed the
order.
Rao and Board of Governor
(BoG)chairmanVMKatochhave
been at loggerheads after the
former suspended the then
NIPERregistrarPJPWaraichon
June 13, last year. With Waraich
sending his representation to
Katoch the next day, the chairman ordered Rao to revoke the
suspension. Citing the statute of

theinstitute,Raorefusedtodoso.
Waraich had retired on July 31,
after Rao had sought HC intervention. He was suspended for
first time on September 24 by the
BoGbutthehighcourthadstayed
the order on October 4.
TheCentre hadtoldcourt that
entire disciplinary proceedings,
which were proposed to be initiated,havebeenputtoahaltdueto
stay order. The respondents are
unable to take a final decision in
the matter, the court was told
adding that not only Rao is noncooperative buteven the chargesheet cannot be issued due to
stayorder.Thecourtwhilevacating the stay said that he may join
the disciplinary proceedings
and give his response in support
of his defence.
StaywasgrantedafterRaohad

told court that he was not issued
showcause notice before his second suspension. He also argued
that reason for insubordination
was cited as Rao approaching
courtagainstaBoGorder,butthe
order in question, harmed his
reputationandhehadeveryright
to challenge the same.
Ontheotherhand,Centrehad
told court that the President was
an ‘approvingauthority’ andthe
BoG appoints the director, and
further the minister concerned
had approved the decision and
since the President acts on the
‘advise’ of the minister, it is considered a ‘deemed consent’.
The minister concerned was
privy to the matter and aware of
the facts of the chargesheet on
insubordination issued to Rao,
Centre had argued.

CAR-BORNE
Now, Punjab tourism
YOUTHS ASSAULT dept to maintain two
WOMAN, SNATCH Chappar Chiri villages
GOLD CHAIN

MOHALI: Unidentified car-borne
youthssnatchedthegoldchainof
a woman in Zirakpur on Friday
morning, said police .
Thevictim hasbeenidentified
asTaniaBose,assistantprofessor
at a private university in Rajpura, who stays in Zirakpur.
Bose in her complaint to the
police said during the time of the
incident, she was going for a
morning walk when the duo
snatched her gold chain at about
6am near Lohgarh gurdwara in
Zirakpur.
Thevictimsaidwhenshetried
to resist, the accused pushed her
and she fell on the ground.The
chain had fell on the road, which
theaccusedpickedandfledinthe
carbearingHaryanaregistration
number.
A milkman tried to follow the
car,however, they sped away.
Theaccusedappearedtobeinage
group of 25-30 year. The accused
had put a white tape on the rare
number plate of the vehicle.
The police are scanning the
CCTVfootageofthearea.Nocase
has been registered so far. HTC

Idrees Bukhtiyar
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI: TheGreaterMohaliArea

Development
Authority
(GMADA) will be handing over
the two historic villages of ChapparChiri—ChapparChiriKhurd
andChapparChiriKalan—tothe
department of tourism and culturalaffairs,PunjabaftertheLok
Sabha elections.
With a population of around
1,100, Chappar Chiri Khurd and
ChapparChiriKalanvillagesare
located close to the Fateh Burj
which has a historical importance.
Chappar Chiri Khurd village
sarpanch Rajvir Kaur, 36, said,
“Thegovernmenthascompletely
neglected the village.The
roads are dilapidated. There are
no dispensaries, no schools, no
potable water supply, and no
streetlights here. Hopefully, the
tourism department will maintain the village.”
“The process is in the last
stage. The two villages will be
handed over to Punjab tourism
departmentaftertheelectionsfor
maintenance,” said GMADA
additional chief administrator
Rajesh Dhiman.
“We were instructed by the
Punjabgovernmenttohandover
the villages and we have been in
touch with the tourism department regarding the same for the
last five months,” he said.
However, director, tourism
andculturalaffairs,Punjab,Malwinder Singh Jaggi said that
the department isyet toreceivea
proposal.
Resident Nachattar Singh, 45,
said, “The tourists who visit our
village feel bad about the place

guilty, 2 acquitted
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: ALudhianaresident
washeldguilty,whiletwoothers
were acquitted by the district
court in an attempt to murder
case by the district court, here.
The court held Nitin Jethi of
Ludhiana and acquitted Sherry
and Mansimran for the want of
evidence in the 2015 case.
AsperthepoliceFIR,onJanuary 18, 2015 a head constable
found two to three youths fightingwiththedancerofBuzzdiscin
Sector 17 at about 2am. In the
meantime, two gun shots were
fired, following which the cop
moved to the spot and saw Nitin
Jethi aiming a revolver at
another youth.
ThepoliceofficialnabbedJethi
but he fired a shot which hit the

bouncer identified as Rahul on
his left foot, following which he
was rushed to the hospital for
treatment.
Meanwhile,Jethiescaped but
was caught near the parking of
Taj hotel, Chandigarh. A
revolverwiththreefired andtwo
live bullets were recovered from
his possession. Two others—
Sherry and Mansimran —
accompanying him fled away
from spot in their Swift car but
were later arrested by police.
A case was registered under
Sections 307 (attempt to murder)
,323(punishmentforvoluntarily
causing hurt),336(actendangering life or personal safety of others) ,34 (acts done by several persons in furtherance of common
intention) of the IPC and Arms
Act.Thequantuminthecasewill
be pronounced on May 20.

tricitytoday
MAY 18, 2019

INTERNATIONAL MUSEUM DAY

›

The process is in the
last stage. The two
villages will be handed
over to Punjab tourism
department after the
elections for maintenance.
RAJESH DHIMAN, additional chief
administrator, GMADA

after seeing the pathetic condition here. The village needs a
facelift.”
Sarpanch of Chappar Chiri
Kalan village Pyara Singh said,
“It is good that our village will be
maintained by the tourism
department. For the last decade,no politician visited our village.”
Resident Dharam Pal Singh,
60,said,“Wedon’tthinkbyvoting
is going to bring any positive
change here. We only vote
because it is a fundamental
right.”
SIGNIFICANCE
It was in Chappar Chiri that the
Sikhs led by Baba Banda Singh
Bahadur defeated the Mughal
forces led by Wazir Khan. SituatedafewkilometersfromLandran and around 20km from Sirhind, this area was the site of the
Battle of Sirhind that took place
on May 12, 1710.
As per the information, Wazir
Khan deployed his cannons and
lined up his elephants, cavalry
andskilledwarriorsataplainsite
beyondwhichlaytheroughlandscape of Chappar Chiri (ChapparmeanspondandChirimeans
clusteroftrees)andsurrounding
tibbas (mounds).

On the International Museum Day, an
architectural walk will be organised by the
Le- Corbusier centre. The participants will
be provided an opportunity to discover
interesting facts about the creation of the
architecture planning of Chandigarh.

Where: Chandigarh
Architecture
Museum
When: 10am onwards

A BRUSH
WITH NATURE
Le Corbusier Centre in collaboration with Chandigarh Lalit Kala
Akademi Cordially is organising an
audio-visual presentation,
‘A brush with nature: Trees as
elements of cityscape’ by Prof.
Rajnish Wattas who is former
principal Chandigarh College of
Architecture.
Where: Open Hand Art Studios, Le Corbusier Centre, Sector19, Madhya
Marg, Chandigarh, When: 6pm onwards

APNI MANDI
CHANDIGARH:
Sector 40A, 43A, 49C
MOHALI:
Phase 6, Sector 71
PANCHKULA:
Sector 14

Phase 6

Sector 40A
Chandigarh

Mohali

Sector 71

Sector 43A
Sector 49C

Panchkula

Sector 14
To list events write to us at tricityevents@gmail.com
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CITIZENS’ AGENDA: WHAT DO THE MOHALI VOTERS WANT

ROLL OUT DEVELOPMENT THROUGH RAPID TRANSPORT SYSTEM AND IT INDUSTRIES
FAST-TRACKING GROWTH Industries with capacity to generate jobs need to be invited to the city, public transport should actually work and pollution levels should be controlled

MONITOR KEY
SPOTS WITH
CCTV CAMERAS
Surjit Kaur, 56
Housewife and resident of
Sector 70, Mohali
The focus should be on
safety of women and efforts
should be made to provide a
safe environment to them.
All vital points should be
covered by high resolution
as well as night vision CCTV
cameras monitored for 24
hours. The cameras can help
track the movement of
anti-social elements and
give leads to police in
criminal cases. Internal roads
as well as the link roads in
Mohali are in bad shape and
the new MP should ensure
that these are rebuilt on
priority and maintained
regularly. Common parking
areas should be developed
after factoring in the exponential growth in the
number of vehicles in the
future.

GET RAPID
TRANSPORT
SYSTEM

URBANISATION
IS HURTING
MOHALI

INDUSTRIAL
UNITS CAUSING
POLLUTION

FEED STRAY
DOGS AT
SPECIFIC SPOTS

Lalit Sood, 40, Advocate
Mohali does not have local
transportation system and
there is need to put a rapid
transport system in place to
check increasing vehicular
congestion. The feasibility
of an effective transport
system such as monorail or
metro to decongest the
roads has to be studied.
Parking pangs should also
be dealt with on priority.
Vehicles are increasing in
Mohali and parking spaces
are shrinking but no one
thinks about addressing this
problem. Despite Mohali
being projected as an
education city, a lot has to
be done even to provide
affordable education. The
powers that be need to
ensure that a world class
university is set up here to
offer education for all.

Jaspal Singh, 53
Resident of Sector 70
Mohali faces a very major
problem, that of urbanisation. With growing buildings and expanding infrastructure residents have to
confront massive traffic
jams on the roads. More and
more vehicles are being
purchased and adding to
the rising levels of air
pollution, which in turn are
leading to all sorts of
life-threatening ailments,
including respiratory
diseases. Then there are
parking problems. Things
are getting worse by the
day with markets and
residential areas bearing
the brunt as vehicles are
parked haphazardly on the
roads, even on pavements,
hampering pedestrian and
vehicular movement.

Anuradha Govind, 57,
social activist in Dera
Bassi

Reshamjit Kaur Dhaliwal,
52, President, Protection
and Care for Animals

The main problem in this
city is pollution and living
over here is getting to be
next to impossible. The 300
industrial units in the
townships do not follow the
norms prescribed by the
Pollution Control Board.
Even though Dera Bassi has
been declared as an industrial town, it hardly has any
infrastructure. The roads at
the focal point of industrial
area are in bad shape too.
We have written to the
authorities concerned
several times, but apart
from giving us assurances
that things would improve
they have not done anything. Traffic jams also make
life miserable for communters every day.

The next MP needs to do
more to spread awareness
on preventing cruelty to
animals. Dumping of
garbage is a human problem, but it has ramifications
for stray dogs as well. They
can fall ill if they eat garbage. There should be
designated spots in and
around the town where
stray dogs can be fed to
ensure they stay away from
the main streets and
residential areas. The
pollution in Mohali has
grown exponentially and
this is something that I
want the next MP to fix.
Sanitation must also be
improved, especially in
apartment complexes with
dirty common areas.

INVITE MORE IT
COMPANIES
OVER HERE
Sunil Khanna, 52
Chemist in Kharar
The IT sector has not been
developed in Mohali so we
don’t have many IT companies over here to provide
employment opportunities
to our educated youth,
because of which they have
been suffering. No government has so far talked about
driving industrial development for growth of the city
and for more job opportunities for people. Besides this,
the authorities should
ensure that there is no
favouritism on the basis of
religion, caste and connections when it comes to
hiring people. Those who
are talented and are well
qualified should be given
preference on the basis of
merit. I really hope our new
MP will look into this
problem now.

TRAFFIC JAMS,
BAD ROADS ARE
MAJOR ISSUES
Anil Kumar, 39, Resident
of Savitry Greens 2,
Gazipur Road, Zirakpur
The long-pending demands of Zirakpur include
re-carpeting of roads,
solutions to traffic jams,
Kajauli water for Zirakpur,
effective garbage disposal,
improvement in law and
order situation, controlling
pollution , getting a fire
brigade for the city and
setting up automated
traffic signals at important
junctions . We have requested the authorities
concerned to help us
several times, but in vain.
With so many townships
coming up in Zirakpur,
people from Chandigarh
and other cities are moving
in here, but authorities
have failed to beautify the
entry point of Zirakpur.

SANITATION
PROBLEMS
UNRESOLVED
Jasbir Singh Jassi, 61,
Patron, Citizen’s Welfare
and Development Forum,
Mohali
The sad part is that despite
Mohali being a planned city,
the civic body and Greater
Mohali Area Development
Authority (GMADA) have
completely failed to tackle
the sanitation issue, encroachments and stray
cattle menace in the city. In
fact, the civic body this year
has slipped to 153rd rank in
the Swachh Bharat Survekshan. Despite its tall assurances the municipal corporation has also failed to start
door-to-door garbage
collection and not made any
efforts to create awareness
of segregation of waste in
the city. It does not look as if
things are going to improve
soon over here.

COMPILED BY SHAILEE DOGRA, IDREES BUKHTIYAR, HILLARY VICTOR AND RAJANBIR SINGH
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PAWANBANSAL

QuietlyconfidentBansalplaysbigon
personalconnect,Kirron‘disconnect’
COOL CUSTOMER Dismissive of a Modi wave, Bansal says Kirron didn’t come face-to-face with him
Vivek Gupta
n

vivek.gupta@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH :It is 9am on Thurs-

day and the well-groomed lawn
of Congress candidate Pawan
Kumar Bansal’s Sector-28 house
is already milling with party
workers. At stake on Sunday
(May 19) is the political future of
the four-time MP and former
Union minister, who in 2014 lost
miserably like most of his party
colleagues due to a strong Modi
wave. Bansal, 70, however,
beams as you meet him, entering
his house after a ‘padyatra’ in a
slum colony near Sector 52.
“I am not overconfident. I
understand that there are several unseen factors in elections.
However, the kind of spontaneous response I got this time from
people was not even visible in
2009, which I still consider my
best election,” says Bansal,
fighting his 8th consecutive poll.
On whether there is a Modi
wave this time, he says, “Lagta
Hai Aapko Is Baar Modi wave
Hai (Do you think there is a wave
for Modi)?” Soon, he gets prepared for another poll meeting in
Panjab University, his alma
mater, from where he began his
political journey. He adds, “Last
time, Modi was unseen; he has
exposed himself in the last five
years of his rule.”
A SMOOTH CAMPAIGNER
His 40 years of life in politics

n

Congress candidate Pawan Kumar Bansal campaigning in Sector 48 on Thursday.

shows in the way he approaches
people. On the short ride to the
varsity, he speaks to a Mr Talwar
over a phone call in chaste Punjabi. “Kine Log Pakke Karte
MereLaee.BasLogoanNuPhone
Karde Raho (How many people
have you reached for me. Please
keep calling up people” he says
before hanging up.
At the house of a physical education teacher on campus,he
mingles in easily with the crowd,
comprising his old acquaintances; he even recognised people
from his student days.
As he was among professors
and teachers, Bansal starts with

national issues first, attacking
the BJP government for destroying country’s big institutions.
He refers to the contribution
of former PM Manmohan Singh
in strengthening the university.
Before leaving, he says, “The
Congress must be brought back
to save institutions like the PU.”
‘DO OR DIE BATTLE’
His next meeting is two hours
away and we question him on
whether this election was a
do-or-die battle for him. “I don’t
fight my battles that way. I
always move ahead with confidence and have strong belief in

RAVI KUMAR/HT

myself,” he responds.
On whether this was his last
elections, he says, “It will definitely be at one point of my life,
but this question is not relevant
today.”
‘KHER LACKED WILL’
At 5pm, Bansal reaches Universal Society in Sector 48, where
residents tell him of problems in
getting property ownership
transferred. Bansal, here, is critical of Kirron, saying that her
repeated statements that she
was the one who got the Ownership Transfer Policy approved
was wrong.

“I got the policy for the first
time in 1996, which was stopped
in 2013 due to revision of rates.
The then administrator wanted
to hike transfer rates, but I did
not let it increase beyond a limit.
Then, the new government came
and rates zoomed. From ₹1,710
per square yard, it is now 84,000
per square yard,” Bansal says.
“Chandigarh is ignored
because Kher did not have the
will to do things and was totally
disconnected,” he adds.
At the PUSPAC Society in Sector 49, he says Kirron did not
accept an open challenge from
him for a face-to-face debate.
He dismisses Kirron’s allegation that he was the biggest VIP
in the city. “This does not mean
anything. I waded through dirty
sewerage in the city’s Colonies
for campaigning. Has she visited
those areas,” says Bansal.
“During my tenure, I never
used ‘MP’ flag in my vehicle as
she did. I never took police
escort, but she took one after
becoming MP and did not give it
up even during elections. Do you
think it was a level-playing field,
but I never objected,” he adds.
As the day ends, he continues
attending meetings and we question him on his drive. “Lagta
HunMain70Ka Hoon.Mere Sath
Aap Bhag Lo and Aur Phir
Dekho (Do I look 70? You run
with me and then judge),” he
laughs merrily. “I take my work
religiously,” he added.

EC NOTICES TO
CONG, BJP ON
LAST DAY OF
CAMPAIGNING
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: Congress candidate
Pawan Kumar Bansal got
another Election Commission
notice on Friday after a video of
his wife surfaced in which she is
campaigning in a football academy, where children were also
present.
As per the EC notice, she was
inducing them to vote for the
Congress. Bansal has been asked
to respond in 24 hours. Meanwhile, BJP candidate Kirron
Kher too was served a notice
after EC found that her husband
Anupam Kher addressed a meeting in Bapudham, which had led
to the blocking of road for four
hours. When the matter was pursued, it was found that no permission was taken to hold the
meeting. They only had permission to use the loudspeaker for a
street-corner meeting.

CONGRESS FILES
PLAINT WITH THE ECI
Aggrieved with the inaction of
the local EC in the second complaint against Kirron Kher for
use of children in campaigning,
the Congress on Friday took up
the matter with the Election
Commission of India (ECI).
On the public portal, the Congress claimed that the Chandigarh Returning Officer was
deliberately delaying action. It
stated that the local EC officials
have failed to communicate any
decision on the complaint filed
on May 12, 2019, though a decision is required to be taken
within 48 hours.

Two Sec-26 roads
cordoned off to
safeguard EVMs
CHANDIGARH: Traffic police have
issued an advisory as per which
two roads will be closed off to
safeguard the Electronic Voting
Machines (EVMs) on Saturday
and Sunday. Chandigarh College ofEngineeringandTechnology (CCET), Sector 26, is the despatch and collection centre for
EVMs.
Hence, the road stretch in
front of this institute, from Hari
Mandir turn towards the backside of the showrooms of Sector
26 and the road from the
National Institute of Technical
Teachers TrainingandResearch
(NITTTR) towards the CCET

CHANDIGARH COLLEGE
OF ENGINEERING AND
TECHNOLOGY, SECTOR
26, IS THE DESPATCH
AND COLLECTION
CENTRE FOR EVMS
shall remain out of bounds for
the general movement of traffic
on Saturday from 6am till 10pm
and on Sunday from 3pm to
midnight.
Commuters have been
advised to take other routes to
HTC
avoid inconvenience.
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POLLBUZZ
Kirron holds
flurry of meetings

Drive held to
promote voting

BJP candidate Kirron Kher
attended a series of public meetings, starting with Sector 38
West, followed by Manimajra,
Mauli Jagran , Bapu Dham colony, and Sector 30. She concluded with public meetings in
Aggarwal Bhawan, Sector 30,
and at Dhanas, She said misleading statements like ‘actors
don’t work’ have been proven
wrong by the work done for the
city in the last five years.

Over 40,000 students and
staff of 26 different government schools of Chandigarh
participated in an awareness
campaign on voting that
Chandigarh Commission for
Protection of Child Rights
and State Legal Services
Authority jointly organised .
Volunteers from these two
organisations visited schools
to create awareness.

n

Women BJP supporters decided to dress up in BJP colours at a
meeting with Kirron in Sector 38 (W) on Friday.
HT PHOTO

BSP banner burnt near
Attawa; case registered
The banner of Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP), put
up near its office in Attawa village in Sector 42,
was burnt on Thursday night. The office is
located near ‘Mittran Da Dhaba’. The banner
was sighted by police officials during patrolling
and a case has been registered at the Sector 36
police station under Section 435 (mischief by fire
or explosivesubstance with intent to cause damage to amount of ₹100) of the IPC against unidentified persons. Police said they are going
through CCTV footage.
n

Cong workers riding bikes without helmets during road show of party candidate
from Anandpur Sahib Manish Tewari in Phase 7, Mohali, on Friday.
ANIL DAYAL/HT
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Artistes of Pierrot’s Troupe from New Delhi getting ready for their show AkbarThe Great Nahin Rahe.
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Members of the Tamasha Troupe from New Delhi get their lipstick, hair and foundation right before the play.

SURVIVING
THEATRE
LIFE IS A STAGE Hindustan Times lensmen Karun
Sharma and Keshav Singh capture backstage action
at the Hasyam Theatre Fest held recently in the city
Poulami Kundu
n

poulami.kundu@htlive.com

L

ife is sheer drama for some people who are lucky enough to
spend most of their time on the
stage, but survival in the business is not easy.
Curious to find out what kind of
careers theatre artistes have, we
caught up with a few of them at the
five-day comedy theatre festival, Hasyam, which concluded in the city on
Friday.
Theatre alone isn’t sufficient for a
decent earning, says Nirupama
Verma, 60, secretary of Delhi-based
theatre troupe Tamasha.
Performing plays since college,
Verma earns ₹ 2,000 to ₹ 5,000 per show
and works part-time as voice-over
artiste in ad-films, movies and documentaries to supplement her income.
There’s no fixed salary here, Verma
adds, saying she teaches acting in
workshops, for free at times.
Siraj, a mass communication student from Jamia Millia Islamia prefers
to focus on the positives, however. “If
theatre is promoted well, it can be a
full-time career option.”
Theatre artiste Bhoomi Nighat
Siraj, 25, who acted in Akbar The
Great Nahin Rahe, staged at the fest,
says she plays all kinds of roles. On

why she likes live performances she
says it’s great to get “instant feedback.”
Bilal Ahmed Bir, 25, an engineering
graduate who took up theatre says
only those passionate about theatre
can survive. “This was my first performance in Chandigarh, and the audience was great,” he adds.
Spending his third year in the field,
Bir feels theatre is the beginning of an
actor’s career. As he’s interested in a
career in Indian cinema, Bir is taking
his stint on stage “as a learning process. ” He makes some money only if the
organisers choose to pay him.
Playwright and director Sayeed
Alam, 50, says he focuses on the current socio-political issues while writing plays and tries to be a neutral
observer.
“While writing comedy plays, I
focus on self-criticism. In my plays,
the hero is the victim and the target of
all jokes. The tragedy of our actors
becomes comedy for the audience,” he
adds.
With very little money coming their
way, things definitely are not hunky
dory for the actors. But yes, since passion is what drives them, life does have
its good moments, they say.
Hasyam was organised by the Chandigarh Sangeet Natak Akademi at the
Tagore Theatre in Chandigarh.

n

n

n

Artistes Amita Rana (left) and Madan Bala Sindhu do their makeup (above).

22 students miss May 16 exam due to
confusion over date sheet at colleges
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :Some students have

reportedly missed their examination at colleges affiliated to
Panjab University on Thursday.
“We have received 22 applications so far in the matter,” said
Panjab University controller of
examination Parvinder Singh.
Sources said the incident happened due to confusion in the
date sheet. The university had
initially planned the date sheet
overlooking the Lok Sabha elections scheduled on May 19. Sources said the date sheet has been
changed several times.
Earlier, BA BSc second
semester exam of elective vocational subjects was scheduled for
May 17 and its date was changed
to May 16 in the revised date
sheet. Issue came to fore when

PU HAD SCHEDULED
BA SECOND SEMESTER
EXAM OF ELECTIVE
VOCATIONAL SUBJECTS
ON MAY 17, WHICH WAS
ADVANCED TO MAY 16 IN
REVISED DATE SHEET
students came for the examination on Friday. The same way Ba
BSc geography sixth semester
exam of USOL was scheduled for
May 21 but it was to be conducted
on May 16 in the revised date
sheet.
Singh said the date sheet was
changed more than once in case
of four subjects/classes and that
too after receiving representation from students, mentioning
different reasons.

He said students missed the
reappear examination due to
clash of dates with regular exam
and usually the applications of
students who miss their exam
due to medical reasons or any
other reasons are invited after
the end of the examinations.
QUESTION PAPERS OF
BA 2ND SEM REPLACED
The question papers of BA second semester were replaced on
Friday.
A teacher on the condition of
anonymity said the question
papers of exam on Friday were
opened at some centres on
Thursday due to the confusion in
date sheet. Colleges were later
intimated that the papers will be
replaced.
Singh said the papers were
replaced due to printing error.
Meanwhile, city-based RTI

campusconnect
ADMISSIONS OPEN
AT ARCHITECTURE
COLLEGE
CHANDIGARH: Admissions for the
new academic session have started at
Chandigarh College of Architecture.
Interested students can fill forms
online on its official website. Candidates who have completed their
bachelor’s degree in architecture
from a recognised university or an
equivalent with a minimum 55% for
general candidates and 50% for the
candidates belonging to SC/ST
category, can apply for masters.
Candidates who have appeared for
BArch final examination can also
apply. The forms will be available till
June 11 and selection of the candidates will be done based on a written
test and interviews.

GGSCW-26 releases
prospectus for 2019-20
CHANDIGARH: Prospectus of Guru
Gobind Singh College for Women,
Sector 26, Chandigarh, for the
2019-20 academic session was
released by principal Jatinder Kaur on
Friday. The prospectus is available on
college website www.admission.ggscw.ac.in for online
admissions to non-centralised
courses like BA, MA English,
MA Sociology.

World Hypertension
Day observed
CHANDIGARH : The department of
community medicine and School of
Public Health, Postgraduate Institute
of Medical Education and Research
(PGIMER) observed World Hypertension Day at rural health training
centre, Naraingarh, on Friday. In
collaboration with the health
department, Haryana, a health camp
was organised for the staff of Sub
District Hospital, Naraingarh. Around
50 health professionals, including
SMOs, doctors and nurses, were
screened for high blood pressure and
blood sugar.

Results of undergraduate
hotel mgmt entrance out
CHANDIGARH: The results of Panjab
University Tourism and Hospitality
Aptitude Test (PUTHAT) 2019 for
admission to bachelor of hotel
management and catering technology and bachelor of tourism and
travel management were declared on
Friday. The results are available on
http://results.puchd.ac.in website.

CSIR-CSIO, private
firm sign MoU
CHANDIGARH: CSIR-Central Scientific
Instruments Organisation (CSIRCSIO), Chandigarh, on Friday signed a
memorandum of understanding

activist RK Singla wrote to
PU vice-chancellor Raj Kumar,
registrar Karamjeet Singh and
controller of examination Parvinder Singh against allowing a
student to sit in the exam when
she was 40 minutes late at the
MCM DAV College for Women,
Sector 36.
The controller of examination
has asked for information on the
same and has said that their priority is to work for the welfare of
students.
MCM DAV College principal
Nisha Bhargava said she was a
private student (not from the college) of BA second semester and
she said she was late due to a
political rally on the way.
She said, “When the matter
came to me, I met the student. We
all are aware that rallies are happening due to elections. Hence, I
allowed her to sit in the exam.”

Artistes Monisha Bhaskar and
Lotty Alaric preparing for their
performance in the play
Hamaari Bhee Suno.

Mangat, Lalit Nagpal and Vinod Verma rehearing their lines at the fest.
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Panchkula improves results
by 8.7%, rank drops a notch
Yuvraj Kaushal
n

yuvraj.kaushal@htlive.com

PANCHKULA: Panchkula district

has been ranked sixth from the
bottom with 53.23 pass percentage in the Board of School Education Haryana (BSEH) Class 10
exam. The results were declared
for schools under Haryana board
in 22 districts on Friday. Last
year, the district was ranked seventh from the bottom with pass
percentage at 44.57, reflecting an
increase of 8.66% this year.
As many as 4,879 students
appeared from 47 government
senior secondary schools and 17
government high schools at four
blocks of the district – Barwala,
Raipur Rani, Pinjore and Morni.
Of these, only 2,597 passed the
exams while 177 got compartment and 2,105 failed in the

n

District topper Geetika
Matharu.
SANT ARORA/HT

exams.
The average pass percentage of
the state has improved from 51.15
last year to 57.39 this year. The
district education department
was yet to compile the school and
block-wise data from the district.
Last year, girls outdid boys in the
district with a pass percentage of
53.2, while boys were at 35.7.

GIRLS OUTSHINE BOYS
The girls have outshined boys
with 13 girls bagging the top 10
positions in the district. Geetika
Matharu of Saarthak Government Integrated Senior Secondary School, Sector 12A, scored
97.6% to top the district. Geetika,
who aims to become an IAS officer to serve the society, said she
studied for seven to eight hours
daily. Her father Sunil Kumar
works as a clerk at Haryana Forest Department while her mother
Nisha is a housewife. Preeti
Kumari of Sanskriti Government Senior Secondary School,
Sector 20, scored 96.6% and
bagged the second spot. Gunjan
of Saarthak Government Integrated Senior Secondary School,
Sector 12A and Deepanshu of
Noble High School, Pinjore,
scored 96.2% and got third spot.

schoolnotes
(MoU) with Dashmesh Industries. The
MoU aims to improve electrostatic
sprayer by incorporating usage meter
and GPS capability in it. Technology
developer Manoj K Patel said there is
a need for new chemical application
sprayer for small scale farms in Indian
pesticides sprayed on crops, orchards
and trees.

GMCH-32 conducts
psychology conference
CHANDIGARH: Government Medical
College and Hospital (GMCH), Sector
32, is organising sixth National
Conference of World Association of
Psychosocial Rehabilitation (WAPR) Indian Chapter. The two-day conference was inaugurated by justice
Jitendra Chauhan from Punjab and
Haryana high court on Friday.

Workshop on green revolution
CHANDIGARH: The department of
public administration, Panjab
University (PU), under the UK-India
Research Council’s project ‘Transforming India’s Green Revolution by
Research and Empowerment for
Sustainable Food Supplies (TIGR2ESS)
organised a workshop titled ‘Food
Grains and Health’. Professor Richa
Puri from the department of botany
delivered an introductory lecture on
‘Minor cereals of the World, India and
Punjab.’

SOLITAIRE INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL

International Museum
Day celebration
PANCHKULA : The students of
Solitaire International School,
Opposite Suncity Parikrama, Sector
20, Panchkula visited Dinosaur
Museum and Art Gallery, Chandigarh,
to mark the International Museum
Day celebrations. It was a fun-filled
learning activity for the students.

ASHMAH INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL

Awareness rally
MOHALI : Ashmah International
School organised rally apprise
residents of the right of voting on
Friday. A slogan-writing and painting-competition with the theme-’Importance Of Voting’ was conducted.

ST SOLDIER INT’L SCHOOL

Students shine in
football tourney
CHANDIGARH : Students of St Soldier
International School, booked a berth
in the finals by defeating Doon Public
School, Sector 69, Mohali by 2-0 on
the second day of the 10th St Soldier
Football Tournament. The final match
will be held on Saturday.

AKSIPS-45

Awareness activity
on elections
CHANDIGARH : Various activities were
organised at AKSIPS-45 Smart School
on Friday to educate and motivate
students about the procedure of
general elections. They were apprised
of the process so that they could
motivate elders to vote. They were
also informed that one must carry
his/her voter card to the polling
booth.

SAUPIN’S SCHOOL

Prize distribution
ceremony
CHANDIGARH : During a prize distribution ceremony at Saupin’s School,
Sector 32-A, Maple house won ‘house
of the year’ trophy on Friday. It won
the trophy for the 9th consecutive
year. Clover house gave them a tough
competition and was awarded the
first runner-up trophy. The second
runner-up trophy was awarded to
Sycamore house.

THE NEW PUBLIC

Street play
CHANDIGARH : Students of The New
Public School took out a rally in
Sector 18 to spread awareness

An artiste
irons his
clothes
(above).
Shubham
Gaur (left)
who plays
Alexander
The Great
checks out
his leafy
crown.

regarding importance of voting on
Friday. They interacted with pedestrians, residents and shopkeepers to
explain the sanctity of casting votes.
Students raised slogans, presented a
street play and sang songs with
illustrative banners and musical
accompaniments.
BLUE BIRD HIGH SCHOOL

Learning activity
PANCHKULA : Blue Bird High School,
Sector 16, organised a save earth
activity for the Nursery students on
Friday. Children made bird nests and
feeding bowls. Principal Bhatnagar
appreciated the efforts.

INDUS PUBLIC SCHOOL

Workshop on family
MOHALI : Indus Public School, Kharar,
organised a workshop on the importance of family on Friday. The students came dressed up as grandparents, father, mother, uncles, aunts
and siblings and enacted their roles.
The students learnt the benefits of
staying together, sharing and caring.
Later, they made a family tree and
debated on the importance joint
family.
ST JOSEPH’S SCHOOL

Call to save environment
CHANDIGARH : Students of St

Joseph’s Senior Secondary School,
Sector 44-D, staged a nukkad natak
on the theme ‘save environment’ at
Sector 17, on Friday. They gave a
message on the conservation of the
environment. Principal Monica
Chawla lauded the efforts of the
students.
KIDS ‘R’ KIDS

National Dengue Day
CHANDIGARH : Kids ‘R’ Kids School,
Sector 42-C, observed National
Dengue Day on Friday. The students
were apprised of the disease, its
causes and prevention. An animated
video was shown to make them
aware about the mosquito-borne
disease. Students of Class 7 presented
a play and explained the precautions
to be taken.

DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, MOHALI

Lawn tennis tourney
MOHALI : The open lawn tennis
tournament concluded at Delhi Public
School, Sector 92, on Friday. In
U-12 girls and boys category Sidak
Kaur from YPS, Mohali, and Harwin
from Manav Mangal Smart School,
Mohali, bagged the first position. In
U-14 girls and boys category Sia
Mahajan from DPS, Chandigarh, and
Harwin from Manav Mangal Smart
School, Mohali, stood first.

PU SENATE TO
DISCUSS INT’L
STUDENTS’ FEE
ON MAY 26

CHANDIGARH:Members of the Panjab University (PU) senate will
meet on May 26 to discuss various
agendas, including fee structure
of international students.
The senate will take up the
minutes of a committee constituted by vice-chancellor (V-C)
Raj Kumar on finalising the fee
structure of foreign nationals/
persons of Indian origin (PIO)/
non-resident Indians (NRI) students for 2018-19 academic session. The fee structure of
international students for various courses being offered at the
varsity campus for 2019-20 session will also be taken up.
It will also take up the agenda
on revising the rent of auditoriums, seminar halls, lawns and
other venues at the PU campus.
Recommendations of a panel,
dated October 24, 2017, to review
terms and conditions of the
engagement of guest faculty, will
also be discussed.

DISCUSSION ON HOSTEL
FEE REVISION
The members will also brainstorm on the fee structure of girls'
hostel number 10 (Neerja Bhanot
Hostel). The students have been
demanding reduction of fee of the
said hostel. Along with this, the
senate will also take up the minutes of a committee to decide fee
structure of all hostels for 2018-19
session.
The agenda on reappointment
of Bhushan K Sharma as the principal of Goswami Ganesh Dutta
Sanatan Dharma College, Sector
32, till regular appointment, will
also be discussed.
Members of the senate will
debate upon the introduction of
BA (honours) and BCom (honours) in the department of evening studies, besides an increase in
seats of certain courses.
A committee of syndicate
members will take up the rationalised fee hike on behalf of the
senate. Earlier, a committee had
proposed 10% fee hike for new
students and 5% for the continuing students for the 2019-20 session. A majority of syndicate
members were not in favour of
such hike.
HTC
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debate of
the week

Get guardians for garden

CITY’S ICON

WHAT CAN BE DONE TO
REVIVE ROCK GARDEN?

LET THE SHOW ROCK Though a US based agency’s offer to maintain the Rock Garden is welcome, readers want the administration
to step up its efforts to ensure this unique ‘gift’ from the late Nek Chand is nurtured lovingly and preserved for posterity

How can Chandigarh revive its architectural icons such as Rock Garden when the
government is short of funds? The offer by
a US foundation could breathe new life
into Nek Chand’s creation. It could show
the way to revamp our monuments. Do
you agree?

byinvitation
WE SHOULD NOT HAVE TO
LOOK OUTSIDE FOR HELP

›

The city’s monuments need
to be nurtured, reflected
upon, preserved because they
keep the city alive. Government
should take cognizance of it. It is
good that we are getting foreign
support but we should not look
outside for it. It has
to be central to
our integral sense
of pride.
NEELAM MANSINGH
CHOWDHRY, Theatre
director

DON’T LOSE CONTROL
OVER NATIONAL ASSET

›

Rock Garden is not an
architectural monument, it is
a part of a landscape garden
which is unique in itself. The
administration can look into the
US foundation’s offer, but we
should not lose
control over our
national asset.
RAJNEESH WATTAS,
former principal,
Chandigarh College of
Architecture

n

SPOT OF CREATIVITY The government must ensure the maintenance and conservation of the city’s most iconic spots, the Rock Garden, which attracts thousands of visitors every day.

NOT A HEALTHY TREND
The bureaucracy and the UT administration have failed to get matching
grants from the Centre to maintain
important assets of the city, one of the
highest per capita tax revenue earners
for the Union government. Even the
sitting MP has not been able get the
requisite grants for the city, which
happens to be a union territory the
capital of two states, to meet its special
financial needs. Special grants must
be given for upkeep of heritage status
of the Rock Garden, Capitol Complex,
Rose Garden, Art Gallery Museum
and Sukhna Lake, the biggest crowd
pullers in the city. Its absence has been
felt by foreign visitors but sadly
enough our local paper tigers remain
unmoved. Hope the next MP will be
sensitive enough to act and will have
the desired rapport with bureaucracy
to avoid situations in which agencies
from outside the country are compelled to act and, out of pity, offer to
maintain assets that belong to us.
SC Luthra, Chandigarh

RESIDENTS SHOULD JOIN HANDS
WITH ADMINISTRATION
Nek Chand earned a name throughout
the world not for himself but for the
city beautiful as well. The Chandigarh
administration should take charge of
the Rock Garden to maintain and
revive it. If it cannot do so because of
financial issues then its responsibility
can be divided and cleanliness managed by the MC. Voluntary services
from foundations , skilled workers and
individuals can be invited for renovation of sculptures. Special funding systems can be created for the beautification of the city with donations invited
from residents too. An additional trust
can also be set up by Nek Chand’s family members and others to oversee the
maintenance of the garden and tricity
residents join hands to beautify it. We
need to do everything possible to conserve the Rock Garden and preserve it
for our future generations.
Abhilasha Gupta, Mohali

GOVERNMENT SHOULD STEP
IN TO SAVE GARDEN
The government has no expertise in
handling this modern-day marvel and
is not interested in paying those who
do. No funding has come in from
MPLADS. It’s time for the Union government and the tourism ministry to
step in and save the Rock Garden by
allocating funds for it from the budget.

whattheysay
FUNDS MOST WELCOME

TAKEOVER TEMPORARY

The Rock Garden is a self-funded place of
interest for visitors to the city. The entry
ticket collection can take care of its
upkeep. There is no need to supplement
the income by allowing marriage and
social functions there. The funds from the
Kohler Foundation, USA, are most welcome and we thank them for their kind
consideration. Expertise exists within the
Rock Guarden to revamp it. We don’t have
to search for it from outside or abroad. My
father Nek Chand ensured that his workers
were trained to create and
supervise the sculptures and I am trained
as well to see
through his vision.

This initiative of $1m for the Rock Garden
is a result of the Kohler Foundation in
Wisconsin USA that contacted the Nek
Chand Foundation and asked them to talk
to the administration on their behalf. I
was honoured to meet Sri Manoj Kumar
Parida and Mr Arun Kumar Gupta to
explain the initial plan proposed by
Kohler.

Anuj Saini, member, Society for
Maintenance and
Development of Rock
Garden, Nek
Chand’s son

In fact, such projects should be replicated and the Nek Chand Foundation
be given grants-in-aid to establish
such centres for youngsters. This will
also help our young school students
learn two important things: Waste segregation and reuse of waste.
Rajiv Boolchand Jain, Zirakpur

GARDEN WILL BE IN GOOD HANDS
As a resident of the tricity one is
relieved to learn that a US based foundation has agreed to undertake the
revamping of the iconic Rock Garden
in collaboration with the Nek Chand
Foundation. This has given hope to the
residents that the Rock Garden and its
beautiful creations will get another
lease of life. The beautiful sculptures
are unique and the pride of our city.
The government and authorities concerned must understand this and
ensure the upkeep of such monuments
and tourist spots in the city. I also fail
to understand what pushed the UT
administration to open the garden to
the public and allow private functions
over there. There doesn’t seem to be
any logic behind this decision. It will
result in converting the great Rock
Garden into a littered place with garbage all around after the functions are
over. Then there’s the resultant noise
pollution and problems arising from
excess alcohol consumption at the

readeroftheweek
INVOLVE STUDENTS IN MAINTENANCE WORK
The best thing to do to revive the Rock Garden will be to involve students
in its upkeep and development. Make students from schools, colleges
and universities responsible for each art work and sculpture in the
garden. They can also develop new projects. The name of students and
their institute can be displayed near the art work that they are maintaining or developing. This will also increase the number of visitors to
the garden as the families and friends of the students will be keen to
see their handiwork. Youths only need a little bit of encouragement to
come up with new ideas and they can be instrumental in promoting
the park via the omnipresent and omnipotent social media.
Gaurav Jain, Chandigarh

In compliance with US tax regulations the
method Kohler Foundation have used at
sites across the US is to temporarily take
over ownership of outdoor sculpture
gardens, transforming and conserving
them to a high standard and then gifting
them to the locality or community. They
have no further involvement after that.
Kohler know that any temporary purchase
or change of ownership would not be
possible, so are seeing if other methods of
donation are possible.
John Maizels, Founding Trustee,
Nek Chand Foundation, UK

functions. This cannot happen.
Sanjay Chopra, Mohali

KEEP US WITH THE
CHANGING TIMES
A revival plan for the garden should be
practical, and in keeping with the
changing times, should be made after
factoring in changes in technology and
lifestyles. It is right that the government take the help of a sponsor and
add new activities such as winter festivals to attract locals and visitors .
Avinash Goyal,
Mandi Gobindgarh

GET E-VEHICLES, FOOD KIOSKS
There is need to work on a plan to generate revenues for the Rock Garden
while attracting more tourists with
the best of services and facilities provided to them. E-vehicles can run in
the garden and food kiosks and art and
artefact shops can be opened there too.
Known nationally and internationally
the garden should be saved at any cost,
even if it means accepting offers by the
US foundation to give it a fresh lease of
life. The services the foundation has
offered should be discussed with
experts and professionals. On the
whole there is no harm in delivering
possession of the Rock Garden to the
US foundation for its restoration and
conservation.
Sukhpal Singh

INCOME, SPENDS SHOULD
BE SUPERVISED
The Rock Garden should be restored to
its former glory. The bureaucrats
should understand its value and make
a sub- committee to look after its
income and expenditure and take
steps for its betterment. Politics
should not be given importance while
developing the garden and it should
not be handed over to foreign agencies.The administration should collect
a special grant from the Central government to fulfil its requirement. It
should supervise and check staff on

duty at the garden and ensure maintenance work is carried out from time to
time. Entrance fee should also be
increased.
Sumesh Kumar Badhwar,
Mohali

SET UP SPECIAL PANEL
TO LOOK AFTER GARDEN
The Rock Garden was developed by
the late Nek Chand Saini, a humble
PWD employee through consistent
efforts of 50 years. He has used trash
and recycled material to make thousands of animal and humanoid figures
and it is spread over an area of 40 acres
in Sector 1 of Chandigarh. Lakhs of
people from India and abroad visit the
garden every year by paying an entry
fee. The Chandigarh administration
should constitute a committee comprising chief engineer, chief architect
besides a few other sculptors and provide them funds to maintain it instead
of passing on to an outside agency.
Those visiting would not mind even
though the entry fee is doubled.
Harish Kapur, Chandigarh.

EXPANSION NOT A GOOD IDEA
Rock Garden, Chandigarh’s landmark, needs experts to restore its lost
glory.We Indians are obsessive people
and expanding the garden to 40 acres
was not a good idea. Beautiful things
come in small packages. It would have
been easy to manage had it covered a
smaller area. The US foundation offering to undertake a Rs 7 crore project to
restore the garden is a godsend opportunity and must be accepted without
any ifs and buts.Their team of conservationists if it trains our local artisans
will be an added advantage. They can
then learn and help restore other monuments too.
Dr Devinder Garg, Chandigarh

GETTY IMAGES

Nek Chand Foundation has offered to
undertake a project to restore it.
Usha Verma, Chandigarh

COMPLETE UNFINISHED
PROJECTS
There are many projects that have
been approved but not yet implemented like installing CCTV cameras,
artistic walls, raising of compound
walls and art gallery. All these projects must be completed in letter and
spirit. Visitors often complain about
the lack of cleanliness and foul smell
emanating from the washroom. Even
routine work like maintaining sanitation of the garden, especially the washrooms, is not being taken care of. International agencies must be roped in to
restore the garden’s lost beauty and
charm.
Shruti K Chawla, Chandigarh

IMPOSE CESS ON HOTEL BILLS,
PETROL TO GENERATE FUNDS
Accepting the offer from the US Foundation to revive the Rock Garden will
be ridiculing our national dignity. The
nation has enough funds which stand
misappropriated even as India continues to face the stigma of being a poor
nation. A trust needs to be set up for
the upkeep and maintenance of the
Rock Garden. A nominal cess on petrol, luxurious items and five star hotel
billing in Chandigarh should be collected and transferred directly to the
trust.
MPS Chadha, Mohali

STAGE PLAYS, LIGHT
AND SOUND SHOWS

Any state or individual in this country
faces a funds crunch. The Rock Garden faces the same fate and letting a
US foundation maintain it seems to be
worth the while. It could also be leased
out to our own enterprises to set up
eateries, stores for antiques and
unique artefacts will work to revive
the Rock Garden.
KK Bajaj, Panchkula

The offer by the US foundation to
maintain the garden temporarily is a
brilliant effort to give a new lease of
life to the site . The administration
must learn the value of such landmarks by initiating sundry ideas.
Events such as competitions, plays ,
and light and sound show should be
organised to attract more visitors. A
special segment of various projects
and documentaries should be the part
of heritage sites to tweak the itinerary,
motivate visitors and to raise funds
which can further pave the way for
upkeep of such iconic spots which are
the pride of the city .
Amanpreet Kaur Bains, Kurali

MORE FUNDING REQUIRED

FOSTER CARE NOT REQUIRED

The Rock Garden is neglected for want
of funds and the apathetic attitude of
the administration is doing nothing to
revive it. Tourists from far and wide
marvel at the way its creator the late
Nek Chand has translated his vision
into a unique garden built from waste
material.It is a tribute to the multi-faceted creator, architect, designer and
artist, all rolled in one in one. Both
funds and skilled architects are
required to conserve the basic character of the garden. Some years ago, the
garden was opened for wedding and
other celebrations including film
shoots , but the junk left behind and
the damage done to many creations,the practice was stopped. It is
heartening to learn that a US foundation working in association with the

We should not be dependent on foreign
funds to preserve our heritage sites. A
monument should be able to generate
funds for its upkeep with some monetary help from the government. The
Rock Garden is our pride so we should
take care of it ourselves and not leave
it in foster care. Every year something
new and innovative should be planned
for the garden to attract crowds. New
talent should be tapped. Competitions
for various age groups can be held to
make artefacts out of waste and the
best ones displayed at the site. A gallery can be created where new artists
can showcase their work made from
waste. Recognise new talent, promote
waste recycling to add to the garden’s
popularity.
Navita Goel, Chandigarh

OPEN EATERIES, STORES

PROFESSIONALS’ TEAM
NEEDED URGENTLY

›

As far as funds are
concerned, there is no
dearth of funds for the UT
administration. The only way to
preserve and promote our
monuments is to have a team of
professionals as in other global
cities. Rock
garden should
not be left for
Nek Chand’s
son to maintain.
KAPIL SETIA, chief
architect, UT Admin

THINK TANK SHOULD
ADVISE ADMINISTRATION

›

Funding alone can’t help.
You need a road map for this.
Money is not a problem. The real
problem is identifying the icons of
Chandigarh. Something may not
be an icon for the foreign firm but
it is for us. We need the academia
to serve as a think tank for the
Chandigarh
Administration.
SANGEETA BAGGA
MEHTA, principal,
Chandigarh College
of Architecture

GET THE WORK DONE
AT ANY COST

›

The problem is not of
funding but of proper
methodology and intention to get
the work done. We could co-opt
with the US agency by working
out terms agreeable to both and
work to build capacity,
later managing
maintenance
on our own
DEEPIKA GANDHI,
director of LeCorbusier Centre,
Chandigarh
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Rashid walks away
with top honours
PGTI CHAMPIONSHIP Wins second title of the season with a round
of 66, Gaurav Pratap Singh and Shankar Das claim joint second place
HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH:Delhi’s Rashid Khan,

largely went unnoticed on the
first three days of the ~30 lakh
TATA Steel PGTI Players Championship at Chandigarh Golf
Club. But on Friday, the 28-yearold played a gallant final round of
six-under-66 to register a twoshot victory at 13-under-275 and
lift his second title of the season.
Khan (70-68-71-66), a two-time
Asian Tour winner, earned a just
reward for firing the last day’s
best score as he lifted his 12th professional trophy which was also
his 10th on the PGTI.
Khan’s second title of the season pushed him up from second
place to first position in the order
of merit overtaking Chikkarangappa of Bengaluru.
Noida’s Gaurav Pratap Singh
(69-67-71-70) and round three
leader Shankar Das (68-68-68-73)
of Kolkata, who were both in contention till the final stages and
claimed joint second position at
11-under-277.
The highest-placed golfers
from the host city of Chandigarh
were the trio of Aadil Bedi (67),
Karandeep Kochhar (68) and Harendra Gupta (69) as they all ended
up in tied eighth with matching
totals of seven-under-281.
Khan, lying overnight tied fifth
and five off the lead, turned the
tables with a top-notch performance on Friday to continue his hot
streak which began late last year.
Rashid, who took home the winner’s cheque worth Rs 4.84 lakh,
has now recorded three wins in
the last six months on the PGTI.
Khan, who had struggled to
hole putts all week, had a quiet
start to round four as he was oneunder over the front-nine on Friday having sunk two birdies at
the cost of a bogey.
But Khan’s fortunes were suddenly on the upswing when he
birdied the 10th and 11th. He
played a fantastic second shot to
recover from the trees on the 10th
that left him an eight feet birdie
putt which he converted. A 25-feet
birdie conversion on the next
hole added to the confidence of
the 2013 and 2016 PGTI order of
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WHEELCHAIR
BASKETBALL
FROM JUNE 24

Kaavya, Drona emerge U-18 champions

MOHALI:A team of veteran soldiers

and Drona Walia clinched the
U-18 girls and boys titles, respectively, beating their opponents
on the concluding day of the All
India Tennis Association Super
Series Tennis Tournament at the
Chandigarh Lawn Tennis Association (CLTA) Stadium, Sector
10, on Friday.
While top seed Kaavya outclassed fourth seed Renne Singla
6-4, 6-3 in an easy outing, Drona
had to toil hard to beat top seed
Sushant Dabas 6-3, 6-7(3), 7-5 in a
three-set contest.
Playing against Renne in the
final, Kaavya looked in top-form
since the start. Kaavya was
attacking with her big forehand
and was trying to make opponent
attempt errors. The top seed also
used her variations of backhand
slice to break down opponent’s
rhythm.
She used her experience and
won the match in straight sets to
walk away with the title. In the
girls U-16 singles final, top seed
Renne Singla overpowered
Anjali Rathi without getting

of Paraplegic Rehabilitation Centre, Phase 6, will represent Punjab in the 6th National Wheelchair Basketball Championship
to be held at GMADA sports complex, Sector 71, from June 24 to 29.
Around 28 teams from the various states of the India will be participating in the tournament.
The week-long trials for the
tournament concluded on Thursday and a team of 11 soldiers was
selected.
Mohammad Latief Bhat, 47,
who has already played three
nationals and represented India,
said, “It is really a proud moment
that we are getting a chance to
represent the Punjab.”
Paraplegic Rehabilitation
Centre director Guljit Singh
Chadha said the team is Mohammed Latief Bhat, Ajit Kumar
Shukla, Pun Prasad Pradhan,
Ravindra Singh, Rajinder Singh,
Shashi Kumar, Kuber Singh,
Anjeev Singh Negi, Sarwan
Singh, Arun Pal, Narendra
Singh.
HTC

HT Correspondent
n

CHANDIGARH: Kaavya Sawhney

Hockey Himachal carve
out impressive victory
HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

gles final. In the boys under-16
doubles final, Ajay Singh and his
practice partner Sarthak Gandhi
of CLTA upset top seed Ajay
Kundu and Aditya Nandal 6-1,
2-6, 10-6 to emerge victorious. In
the boys under-18 doubles final,
top seed Sushant Dabas and
Krishan Hooda lifted the
under-18 boys’ doubles title.

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

from skipper Bharani S (17th),
Andhra Hockey Association beat
Manipur Hockey 3-0.

n

Kaavya Sawhney in action during the girls U-18 final on the
concluding day of the AITA Super Series Tennis Tournament at the
CLTA Stadium, Sector 10, on Friday.
KARUN SHARMA/HT

much pressure in straight sets
6-2, 6-3 to wear the champions’
crown.
Unseeded Drona showed off
his mettle to take the U-18 boys
title. Playing against Sushant
Dabas, Drona won the first set
6-3. In the second set, Sushant
came back strongly and took the

second set in a tie-break 7-6(3). In
the deciding set, Drona maintained his rhythm with cool temperament and grabbed the final
set and match 7-5 to emerge
champion.
Top seed Chirag Duhan
defeated Dhanya Shah of Gujrat
6-2, 6-4 in the boys under-16 sin-

RESULTS
(Singles finals): Boys’
under-16: Chirag Dhuan (HR)
[1] bt. Dhanya Shah (GJ) [5] 6-2,
6-4;
Boys’ under-18: Drona
Walia (UK) bt. Sushant Dabas
(HR) [1] 6-3, 6-7(3), 7-5;
Girls’ under-16: Renee Singla (HR) [1] bt. Anjali Rathi (HR)
[5] 6-2, 6-3;
Girls’ under-18: Kaavya
Sawhney (HR) [1] bt. Renne Singla (HR) [4] 6-4, 6-3;
(Doubles finals): Boys’
under-16: Sarthak Gandhi and
Ajay Singh [3] bt. Ajay Kundu
and Aditya Nandal [1] 6-1, 2-6,
10-6;
Boys’ under-18: Sushant
Dabas and Krishan Hooda [1] bt.
Deepender Grewal and Krish
Patel 6-3, 2-6, 10-6.

Committee to promote yoga
among women in Panchkula
HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Hockey Himachal

n

Rashid Khan won the title in PGTI Players Championship at
Chandigarh Golf Club on Friday.
KARUN SHARMA/HT

merit champion.
Khan’s consistent ball-striking set up three more up and
down birdies for him on the 13th,
16th and 17th that helped him
snatch the lead and finally the
title from Gaurav Pratap Singh in
what can be termed as a memorable come-from-behind victory.
“It’s great to win my second
trophy this year. I’ve gone
through some tough times over
the last two years but I’m glad
that my game is peaking once
again,” Rashid said.
Gaurav Pratap Singh, lying
overnight tied third and three off
the lead, emerged as leader on

day four and a favourite for the
title when he traded four birdies
for a bogey over the first 11 holes.
After conceding the lead to
Rashid, Gaurav once again drew
level with him thanks to his
birdie on the 17th. But a couple of
erratic shots on the 18th resulted
in a double-bogey for Singh and
dashed his title hopes.
Greater Noida’s Sudhir
Sharma (73), who set the new
course record of 64 earlier in the
tournament, secured fourth
place at 10-under-278.
Indian star Jyoti Randhawa
closed the week in tied 40th at oneover-289.

registered their second win in as
many games beating Kerala
Hockey 6-0 on Day 3 of 9th Hockey
India Sub-Junior Women
National Championship B Division at Sikar (Rajasthan) on Friday. Jaismeen Sharma (22nd,
40th minutes) and Radha (33rd,
37th) scored two goals each in
Hockey Himachal’s win. After
losing their first match against
Hockey Patiala on Day 1, Chhattisgarh Hockey found their
groove winning their second
match in the competition against
Bengal Hockey Association.
After a sedate first quarter,
Chhattisgarh Hockey changed
gears scoring three apiece in next
two quarters, thanks to a double
from Sonam Sahu (16th, 24th minutes) and a hat-trick from skipper
Monika Tirkey (32nd, 36th, 53rd)
as Bengal Hockey Association
were trounced 7-0, their second
consecutive loss in the tournament. Riding on two goals from
Revathi T (3rd, 53rd) and a goal

SWIMMING TRIALS
ON MAY 26
CHANDIGARH: The trials to select
the Chandigarh swimming teams
for the 36th sub-junior and 46th
junior national swimming championship will be held on May 26 at
the All Weather Swimming Pool,
Sports Complex, Sector 43, Chandigarh, from 9am onwards.The
nationals are scheduled to be held
at Rajkot in Gujarat from June 26.
In junior Group 1 (15 to 17
years) those born in the year 2002,
2003, 2004, are eligible, while in
Group 2 (12 to 14 years), those
born in the year 2005, 2006 and
2007 are eligible.
In sub-junior Group 3 (11
years) those born in the year 2008
are eligible, while in Group 4 (9
and 10 years) those born in the
year 2009 and 2010 are eligible.
Entries can be submitted at the
venue on or before May 24 or
mailed at swimchd@ gmail.com.
For details players can contact
Suresh Sharma (9814691750).

PANCHKULA:The Mahila Patanjali
Yog Samiti’s Panchkula Central
team met on Friday with the aim
to reach out to women and impart
free yoga training to them in their
neighbourhood.
State samiti in-charge Krishna
Kumari said in view of the rising
cases of lifestyle diseases among
women such as polycystic ovary
disorder, thyroid imbalance and
breast and cervical cancers, it is
important that the benefits of
Ayurveda and yoga reach more
women in the tricity of Panchkula, Chandigarh and Mohali.
“Our focus is on women and
child welfare. This is just the
beginning,” she told members
undergoing the month-long
assistant yog teacher course at
the Sanskriti School in Sector 20.
Later, she briefed the newly
appointed office-bearers about
their roles and the five-day
women’s camp at the Patanjali
Yog Sansthan headquarters in
Haridwar from May 26. The

n

Mahila Yog Samiti state head Krishna Kumari (second from left,
standing) with the newly appointed office-bearers of the Panchkula
Central branch on Friday.
HT PHOTO

office-bearers, led by Chandra
Mohini, overall in-charge and
Urmila Rathi, district in-charge,
include Poonam Sinha, Sunita
Garg, Renu Katyal, Suman Lekhi,
Mona Verma, Jeena Goyal, Nita
Sud, Madhu Puri and Veenu

Sharma.
A five-day free camp was held
at Group Housing (GH) Society
79, Sector 20, from May 6 to 10 to
generate awareness about the
benefits of yoga asanas and
breathing exercises.
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HIGH

27.4°C

LOW
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FORECAST: PARTLY CLOUDY SKY
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Sunrise on Sunday
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EMPLOYEE, AIDE ARRESTED FOR MURDERING CAR
DEALER; JEWELLERY, CASH RECOVERED
>>p3

WOMAN FOUND
MURDERED
IN FIELD

7:16pm
5:29am

CITY RECORDS 13°C FALL IN MERCURY,

9.6MM RAINFALL BRINGS TEMPERATURE DOWN TO 27.4 DEGREES >>p2

>>p3

Partieswindupcampaigningwithroadshows
22 CANDIDATES IN FRAY Nominees make last-ditch effort to woo voters of 9 assembly segments with admn imposing ban on processions and rallies here on

Rain fails to dampen supporters’ Will replicate AAP’s Delhi model of
spirits at Ravneet Bittu’s event health, education here, says Sisodia
HT Correspondent
n

election
2019

LUDHIANA:Delhideputychiefmin-

LUDHIANA SEAT
HT Correspendent
n

ludhiana@htlive.com

LUDHIANA : Torrential rain and

thundershowers failed to
dampen the high spirits of sitting
member of Parliament (MP) and
Ludhiana Congress candidate
Ravneet Singh Bittu and his supporters, who took out a massive
roadshow in the city on Friday.
Leading the cavalcade
perched atop a car, Bittu
appealed to people to elect him
with a big margin to enable him
to continue development works
for Ludhiana.
The respective Congress
MLAs of various constituencies
and the area councillors
received the roadshow in their
areas and accompanied it till it
moved to other areas.
Singing songs and holding
party flags, a large number of
supporters were seen sporting
“Ek baar fir Bittu” T-shirts.
The roadshow started from
Kailash Chowk in Ludhiana
North constituency where
MLA Rakesh Pandey and his
son Dushyant Pandey, along
with their supporters, accompanied Bittu.

shortstories
MAN BOOKED FOR
RAPING COUSIN
LUDHIANA :Police have booked a
labourer for raping his minor
cousin in Jalaldiwal village, Raikot.
In her complaint to police, the
16-year-old girl said as her parents
were going out of station, they
left her in the care of her paternal
uncle in the same village on May
12. On May 14, her cousin, 26,
accompanied her back home. On
the way, he took her to a vacant
plot and raped her, and fled after
dropping her home. A case under
Section 376 (rape) of the Indian
Penal Code and Sections 3 and 4
of the Protection of Children from
Sexual Offences Act has been
registered against the accused,
HTC
who is at large.

Ridding city of high-voltage
wires nobody’s business
LUDHIANA :Despite PSPCL
claiming to upgrade infrastructure, dangling high-tension wires
continue to pose a threat to the
lives of commuters and residents
at various locations in the city.
Such wires are a common sight
outside various shops and houses,
especially in Mandhavpur, Bajwa
Nagar, Valmiki Chowk, Kesargunj
Mandi, Gur Mandi, Sarafa Bazaar,
Basti Jadhewal Chowk, Pindi
››P3
Streets and Preet Nagar.

ludhiana@htlive.com

n

Congress candidate Ravneet Singh Bittu with his supporters during a roadshow on the last day of
campaigning at Kailash Chowk in Ludhiana on Friday.
GURPREET SINGH/HT

It then passed through Pritam
Dhaba Chowk, Domoria Pull,
Kapoor Chowk, GT Road, Peeru
Banda Chowk, Salem Tabri, 30
Foot Road, Jalandhar Bypass,
Bhorra, Aman Nagar and Bharti
Colony, while Bittu’s supporters
raised slogans in his favour.
In Ludhiana East constituency, MLA Sanjay Talwar and
several other Congress leaders
andworkersgaveBittuarousing
welcome. Here, the roadshow

passed through Bahadurke
Road, Azad Nagar, Hambran
Road, Noorwala Road, Kaali
Sadak, Shivpuri, Kailash Nagar,
Basti Jodhewal, Tibba Road,
Rahon Road and Samrala
Chowk.
After that, the roadshow was
received at Transport Nagar
under Central constituency represented by MLA Surinder
Dawar, who along with his supporters joined the massive rally.

Later, the procession reached
Atam Nagar constituency and
passed through Model Town,
Dugri Canal, CRPF Colony,
Urban Estate Phase 1 and Phase
2, Urban Vihar, Janta Naga
and Gill Road, as Bittu concluded his campaign on a
high note on the last day of
campaigning.
››CAMPAIGNING
OVERDRIVE LEAVES
COMMUTERS HARRIED P3

isterandhealthministerManish
Sisodia took out a roadshow in
support of Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) candidate Tejpal Singh
Gill on the last day of campaigning in Ludhiana on Friday.
Theroadshowstartedfromthe
grainmarketnearGillRoad,coveringallsixconstituenciesinthe
city, before ending at the ATI
Chowk on Gill Road.
Wooing the public to vote for
AAP by advocating the Delhi
model of health and education,
Sisodia said AAP will support
anyoneexcepttheBharatiyaJanata Party (BJP) at the Centre.
Unfazed by the sudden rain,
supporterscameoutinlargenumbers on their motorcycles and
cars, and raised slogans in support of AAP and party’s national
convener Arvind Kejriwal.
Carrying flags and posters of
thepartyintheirhands,theyalso
raised slogans against the SADBJP and Congress governments
fortheirfailuretofulfilpromises.
Theroadshowmovedthrough
differentpartsofthecity,including Gill Road, bus stand, Bharat
Nagar Chowk, Ghumar Mandi,
Fountain Chowk, Mata Rani
Chowk, old vegetable market,
Karabara Chowk, Samrala
Chowk, Sherpur Chowk, Giaspura and Daba, before ending at

n

Delhi deputy chief minister Manish Sisodia participating in a roadshow in support of Aam Aadmi Party
candidate Tejpal Singh Gill in Ludhiana on Friday.
GURPREET SINGH/HT

the ATI Chowk.
However,Sisodiaparticipated
intheroadshowtillonlyFountain
Chowk,andleftforcampaigning
inotherconstituencies,saidGill,
who, along with his supporters,
gotdrenchedintherain,butcontinued the roadshow.
During the rally, AAP leaders
promised to replicate the Delhi
model of health and education in
the state.

‘PRAGYA THAKUR IS A TRAITOR’
Slamming BJP candidate
from Bhopal, Pragya Singh
Thakur for her comments
terming Nathuram Godse, who
killed Mahatma Gandhi, a
patriot, Sisodia said Pragya was
a traitor and Narendra Modi
should go to Bhopal and cancel

her ticket. “Modi and BJP
national president Amit
Shah are the biggest threat
to the country at present. The
BJP is doing dirty politics, and
the public will respond by
voting it out of power,” Sisodia
said.

SAD’s Grewal fires salvo at
Bittu on last day of campaign
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA:Flanked by supporters

sporting Narendra Modi masks,
SAD-BJP candidate Mahesh
Inder Singh Grewal held a road
show from Division Number 3 to
Clock Tower on Friday.
Chanting “Modi- Modi” slogans, his supporters took the
roadshow through Chaura
Bazar before its culmination,
with the entire route bedecked
with SAD flags and posters of
Grewal and Modi.
Senior BJP leaders, including
state general secretary Praveen
Bansal and SAD Dalit wing
leader Vijay Danav, participated
in the procession, urging voters
to choose Prime Minister Narendra Modi again.
Speaking on the occasion,
Grewal claimed that he was confident of winning by a margin of
over 2 lakh votes.
He said while the People’s
Democratic Alliance candidate
Simarjeet Singh Bains will not be
able to save his security deposit,
Congress candidate Ravneet

n

SAD candidate Mahesh Inder Singh Grewal interacting with
supporters donning Narendra Modi masks.
GURPREET SINGH/HT

Singh Bittu will not be able to
even manage the votes he
secured in the 2014 polls.
He also accused Bittu of using
drugs to gather votes. Grewal
demanded that the total control
of conducting elections be given
to paramilitary forces, and
sought action against the local
police for helping Bittu, as drugs

made their way into the city
with the help of a local Congress
minister.
However, Congress was quick
to term the allegations baseless.
CongressspokespersonDarshan
Singh Shanker said by levelling
such petty allegations, Grewal
had proved that he had conceded
defeat.

LIP supporters use ‘apna Bains
aayega’ jingle to lure residents out
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA:Chanting“6numberda

button dabaao (press button
number6)”,supportersofPunjab
Democratic Alliance (PDA) candidateSimarjeetSinghBainsparticipated in a road show organised by the candidate in the city
on Friday.
Hundreds of Lok Insaaf Party
(LIP) supporters took part in the
roadshow that kicked off from
BabaDeepSinghChowkandculminated on the Dandi Swami
Road in the evening.
Not giving two hoots to traffic
rules, the supporters, moving in
over 50 cars and a dozen twowheelers,clingedtotheoutsideof
the moving vehicles, while filming the procession with their
mobile phones.
As the roadshow passed
through the prominent areas of
the city, such as Model Town
Extension, Sarabha Nagar, BRS
Nagar, Rajguru Nagar, Barewal
Road, Ayali Khurd, Haibowal

n

Punjab Democratic Alliance candidate Simarjeet Singh Bains taking out a roadshow at Model Town in
Ludhiana on Friday.
GURMINDER SINGH/HT

Khurd, DMC Chowk and Dandi
Swami, the loudspeakers
installed in two pick-up trucks,
oneleadingtherallyandanother

moving in the end, blared the
track“Apna Bainsaayega…corruption mitaayega”, luring residents out of their houses.

Standing through a car’s sunroof in the middle of the procession, Bains with folded hands
appealedtopeopletovoteforhim.
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GANGS OF
Rising Student Club registers first TWO
THIEVES BUSTED,
MOBILE
win; SSB secures a spot in semis 18PHONES
SEIZED
INDIAN WOMEN’S LEAGUE The club defeated Football FC Alakhpura by 2-1 in the last league match

MERCURY DOWN BY 13°C

HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com
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LUDHIANA : The Division Number
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6 and Shimlapuri police have
busted two gangs of criminals
and recovered 18 mobile phones
and one pair of gold earrings
from their possession.
Additional deputy commissioner of police (ADCP City 2),
Jaskaranjit Singh Teja, on Friday said that in the first case, the
Division Number 6 police busted a three-wheeler gang with
the arrest of two.
The accused have been identified as Parveen Sharma of
Azad Nagar and Harjinder
Singh of Jujhar Nagar.
The police recovered 10
mobile phones and a pair of gold
earrings from their possession.
The duo used to rob passengers travelling in their threewheelers.

LUDHIANA : Rising Student Club

registered their first win of the
Hero Indian Women’s League as
they went on to defeat Football
Club (FC) Alakhpura by 2-1 in
their final league match played
at the Guru Nanak Dev Stadium,
here on Friday.
There was a stiff competition
during the first half of the game
with Sibani of Rising Student
Club scoring the first goal in the
eighth minute. However, winger
Raveena equalised the score
after netting the ball into opposition’s half in the 28th minute.
Ashrita Kangadi of Rising Student Club scored the last goal of
the match in the 30th minute and
no more goals were witnessed in
the game afterwards as the second half went goalless with Rising Student Club notching their
first victory.
SSB Women defeat Hans
Women by 2-0. In another match
played at the same venue, SSB
Women FC defeated Hans
Women FC by 2-0.
SSB Women FC with this victory, were successfully able to
secure a spot in the 2018-2019
Hero Indian Women’s League
semi-finals.
Anibala Devi, who put SSB in
the lead in the first half, was the
star of the show.She gave an
early lead to SSB Women FC in

Farmers urged
to adopt direct
seeded rice
technology
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Farmers should adopt
direct seeded rice (DSR)
technology. This advice was
given to farmers by senior agronomist (weed control) of Punjab
Agricultural University (PAU),
Makhan Singh Bhullar, here on
Friday.
The senior agronomist was
speaking at a seminar on direct
seeded rice technology organised
by the university’s department of
agronomy in collaboration with
the Farm Advisory Service Centre, Gurdaspur.
More than 70 farmers from
Gurdaspur and Pathankot
districts participated in the
seminar.
In his welcome address,Gurdaspur district extension specialist Sumesh Chopra urged the
farmers to adopt direct seeding of
rice at a mass level to save water
resources.
Bhullar asked the farmers to
adopt the best available weed
management practices for controlling weeds which are the
major constraints in the cultivation of DSR and urged them to go
for DSR in medium to heavy textured soil only.
Care should be taken in regard
to proper moisture conditions
and depth of seeding (2-3 cm) for
the success of this technology, he
added.
Farm power and machinery
department assistant agronomist Jasvir Singh Gill delivered
a lecture on the functioning of
PAU ‘lucky seed drill’ for direct
seeding of rice and also demonstrated its working in the
farmer’s field.
Pathankot agriculture officer
Amrik Singh motivated the farmers to adopt the technology after
acquiring proper training from
experts while agronomy assistant professor Amit Kaul discussed the benefits of DSR.
The Direct seeded rice is a
resource efficient technology
that can overcome constraints
and limitations of traditional cultivation technology.
Various constraints of traditional cultivation technology like
higher water and labour demand,
extra expenses during raising
nursery, uprooting and transplanting, uncertain supply of irrigation water and increased frequency of drought has necessitated alternative techniques like
DSR that not only reduces the
cost of production but also assure
sustainability.

n

Players in action during a match between Rising Student Club (white)and Football Club Alakhpura at the Guru Nanak Stadium in Ludhiana
GURPREET SINGH/HT
on Friday.

the 30th minute of play.
It was a tight contest in the
middle of the park, but SSB
edged the midfield battles and
created more chances.
Hans Women FC even man-

aged to rattle the crossbar, courtesy a shot from midfielder Sangita Basfore.
Right at the end of the regulation time, Hans FC gave away a
cheap free-kick near their box as

they picked up the ball thinking
it to be a throw-in.
However, the whole of the ball
had not crossed the whole of the
line and the referee awarded a
free-kick to SSB Women FC. The

ensuing free-kick dropped inside
the Hans six-yard area, before it
was side-footed into the net by
Sandhya Kachhap in the 90th
minute of play to secure the win
for the Bengal side.

SECOND CASE
In the other case, the Shimlapuri police arrested Arun
Kumar
of
Harkrishan
Nagar and Hardeep Singh of
Shimlapuri.
As many as eight mobile
phones were recovered from the
possession of the accused who
are drug addicts and used to execute crimes to meet their need
of drugs.
Interrogation of the accused
in both the cases is underway to
trace other members of their
gangs.

Agitation by PAU employees enters Day 9
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : Employees of Punjab

Agricultural University continued their protest for the ninth
day here on Friday. Members of
the PAU Employees’ Union and
the PAU Class Four Workers
Union are protesting against the
non-payment of salaries for
April and the acceptance of
their other demands.
Protesters marched from the
employees’ union office and
gathered outside the Thapar
Hall. Some protesters also sat
outside the office of the comptroller. Baldev Singh Walia,
president of the PAU Employees
Union, said, “We are fighting for
our genuine demands and if the
demands are not met, we will

intensify the agitation.”
He said besides the payment
of April salary, their other
demands included reduction in
the experience period for promotion of technical staff,
increase in the number of posts
of car/jeep drivers and supervisers, redress of the problems
being faced by Local Audit
employees, promotion of eligible employees, including agriculture sub inspector (ASI), as
agricultural field officers,
appointment of non-teaching
employees against non-teaching
posts on which teachers are
appointed.
n

n

A girl shielding herself from the rain at Punjab Agricultural
GURMINDER SINGH/HT
University in Ludhiana on Friday.

LUDHIANA : A fresh spell of
showers in the city on Friday
afternoon brought the mercury
down to 27.4 degrees Celsius. The
maximum temperature had been
touching 40 degrees for a few
days, but it decreased by 13
degrees after the rain. Residents
woke up to a cloudy Friday, and
rain began in the afternoon.

Man creates ex-wife’s
fake FB account to
send lewd messages
LUDHIANA:The Dehlon police have

booked a Rupnagar resident for
creating his former wife’s fake
Facebook account and sending
objectionable messages to her
relatives and other people.
The accused has been booked
under Section 509 (word, gesture
or act intended to insult the modesty of a woman) of the Indian
Penal Code, and the Information
and Technology Act on the statement of his father-in-law.
In his complaint, the woman’s
father said that his daughter got
married on September 11, 2016,
and following strained marital
relations, divorced her husband

PAU Employees holding a
protest outside the office of the
comptroller at PAU in Ludhiana
on Friday.
GURMINDER SINGH/HT

According to the School of
Climate Change and Agricultural
Meteorology, the city witnessed
9.6mm rainfall. The department
predicted that weather was
expected to remain partly cloudy
with possibility of isolated
thundershowers in the city and
its adjoining areas during the
next 24 hours.

on September 25, 2017, and moved
to Singapore.
Recently, he got to know that
a Facebook account in the name
of his daughter had been posting
obscene pictures and sending
lewd messages to their relatives.
He filed a complaint to commissioner of police Sukhchain Singh
Gill, who marked an inquiry to
the cyber crime wing. During
investigation, the police found
that the device used to operate the
fake Facebook account was used
by her ex-husband. Inspector
Dharamvir Singh, SHO, Dehlon
station, said they will arrest the
HTC
accused soon.

educationnotes
CTU BIDS ADIEU TO
OUTGOING BATCH
LUDHIANA : The CT University
organised a farewell party for its
diploma and masters’ students of the
School of Engineering and Technology; management studies, hotel
management, airlines and tourism
and agriculture and natural sciences
on Friday. The MBA, MSc (IT) and MCA
students enthralled the audience
with their group dance, solo dance
and solo song performances. They
also participated in a fashion show
and won various titles. Sapna Upveja
was crowned as Miss Farewell and
Lakhwinder Singh as Mr Farewell.
First runners-up were Sarpreet
Grewal and Richa in the male and
female categories respectively while
second runners-up were Maninder
Grewal and Nidhi. Students presented a video made by them on
their time spent in the university.
Managing director Manbir Singh and
vice-chancellor Harsh Sadawarti
congratulated the students and
wished them good luck.

Lecture on social justice at
Kamla Lohtia SD College
LUDHIANA : A lecture on ‘social
justice: in present-day scenario’ was
organised by the Centre for Social
Development, New Delhi, at the
Kamla Lohtia Sanatan Dharam
College on Friday. Political science
department head, SPM College, Delhi
University, Raj Kumar Falwaria, was
the resource person. The function
was presided over by a city-based
businessman Malkeet Janagal. Kumar
discussed aspects of BR Ambedkar’s
life in detail and said that today’s
problems have their solution in the
books written by Ambedkar some
60-70 years back.

Students of Guru Nanak Girls
College excel in PGDMC exam
LUDHIANA : Students of the Guru
Nanak Girls College, Model Town,
brought laurels to the college by
performing well in the first semester
examination of the Post Graduate
Diploma in Mass Communication
(PGDMC) – first semester examinations held in December 2018. Manpreet Kaur clinched third position in
Panjab University by securing 71.3%
marks and Sandeep Kaur bagged the
sixth position by securing 69.3%
marks. Principal Charanjit Mahal
congratulated the faculty and the
students for their success.

Vet varsity students,
staff pledge to vote
LUDHIANA : The NSS wing of the Guru
Angad Dev Veterinary and Animal
Sciences University (GADVASU)

n

With city residents set to vote for the next MP on May 19, students urging residents to exercise their franchise, at Spring Dale Senior
HT PHOTO
Secondary Public School, Sherpur Road, in Ludhiana, on Friday.

organised a voter awareness programme on the varsity campus on
Friday. As per the Election Commission of India guidelines, all students,
faculty and other participating
volunteers were administered the
oath to vote. Nidhi Sharma, welfare
officer, and NSS programme coordinator, briefed students about the
need and importance of exercising
their right to vote and administered
the pledge. Satyavan Rampal,
director students’ welfare, said,
“Voters’ participation in the democratic and electoral process is integral
to the successful running of any
democracy.”

Career counselling
at DAV Public School
LUDHIANA : A seminar was conducted
for the students of Class 10 and 11 at
DAV Public School, BRS Nagar. Nimish
Sethi from Planin Innovations
conducted the seminar. The speaker
advised the students to think out of
the box by giving examples of
innovative people who have brought
changes in technologies to make life
simpler. Students interacted with the
speaker and put forth queries.
Principal JK Sidhu thanked the
speaker and asked the students to
derive inspiration from the lives of
great men.

Guru Nanak School
organises fruit party
LUDHIANA : Guru Nanak International
Public School, Model Town, organised
a ‘fruit party’ for the Nursery students on Friday. The party was
conducted to encourage the students

to eat fruits instead of sugary snacks
and fat laden fast food. Different
seasonal fruits such as watermelon,
mangoes and melons were relished
by the students. The Principal
Gurmant Kaur Gill encouraged the
students and advised them to add
more fruits in their diet as it provided
essential nutrients necessary for
growth of the body.

Voters’ awareness
campaign at BCM
LUDHIANA : As many as 200 students
and teachers of BCM Senior Secondary School, Dugri, participated in a
voters’ awareness campaign on
Friday. The campaign was conducted
to motivate the people to vote for
the elections. The volunteers spread
the message at Janta Enclave, Basant
Avenue Dugri, Pakhowal Road and
Urban Estate. The students carried
placards with motivational statements written on them and raised
slogans.

Voter awareness activity
at Doraha Public School
LUDHIANA : Doraha Public School,
Doraha, apprised the students of the
electoral process by conducting a
role-play, enacted by students of
Class 9 and 10. The role-play was
conducted to sensitise the students
about exercising the voting right
carefully.

Parenting workshop at
Bal Bharati Public School
LUDHIANA : Bal Bharati Public School,
Dugri, organised a workshop on ‘art
of parenting’ for the parents of

Montessori and Class 1 by Pooja
Punchhi. The event started with a
welcome dance presented by the
students of Class 2. The students of
Class 3 presented a timeline of
communication through an enactment. The impact of stress on
behaviour was discussed in the
session. Parents were advised to
develop a sense of belongingness in
children. The queries of the parents
were also taken up.

Seminar for teachers at BVM
LUDHIANA : A seminar on ‘classroom
management’ was held at Bhartiya
Vidya Mandir, Kitchlu Nagar, for
teachers of the primary wing. A
group of strategies to help teachers
for better classroom management
and facilitating teaching-learning
process was discussed.

3D lab inaugurated at
Kundan Vidya Mandir
LUDHIANA : A high-tech 3D Lab was
inaugurated at Kundan Vidya Mandir,
Civil Lines, with the aim to give a new
dimension to the teaching and
learning of scientific and mathematical concepts. Chairman VK Goyal
inaugurated the 3D Lab. Principal
Navita Puri said that three dimensional activities would certainly make
learning more clear and interesting.

Learning activity at
Greenland Convent
LUDHIANA : Green Land Convent
School, Dugri, organised a ‘motor
skill’ activity for the students of
Kindergarten wing. Students of KG
were involved in fine motor skills and

took part in origami. Students of
Nursery took part in gross motor
skills activity which included walking
on steppers or balance challenging.

New BCM Kindergarten
promotes learning
through technology
LUDHIANA : The New BCM Kindergarten set up an animated screen to
provide visual aid through which
they are learning letters, numbers
and rhymes through 3D glasses.

Spring Dale School organises
election awareness activity
LUDHIANA : Spring Dale Senior
Secondary Public School organised an
election awareness activity in the
wake of the ongoing Lok Sabha
elections to make everyone aware of
their right to vote and its importance.
The students held placards bearing
the slogans ,“vote for India”, “vote for
myself”, “vote for education”, and
“vote for justice”.

Green Land Convent
School holds quiz activity
LUDHIANA : Green Land Convent
School, Civil City, celebrated World
Telecommunication and Information
Society Day on Friday to raise
awareness on the importance of
communication its positive usage. A
quiz was held for senior students.
Principal Ritu Malhotra appreciated
the students for their efforts.

Seminar for teachers at
Guru Nanak Int’l School
LUDHIANA : A seminar on “behavioral
issues among school children” was

n

Students during a fruit party at Guru Nanak International Public
HT PHOTO
School, Model Town, in Ludhiana, on Friday.

organised for the teachers of Guru
Nanak International Public School,
Model Town, on Friday. Resource
person Jasmine Bains, assistant
professor, department of psychology,
Guru Nanak Khalsa College for
Women, Gujarkhan Campus, discussed different behavioral problems
in students. The topic was elaborated
upon by using different activities and
case studies.

IIT professor conducts
seminar at SDP School
LUDHIANA : SDP Senior Secondary
School, Hazuri road, hosted a seminar
conducted by Sugandh Malhotra,
assistant professor IIT, Mumbai. He
shared information on various
streams and professional options.
Principal Jasveer Singh Chauhan
thanked the resource person for
sharing his valuable knowledge.

Mango party at BCM
School, Chandigarh Road
LUDHIANA : The students of the
Kindergarten section of BCM school,
Chandigarh Road, celebrated a
mango party on Friday wherein they

ate mangoes and recited poems on
the king of fruits.

Declamation contest at Ram
Lal Bhasin Public School
LUDHIANA : A zonal-level declamation contest was held at Ram Lal
Bhasin Public School, Dugri, on Friday
wherein the schools from the ASISC
board participated in both junior and
senior categories. All participants
recited the extracts taken from the
speeches of various prominent
personalities. Jasnoor Kaur of Ram Lal
Bhasin School secured first position
in the senior category and Khushpreet Kaur of Mahapragya School,
Jagraon, won in the junior category.

Voting activity at Guru
Gobind Singh Public School
LUDHIANA : Guru Gobind Singh Public
School, Daad, conducted a mock
voting activity in the school to
apprise students of power of voting
and its importance. Principal Manjit
Kaur appreciated the drive and
emphasised on each one of the
students exercising their right
to vote.
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election2019
issues
Booth40tobemanaged ECprohibition
48 hours
byalldifferentlyabledstaff protocol
before polling
EMPOWERMENT Set up for Ludhiana West, this is the first such booth in district
Deepa Sharma Sood
n

deepa.sharma@htlive.com

LUDHIANA: Taking a step further
to encourage persons with disabilities (PwD) to exercise their
franchise in the Lok Sabha elections on Sunday, the district
administration has decided that
booth number 40 in Ludhiana
West constituency at Bhartiya
Vidya Mandir, Kitchlu Nagar,
will be managed entirely by differently abled individuals.
With an idea that disability is
no bar for PwD voters, the presiding officer, assistant presiding officer, two polling officers,
block level officer and even
security personnel for the booth
are differently abled.
Around four art and craft
teachers of the school were seen
preparing motivational banners and posters on Friday. “We
are handicapped, but not less
than others”, “Disability is a
matter of perception, if you can
do just one thing well you are
needed by someone”, read some
of the banners.
Lakhvir Kumar, 38, who
walks with the help of a crutch,
said, “I work at Punjab Agricultural University and this is the
first time I have been deputed at
a polling booth. I am glad that I
am getting a chance to perform
my duty on May 19.”

n

Teachers preparing banners to encourage differently abled voters to exercise their franchise at the model
GURPREET SINGH/HT
booth at BVM, Kitchlu Nagar, in Ludhiana, on Friday. Polling is on Sunday.

BOOTH SET UP AT BVM,
KITCHLU NAGAR, WHERE
VOTERS WILL GET A
RED CARPET WELCOME
Avtar Singh, a 40-year-old
clerk who suffers from polio,
said, “Giving PwD poll duty is a
great initiative. I am happy that

I will be part of it. I have
received the orders and will be
trained for the duty.”
PART OF MODEL BOOTH
The booth is among four set up
at the school, where voters will
be given a red carpet welcome
and escorted by NSS volunteers.
Assistant returning officer Jivanjot Kaur said, “This is the first

such booth in the district that
has been set up on the directions
of the election commission. We
have also arranged vehicles to
provide pick-and-drop facility
to the 200 PwD voters in Ludhiana West constituency. NSS volunteers will be deputed at the
booth to help differently abled
voters reach the booth on wheelchairs conveniently.”

Trinamool Cong offers support to Bains
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: On the last day of cam-

paigning on Friday, the All India
Trinamool Congress (TMC)
announced support to Punjab
Democratic Alliance (PDA)
candidate and Lok Insaaf Party
chief Simarjeet Singh Bains in
Ludhiana.
Addressing the media, Manjit
Singh Mohali, state convener of
TMC, said they willsupport PDA
candidate from Patiala, Dharamvira Gandhi, as well as PDA candidate from Khadoor Sahib, Bibi
Paramjit Kaur Khalra.
Mohali said they had received
directions to move against SAD-

WOMAN FOUND
MURDERED
IN FIELD AT
MEHARBAN

›

(Mamata) Banerjee
has a soft corner for
Congress but we chose
Bains over Bittu because
he has better reputation
among Ludhiana residents.
MANJIT SINGH MOHALI, Punjab convener, All India Trinamool Congress

BJP and support whosoever is
the strongest candidate.
TMC is the party founded by
Mamata Banerjee, the chief minister of West Bengal. While
Banerjee has tied up with Kejriwal in other states, TMC in Pun-

jab has decided not to go with
AAP candidates.
Mohali said, “We have talked
to Banerjee and said that AAP
has lost ground in Punjab, so
TMC cannot afford to support
the AAP candidate here. Baner-

Employee, aide arrested
for murdering car dealer
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: A woman in her early

20s was found murdered in a
field at Kaneja village, Meharban, on Friday morning.
The body bore strangulation
marks on the neck. Police have
not ruled out sexual assault.
Assistant commissioner of
police (ACP, East) Devinder
Chaudhary said a farm labourer, Wilayat Singh, was the first
to witness the body on Friday
morning, and raised the alarm.
Later, the police were informed.
They reached the spot and sent
the body to the Ludhiana civil
hospital for post-mortem examination.
The ACP said the autopsy will
confirm whether the woman
was sexually assaulted before
being murdered, adding that it
appeared that she was murdered somewhere else and later
dumped in the field. He said pictures of the body had been circulated among other police stations to identify the woman.
The police were also scanning
footage from CCTV cameras
installed nearby for leads, and
will register a case after getting
HTC
the autopsy report.

jee has a soft corner for Congress
but we chose Bains against Congress candidate Ravneet Singh
Bittu because Bains has better
reputation among Ludhiana residents than Bittu,” he added.
Mohali said, “There are
around 35,000 to 40,000 West Bengal-based residents in Ludhiana
and over 2 lakh across the
state. So, we have appealed them
to support Bains in Ludhiana,
Gandhi in Patiala and Khalra in
Khadoor Sahib. In the rest of the
districts, the TMC supporters
have been asked to support those
candidates who are against corruption but the strong direction
is to boycott SAD-BJP candidate,” he said.

LUDHIANA : Hours after recovering the body of car dealer Sanjiv
Kumar Sharma from his apartment at MIG flats, Dugri, on
Thursday, the police claim to
have solved the case with the
arrest of his employee and latter’s accomplice.
According to investigators,
the accused murdered Sharma
to steal his car, jewellery and
cash. They have been identified
as Amit Kumar, 23, of Durga
Colony, and his accomplice
Sahil of Sant Enclave.
The police have recovered the
₹17,600 in cash, Sharma’s car
and jewellery from the accused,
but could not recover his
mobile phone that the accused
dumped in Kharar after murdering him.
Additional deputy commissioner of police (ADCP, City 2)
Jaskaranjit Singh Teja said
Kumar worked with Sharma,
who used to pay him a share
after any deal of car sale-purchase.
The ADCP said some money
was fraudulently transferred
from Sharma’s from PayTM

n

Sanjeev Kumar Sharma was
found murdered at his
apartment in MIG flats, Dugri,
HT PHOTO
on Thursday.

account a few days ago, and
Sharma suspected Kumar for
the theft. He even filed a complaint against Kumar.
The police officer said Sahil
had purchased a car through
Sharma, but suspected that
Sharma concealed the fact that
the car had met with an accident
in the past.
Further, the ADCP said, the
accused came to know that
Sharma had availed a loan of ₹2
lakh from a bank, and had kept
the cash at his flat.
Therefore, the duo hatched a
conspiracy to kill him, while
also assuming that Sahil won’t

have to pay the balance amount
for the car that he had bought
from Sharma.
“On May 14, the accused went
to see Sharma and served him
liquor. After Sharma lost consciousness, they strangled him
to death. After murdering him,
they stole his cash, jewellery
and mobile phone, and fled with
his car. Police have recovered
₹17,600 from their possession,
along with the victim’s car and
jewellery. Besides, Kumar’s
scooter has also been seized,”
the ADCP said.
“After recovering the body,
the police initiated a probe, and
zeroed in on Sharma’s employee
Amit Kumar, and arrested him
and Sahil,” he added.
The accused had locked the
victim’s flat from the outside
before fleeing. The police came
to know about the murder after
Sharma’s friends approached
the police stating that he had not
been answering calls for the
past two days.
The duo was produced before
a court on Friday and sent to
three-day police remand.
They are facing charges
under Section 302 (murder) of
the Indian Penal Code.

LUDHIANA :The Election Commission of India (EDI) on Friday
issuedextensiveguidelinestothe
district election officers
(DEOs) to ensure prohibitions
during the 48 hours before conclusion of polling in Punjab on
May 19.
Ludhiana DEO Pradeep
Kumar Agrawal said the guidelines hadbeenissued inlinewith
Section126oftheRepresentation
of Peoples’ Act 1951.
According to the guidelines,
campaigning will end 48 hours
prior to the polling date. Subsequentlyallpoliticalleaders,functionariesandpartyworkers,who
arenotregistered voters, needto
leave the constituency before
May 19.
However, the elected MP and
MLAs don’t need to leave even if
they are not electors in the ongoing polls. “Necessary guidelines
havebeenissuedtothepoliceand
civil administration to ensure
that outsiders, who are not
requiredinthearea,leaveimmediately,” said Agrawal.
The DEO has also directed the
election staff and police to keep a
check on community centres,
guesthousesandlodgestoensure
outsiders do not cause any disturbance during the electoral
process.
The ECI has also imposed a
completebanonbroadcasting or
propagating election-related
material on TV, radio, SMS,
social media, and in newspapers
from 6pm on May 17 to 6pm on
May19. Anyadvertisementbeing
publishedinnewspapersonMay
18 and 19 requires permission
fromthedistrict-levelmediacertification and monitoring committee (MCMC).
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ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA :Two days after a medi-

tation centre and gymnasium
for railway staff was inaugurated at the loco shed in Ludhiana, no one has come forward to
get them enrolled for the facilities.
The facilities, which are to be
used by employees as well as
national players for railways for
training, have been lying locked
due to zero enrolment.
While Manish Pratap Singh,
divisional electrical engineer,
traction rolling stock, Ludhiana, hopes for the park which

was inaugurated alongside the
facilities to attract more
takers, visitors at the railway
station said loads of money
was being wasted on projects
that won’t see the light of the
day.
Anand Kumar, a visitor to the
railway station, said, “Where
railway authorities are just
spending money on things
that are not being brought
to use properly, passengers
are harassed and made to
sit on platforms as there are
no proper seating arrangements. Even protests by
employees union fail to move
the authorities.”

ages goods, including clothes,
utensils and vehicles, cycles,
motorbikes, gas cylinders,
etc kept in it. The shed, at
present, has more than 400
items, including those lying
since 2012. A few of them were
auctioned recently. However. the railways didn’t give
permission to the parcel
office to auction heavy goods
such as two- wheelers.
Chief parcel superviser
Vijay Saini said, “The dis-

Campaigning overdrive
leaves commuters harried
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@htlive.com

LUDHIANA: Traffic on city roads

SECTION 144 IMPOSED
The district administration has
imposedSection144oftheCriminal Procedure Code till May 19,
prohibiting assembly of five or
more persons, processions and
rallies in Ludhiana district.
Deputy commissioner Pradeep Kumar Agrawal said the
order will not apply on processionsormeetingsalreadypermittedbytheadministration,suchas
weddings, funerals and door-todoorvisitsbycandidates.Hesaid
the decision had been taken to
preventanyobstructionofpeace
HTC
before and during polls.

24-year-old raped,
forced to end
pregnancy

Ridding city of dangling
wires nobody’s business

LUDHIANA :Police are on the lookoutforamanforrapinga24-yearoldwomanandforcinghertoterminate her pregnancy after
promising to marry her.
The accused has been identified as Shahrukh. The victim, a
resident of Chhawni Mohalla,
toldthepolicethatShahrukhwas
her neighbour.
In2016,heforciblyenteredher
house and molested her. When
she resisted, he shared his intention to marry her.
On January 1, 2018, he again
barged into her house when she
was alone, and raped her. When
shediscoveredshewaspregnant,
she narrated the incident to her
father, who confronted Shahrukh and his parents.
She alleged that Shahrukh
then agreed to marry her, but
only if she agreed to an abortion.
He took her to a doctor for abortion,andlatervacatedhisrented
accommodation and fled.
Thereafter, she filed a police
complaint on December 3, 2018.
Afterinvestigatingthematterfor
fivemonths,thepoliceregistered
a case on Friday. ASI Satnam
Singh, who is investigating the
case,saidtheaccusedwasbooked
underSections376(rape)and420
HTC
(cheating) of the IPC.

Harvinder Kaur

STATION TO GET NEW LOST PROPERTY OFFICE SHED
LUDHIANA : With several cases
of theft and robbery being
reported from the lost property office (LPO) shed here,
the railway authorities have
decided to construct a new
shed at the same site by dismantling the old structure.
Lost and misplaced items,
including parcels, are stored
in the shed. The old shed is in
a dilapidated state and has
worn out with time. The leaking roof of the shed also dam-

Vehicles stuck in traffic jams at Aarti Chowk and Pakhowal Road (below) in Ludhiana as Lok Sabha
candidates took out roadshows on the last day of campaigning on Friday. GURPREET SINGH AND GURMINDER SINGH/HT

went for a toss as the Lok Sabha
candidates from the four main
political parties held road shows
on the last day of campaigning.
Massive traffic jams were witnessed in Ludhiana North, East,
Central and West constituencies
due to the road shows by Congress candidate Ravneet
Singh Bittu, Shiromani Akal Dal
candidate Maheshinder Singh
Grewal, Punjab Democratic
Alliance candidate Simarjeet
Singh Bains, and Aam Aadmi
Party candidate Tejpal Singh
Gill.
Commuters on Samrala Road
faced a harrowing time as traffic
moved at a snail’s pace because
dozens of cars and two-wheelers
were halted to let Bittu’s road
show pass by. A section of Bittu’s
supporters stood on the road
crossings with flags in their
hands before the procession
arrived, which led to traffic congestion.
Similarly, there were hourslong jams at Bhai Bala Chowk,
Fountain Chowk, Ghumar
Mandi and Pakhowal Road as
Tejpal Singh Gill, accompanied
by Delhi deputy chief minister
Manish Sisodia took out a road
show. The sheer number of AAP
supporters in the rally led to
more congestion.
Those commuting on twowheelers were more harried as it

2 days on, loco shed gym for rly staff finds no takers
HT Correspondent

n

mantling of the shed is being
delayed ed due to a number of
goods kept inside it. It is also
not easy to shift them as they
require a larger area where
they could be kept.”
DRM, Ferozepur division,
Rakesh Agrawal, said,
“There are plans to construct
a new shed and dismantle the
old one. This will take some
time as we are facing some
difficulties. But a new shed
will certainly be built.” HTC

n

started raining during the day.
Joginder Singh, a resident of
Shaheed Bhagat Singh Nagar,
who was going to his office in
Salem Tabri on a scooter, got
stuck in the jam near Fountain
Chowk and was drenched due to
the rain. He said, “It is very
unfortunate that due to the campaigning for seeking votes, we

residents become the victims.”
Similarly, Komal Arora, a resident ofKochar Market, who was
going to Punjab Agricultural
University to attend her lecture,
got stuck near Bhai Bala Chowk.
“It is sheer harassment. By the
time I will reach the university,
there will be no time for the lecture,” she said.

harvinder.kaur@htlive.com

LUDHIANA : Despite Punjab State

Power Corporation Limited
(PSPCL) claiming to upgrade
infrastructure, dangling hightension wires continue to pose a
threat to the lives of commuters
and local residents at various
locations in the city.
The wires are a common sight
outside various shops and
houses,especially in the interior
areas, including Mandhavpur,
Bajwa Nagar, Valmiki Chowk,
Kesargunj Mandi, Gur Mandi,
Sarafa Bazaar, Basti Jadhewal
Chowk, Pindi Streets and Preet
Nagar.
Despite multiple complaints
and the Punjab and Haryana
high court’s directive, PSPCL,
which is responsible for removingthedangerouscables,isyetto
take a concrete step in this
regard.
Therehavebeenseveralcases
where a person has either lost
their life or had near to death
experience from these loosely
hanging high-tension wires.
OnMay8,fivestudentsofGRD
Academy had a miraculous
escape after the bus ferrying
them caught fire after coming in
contact with the high tension
danglingwiresatKhajoorChowk
in Salem Tabri area.
Likewise, two men were electrocutedtodeathwhileinstalling
a hoarding at a shop in Model
Town’s Char Khamba Chowk
after they came in contact with
the high-voltage power cable in
February this year.
One of the local shopkeepers
said,“Wheneverweapproachthe
powerdepartment,theydemand
money for fixing these wires
hanging all around our shops.
Shopkeepers here cannot afford
to pay ₹20,000 to ₹25,000 for this
work,”saidHarpreetSingh,who
is running a stationery shop in
Kitaab Bazaar for the past 10
years.
“We have been carrying out
our businesses in this area for a
long time and have now got used
to the sight of these dangerous

n

MESH OF DANGER Electrical wires dangling from a transformer
near Kitab Bazaar in Ludhiana. Local shopkeepers say they have
become used to the sight.
GURPREET SINGH/HT

wires,whichcoverthefrontageof
almost every shop here,” said
another shopkeeper in Kitab
Bazaar, Amarinder Pal Singh.
‘MAJORITY OF
CONNECTIONS ILLEGAL’
RS Tung, superintendent engineer, PSPCL (west), however,
claimed that most the dangling
wires in the said areas are of
unauthorised internet connections or cable networks.
“Only a few of the hanging
wires in these areas are of the
power department. Majority of
them are of unauthorised internet connections taken by people
fortheirresidentsorworkplace,”
Tung said.
He said the work of changing
wires and transformers was
already going on in the city and
complaints regarding the same

areresolvedonimmediatebasis.
BothPSPCLeastandwestdivision collectively receive over
80,000complaintsfromacrossthe
city on monthly basis. The
department has a separate complainthandlingsystemcomprising of 546 staff members besides
153 CHB (complaint handling
bikes) to handle the load.
Senior deputy mayor Sham
Sunder Malhotra said all the
councillorsshouldcometogether
to raise the issue. “Lately, I
have been receiving a lot of complaints of dangling wire. I had
contacted my area’s sub-divisional officer (SDO) on the matter,” said Malhotra.
“Thereisaneedforustofinda
permanent solution to this problem as there is always a threat to
peoples’livesdueto low hanging
wires,” he added.
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Bollywood’s power movers
dominated the red carpet at
the ongoing film festival

he 72nd Cannes Film
Festival in France saw
our Bollywood divas
go all out on
the red carpet on
Thursday, with
pronounced eye
makeup and
exaggerated bow
detailing.
Priyanka Chopra
Jonas made her Cannes
debut this year in a
shimmery black
Roberto Cavalli gown.
Deepika Padukone
was every shutterbug’s
delight in a custommade Peter Dundas
gown, whose taffeta
silk fabric gave a bit of
crumpled effect.
Kangana Ranaut
wore a handwoven
golden Madhurya
Creations sari and
styled it with a
golden corset and
peplum belt from
Falguni & Shane
Peacock. We loved
her burgundy
HTC
gloves.

T

Deepika Padukone stood out with
dramatic reverse cat eye makeup and a
sleek ponytail PHOTO: STEPHANE MAHE/REUTERS

Priyanka
Chopra Jonas
sported a
thigh-high slit
and long trail,
her look
accentuated
by side-swept
cascading
curls and
winged
eyeliner
PHOTO: PASCAL LE
SEGRETAIN/
GETTY
IMAGES

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/NKBOLLYWOOD

Kangana Ranaut gave an edgy twist to her desi look

IlovespendingtimewithKartik:Ananya
Prashant Singh
ven though Student of the
Year 2 (SOTY2) is her
debut film, Ananya
Panday didn’t have to wait
till the film’s release to hit the
headlines. Thanks to her
link-up stories with Kartik
Aaryan, the young actor has
been in the news for quite

E

A FATHER-DAUGHTER COMEDY?

Ananya Panday and (inset) Kartik Aaryan
PHOTOS: INSTAGRAM/ANANYAPANDAY; PRASAD NAIK

Although Chunky Panday’s daughter is already busy with her
second film [Pati Patni Aur Woh], she jumps at the idea of
teaming up with her father. “That would be fun. I hope
someone makes a comedy, featuring a father and daughter.
You know, dad has never come on my films’ sets. So, I’ve a
feeling he will be very professional on the set [with me]... he
won’t be like my papa (laughs), that will be so cool,” she says.

some time now. But ask
Ananya if Kartik is the
special one in her life, and she
laughs: “Let me put it this
way, he is a very good friend.
We’re also doing a film
together [Pati Patni Aur
Woh] and have a very
comfortable equation. I love
spending time with him.”
Work-wise too, Ananya
has a special equation with
the Luka Chuppi star. As she
says: “While working with
him, I have realised what a
selfless person he is. For
instance, whenever we did a
scene together [during the
film’s first schedule], I
noticed that he never thought
only about his lines. Instead,
he was like, ‘how to make the
scene better?’ Otherwise too,

Kartik has been really
helpful to me. Since I am new,
I think I need all the help that
I can get. That way, he has
been extremely supportive.”
The 20-year-old, who is yet
to shoot a majority of her
portions in Pati Patni Aur
Woh, says being “selfless” is
a “great quality” in any actor.
“Talking about my
experience, if I do a scene in a
certain way and Kartik
believes that it could work
out better in another manner
then he always tells me. And
at this stage of my career, I
really need that,” says the
actor, who is basking in the
glory of all the appreciation
she has been getting for her
outing in SOTY2.
n

prashant.singh@htlive.com

STOP PRESS
PHOTO: NICHOLAS HUNT/AFP

FANS DIVIDED ON ROBERT
PATTINSON AS BATMAN
he Internet has been on an
overdrive since Variety broke
the news that Robert Pattinson is
top choice for Batman. “Dammit
Matt Reeves, you were supposed
to make a Batman movie, not a
Man-Bat movie,” one user wrote
on Twitter. Some, though, lauded
the choice.
HTC

T
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Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 011-47033152,
40532026 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

SATURDAY,
MAY 18,
2019

Working towards better health is quite
likely to be fruitful today. You are advised
to not be rash in doing anything
related to money or you may regret it
later. At work, a fresh perspective of an
old problem is likely to take you nearer
to the solution. Visiting someone close
today is quire possible and may provide
much joy. Acquiring property is likely for

Tina Fey: The American actor, best known for her
work on Saturday Night Live and the popular TV
series 30 Rock, turns 49 today.

some of you.

Better health brings peace of mind. A
capital intensive project is likely to help
you gain in leaps and bounds. Don’t feel
reluctant in meeting a senior to explain
things in person regarding a matter at
work to remain safe. Things happening
TAURUS
around you on the family front may not be
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
to your liking, but this is a temporary phase.
Travelling too often for work will make you feel
tired. This is the day to make an effort to look for your own house.

Those unwell may find the recovery slow,
but the medication is likely to need time
to work. A capital intensive venture that
your company bagged because of your
efforts may get prominence among one
and all. Joy is foretold on the family
GEMINI
front; but you need to be patient. A
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
vacation that you have been waiting for
might shelve due to some untoward situation.
Not a good day to plan any acquisition of asset or property.

Health remains fine today as you continue
to use the prescribed medicine. Financial
front remain dicey as a huge sum that
you have invested in a project is under
scrutiny. Professionally, you might not
have a very good day as you had
CANCER
expected. Family remains all the more
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
supportive about a new venture you have
initiated. A business proposition related to a
property or construction is likely to raise you financially.

Love Focus: A long-term relationship with your partner might come
under scrutiny because of parental interference.

Love Focus: Your romantic life is likely to go on in full swing as you
and your partner have started enjoying this phase.

Love Focus: Time is not ripe for implementing whatever you have
planned on the romance front. Just wait till you get the signal.

Love Focus: Partner’s gloomy mood might make the romance front
gloomy too. Try to revitalise it with your efforts.

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Cream

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Indigo

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Sky blue

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Peach

Remaining regular in your daily fitness
routine will prove excellent for your
health. This might be a good day for you
to make monetary gains. Keep people
who matter informed of your intentions
at work, as they may prove to be of help
LEO
at a later stage. Someone may keep a tab
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)
on your whereabouts on the family front,
but it will be for your own good. A trip planned
long back might get shelved due to leaves not being sanctioned.

You may not feel guilty of incurring heavy
expenditure, as you are confident of
filling up your coffers again. An allconsuming work may keep you engaged
for the major part of the day. You will do
all in your power to make family ties
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
strong by making frequent visits. You will
manage to convert an official trip into
vacation and enjoy your heart out. This is a
good day to buy or sell property as indicated on your cards.

Health remaining excellent will allow you
to spend a relaxing day. Heavy
expenditure might hit you hard as you
are not confident about your coffers
today. Remain focussed on whatever
you have set out to accomplish on the
LIBRA
work front. Relaxation today sounds like
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
distant drums, so set a leisurely pace from
the beginning while organising a family event.
This is likely not the best day to invest in property.

Good health that you are enjoying now is
because of the hard work you have put in;
so cherish it. Forming a good working
relationship with all will help you in the
smooth functioning of your work.
Something stated previously under the
SCORPIO
influence of a negative person may come
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
back to haunt you on the family sphere. An
enjoyable journey is expected to start soon. A
legal matter related to property might bother you.

Love Focus: The person you have secretly liked all these months is
likely to reciprocate to your feelings.

Love Focus: On the romance front, someone at work is likely to show
interest in you.

Love Focus: You might spend a lovely and relaxed day with partner
today as indicated on your cards.

Love Focus: Those in love get to enjoy the day to the fullest. This is
likely to turn into one of your best days with partner.

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Indigo

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Sandy brown

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Golden brown

Lucky Number: 22 Lucky Colour: Dark blue

Shunning junk food is the need of the hour
for maintaining good health. You need to
put in some more hard work to achieve
financial stability. Your creative ideas
will be much appreciated and sought
after at work. It seems difficult to
SAGITTARIUS
balance both home and office, but you
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
will manage it well. An uncomfortable
journey is what you can expect if you plan an
outing today. You might have to sell a property or asset in loss.

Health remains excellent today. On the
financial front, you will have the money
to invest in lucrative schemes. Things
appearing rosy outside may not be so.
So, perish the thought of changing
tracks on the professional front. There is
CAPRICORN
a possibility of someone you know from
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
your childhood days springing a surprise
today. You might enjoy a fulfilling journey to
your native town. A house or an apartment may come in your name.

Health remains to be satisfactory. You
might expect to come under pressure on
the financial front due to some
monetary constraints. There is no point
in indulging in an argument with a rival
at work as you know you can’t win.
AQUARIUS
Chance of meeting distant relatives. A
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
wedding in the family might allow you to
travel to a nearby city as indicated on your
cards. You might miss a chance to earn from a property today.

Health might not fare too well; but don’t
worry as things are going to be fine soon.
On the financial front, you may get in
two minds regarding incurring an
expense. It is good to take the initiative
at work, but not at the cost of your
PISCES
personal time. Consider spending some
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
more time with family. Your desire to visit a
tourist destination is likely to get fulfilled soon.
You may miss the chance of profiting from a property transaction.

Love Focus: A childhood friend for whom you always had a soft
corner is likely to show interest in you.

Love Focus: Falling head over heels for someone on the romantic
front might disturb things.

Love Focus: There are chances of an argument springing with lover
today; so be careful.

Love Focus: Avoid an outing with lover today as there is a chance of
getting caught red-handed.

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Silver

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Forest green

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Rose

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

MATHDOKU

Bill Watterson

DID YOU KNOW?
Filmmakers of Kabhi Khushi Kabhie
Gham... (2001) were sued for using
the song, It’s Raining Men, without
permission from the right holders.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3089
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

PHOTO: VIRAL
BHAYANI

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

Make ________ ______ .Become a lawyer.
- Will Rogers (5,3)

hile the common
notion might be that
motherhood puts a
temporary brake on
an actor’s career, there are
many who have defied this
perceived norm. After actor
Kareena Kapoor Khan, who got
to work soon after she became a
mother, actor Neha Dhupia,
too, is on the same path.
And it’s clear that she
doesn’t believe in taking things
slow, as she had resumed work
just nine days after giving birth
to her daughter, Mehr, in
November last year. Neha has
been continuously taking up
work, be it an adventure reality
show or celebrity chat show,
though all of them happen to be
non-film projects..
Asked if it’s her baby that
has kept her away from
committing to films, Neha

W

replies, “Not at all.”
She goes on to add, “I did
Helicopter Eela (2018) while I
was pregnant. Also, I feel that
when you are doing a reality
show, or hosting something,
you are projecting your own
self. When I do stuff that is in
the reality space, I am just
being myself. Everybody is
aware of the fact that I have had
a child. You are not judged.”
Neha, who recently
celebrated her first wedding
anniversary with husbandactor Angad Bedi, says she is
“very proud of the place” she is
in her life, and is raring to be
back in films but not just
yet as she wants to get back in
shape.
“I just want to give it some
more time, settle down in my
head and make sure that my
body is back to the place where
people expect it to be, in order
to hire me [for films]. I can’t get
back to films until I get back in
shape. When I am playing a
certain character, I need to be
fit enough to do justice to it. I
have been hitting the
gym regularly,” the actor
shares.
Neha, however, is quick to
add that she now has started to
have a “better understanding
of what it takes out of me to
leave my daughter at home for
eight hours at a stretch. I’m
exercising physically, mentally
and emotionally, too. Movies
are my first love”.
n

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Avert, infra, dictum, phylum
ANSWER: Make crime pay .Become a lawyer. - Will Rogers

Juhi Chakraborty

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE
TRAPPED
2018 | 16+ | 2 Seasons | Nordic
Thriller

SOLUTION SUDOKU

‘Ineedtogetback
inshapeforfilms’

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

EDITOR’S
PICK

MOVIES ON TV
Starring: Ólafur Darri
Ólafsson, Ilmur Kristjánsdóttir
Synopsis: The body of a
murder victim ends up in an
Icelandic village just as a major
snowstorm cuts the region off
from the rest of the world.

Starring: Shweta Tripathi

LAAKHON MEIN EK
2019 | 2 Seasons | Drama

Synopsis: Dr Shreya Pathare
is posted in Sitlapur village to
conduct a cataract camp but
challenges begin unfolding
one after the other.

Starring: Kunaal Roy Kapur,,
Gauahar Khan

SIDE-HERO
2018 | 1 Season | Comedy

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Actor Neha
Dhupia

RT VAE
AFNIR
DITUCM
HLMUPY

Synopsis: A humorous,
mocking take on Kunaal Roy
Kapur’s life, who always ends
being the ‘side hero’.

Shaolin Soccer
at 1558

EDITOR’S
PICK

0600 Mad Max
0750 Fathers’ Day
0939 Armour Of God II
1138 The Dark Knight
1411 XXX: State Of The
Union
1558 Shaolin Soccer
1823 Godzilla
2100 Hellboy
2314 Step Up Revolution

Fantastic Four at 1448

Ghost Rider at 1600

1019 Baby’s Day Out
1218 Pirates Of The Caribbean:
Salazar’s Revenge
1448 Fantastic Four
1655 Titanic
2050 Avengers: Age of Ultron
2337 Bleeding Steel

0902 The Avengers
1045 Superman III
1251 What A Girl Wants
1438 EuroTrip
1600 Ghost Rider
1754 Music And Lyrics
1942 The Campaign

Batti Gul Meter Chalu
at 2000

Raazi at 1447

Starring: Nimrat Kaur, Juhi
Chawla, Atul Kulkarni

THE TEST CASE
2017 | 18+ | 1 Season | Drama

Synopsis: Captain Shikha
Sharma will do anything to
fit into the Indian Army’s maledominated Special Forces unit.

Starring: Nicole Kidman,
Reese Witherspoon

BIG LITTLE LIES
2017 | 15+ | 1 Season | Drama

Synopsis: Madeline, Celeste
and Jane are wealthy women,
whose lives are shaken up after
a murder in their idyllic town.

Jai Ho at 1415
0905 Chain Kulii Ki Main Kulii
1110 Jeene Nahi Doonga
1415 Jai Ho
1715 Maayavan
2000 Nayak: The Real Hero

0604 Ragini MMS 2
0832 Haseena Parkar
1116 Namaste England
1409 Rishtey
1728 Great Grand Masti
2000 Batti Gul Meter Chalu
2311 Men In Black

0435 Omkara
0640 Bullet Rani
0855 Soori The Street Fighter
1121 Vivah
1447 Raazi
1735 Tabahi Zulm Ki
2000 Jaanwar
2333 Lingaa

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com
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Entertainment & Promotional Features
CANNES DIARY
DAY 2

ay 2 in Cannes started
on an ominous note – it
was wet and cold. I
trudged to the JW
Mariott where the Directors’
Fortnight was going to kick
off. A parallel section to the
festival, it was started in 1969
by the French Directors Guild.
The Quinzaine, as it is
popularly known, played a key
role in shaping careers of
iconic directors such as Pablo
Larrain, Atom Egoyan and our
Anurag Kashyap, whose
Gangs of Wasseypur had its
world premiere here in 2012.
This year the sidebar has a
new festival director, Paolo
Moretti. The opening film was
Deerskin, by Quentin
Dupieux. It’s an intriguing and
macabre character study of a
man unusually obsessed with
his deerskin jacket. Jean
Dujardin (remember his
Oscar-winning performance
in The Artist, 2011?) is scary
and hilarious as the unhinged
protagonist. In the Q&A after
the film, he said he played the
character as completely
normal, which is why he is

D

Actor Julianne
Moore arrives for
the premiere of the
film LesMiserables
PHOTO: JOEL C RYAN/
INVISION/AP

THE FESTIVAL
ROCKSTARS
more unnerving. Thankfully,
when we emerged from the
screening, Cannes was back to
its picture-postcard scenery.
I spent some time chatting
with filmmaker Rima Das,
whose story is nothing short of
inspiring. She came to
Mumbai to be an actor. When
that didn’t work out she taught
herself how to make movies.
Her second film, Village
Rockstars (2018) put her on the
global map. She directed,
produced, wrote, edited and
also handled its art direction
and costume design. It won 44
awards at film festivals, four
National Awards and was
selected as India’s official
entry to the 2019 Oscars. Her
third film, Bulbul Can Sing,
has already been to the
Toronto and Berlin film
festivals.
It’s Rima’s fourth year
in Cannes so I asked
her to give me a
Director
lowdown on how
Rima
indie artists
Das
negotiate a festival
like Cannes. Her
advice to newbies is

they should spend on getting
accommodation closer to the
venue.
Rima participated in the
inauguration of the India
Pavilion by Amit Khare,
secretary, ministry of
information and broadcasting.

Film critic
Anupama
Chopra brings
the latest from
the Cannes Film
Festival 2019

The cast and crew of the film Les Miserables
PHOTO: STEPHANE MAHE/REUTERS

Cannesidol
Selenasays
socialmedia
‘terrible’for
theyouth

The Pavilion becomes a home
away from home for the many
Indians at Cannes. And the
day ended with another film,
Monia Chokri’s The Woman of
My Brother, which opened the
Un Certain Regard section.
Next day, Priyanka Chopra
Jonas arrives. Stay tuned.

op icon and actor Selena
Gomez warned that social
media had been “terrible” for
her generation, saying she tried
to set a good example for her 150
million followers on Instagram.
Speaking after her politically
charged zombie flick, Jim
Jarmusch’s The Dead Don’t Die,
opened the Cannes film festival,
Gomez said the tools that helped
make her famous were
destructive in the wrong hands.
“I think our world is going
through a lot obviously. What
Jim (Jarmusch) gestured to in
the film is that social media has
really been terrible for my
generation,” Gomez, 26, said at a
news conference.
Her comments come as a
Malaysian teenager took her own
life after posting a poll to
Instagram asking if she should
live or die.
Gomez also warned about the
fake news rampant on social
media. “It does scare me when
you see how exposed these young
girls and young boys are,” she
said, adding, “They are not aware
of the news. I think it’s dangerous
for sure if people aren’t getting
the right information.” Gomez
said pervasive internet bullying
left young people devastated.
In the light of her own massive
social media presence, Gomez
was asked what celebrities and
the industry’s biggest companies
could do to make the online world
less toxic.
“I think it’s pretty impossible
to make it safe at this point.
There’s no blocking anything,
they’re exposed to it
immediately,” she said.

P
PHOTO:
STEPHANE
MAHE/
REUTERS

Filmmaker Quentin Dupieux and Deerskin cast members Jean
Dujardin and Adele Haenel
PHOTO: REGIS DUVIGNAU/REUTERS

Actor Hina Khan made her
debut on the Cannes red
carpet, for the screening of
her short film, Lines
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I understand that it’s amazing to use your
platform but it does scare me when you see
how exposed these young girls and young
boys are.
SELENA GOMEZ SINGER-ACTOR

AFP

PHOTO: ERIC GAILLARD/REUTERS

Actor Anne-Elizabeth Bosse (left) and director Monia Chokri

XINHUA

PHOTO:
HTCS

‘Muklawa celebrates the adorable
chemistry between Ammy, Sonam’
roduced under the
banner of White Hill
Studios, upcoming
Punjabi film Muklawa is a
tale of the bygone era when a
husband and wife struggled
to meet each other.
The much awaited
Punjabi romantic comedy
has quickly become the talk
of the town with its foot
tapping music and hilarious
dialogue promos. With
singer-actor Ammy Virk and
Sonam Bajwa in the lead
roles, Muklawa narrates a
love story of the past. “The
adorable duo has already
won hearts of the audiences
with the official trailer that
celebrates the innocence of
pure love,” say the makers.
“Since the movie is set in
the backdrop of pre-Partition

P

DIRECTED BY
SIMERJIT SINGH,
AND WRITTEN BY
UPINDER WARAICH
AND JAGJIT SAINI,
THE MOVIE IS
SCHEDULED TO
RELEASE ON MAY 24
Punjab, it was a unique
experience for me to shoot
for the movie. It is a first-ofits-kind romantic comedy
and I am hopeful that the
audiences will love it,” says
Ammy.
Sonam says, “I really

enjoyed shooting for the
different wedding customs
which were followed earlier.
Ammy and other actors were
really supportive and it
turned to be a really
memorable experience.”
The movie also stars
Gurpreet Ghuggi, BN
Sharma, Karamjit Anmol,
Sarabjit Cheema, Drishtii
Grewal, and Nirmal Rishi in
prominent roles.
Produced by Gunbir
Singh Sidhu and Manmord
Sidhu under the banner of
White Hill Studios, Muklawa
is directed by Simerjit Singh
and the storyline is helmed
by Upinder Waraich and
Jagjit Saini.
The movie is slated to
release worldwide on
May 24.
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I have grown up listening to
folk stories: Rubina Dilaik
ctor Rubina Dilaik, who
enjoys motivational books,
says her love for reading is
a recent development.
Excerpts:

A

Which books are currently
on your reading list?
Attitude is Everything by Jeff
Keller and The Secret Revealed
by Napoleon Hill.
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BREATHING LIFE
INTO THE PAST
Decade-long conservation
efforts have restored
Humayun’s Tomb complex to
its former glory

Which was the best
book you’ve read so far?
It’s Not How Good You Are, It’s
How Good You Want To
Become by Paul Arden.
Which genres do you read?
I absolutely enjoy reading selfhelp and motivational books.

Humayun's Tomb
Which genres do you avoid?
I usually avoid thrillers.

PHOTO: SARANG GUPTA/HT

Which book do you think everyone
should read at least once?
Like the Flowing River by
Paulo Coelho.
What do you like to
read when you travel?
Inspirational books.
Which is your favourite
fairy tale or folk story?
Back in my village, we had a
tradition of family gatherings
just before dinner where our
grandparents worshipped idols
with the entire family and then
narrated short stories (as a
moral story) to the kids. I used
to enjoy them the most; they
took us to our own fantasy
land. So, I’ve grown up
listening to folk stories.

A

What kind of reader
were you as a child?
I was an average reader as a
child, but lately, I’ve developed
a taste for reading. I have seen
my father spend hours at his
study table reading literature
and writing books. I guess its
seeping in slowly.
If you had to name one book
that made you who you are
today, which would it be?
The Buddha in Your Mirror by
Woody Hochswender.
Which author would you
choose to write your life story?
Paulo Coelho, for sure.
HTC

nyone who crosses
Delhi’s Lodhi-Mathura
Road’s roundabout
would remember a
colossal Mughal era
monument that stands on it —
the Subz Burj, hidden under
scaffolding for heritage
conservation. An example of
resplendent Islamic
architecture in India, it is the
first introduction of a dense
ensemble of garden tombs that
dot the 170-acre area around
Humayun’s Tomb, built
during the time of emperor
Akbar.
Sabz Burj is also one among
the several monuments under
conservation in the tomb
complex, in addition to the
over 50 already conserved and
open to the public to visit.
Sights of master craftspeople
and conservation architects at
work is not uncommon in the
complex dating back several
centuries.

Rubina Dilaik has inherited a taste for reading from her father
PHOTO: PRODIP GUHA/HT

(Above) Sunder Nursery city
park; (left) Sabz Burj PHOTOS: VIPIN
KUMAR/HT AND MOHD ZAKIR/HT

A stroll in the beautiful
Sundar Nursery city park
adjacent to the Tomb, known
as Azim Bagh, with the head of
the key conservator Aga Khan
Trust for Culture (AKTC),
Ratish Nanda, reveals future
plans the global non-profit has
for the heritage area.
The idea is to develop the
park into a high-quality space
where citizens can mingle
without the social barriers of
religion, caste, and class,
Nanda said, it proves to be a

beautiful example of ecological
conservation as well.
The collaboration project,
which began in 2007, includes
the Archeological Survey of
India, the primary body
responsible for heritage sites
in India.
The 90-acre Sundar Nursery
features nursery beds, a flower
showcase, arboretum, and a
microhabitat zone. Till date,
the park has about 280 native
tree species, 80 bird species,
and 36 butterfly species.

CHALLENGES GALORE
Conservators point out that
the tomb site, like many
heritage sites, had befallen a
peculiar condition — worn
gardens, cracked masonry,
and damaged stonework.
The challenges for the
conservators were not just
limited to the re-use of glazed
Mughal tiles, lime plaster, red
sandstone, gold-foiled and
copper structures, and
replacing damaged wood.

Conservators had to remove
the encroachment of about 150
modern structures and even
undo the damage done by 20th
century cement-and-concrete
repairs. After breathing new
life into at least 50 monuments
— including Nila Gumbad, Isa
Khan’s garden-tomb, Halima’s
garden-tomb, Arab Serai
gateways, Sundarawala Mahal
and Burj, Chausath Khambha,
and Hazrat Nizamuddin Baoli
— and community life that
thrives around it, the
conservation effort is
spreading its wings to include
more tombs, landscapes, and
baolis, making the ensemble a
living, breathing monument.

IANS
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‘MYROLE IN
THE FILM
LOVE WAS
BEAUTIFUL’
Actor Salman Khan says that
though he is not a fan of remakes,
if at all any of his film had to be
remade; he would choose the
1991 film co-starring Revathy
Sneha Mahadevan
t is raining remakes in
Bollywood. While remaking
south films was an ongoing
trend, film-makers are now
revisiting older classics and
interpreting them in modern
context. But some actors
aren’t in favour of remakes
because they feel like the

I

original films should be left
untouched. Salman Khan is
one of those actors who
doesn’t think too highly of
remakes. However, he adds
that one of his earliest films
would make for a good
remake as it would reach a lot
more people.
Talking about it, he says, “I
won’t remake my own films.

Sooraj is a fighter and he will do really well for himself
and I have no doubts about that. Once you take on the
responsibility of somebody, you can’t back off. His film,
Hero film did superb business.
SALMAN KHAN, ACTOR
But, if any of these new boys
want to do, it’s this film called
Love (1991). In fact, Varun
[Dhawan; actor] was
mentioning that it was a
wonderful film. It was the
first few films that I did and I
remember that it didn’t do
well. But that was a beautiful
film and my character was
wonderful.”
Remakes aside, the actor
who is known to launch
several fresh faces, also
launched Sooraj Pancholi
who made his debut with

Hero (2015). Though
Sooraj has not had a
release after Hero, Salman
says that he sees a lot of
potential in the young actor
and his talent. “Sooraj is a
fighter and he will do really
well for himself and I have no
doubts about that. Once you
take on the responsibility of
somebody, you can’t back
off. His film, Hero film did
superb business,” says
Salman who will be next seen
in Bharat.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

What’s the one thing Divya regrets doing?
Sangeeta Yadav
ctor Divya Dutta feels
happy about how her
acting career has shaped
up over the years. She has
mostly played supporting
roles in films such as Veer
Zaara (2004), Delhi 6 (2009),
Bhaag Milkha Bhaag (2013),
Manto and Fanney Khan
(both 2018), but the actor
has no qualms about her
choices.
However, there is one thing
she wishes she could undo.
Very few people know that
during her initial years in the
film industry, Divya earned
recognition and garnered
praise for dubbing the voice of
actor Lisa Ray in filmmaker
Vikram Bhatt’s movie Kasoor
(2001) and this is something

A

the actor wishes she hadn’t
taken up.
“I was new in the industry
and couldn’t say no to Vikram
Bhatt... It is one of those
phases when you are just
finding your foothold,” says
Divya.
The actor, who also starred
in the same film, adds that, “It
was very weird that I was
dubbing for Lisa and someone
else dubbed for me. It was
really strange.”
She believes that since she
has a “very different voice,”
she’d never be a “dubbing
actor.” She says, “I have too
precious a voice to give it to
any other actor anymore. I
wouldn’t ever do that. I’m not
a dubbing actor and I don’t
think I’ll do that again ever.”
n

‘Iplanmyown
birthdayparties’
Sneha Mahadevan

ushrat Bharucha, whose
initial few films failed to
work at the box-office
tasted success after working
with Kartik Aaryan in Pyaar
Ka Punchnama (2011) and
most recently, Sonu Ke Titu
Ki Sweety (2018). This year,
too, has started off on a great
note for the actor as she is
currently shooting for two
projects. Nushrat, who
celebrates her birthday today
says that she is throwing
herself a birthday party.
“I think it was my 18th
birthday and my close friends
had thrown me a huge party,
which went on till the next
morning. That’s when I
realised that this is how
birthdays should be
celebrated. I want to have my
entire world in one place on
that day. Since then, every

N

Vahbiz
Dorabjee

year, I always party on my
birthday. And this year, too, I
plan to continue the
tradition,” says Nushrat who
turns 30 today.
But Nushrat is quite
finicky when it comes to her
parties and prefers to plan
every little detail herself. “I
plan my own parties. I get the
cake, plan the décor, make the
guest list, the music –
everything. I don’t let anyone
else do it and I want the day to
be all about what I want,” she
reveals. Not one to make New
Year resolutions, Nushrat
reveals that she doesn’t think
she is capable of making any
birthday plans either.
Professionally, it has been
a really satisfying year as she
is working on projects with
Rajkummar Rao and
Ayushmann Khurrana. “I am
glad that I am part of films
this year that are very

different
in their
own way.
I always
wanted
to work
with
Hansal
Mehta sir
and it all
fell into
place.
That was
very
special. With
Dream Girl, the
story came to me
and I really liked
it. It was one
meeting and we
were on board and
the shooting had
begun. Everything just
happened very quickly
and it has been very
satisfying,” she says.
Nushrat Bharucha
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

Vahbiz to address women’s
issues on her social media
Pooja Sharma
espite having faced
weight issues due to
medical reasons, Vahbiz
Dorabjee is one woman who
has carried herself gracefully.
Last having anchored a
television celebrity talk show,
Vahbiz has always had a great
connect with people. Hence,
this time around the actor has
now opened up conversations
and dialogues on her own
social media. “Vahbiz has had
her own share of ups and

D

downs in her professional as
well as personal life. But she
is a strong woman and many
look up to her and were
always asking her for advice.
She’s maintained a tough
front with a smile no matter
what and that inspires
women. She will be
addressing different topics to
women who follow her on her
social media platforms,” says
a source.
Vahbiz says, “It wasn’t a
conscious move as I was
already connecting with a lot

of women on a personal level.
Slowly, I realised that talking
about it will always lead to
resolutions and for most
women many of the issues
they face, while the solutions
are obvious, they don’t always
have someone to point them to
the right way. Hence, the
conversations started and
before I knew it we were
talking about everything from
weight issues, relationships,
and confidence, to what is
right and what is wrong in our
society for women.”

Divya Dutta
dubbed for
Lisa Ray in
Kasoor
(2001)

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com
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WHEN MANIESH HAD
COFFEE WITH RISHI

Maniesh Paul, who met Rishi Kapoor recently, says
such legends remind you to stay grounded
Maniesh Paul with
Rishi Kapoor (inset),
who is staying in the US
while recuperating
from cancer

Rishabh Suri
inding time to take a
breather from their
hectic work schedules
can be tough for actors.
So, when actor-host Maniesh
Paul found the chance, he
went to the US for a quick
getaway. During the New York
leg of his recent holiday, he
squeezed in a visit to veteran
actor Rishi Kapoor, who is
recuperating from cancer
there.
Maniesh tells us, “I had a
fantastic time. I went to
Atlanta, Chicago, and from
there, I called up Rishi sir. I
really wanted to meet him. We
had a fabulous time in New
York, and chatted for a good
four-and-a-half hours. We had
lunch, and then I went to his
house. He very sweetly made
coffee for me. I joked, ‘batao

F

Rishi sir, maine kabhi life
mein socha tha, ki Rishi sir ke
yahaan aaunga aur woh mere
liye coffee banayenge?!’ It’s
only after meeting legends like
him that you get to know how
important it is to remain
grounded.”
“He is doing well and
recovering. He’s lost a lot of
weight though. He was happy
to see me, and said ‘I was
looking forward to this — kab
milenge kab baat karenge’. He
talked about his films and how
cinema has changed,” adds
Maniesh, who has his hands
full currently on the
professional front. His last
project — the short film Black
Briefcase — fetched him good
reviews. Encouraged by the
response, he has more such
films lined up. He says, “I am
focusing on music right now,
getting singles ready. Apart
from that, I have scripts of two
short films. There’s another
film, which is in postproduction. I have shows, too,
for which I am travelling the
world. Life’s good.”
We ask him what’s
happening with the
film in which he
and actor Sunny
Leone were
supposed to
star together.
He tells us
that the film
didn’t work
out.
“That was
a proper
Bollywood
film, but it’s not
happening
anymore. We shot
for half the film, but
sadly, it didn’t get
made,” Maniesh reveals.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

‘It’s a pressure to not take a day off
from posting on social media’
Sangeeta Yadav
f you thought it’s just the fans
who stalk their favourite
celebrities, think again!
Actors, too, delve deep into
social media profiles of other
celebrities, and take a peek
into their lives. When actor
Elnaaz Norouzi was asked who
she stalks on
social media, she didn’t think
twice before taking actor
Priyanka Chopra Jonas’ name.
“The list is long but the ones
who top the list are (actors)
Priyanka Chopra Jonas and
Angelina Jolie. They are
amazing boss ladies. They not
only look gorgeous but are
very empowering as well,”
says Elnaaz, who was seen in a
web series.
Being new on social media,
she is trying to catch up with
the trends in the virtual world.
At times, she says it becomes a
little “pressuring” for her to
stay digitally
active.
“It’s so tough to make sure
you post something every day
and the fact that you can’t take
a day or two off [from social
media]. There were days when
I couldn’t post anything for
three days and that gives me
pressure,” Elnaaz explains.
Though social media
gives one the power to voice
their opinion and share
anything and everything
publicly, Elnaaz feels that “if
one is not careful, it can trigger
trolling and controversies”.
She elaborates, “In today’s
day and age, we have to be
really careful about what we
say and do on social media.
You can hurt so many
people. I have also experienced
trolls and hate comments and
it was very upsetting. So, now,
I choose to not read the
comments and just let it go.”

I
Maninder Buttar
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM_@MANINDERBUTTAR

SAKHIYAAN
CHANGED MY
LIFE, SAYS
MANINDER
Rishabh Suri
e’s the voice behind one of
the biggest singles in
recent time — Sakhiyaan
— which crossed 300 million
views online. So it comes as a
surprise when singer
Maninder Buttar reveals he
has never taken any training in
singing. “My riyaaz is just to
keep on singing. I compose
myself too. I sung in school
(and other stages) but it’s a
God-gifted tone. I just polished
it myself. There wasn’t any
YouTube in our time,” he says.
Elaborating on how such
platforms help budding artists,
he says, “Hum toh jaise-taise aa
gaye iss line mein. It will be
good, in future one can learn
things sitting at home. Luckily,
there’s also access to cheap
internet. Everyone is thus
availing it, getting to learn.”
Maninder reveals his entire
life changed post Sakhiyaan’s
success. “Time Punjabiyon ka
achha chal raha hai. I had been
thinking about a single, which
all of India would sing. But I
didn’t think it will get this kind
of reach. I remember the first
time I sang in life — it was in
school and the song was
‘Nanna Munna Raahi hoon’. I
got a lot of appreciation and a
reward of ₹100 too. Then it
struck me how good this was,”
Maninder signs off.

H

n

I’ve experienced trolls and
hate comments and it was
very upsetting. Now, I choose
to not read the comments.
ELNAAZ NOROUZI ACTOR

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

Why target only Bollywood for nepotism: Zaheer
Shreya Mukherjee
ong before he was launched
by actor-producer Salman
Khan in Notebook, actor
Zaheer Iqbal was being
mentored by the superstar for
over six years. And many
would say that his debut reeks
of nepotism. However, Zaheer
disagrees with it. “[Salman]
happened to be there at my
sister’s wedding where he saw
me dancing and liked my
performance. And then he told
me, ‘tu ab jo kar raha hai chod
de, film karna hai’. So, nothing
was planned in advance and I
also don’t come from a film
background,” says Zaheer,
adding that Salman has also
launched Sajid-Wajid (music
composers), among others, and
none of them are from a filmi
background. “My father is a

L

Zaheer Iqbal

builder and when I joined that
business, it was nepotism
clearly. But no one is telling me
anything about that. Why is it
only and mostly about
Bollywood? I don’t understand.
Also, I could not say no to my
father, nor could I say that ‘jo
mujhe 30 ka saal experience
aap virasat mein de rahen ho,
woh nahin chahiye’. Things
don’t happen like that,” he
adds. Meanwhile, after
Notebook, Zaheer has been
reading scripts but is yet to sign
a project. Ask him the kind of
films that interest him and he
says “unconventional”. “5-10
years down the line people
should think like agar Zaheer
ka film hai to achha hi hoga,
chalo dekhte hain… The kind
of impact (Salman) bhai’s film
have,” he says.
n

PHOTO: SHIVAM
SAXENA/HT

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

Pankaj and Anurag’s
Bengal connect!
Juhi Chakraborty
ankaj Tripathi has come a
long way in Bollywood. He
is one of the most soughtafter actors and the most busy
he has ever been in his career.
Currently, he is shooting for
filmmaker Anurag Basu’s
untitled film in Mumbai. What
is not known is that the actordirector duo has something in
common. Both Pankaj and
Anurag are bonding big time
on the sets over all things
Bengali. Pankaj’s wife Mridula
is a Bengali, from Kolkata. And
the actor loves Bengali food
and sweets, which he’s being
treated to on the sets, all thanks
to Anurag.
“While shooting in Mumbai,
Pankaj prefers carrying homemade food. But ever since he
started shooting for Anurag
Basu’s film, he has stopped
doing so as the food served on
the sets tastes like his homemade food,” a source shares.
Dishing further about his on
-set food experiences, Pankaj
says, “Bengali food and
language are now an important
part of my life. So far I haven’t
carried food on the sets because
the unit food is brilliant. Such

P

Pankaj Tripathi
food has never been delivered
on any set before. It has
variety, with three types of fish
cooked in Bengali style.”
Besides their shared love for
Bengali food, Pankaj and
Anurag also share a great
camaraderie on the sets and
often break into Bangla while
talking to each other. Pankaj
has a grasp over the language,
thanks to his wife, and when
Anurag gives instructions to
the crew in Bengali, the actor
has no trouble understanding.
“I am enjoying the process of
shooting with Anurag Basu,
because of the love and respect
i have for dada,” he adds.
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com
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A FINE LIFE
LOOKBOOK

PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

THE
BLOUSE
AFFAIR

RED AND RADIANT
Have an upcoming
sangeet ceremony to
attend? This scarlet
red sari with a printed
jacket is a great
choice. Jackets are
hassle-free and make
for a comfortable yet
unconventional
option this summer.
“It’s a contemporary
take on the
traditional sari with
the jacket adding
definition to your
torso and the
statement knotted
belt helps cinch
the waist. The
jacket is crafted in
pure chiffon and
features pearlembroidery with
hints of gota
detailing,” says
fashion designer
Ridhi Mehra.
So, put on your
dancing shoes and
dance the night
away.

We pick trendy
and unconventional blouses
that you can flaunt all
through this season
Akshata Shetty

Pink paradise
Super cute, fresh and chic, Ananya Panday looked her stylish
best in this pink co-ord set. She stayed wary of accessories
and wore white heels to make her outfit pop!

NET-PICKING

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/ALIAABHAT

Ice cream all the way
Nothing solves problems quite like ice cream does and Alia
Bhatt agrees. The actor posted this image on Instagram with
the caption, ‘In a world full of hate, BE LOVE — oh & eat ice
cream!’

ashion designer Satya Pau
ul
recently came up with the
campaign #sariiscool and
saw the six-yard garment
draped in many styles. What
caught our attention was how
these saris were
complemented with
unconventional blouses.
While women have moved
from traditional to
contemporary to pre-stitched
saris, the blouse has also seen
many transitions.
“People are moving away
d
from the mundane fabrics and
silhouettes by mixing Indian
and Western elements to
create interesting ensembles.
The world is truly globalised
and most women couldn’t be
bothered with the difficult task
of neatly draping a sari. A pre
draped version of the sari
with attached pallu that
could be worn as quickly as
any of the western garments
preferred by modern Indian
women,” says fashion
designer Bhumika Sharma.
While the Indian sari has
n
seen many transformations in
the recent past, the sari blouse
e
too has made a statement with
h
its unconventional cuts
and patterns. From being
p
paired with denim shirts, crop
tops, bralettes and even
jackets. We speak to fashion
experts to see what’s haute
this season.
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/SHIVANANDNARRESH

F

03

SHEERR MAGIC
Make y
your blouse a canvas
of creativity. This organza
embroidered blouse and
george
ette sari designed
by Day
ya Bansal, is artistic
and is aan ideal ensemble
for a daay function.

C IT WITH
COOL
DDENIM
S
Singer
Natalie Di
LLuccio rocks the
SSatya Paul’s
#sariiscool
#
campaign, in a
denim shirt.
d
Thus, making it
T
a cool option
this summer
season.

BEACH READY
Beat the heat this season in this bold
and chic bustier blouse with fringes
designed by Shivan & Narresh

PLEATED WITH CARE
Blouses can have pleats
too. This white pleated
long-sleeved blouse is
casual yet chic. It’s an ideal
option for office or a
casual brunch. “The micro
pleated textured overlap
blouse complements the
sari giving it a fun young
vibe. The solid white
colour makes it easy to
style and pair with other
outfits from your
wardrobe making it a
multi-purpose statement
piece,” says fashion
designer Vedika M.

NATURE’S GIFT
Celebrate nature by
embracing the beauty of it
in your sari’s blouse. “We
have designed a printed
jacket blouse inspired
from leaves, flowers and
paisley brimming from our
beautiful flora and
intricately hand
embellished with
Swarovski crystals and
beads. Nature’s elements
have been converted into
alluring prints on
summery yet earthy
tones, rich textures
encrusted with hand
crafted details,” says
fashion designer Bhumika
Sharma.
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MEGA EDUCATION FAIR
Guidance through Canada Government &
Embassy Authorized Immigration Law Expert,
ICCRC Member Dr. Ravi Garg
See his name on Canada Government &
Embassy Website
Only ICCRC Members are Legally Recognized

DR. RAVI GARG

AUSTRALIA

CANADA

Timings
11 am to
4 pm

Direct Meet with
Colleges Representative
Free Registration*|Free Visa Guidance|Application fee waiver*|On the spot application assessment|On the Spot offer letter*
23 rd MAY 2019
AMRITSAR

24 th May 2019
JALANDHAR

PIONEER OFFICE

PIONEER OFFICE

Hotel Best Western Merrion

PIONEER OFFICE

28 th May 2019
CHANDIGARH

30 th May 2019
BARNALA

31 st May 2019
BATHINDA

PIONEER OFFICE

PIONEER OFFICE

01 st June 2019
PATIALA

1792674

Hotel Friends Regency
VERNM
GO
SE
LICEN .
NO

C-2
89/M

Hotel Narain Continental

Call: 70613-70613, 94173-15337
P
I
O
N
E
E
R
I
M
M
I
G
R
A
T
I
O
N
Office: Chandigarh, Mohali, Jalandhar, Amritsar, Ferozepur, Moga, Ludhiana, Bathinda, Hyderabad & Canada
www.pioneerimmigration.com

info@pioneerimmigration.com

We Are Not Recruitment Agency

PIONEER OFFICE

25 th May 2019
LUDHIANA
PUNJAB

21 st May 2019
FEROZEPUR

T
EN

20 th May 2019
MOGA

mongaadvt
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TO BOOK YOUR AD
SIMPLY CALL

BUSINESS 08

0172-5050683

ICSE, CBSE upto 10th Mathematics, Science, 20 years experienced. M.Sc. Home Tutor. Students
getting 98%, Printed Notes.
9815929292.

CONCEPTUAL
PHYSICS,
Mathematics
(JEE-MAINS,
Advanced) by Holistically Freaking
Experts (Teachers by Choice),
Physics:- Pawan Kumar (P.K. Sir),
(Ex-Sr. Faculty-Bansal Classes).
Mathematics:- Vineet Upadhyay
(V.P. Sir) (Ex-Faculty- Career Point
Aakash Institute) 99156-69385,
89686-65229

HOME tuitions/ tutors available
(Female/ male) All classes/ subjects
Chandigarh/ Mohali/ Panchkula.
Impact Creators: 8729015647 (Tutors welcome)

COMMERCE Home / Group
Tuitions +1, +2, CBSE/ ICSE/ NIOS)
Accounts,
Economics,
Maths,
Business
9855042535,
9876390450.

ACCOUNTS Economics +1, +2,
B.Com, Home Tuition Chandigarh,
Mohali. Guaranteed Satisfaction,
(13
years),
Pushpinder.
8427273894.
CHEMISTRY Home Tuitions +1,
+2 Competitions (NEET, IIT), basics
(NCERT) and Institute doubts Clearance.. Highly experienced Teacher.
9876444333.
MATHEMATICS: +2 Compartment clear with highest marks. Individually (Group/ Home) Experienced:
M.ScMathematics
9988246686
HOME / Tuition available for all
classes/ Subjects, Chandigarh, Mohali,
Panchkula.
Tamanna:
9872164499 (Tutors welcome).

1 PHYSICS +2

+

REGULAR BATCH 2019-20

JEE Main/Advance
NEET / AIIMS
ThoroughNCERTSyllabus

Small Batch - 10 to 15 Students
No Admission Test - Open to all
No Scholarship Discounts
- Uniform Fee Structure

ASSURED RESULT

*T&C APPLY

ASHOK GHAI

Contact: 9815532846

■

■ PARVEEN MALHOTRA 8872502111 ■ AMARPREET SINGH NANDA 9888935409

ENGLISH by Gupta Sir. Home/
Group
Coaching
Class-IX
Onwards.Complete-SYLLABUS
During Summer Vacation.Contact
9872655377/9888615377

CHEMISTRY (NCERT/ JEE/ NEET)
Sector 21 Chandigarh & Phase 11
Mohali, Excellent results 2018
boards (5 students scored above
90%) 9417185881.

FOR SALE 08

FOR ENQUIRY CONTACT>>

EDUCATION

HOME/ Group Tuitions and Tutors are available for all classes/
subjects. Devikas tutorials since
1995 call:-9872438079, Tutors Welcome.

CAR FOR
SALE 08

E

SITUATIONS
VACANT p2, 4, 7

EDUCATION p1, 2,
5, 7

L
SA

htclassifieds
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EDUCATION

EDUCATION

TUITION & TUTORIALS

ENGLISH SPEAKING

PHYSICS/ Chemistry, NCERT, IIT,
AIPMT experienced Doctorate
faculty of IIT Delhi, Pay after
satisfaction. 98551-11219.

CHEMISTRY simplified: Chemistry home and group Tuitions for 11th,
12th Board / competitions. Very experienced faculty. Excellent past
year results. 9915207414.

MATHEMATICS JEE Main +1, +2
Shivam Mathematics SCO 273 FF
32D. and Sector 15D Chandigarh.
8360375478, 9914407923.

IELTS Coaching for Fresher/
Band-Improvement, Minimum-Fee,
Assured-Results, also Free Spoken
and
Personality
Development
Classes,Mohali. 7087867050

MIGLANI home Tuition Accounts,
Economics +1, +2, B.Com, B.B.A,
B.A (experienced Teachers) Mob:
9872973319, 9888457718
CHEMISTRY Group & Home
Tuitions for +1, +2, JEE/ NEET
Panchkula, Chandigarh, Mohali.
Contact: 9855420328.
HOME Tuition Maths/ Science 7th
to 10th Class by B.Sc, B.Ed,
experienced Teacher Contact:
7696232454
MATHS/ Physics 6th-12th CBSE/
ICSE, BBA, BCA, Engg. Maths,
Compartment Batch Sector-53,
(9876818283).
EXCELLENT Home tuitions of
Mathematics 8th, 9th, 10th, +1, +2
by RajSir, 15 years experience.
8286100004
ACCOUNTS Economics +1, +2,
B.Com, Home Tuition Chandigarh,
Mohali. Guaranteed Satisfaction,
(13
years),
Pushpender.
8427273894.
HOME Tuition Available upto 10th
Class (CBSE/ ICSE) by Experienced M.Sc. Teacher. Reasonable
Fee 9878428554.

9TH, 10th, +1, +2, NIOS, BBA,
B.Com, BA, MBA, Accounts Statistics, Reasonable Fees. Contact:9872930074.
METICULOUS institute of Mathematics upto 12th, Science upto
10th 25 years of Teaching experience, 78376-15743.
CBSE, NCERT ( Short Duration)
+1, +2 Fifteen years Experience
(Mathematics
98157-25385)
(Chemistry 98550-24657), (Physics
95014- 57805).
PHYSICS home doubt classes for
JEE (Main/ Advanced), NEET,
AIIMS preparing students. Ranvijay
Sir. 7814997347.
HOME Tuitions upto 10 (Maths,
Science, Olympiads) +1, +2 (Chemistry, Biology) Qualified Female
Tutor 9815891571.

TUITION & TUTORIALS
RESULT oriented Female/ Male
Home Tutor available any Subject/
Class/ board, Graduate, Post
Graduate. Chandigarh, Mohali,
Kharar. 81949-15252.
TUITION for all subjects class 1st
to 8th and Sociology, Political
Science - 9876559743. Accounts,
Eco.,
Business
Studies.
7988266967.
HOME
tuitions
9th,
10th,
Mathematics, Science experienced
Sanjeev Sir. 8558972896, +1, +2,
IIT, B.Tech, Result 95% Professor
Tyagi. 9501243740.
CONTACT for home tuition by experience and qualified Teacher by
Gurman Tutorial 9915210374 (result
oriented)

GANPATI Tutorials Excellent
home tutors for all Classes/
Subjects/ Areas. 9815504171 Mrs.
Kakkar (Tutors Welcome).
BIOLOGY +1, +2, NCERT &
Competitions (Sec-69, Mohali)
experienced Doctorate female
faculty: 9877342893.
HOME tuition physics, maths, X,
XI, XII. All boards in Mohali,
Chandigarh.
Contact
Goel
9417473984

IELTS MBA Coaching English
Speaking Grammar, Personality
Development Academics +1, +2,
Special Batches on Saturday.
Sunday 3036/44-D. Chandigarh.
98764-40363,
0172-2663036.
www.ritaenglishacademy.com
SCORE 8777 Bands in IELTS. Personal Training by Ex-Examiner.
Batches from Morning Till Night.
Contact:- 9915942631

COMPUTER COURSE
LEARN Java, C++, IELTS, PTE,
Python, PHP, Computer Basics,
HTML, Internet home tutor available. 8872900055
LEARN Computer basics, Internet Typing, Web Designing, SEO,
SMO PHP, Photoshop, HR Training,
Tally. 9888647152.

SPEAK English fluently like
foreigner, accent training, pronunciation improvement public speaking
home tuition only. 8427812846.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

COACHING

CIAO!SPEAK *ITALIAN* fluently
Learn from Italy returned Trainer C1
Siena
University
Italy.
Call
7018520148.

PHYSICS Helpline XI, XII. Small
batches or Individual tuitions free
trials Phase 10, Mohali. Home
Tuition Mohali, Chandigarh nearby
Sectors only. 97804-45478.

LEARN French Qualified Tutor
available cover all School Syllabus
Home Tuition Available Contact:
9855433662
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SITUATIONVACANT
REQUIRED Vice Principal,Coordinator,PGT-Physics,Chemistry,
Fine arts(Part time),PGT-English,Psychology,Home
Science,
Physical Education,Maths, Biology,Computer,Kindergarten
teacher,and a BAMS-doctor for
DCMontessori(Sr.Sec.SMART)
School,Manimajra,Chandigarh
Apply at www.dcmschd.edu.in.Contact at 0172-2734464,9877616495
MALE / Female Front Office
Receptionist Required for 3 STAR
HOTEL
IN
CHANDIGARH.
Candidates having experience in
star category hotel with good
communication skills shall be given
preference. Freshers with good
educational background may also
apply. Attractive Salary Packages
for Deserving Candidates. Contact:
09855250100, 09914779944

URGENTLY need Freshers for
online B2B platform,On-Ground
Executives,Own Conveyance &
Smart phone must,Male/Female,
Graduate.
Attractive
Salary,
Handsome Incentives. Contact:
0172-7132212.

WANTED Female/Male office-coordinator with good/communicationskills fresher can/apply.Tally-operator also required-Contact-komfort
sales.SCO32 Madhya-Marg Sector7C,Chandigarh.9815300159

REQUIRED Female Tellecallers
for Credit Card Process. Location:Zirakpur, Patiala Road Contact:9988380620, 8557003557.

REQUIREMENT Sales girl (having
experience in real estate or fresher
will also do. 01 Receptionist, 01
Telecaller, 01 Call: 9855704447.

REQUIRED Experienced office
coordinator Male/ Female with
computer knowledge at Kharar 9876000162.
REQUIRED Retired VRS/Ex-serviceman/ Housewife/ Businessman/
Part/ Fulltime 50k plus, Training
Allowances. 9988882360.
REQUIRED Accountant fresher
Super Link SCO-172, Sector-26,
Grain Market, Chandigarh. 9417003539.

REPUTED Pharma firm requires
Accountant for Accounting, Banking
purpose etc. in Panchkula. Contact:
9143300003.
REQUIRED female tellecallers for
credit card process location:
Zirakpur, Patiala road. Contact:
9988380620. 8557003557.
REQUIRED Sales Person Male for
Real Estate firm Contact Khanna
Properties #2133 Sector -21C
Chandigarh. 98140-16622.
WANTED female IELTS, spoken
English teacher as partner for a new
venture. Contact 9041482314
FOR Technical Work Candidates
Required in our own office at Sec 17
Chandigarh. Contact: 9888925783.
REQUIRED TOURIST Visa Filing
Expert with Knowledge of MS Office
& Coreldraw Call 9872998811

FRESHER, Female B.Tech. Electrical Engineer required office - 832,
Sunny Business Centre, Sector125, Mohali, 987-22-555-88.
REQUIRED Competent Boy and
Girl for the office operations and
Marketing Qualifications - B.Com.
Contact : 9815354332.
URGENTLY required expert SEO/
SMO digital marketing expert(facebook, Youtube, content writer etc.)
Chandigarh 8360045092
REQUIRED fresh or experienced
female admissions counselor and
receptionist for Chandigarh office.
Call 7889115924

REQUIRED MALE Accountant
with 2 to 3 Years of Experience in
Accountancy. Good experience in
Book Keeping, Bank Reconciliation,
Invoicing, Receivable & Payable
and Filing returns of GST. Computer
skills must. Send your CV via e-mail
athr@sunriselegalservices.com or
visit Sunrise, SCO 86-87, Sector 8C, Madhya Marg, Chandigarh.
Mobile: 7347008285.

WANTED Experienced Mechanical Engineer, Computer Operator
with Excellent Communication
Skills. Anju Industries Plot No. -146,
Ind. Area, Phase-1 Chandigarh.
0172-5073212
anjuindustries@hotmail.com

SUVIDA Integrated Services Pvt
Ltd at Chandigarh requires 1) Accountant with 2-3 years of experience 2) Sales/ Tenders Executive
with 1-2 years of experience 3) HR
Executive. Walk in interview: SCO
47 Top Floor sector-29D Chandigarh- 160030 from 10:00 5:00pm,
921652275, hr@suvidaindia.com

B.PHARMA, D. Pharma, B.Sc
wanted for a Pharmaeutical company at sector-22 Chandigarh contact 7973864069

WANTED SALES Manager/ Sales
Executive for Marketing of Electrical
Products Having 2-4 Yrs Experience
in same field. M/s New Luxmi Electric Co., SCO 2924 Sector-22C,
Chandigarh Call: 9501117763
Email: manager@newluxmi.com.

REQUIRED female faculty for
Science upto 10th for CBSE, ICSE &
Marketing Executive for Coaching
Centre, RV Sharma Classes Sector70, Mohali. 9417009510.

BUILDING hardware manufacturing company required traveling
sales representative for South India,
lady office assistant knowing computer lady office clerk, 2 helpers.
Contact 27/7, Industrial area, phase
2, Chandigarh.

REQUIRED Female office Assistant having knowledge of Telecalling
and Computer also for Property Office 2562 Airocity near Airport
Chowk
Mohali.
Contact
7357076104, 9872406666.

WANTED responsible Graphics
Designer Experienced in Coreldraw
and photoshop at TDI-City Mohali
Mobile 9988151172

CHANDIGARH Based Architectural Firm Requires Architect for Research Work, Draftsman, Business
Development Executive and office
Boy. Contact with Your Resume and
Expected
Salary.
Email:
sunita41073@gmail.com Phone:0172-2722466, 9814527846

REQUIRED 1. MD(Radiology)
Senior residency from good medical
collage with good knowledge of Foetal Echo Level II USG 2.ANM/GNM
(Nursing Staff) Shri Ram Clinic and
hospital # 1187, sector-11 Panchkula 9876029885

REQUIRED
Experienced
accountact Male/ Female with
knowledge of tally at Kharar 9876000162.

COREL draw operator, min 2 yrs
experience. English Hindi typing
preffered. handsome salary, Perks
provident fund, esi, bonus etc. extra
for
deserving
candidates.
Permanent job. Azad offset printers
144 press site ind area 1
Chandigarh. Call 9914111543,
9814011543

COMPUTER operator wanted for
a Pharmaceutical Manufacturing
unit at Industrial area Phase-9
Mohali 7973864069

HINDUSTAN TIMES, CHANDIGARH
SATURDAY, MAY 18, 2019

EXPORT COMPANY Require ITI/
Diploma
Holder
Mechanical,
Welder, Turner, Pressman, Die
Fitter. Fresher Can Also Apply for
Internship.
Production
and
Inspection Incharge-Minimum 5
Years Experience. Brohawk Exports
141, Industrial Area, Phase-9,
Mohali
Near
Philips.
perfect27@gmail.com
01725094432

PLACEMENT
Solutions
for
Freshers. We Provide Jobs Placement services in Mohali, Panchkula
and Chandigarh. Employers and
Freshers both can approach . Interview training is also provided by us.
Contact:- 9877701825.
REQUIRED Full Time / Part Time
(Morning 9 to 2, Evening Batch 5 to
9) Female IELTS/ Spoken English
Trainer. Contact with complete details at Welkin, SCO 41, 1st Floor,
Sector 30-C, Chandigarh. 01722640741
welkinedusolutions30@gmail.com.
Freshers can also apply.
REQUIRED EXPERIENCED Staff
For Govt. Approved Immigration
Company.
Male/
Female.
Telecallers/ Counsellors/ Team
Leader/ Filling Officer. Fresher Also
Welcome. Salary No Bar for
Deserving Candidate. Contact SCF49, 2nd Floor, 3B2, Mohali9041001151, 98768-41314.
REQUIRED Office Assistant(F),
experienced in making quotations
and back end activity. Salary
negotiable. Please contact at
Aadiushmaa Engineers (P) Ltd.,
SCO-6, 2nd Floor, Industrial Area,
Phase-2,
Chandigarh.
sales@aadiushmaa.com,
M: 93561-05272.
MANNAT nursing academy SCO
112-113 2nd floor sector 34A
Chandigarh required M.Sc nursing
lecturer in any stream with minimum
two year experience in teaching
handsome salary send your CV to
mannatnursingacademy@gmail.com
9592682437,
9816275484
URGENTLY
Required
Sales
Executives-20, Sales Manager-5,
Helper -5, Office Boy & Driver for
Ayurvedic Company in Chandigarh.
Good Salary TA & DA Extra Contact:
9357000019,
9878744441,
9988790469
Email:
yogisayurveda22@gmail.com
TOUR Packages executive knowledge of destinations selling. 3-5
years experience. Air Ticketing Expert Sales Executive 5-8 years experience. Evergreen Travels (IATA
Accredited Agent) SCO 324-325,
Level II Sector 38-D, CHD. info.evergreentravels@gmail.com

ACCOUNTANT Required Salary
10000 to 20000. Room Food Option
Available. F-19 Phase 8 Sector 72
Eltop Industrial Area Mohali. Interview 2 to 5 PM Phone:
01724682019,
kundanlites@
gmail.com

REALLY Hard Working Progressive B.Coms, Freshers/ Experienced.
Salary According capability (10,00020,000) Partimers also welcome.
Investos 3128/28D, Chandigarh.
8837698128.

WANTED Accountant, Assistants
having knowledge of computerized
accounts, Contact Anil & Associates, #3148, 46-C, Chandigarh.
98886-50555

26-YEARS Experience Looking
Part Or Full-Time-Job-Relating To
Administration,Sales,Marketing,
Purchase, Tax,Litigation,Liaising,
Statutory-Compliance In Or Around
Chandigarh.Contact-8968636900
ACCOUNTS, GST training course
by CA. Tally.ERP9, Advance Excel,
TDS, payroll, GST and TDS returns,
E-filing
0172-4635239,
8968770993. Accounting jobs
8968770994
BATHINDA Base Govt. Approved
Immigration Company Required Sr.
Visa Counselor & Visa Counselors.
Experience Minimum One Year.
98146-53444
singh5757@gmail.com
REQUIRED
OFFICE
Coordinators/
Manager/
Telecallers/ Computer Operators/
IELTS
Trainers,
9988898190.
email- info@2muchjobs.com
REQUIRED Fresh Graduate Female office Coordinators in Chandigarh Having Proficiency in Computers with Good Typing Speed.
tg7778@outlook.com
REPUTED Immigration Company
Required Marketing Manager,
Counselor, Telecallers,
Salary
10,000/- - 30,000/- + Incentive Call
9878827402 Mohali.
IMMEDIATELY
REQUIRED
experienced boy for office work,
having knowledge of computer,
Sector
34,
Chandigarh.
9815889707.
IMMEDIATELY Required Experienced & Fresher Visa Counsellors/
Team Leaders. Radvision Consultant SCO-123, top Floor, Phase-7,
Mohali. 8872009515.

REQUIRED
front
office
Executives, Male/ Female good
communication skills Contact: Club
Pulse Fourth Floor (Piccadily Mall)
Sector-34,
Chandigarh
7696172292, 0172-2602051.
URGENTLY required staff in
reputed immigration company at
Mohali, visa counsellor (15)
telecallers (25) Male/Female can
apply. (a pleasing personality with
min 1 year experience/ fresher.
Salary 10,000/- - 25,000/- season
overseas, SCF 84, first floor, Phase5 Mohali. 70097-41099, 9803488236.

For more

Situations Vacant
Classified ads
TURN TO PAGE 4 >>
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SITUATIONVACANT
WANTED Sales Representative
for Industrial Sales, minimum two
years relevant experience. Must
have own conveyance. Send Resume to info@skent.com or Contact:
92165-02199.

CAD-DRAFTSMAN
FOR
Highway/ Bridge engineering office
at Panchkula Qualification ITI
Draughtsman Civil/ Diploma Civil
with minimum three years of working
experience as CAD engineer. Email
your biodata on hr@theghai.com.
99145-75200

URGENTLY Required Receptionist, Filling Officer,Visa Counsellor for
Study/ Tourist Visa Both Office Boy/
Girl. Only Experienced. Staff Can
Approach. Bean Goose Counsel.
9809700023.

REQUIRED COMPUTER operator
knowing basic accounts in Sector
10,
Chandigarh.
dvsethi@
srmcorporation.in,
nipunpuri@srmcorporation.in,
0172-4184866

JOIN LIC of India as Insurance Advisor. Earn upto 35,000/- PM regular
Income. 9855196906, 9855199906.

EXCEL Expert Urgent requirement Counsellor, Salary 2500030000 + Incentives freshers can also
apply. Ekam Tour & Travels, SCO85-86 2nd floor, Sector- 17-D, Chandigarh. 98726-14551.
REQUIRED BULK STAFF!

WALK-IN-INTERVIEW
ARE you searching any job, just
email
your
resume
sunrise40chd@gmail.com
9888195107

A Government Registered Visa Company
requires result oriented following staff

Visa Counselor’s
Visa Filling Of cer
Tellecaller
Receptionist

No Target / Good Salary and Incentives
Good communication skills must
Call / Whatsapp 98147-28902

CANADIAN
Immigration
Company at Patiala Requires
Receptionist, Counselor and IELTS
Trainer. Contact 95170-08899,
Email:jaswinder@multilinksimmigration.com
SECURITY Company Requires
Smart Field Officers, Receptionist,
Computer Operator, Accountant,
Navigate Security and Facilitators.
Sector-45, Chandigarh. Mobile.
70871-52346 only SMS No Whatsapp.
UK Calling!! Need Energetic,
hardworking Staff for International
Process. Required exceptional
communication skills, salary negotiable for suitable candidates + incentives and UK shift. 7973739606,
hr@pumasource.in
COMPUTER
Knowing
Staff,
Photoshop, Helpers required. Sood
Laminate, Sector 22-B, Chandigarh.
Contact:
0172-4624625,
6239243572.

WANTED PHP Developer at Least
3 Years Experience in Developing
PHP Applications. Full Stack Developer Would be preferred. Partial
Work From Home may be permitted.
Contact at Whatsapp. 98143-16997.

REQUIRED Telecallers, Marketing Executives for IT Company in
Panchkula. Salary upto 40000. Contact: 9855003334, 9855588444.

REQUIRED Female office Receptionist, Graphic Designer Field
Executive for a reputed Company in
Kharar. Qualification Graduate,
fresher also apply. Contact:
8837794862, 9803030308.

URGENTLY
REQUIRED
for
experience Telecaller/ Counsellor
Receptionist for Mohali Office
9779133977

REQUIRED
experienced
Accountant (Tally must) full time for
company in Industrial Area, Phase1, Chandigarh. Cont. Anil Kalia. CA9814032151, 9815949604.

DRIVERS REQUIRED for 5 Star
Hotel Taxis. Salary 13000/- + 3000/+ TIPS, LTV Licence, Contact:
Jhajj'z Transport, Phase 9, Mohali

HINDUSTAN TIMES, CHANDIGARH
SATURDAY, MAY 18, 2019
REQUIRED B-Pharma having
Fresher/
Experienced
For
Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Unit
at Barwala. Walk in 110, Industrial
Area Phase-II Panchkula

REQUIRED office Coordinators/
Manager/ Telecallers/ Computer
Operators/
IELTS
Trainers,
9988898190.
Email:
info@2muchjobs.com

REQUIRED Visa Counsellors/
Telecallers at Zirakpur. Experienced/ Freshers Salary 12000/- 25000/-. Smart Male/ Females8283911529.

WANTED Male/ Female Staff For
New Office Required Field Staff and
Computer Operator. Freshers and
Experience Will Come at the office
Salary Negotiable. 7528866436.

REQUIRED 1 to 3Year Experience
for Third Party Marketing and Documentation work for Panchkula office
Salary-10000 to 15000 Incentives.
Number:- 8360806318.

OFFICE Trainees B.Com/Diploma
in Tourism/ Technical Assistant
D.M.E. required for immediate appointment at Mohali. Fresher can
apply
within
3
days:
exporthouse@tepcoindia.com

WANTED One Computer Operator Cum office Assistant & One
Salesman. Office at Sector-20,
Panchkula. Contact:- 9592861506.
URGENTLY REQUIRED accounts
assistant 1 year experience,
Location Mohali Ind Area Phase-7,
9814432226
OUR Zirakpur Office required
financial Consultant (full or parttime)-50
nos.
boys,
girls,
housewives, retired employee,
Salary 12000 to 25000+ incentive.
Computer Operator cum Telecaller
(only girls)-10, Salary 8000+
incetives, qualification 10+2, Call:
9216856950.

MNC/AUTO/LTD urgent required
quality/ production Manager (experience 2-5) salary negotiable, fresher ,
Btech 18400, Diploma 16200/- ITI all
trade 12600/-. Career consultant
9646853008, 9646852900
FREE Job Paytm Company Hiring
Fresher Male Female Sitting Job Salary 12000- 18000/- Visit CMC SCF,
48 Phase-10 Mohali. 9041201346,
9915315751.
REQUIRED
EXPERIENCED
Marketing Boy for Educational
Institute, Own vehicle, Attractive
Salary + Huge Incentives. Sector :
34, Chandigarh. 98158-89707.
RENOWNED Financial Group,
looking for committed person for its
Chandigarh Branch with handsome
earning. Most suitable for retirees,
housewives, businessmen and
others. Contact- 9779294175,
8847364563.

For more

Situations Vacant
Classified ads
TURN TO PAGE 7 >>
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STAFF Required for Immigration
Company in Mohali. Telecallers,
Counsellors, Fresher and Experienced Both Can Apply. Salary
10000- 25000 + Incentive. Contact:7340723825, 8727901146.

WANTED Account assistant cum
office assistant, having good
knowledge of accounts/ word/ excel
and internet, handsome salary.
Contact: -392, Industrial Area,
Phase-2, Panchkula. 9216411707.

REQUIRED
female
office
receptionist, Graphic Designer field
executive for a reputed company in
Kharar. Qualification Graduate,
freshers also apply. Contact:
8837794862, 9803030308.
REQUIRED receptionist, counselor, case filing officer for immigration
consultancy phase 2 Mohali contact
8288835690
WANTED experienced Sales Manager for a premium imported marble
outlet by NITCO in Mohali. Attractive
salary and performance based incentives. Contact 9815959591

MEGRISOFT Ltd Required a Company Secretary Male/ Female who
can handle Secretarial Matters Independently and have good Knowledge of Company Law and Finance
of listed Company Contact No.
9501168822 Email: hr@megrisoft.co
WANTED a Science graduate or
diploma in IT/ Electronics for tutoring
& skill development of school students for in house school workshops
and at a coaching institute two to
three years working experience preferred. 8283821083
ACCOUNTS, Manager, Steno,
Web Designer, HR Generlist, Computer
Operator,
Counsellor,
Receptionist, Data Entry, Teachers
Chemistry, Physics, Math, English,
Administrator, Chatred Accountant.
9780105789.

REQUIRED FEMALE Candidate
for Calling and Data Entry for
Reputed Real Estates firm, Sector38,
Chandigarh.
Contact:
9855392553.
REQUIRED Young Experienced
(2-3 Years) Energetic Accountant
(Male) at Mattress Company, Factory - 975, Ind Area Ph-2, Chandigarh, 0172-5070973.

OPENINGS for- Audit Asstt. &
Accountants - Fresh/ Experienced
Steno - Experienced/ Retired Walk
in for interviews with latest CV &
Photograph. Any day except Sat &
Sun. Time 11 am to 4 pm. ContactV.K. Sharma- Head HR Malhotra
Rajiv & Co. Chartered Accountants,
761, 2nd floor, Sector 22/A,
Chandigarh.

FEMALE/ MALE Home tutors
required for All classes/ Subjects/
Chandigarh/ Panchkula/ Mohali.
Contact 9855566445

SITUATIONVACANT
REQUIRES:- Computer Operator's/ Receptionist/Retail Executives/ Telecallers/ Marketing Manager/ Executive Marketing/ Accountant/ Storekeeper (Providers:9888333875) for HT

HINDUSTAN TIMES, CHANDIGARH
SATURDAY, MAY 18, 2019

WANTED Field Support required
must have own conveyance. send
Resume to info@skent.com or Contact: 92165-02199.
WANTED Home Tutors (Female/
Male) All classes/ Subjects/ Tricity,
Impact Creators. 87290-15647,
(Freshers also apply)
REQUIRED FEMALE Telecaller
for educational Office, Salary +
Good incentives, Sector: 34, Chd.
98158-89707.

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED Store
Keeper with Good Communication
skills. Contact: Shreenath Trade
Links, # 31, Sector-82, JLPL,
Mohali, Mob: 9646061600.

NEED Sales Boy girls and Assistant Manager for Garments Showroom At Sector 20 Panchkula.
7986146549.
EARN in Six figures, Bright future
in Real Estate. Experienced /
Fresher welcome for sales profile
Call: 9953555853.

REQUIRED Computer Operator
Female Only. Good Computer
Knowledge is Must. Well Educated.
Self Determined and have common
sence of work 98784-14142.

MNC REQUIRED Housewives/
Retired Officers/ young Professionals Age-25. Salary 30000/7009701583

REQUIRED Mohali residentMarketing Executive (Advertising)
Graduate, Confident with own
conveyance
&
excellent
communication skills. Whatapp
Only: 70872-82802.

REQUIRED Marketing Manager /
Office Assistant, for Pharmaceutical
Company, PCD / Franchisee) Graduate / MBA Contact 9501295555,
9888889100.

HDFC Bank Urgently Required
Graduates Male Female Age below
28/ Salary 12000-18000 hurry Contact 9056959002, 9056992009.

REQUIRED Study Visa Counselor
& Tellecallers for Immigration Company... 3B2 Mohali, 7736200006.

IMMEDIATELY REQUIRED Peon
(Male/ Female). Meet with Biodata.
Speedways Advertising, SCO 84,
Sector 46-C, Chandigarh.

REQUIRED OFFICE Coordinator,
computer Hardware Networking
Engineer. Contact Videoflakes. TV
304/38
Chandigarh.
Phone9357575787

REQUIRED WEB-DESIGNER with
6 Months Experience. Must know
Word Press Photoshop Bootstrap
HTML 5. Call: 9814057680.
bdppl@yahoo.com

URGENTLY Required Experienced Tellecaller for Immigration
Contact:- 9914690004

STAFF REQUIRED!

WALK-IN-INTERVIEW
Need Fresher/Exp. Male/Female Candidate
for Immigration Of ce :

REQUIRED Design Quality and
Production Engineers at Accurate
Metal Fabrique Kurali. 9814916945.
REQUIRE Person for Chemist
Shop for Panchkula Salary 8000
to 10000 Number:- 8360806318.
HELPERS Required at Subhash
Jewellers SCF 32 Sector 8 Inner
Market Chandigarh.

Tellecaller’s
Front Desk Exe.
Visa Counselor’s
Typist (with good speed)
Good Salary and Incentives
for Deserving Candidates

Contact :- 81988-85556

REQUIRED
immediately
experienced civil engineer degree
and
diploma
holders
with
experience handling RCC framed
high rise buildings for Chandigarh
based construction company in
Ambala, Chandigarh and Mohali.
Interested may email resume with all
details
at
kohliconstruction@
yahoo.in.
REQUIRED FOR Multinational
Bank and MNC Marketing Manager/
Executives, Backend Executives,
Data Entry Operators, Tele-callers,
Counselors/
Receptionist
Immediate Joining, Handsome
Salary & Incentives Contact.
9878355516, 9463730416

Sales Executive

(Graduate or Under Graduate)

Sr. Sales Executive

(Exp. 2 to 3 Years in Direct Marketing of Kitchen Industry)
Freshers may also apply
Walk-in-Interview at

SCO 6 (1st Floor) Sector 82, MOHALI, PB.
Resume mail at : sales@aleamodular.com
REQUIRED Quality Inspectors (2
Nos) with Degree in Mech Engg/
B.Tech and Min 5 Years Experience
for Auto Parts Mfg Unit at SAS Nagar
Mohali.
Send
Resume
at
chdoffice1069@gmail.com
RECEPTIONIST for engineering
office at Panchkula. Graduate/ postgraduate from Punjab University
having good command in English
with minimum five years of working
experience. Email your biodata on
hr@theghai.com. 99145-75200.
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BUSINESS

PACKERS & MOVERS

ARE You Looking for lucrative
Business A reputed Travel Agency
with 19 years of reputation is available for sale or partnership. Contact
8427008602.

HEMKUNT Packers & Movers,
Local shifting services & all over
India services Chandigarh: 9465588772, 98724-20061

START Your business with all kind
of Ayurvedic, Cosmetic and food
products in your own brand with outstanding quality 7986679490.
BECOME Your Own Boss Start
Own Business Zero Investment
Work
Parttime/
Full
Time
9592594008.
URGENTLY required partner for
Film production company in Sector
34 Chandigarh. No investment.
Contact: 9780286869.
REQUIRED Business partner for
MNC. Minimum Investment 30000/-,
Training
Provided.
Maximum
returns. 9803030308.
RUNNING gym in Sector-20,
Panchkula available for lease. Call:
9816365777.

EX-SERVICEMAN Packers &
Movers Household Tricity All India
Shifting uploading Transport Call:
9914224303, 9779844825.
AGGARWAL
Home
Shifting
Packers Movers, Shift Your Household, Office, Local/ All Over India.
Contact:- 8699551444.
METRO Packers & Logistics,
Household Goods, Office Shifting,
Car Transportation. Local/ National
9888832887, 9041266333.

ASTROLOGY
ASTROLOGY Provides peace of
mind, prosperity besides solving
your problems, for your astrological
problems consult- Rajiv at "The Destiny" 9815599555 by appointment
only please. www.thedestiny.co.
GOLD Medalist RK. Shastri, Love
Marriage- Vashikaran Specialist, All
Life Problems Solution Immediately.
Chandigarh 9878111225.

LOAN / FINANCE

CUSTOM Printed T-shirts at low
price. Get superior print quality. Call
9478425255 www.tee4me.in

GOLD Loan, Personal Loan,
Scooter Loan for Govt./ Private
Employees SCF 38/6, Sector 18D,
Chandigarh- 9876580001.

ADVTG. & MKTG.

CASH on swipe of credit card at
nominal fee. SCF 38/6, Sector- 18D,
Chandigarh- 98765-80001.

BOOK Advertisement: All Newspapers/ Radio/ TV/ Facebook/
Google/ Youtube. Parizwing SCO65, 20-C, Chandigarh. 9888516234.
FOR Advertisement in all newspapers call Atul Arora 98150-43655
Doorstep service. No extra charges.

ACCOUNTING SERVICES
ACCOUNTING
SERVICE-For
IncomeTax, TDS, GST Return &
Compliance, VAT Assessment,
Part/Pending Accounting work.
9877467025

BUSINESS

HINDUSTAN TIMES, CHANDIGARH
SATURDAY, MAY 18, 2019

INSURANCE

PEST CONTROL

MEDICAL

INSURE
Life,
Moneyback,
Children, Pension, ULIPS, shop,
Mediclaim, vehicle, mutual fund.
Tricity Insurance expert. 9915344349.

DEEMAK, Cockroaches, Mosquitoes Control with Bayer Indiasmelless chemicals at reasonable
rate. 35 years experience. All clean
pest control. 93161-34897, 9872501485.

CONVEYANCE &
CAR ON HIRE

RUNNING 15 bedded, 3 storeyed
Nursing Home built in 250 Sq. yards
in Ludhiana for sale. Contact:
9878075260.

AC Taxi 24 Hours Service. Chandigarh to Delhi 2699/- Delhi- Chandigarh 2499/- Murlidhar Travels.
9888393095.

FOR SALE

ALL kinds of rental cabs and experience Drivers are available
contact Devikas:- 9872438079

INTERIOR DECORATION
UNIQUE Interiors and Renovation
Work Specialist: Modular kitchen,
Cupboard, Wooden, Paint, POP,
Plumbing, Electrical, Civil works,
Labour job with Material. 9872572926, 81463-68430.
CATALYST Interior, Chandigarh.
Interior Designing on theme basis by
professional team. All Interior works
on Turnkey basis also. 8558065119, 98140-36059.

ALUMINIUM FABRICATION
SETHI Aluminium fabricator,
Partition, wall paper, ceiling blinds,
sheds, cupboards, curtains, multiple
flooring, renovation. 9815716824.
ALUMINIMUM Doors Windows
Gysum Board False Ceiling Partition
Blinds PVC Wooden Flooring. Amrit
Interiors. 9872350188.
ALUMINIUM Glazing, Doors,
Window, Partitions, False ceiling,
Vertical Blind etc. Sharma Decor,
9872867613

MACHINERY /
TOOLS & PLANTS
SURFACE grinder, short blasting,
Milling, HMT lathe LB, Centreless
grinder, Broaching, Threadroll
Machine, lathe with coping, Arc
welding sets. All machines in working condition. Contact 9253744120

DETECTIVE & SECURITY
SERVICES
TOP Secret Detective Agency
SCO 487, Sector 35 Chandigarh.
9876491992, Contact Relating extra
marital affairs, or any other problem.

J.S Pest Control Pvt. Ltd.
(Member IPCA Since 1986) Bayer
Products 393/37-D, Chandigarh.
0172-4637099, 4636088, 9876051133, 99155-51155.
DEEMAK,
Cockroaches,
Mosquitos, Rats, Lizards control
with
Bayer
India,
smelless
chemicals at reasonable rate.
99880-93138.
SUNSHINE Pest Control Excellent
Work, reasonable rates, Shop No
189 Sector 70 Mohali. 01724011364, 99146-17766.

TICKETING/RESERVATIONS
THAKURAL
Travels:
Best
Discounted Airtickets, Package
Tours Contact: 38-39, Sector-17A,
Chandigarh.
0172-5007863/
5007864.

TOUR & TRAVEL
IATA Certified Travel AgencyDiscounted price- Air Ticketing, Holiday Package, Hotels, Cruises, Visa,
& Passport Services. Best Rates
Guaranteed, Evergreen Travels
Chandigarh- 99586-00585, 9914409433.

SELLING tables, Chairs, Kitchen
equipments, water cooler with RO,
Cold Baine Merry, Utensils. Call
9717791666

CAR FOR SALE

HEALTH & PHYSICAL FITNESS

INNOVA 2008, golden colour, new
tyres, full insurance, excellent
condition, single owner, Immediate
sale. 9855951209.

TO Get Healthy / Stressfree life
Learn Yoga/ fitness Training.
Experienced/ Certified Instructor
(Mr. Mehta 9592087442).

2004 Model Baleno, very good
condition, Registration pass for next
5 years, Gray color, 9814912331.

CONVEYANCE &
CAR ON HIRE
ARORA Travels Chandigarh 977977-8777 (24) Hours Services
Chandigarh- Delhi @ 2199, DelhiChandigarh @ 1999.
CHD-DELHI 2500 Dzire Etios
Innova 3500 Near Krishna Market
41. Dhiman Travels, 9216132805,
9878104288

2012, i20 sports 1.4 diesel white
Panchkula Number, done 76000,
dealer excuse. 9988250250.

FIBRE GLASS
SINCE 1983 manufacturers of
Fibreglass, polycarbonate Domes,
Sheets, Canopy, Awning, Doors,
Dustbins, Play Equipment, Tank
Lining, Poly Process Engineers,
131, Industrial Area- I, Chandigarh.
5075291/ 98140-87932.

THAKURAL
Travels:
Best
Discounted Airtickets, Package
Tours, Tourist Visa Guidance
Contact:
66-67,
Sector
8C,
Chandigarh.
0172-5007860/
5007861/ 5007862, 9988998050.
PLAN your summer vacation on
discounted rate & get free gift
voucher on every booking Hurry
9803036555,
0172-4646555,
Harshil Travel, 7 Phase, Mohali.
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AMRITSAR

Bollywood’s power movers
dominated the red carpet at
the ongoing film festival

he 72nd Cannes Film
Festival in France saw
our Bollywood divas
go all out on
the red carpet on
Thursday, with
pronounced eye
makeup and
exaggerated bow
detailing.
Priyanka Chopra
Jonas made her Cannes
debut this year in a
shimmery black
Roberto Cavalli gown.
Deepika Padukone
was every shutterbug’s
delight in a custommade Peter Dundas
gown, whose taffeta
silk fabric gave a bit of
crumpled effect.
Kangana Ranaut
wore a handwoven
golden Madhurya
Creations sari and
styled it with a
golden corset and
peplum belt from
Falguni & Shane
Peacock. We loved
her burgundy
HTC
gloves.

T

Deepika Padukone stood out with
dramatic reverse cat eye makeup and a
sleek ponytail PHOTO: STEPHANE MAHE/REUTERS

Priyanka
Chopra Jonas
sported a
thigh-high slit
and long trail,
her look
accentuated
by side-swept
cascading
curls and
winged
eyeliner
PHOTO: PASCAL LE
SEGRETAIN/
GETTY
IMAGES

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/NKBOLLYWOOD

Kangana Ranaut gave an edgy twist to her desi look

IlovespendingtimewithKartik:Ananya
Prashant Singh
ven though Student of the
Year 2 (SOTY2) is her
debut film, Ananya
Panday didn’t have to wait
till the film’s release to hit the
headlines. Thanks to her
link-up stories with Kartik
Aaryan, the young actor has
been in the news for quite

E

A FATHER-DAUGHTER COMEDY?

Ananya Panday and (inset) Kartik Aaryan
PHOTOS: INSTAGRAM/ANANYAPANDAY; PRASAD NAIK

Although Chunky Panday’s daughter is already busy with her
second film [Pati Patni Aur Woh], she jumps at the idea of
teaming up with her father. “That would be fun. I hope
someone makes a comedy, featuring a father and daughter.
You know, dad has never come on my films’ sets. So, I’ve a
feeling he will be very professional on the set [with me]... he
won’t be like my papa (laughs), that will be so cool,” she says.

some time now. But ask
Ananya if Kartik is the
special one in her life, and she
laughs: “Let me put it this
way, he is a very good friend.
We’re also doing a film
together [Pati Patni Aur
Woh] and have a very
comfortable equation. I love
spending time with him.”
Work-wise too, Ananya
has a special equation with
the Luka Chuppi star. As she
says: “While working with
him, I have realised what a
selfless person he is. For
instance, whenever we did a
scene together [during the
film’s first schedule], I
noticed that he never thought
only about his lines. Instead,
he was like, ‘how to make the
scene better?’ Otherwise too,

Kartik has been really
helpful to me. Since I am new,
I think I need all the help that
I can get. That way, he has
been extremely supportive.”
The 20-year-old, who is yet
to shoot a majority of her
portions in Pati Patni Aur
Woh, says being “selfless” is
a “great quality” in any actor.
“Talking about my
experience, if I do a scene in a
certain way and Kartik
believes that it could work
out better in another manner
then he always tells me. And
at this stage of my career, I
really need that,” says the
actor, who is basking in the
glory of all the appreciation
she has been getting for her
outing in SOTY2.
n

prashant.singh@htlive.com

STOP PRESS
PHOTO: NICHOLAS HUNT/AFP

FANS DIVIDED ON ROBERT
PATTINSON AS BATMAN
he Internet has been on an
overdrive since Variety broke
the news that Robert Pattinson is
top choice for Batman. “Dammit
Matt Reeves, you were supposed
to make a Batman movie, not a
Man-Bat movie,” one user wrote
on Twitter. Some, though, lauded
the choice.
HTC
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Working towards better health is quite
likely to be fruitful today. You are advised
to not be rash in doing anything
related to money or you may regret it
later. At work, a fresh perspective of an
old problem is likely to take you nearer
to the solution. Visiting someone close
today is quire possible and may provide
much joy. Acquiring property is likely for

Tina Fey: The American actor, best known for her
work on Saturday Night Live and the popular TV
series 30 Rock, turns 49 today.

some of you.

Better health brings peace of mind. A
capital intensive project is likely to help
you gain in leaps and bounds. Don’t feel
reluctant in meeting a senior to explain
things in person regarding a matter at
work to remain safe. Things happening
TAURUS
around you on the family front may not be
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
to your liking, but this is a temporary phase.
Travelling too often for work will make you feel
tired. This is the day to make an effort to look for your own house.

Those unwell may find the recovery slow,
but the medication is likely to need time
to work. A capital intensive venture that
your company bagged because of your
efforts may get prominence among one
and all. Joy is foretold on the family
GEMINI
front; but you need to be patient. A
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
vacation that you have been waiting for
might shelve due to some untoward situation.
Not a good day to plan any acquisition of asset or property.

Health remains fine today as you continue
to use the prescribed medicine. Financial
front remain dicey as a huge sum that
you have invested in a project is under
scrutiny. Professionally, you might not
have a very good day as you had
CANCER
expected. Family remains all the more
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
supportive about a new venture you have
initiated. A business proposition related to a
property or construction is likely to raise you financially.

Love Focus: A long-term relationship with your partner might come
under scrutiny because of parental interference.

Love Focus: Your romantic life is likely to go on in full swing as you
and your partner have started enjoying this phase.

Love Focus: Time is not ripe for implementing whatever you have
planned on the romance front. Just wait till you get the signal.

Love Focus: Partner’s gloomy mood might make the romance front
gloomy too. Try to revitalise it with your efforts.

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Cream

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Indigo

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Sky blue

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Peach

Remaining regular in your daily fitness
routine will prove excellent for your
health. This might be a good day for you
to make monetary gains. Keep people
who matter informed of your intentions
at work, as they may prove to be of help
LEO
at a later stage. Someone may keep a tab
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)
on your whereabouts on the family front,
but it will be for your own good. A trip planned
long back might get shelved due to leaves not being sanctioned.

You may not feel guilty of incurring heavy
expenditure, as you are confident of
filling up your coffers again. An allconsuming work may keep you engaged
for the major part of the day. You will do
all in your power to make family ties
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
strong by making frequent visits. You will
manage to convert an official trip into
vacation and enjoy your heart out. This is a
good day to buy or sell property as indicated on your cards.

Health remaining excellent will allow you
to spend a relaxing day. Heavy
expenditure might hit you hard as you
are not confident about your coffers
today. Remain focussed on whatever
you have set out to accomplish on the
LIBRA
work front. Relaxation today sounds like
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
distant drums, so set a leisurely pace from
the beginning while organising a family event.
This is likely not the best day to invest in property.

Good health that you are enjoying now is
because of the hard work you have put in;
so cherish it. Forming a good working
relationship with all will help you in the
smooth functioning of your work.
Something stated previously under the
SCORPIO
influence of a negative person may come
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
back to haunt you on the family sphere. An
enjoyable journey is expected to start soon. A
legal matter related to property might bother you.

Love Focus: The person you have secretly liked all these months is
likely to reciprocate to your feelings.

Love Focus: On the romance front, someone at work is likely to show
interest in you.

Love Focus: You might spend a lovely and relaxed day with partner
today as indicated on your cards.

Love Focus: Those in love get to enjoy the day to the fullest. This is
likely to turn into one of your best days with partner.

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Indigo

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Sandy brown

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Golden brown

Lucky Number: 22 Lucky Colour: Dark blue

Shunning junk food is the need of the hour
for maintaining good health. You need to
put in some more hard work to achieve
financial stability. Your creative ideas
will be much appreciated and sought
after at work. It seems difficult to
SAGITTARIUS
balance both home and office, but you
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
will manage it well. An uncomfortable
journey is what you can expect if you plan an
outing today. You might have to sell a property or asset in loss.

Health remains excellent today. On the
financial front, you will have the money
to invest in lucrative schemes. Things
appearing rosy outside may not be so.
So, perish the thought of changing
tracks on the professional front. There is
CAPRICORN
a possibility of someone you know from
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
your childhood days springing a surprise
today. You might enjoy a fulfilling journey to
your native town. A house or an apartment may come in your name.

Health remains to be satisfactory. You
might expect to come under pressure on
the financial front due to some
monetary constraints. There is no point
in indulging in an argument with a rival
at work as you know you can’t win.
AQUARIUS
Chance of meeting distant relatives. A
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
wedding in the family might allow you to
travel to a nearby city as indicated on your
cards. You might miss a chance to earn from a property today.

Health might not fare too well; but don’t
worry as things are going to be fine soon.
On the financial front, you may get in
two minds regarding incurring an
expense. It is good to take the initiative
at work, but not at the cost of your
PISCES
personal time. Consider spending some
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
more time with family. Your desire to visit a
tourist destination is likely to get fulfilled soon.
You may miss the chance of profiting from a property transaction.

Love Focus: A childhood friend for whom you always had a soft
corner is likely to show interest in you.

Love Focus: Falling head over heels for someone on the romantic
front might disturb things.

Love Focus: There are chances of an argument springing with lover
today; so be careful.

Love Focus: Avoid an outing with lover today as there is a chance of
getting caught red-handed.

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Silver

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Forest green

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Rose

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

MATHDOKU

Bill Watterson

DID YOU KNOW?
Filmmakers of Kabhi Khushi Kabhie
Gham... (2001) were sued for using
the song, It’s Raining Men, without
permission from the right holders.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3089
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

PHOTO: VIRAL
BHAYANI

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

Make ________ ______ .Become a lawyer.
- Will Rogers (5,3)

hile the common
notion might be that
motherhood puts a
temporary brake on
an actor’s career, there are
many who have defied this
perceived norm. After actor
Kareena Kapoor Khan, who got
to work soon after she became a
mother, actor Neha Dhupia,
too, is on the same path.
And it’s clear that she
doesn’t believe in taking things
slow, as she had resumed work
just nine days after giving birth
to her daughter, Mehr, in
November last year. Neha has
been continuously taking up
work, be it an adventure reality
show or celebrity chat show,
though all of them happen to be
non-film projects..
Asked if it’s her baby that
has kept her away from
committing to films, Neha

W

replies, “Not at all.”
She goes on to add, “I did
Helicopter Eela (2018) while I
was pregnant. Also, I feel that
when you are doing a reality
show, or hosting something,
you are projecting your own
self. When I do stuff that is in
the reality space, I am just
being myself. Everybody is
aware of the fact that I have had
a child. You are not judged.”
Neha, who recently
celebrated her first wedding
anniversary with husbandactor Angad Bedi, says she is
“very proud of the place” she is
in her life, and is raring to be
back in films but not just
yet as she wants to get back in
shape.
“I just want to give it some
more time, settle down in my
head and make sure that my
body is back to the place where
people expect it to be, in order
to hire me [for films]. I can’t get
back to films until I get back in
shape. When I am playing a
certain character, I need to be
fit enough to do justice to it. I
have been hitting the
gym regularly,” the actor
shares.
Neha, however, is quick to
add that she now has started to
have a “better understanding
of what it takes out of me to
leave my daughter at home for
eight hours at a stretch. I’m
exercising physically, mentally
and emotionally, too. Movies
are my first love”.
n

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Avert, infra, dictum, phylum
ANSWER: Make crime pay .Become a lawyer. - Will Rogers

Juhi Chakraborty

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE
TRAPPED
2018 | 16+ | 2 Seasons | Nordic
Thriller

SOLUTION SUDOKU

‘Ineedtogetback
inshapeforfilms’

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

EDITOR’S
PICK

MOVIES ON TV
Starring: Ólafur Darri
Ólafsson, Ilmur Kristjánsdóttir
Synopsis: The body of a
murder victim ends up in an
Icelandic village just as a major
snowstorm cuts the region off
from the rest of the world.

Starring: Shweta Tripathi

LAAKHON MEIN EK
2019 | 2 Seasons | Drama

Synopsis: Dr Shreya Pathare
is posted in Sitlapur village to
conduct a cataract camp but
challenges begin unfolding
one after the other.

Starring: Kunaal Roy Kapur,,
Gauahar Khan

SIDE-HERO
2018 | 1 Season | Comedy

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Actor Neha
Dhupia

RT VAE
AFNIR
DITUCM
HLMUPY

Synopsis: A humorous,
mocking take on Kunaal Roy
Kapur’s life, who always ends
being the ‘side hero’.

Shaolin Soccer
at 1558

EDITOR’S
PICK

0600 Mad Max
0750 Fathers’ Day
0939 Armour Of God II
1138 The Dark Knight
1411 XXX: State Of The
Union
1558 Shaolin Soccer
1823 Godzilla
2100 Hellboy
2314 Step Up Revolution

Fantastic Four at 1448

Ghost Rider at 1600

1019 Baby’s Day Out
1218 Pirates Of The Caribbean:
Salazar’s Revenge
1448 Fantastic Four
1655 Titanic
2050 Avengers: Age of Ultron
2337 Bleeding Steel

0902 The Avengers
1045 Superman III
1251 What A Girl Wants
1438 EuroTrip
1600 Ghost Rider
1754 Music And Lyrics
1942 The Campaign

Batti Gul Meter Chalu
at 2000

Raazi at 1447

Starring: Nimrat Kaur, Juhi
Chawla, Atul Kulkarni

THE TEST CASE
2017 | 18+ | 1 Season | Drama

Synopsis: Captain Shikha
Sharma will do anything to
fit into the Indian Army’s maledominated Special Forces unit.

Starring: Nicole Kidman,
Reese Witherspoon

BIG LITTLE LIES
2017 | 15+ | 1 Season | Drama

Synopsis: Madeline, Celeste
and Jane are wealthy women,
whose lives are shaken up after
a murder in their idyllic town.

Jai Ho at 1415
0905 Chain Kulii Ki Main Kulii
1110 Jeene Nahi Doonga
1415 Jai Ho
1715 Maayavan
2000 Nayak: The Real Hero

0604 Ragini MMS 2
0832 Haseena Parkar
1116 Namaste England
1409 Rishtey
1728 Great Grand Masti
2000 Batti Gul Meter Chalu
2311 Men In Black

0435 Omkara
0640 Bullet Rani
0855 Soori The Street Fighter
1121 Vivah
1447 Raazi
1735 Tabahi Zulm Ki
2000 Jaanwar
2333 Lingaa

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com
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Entertainment & Promotional Features
CANNES DIARY
DAY 2

ay 2 in Cannes started
on an ominous note – it
was wet and cold. I
trudged to the JW
Mariott where the Directors’
Fortnight was going to kick
off. A parallel section to the
festival, it was started in 1969
by the French Directors Guild.
The Quinzaine, as it is
popularly known, played a key
role in shaping careers of
iconic directors such as Pablo
Larrain, Atom Egoyan and our
Anurag Kashyap, whose
Gangs of Wasseypur had its
world premiere here in 2012.
This year the sidebar has a
new festival director, Paolo
Moretti. The opening film was
Deerskin, by Quentin
Dupieux. It’s an intriguing and
macabre character study of a
man unusually obsessed with
his deerskin jacket. Jean
Dujardin (remember his
Oscar-winning performance
in The Artist, 2011?) is scary
and hilarious as the unhinged
protagonist. In the Q&A after
the film, he said he played the
character as completely
normal, which is why he is

D

Actor Julianne
Moore arrives for
the premiere of the
film LesMiserables
PHOTO: JOEL C RYAN/
INVISION/AP

THE FESTIVAL
ROCKSTARS
more unnerving. Thankfully,
when we emerged from the
screening, Cannes was back to
its picture-postcard scenery.
I spent some time chatting
with filmmaker Rima Das,
whose story is nothing short of
inspiring. She came to
Mumbai to be an actor. When
that didn’t work out she taught
herself how to make movies.
Her second film, Village
Rockstars (2018) put her on the
global map. She directed,
produced, wrote, edited and
also handled its art direction
and costume design. It won 44
awards at film festivals, four
National Awards and was
selected as India’s official
entry to the 2019 Oscars. Her
third film, Bulbul Can Sing,
has already been to the
Toronto and Berlin film
festivals.
It’s Rima’s fourth year
in Cannes so I asked
her to give me a
Director
lowdown on how
Rima
indie artists
Das
negotiate a festival
like Cannes. Her
advice to newbies is

they should spend on getting
accommodation closer to the
venue.
Rima participated in the
inauguration of the India
Pavilion by Amit Khare,
secretary, ministry of
information and broadcasting.

Film critic
Anupama
Chopra brings
the latest from
the Cannes Film
Festival 2019

Cannesidol
Selenasays
socialmedia
‘terrible’for
theyouth

The Pavilion becomes a home
away from home for the many
Indians at Cannes. And the
day ended with another film,
Monia Chokri’s The Woman of
My Brother, which opened the
Un Certain Regard section.
Next day, Priyanka Chopra
Jonas arrives. Stay tuned.

Filmmaker Quentin Dupieux and Deerskin cast members Jean
Dujardin and Adele Haenel
PHOTO: REGIS DUVIGNAU/REUTERS

I understand that it’s amazing to use your
platform but it does scare me when you see
how exposed these young girls and young
boys are.
Actor Hina Khan made her
debut on the Cannes red
carpet, for the screening of
her short film, Lines

PHOTO: STEPHANE MAHE/REUTERS

op icon and actor Selena
Gomez warned that social
media had been “terrible” for
her generation, saying she tried
to set a good example for her 150
million followers on Instagram.
Speaking after her politically
charged zombie flick, Jim
Jarmusch’s The Dead Don’t Die,
opened the Cannes film festival,
Gomez said the tools that helped
make her famous were
destructive in the wrong hands.
“I think our world is going
through a lot obviously. What
Jim (Jarmusch) gestured to in
the film is that social media has
really been terrible for my
generation,” Gomez, 26, said at a
news conference.
Her comments come as a
Malaysian teenager took her own
life after posting a poll to
Instagram asking if she should
live or die.
Gomez also warned about the
fake news rampant on social
media. “It does scare me when
you see how exposed these young
girls and young boys are,” she
said, adding, “They are not aware
of the news. I think it’s dangerous
for sure if people aren’t getting
the right information.” Gomez
said pervasive internet bullying
left young people devastated.
In the light of her own massive
social media presence, Gomez
was asked what celebrities and
the industry’s biggest companies
could do to make the online world
less toxic.
“I think it’s pretty impossible
to make it safe at this point.
There’s no blocking anything,
they’re exposed to it
immediately,” she said.

P
PHOTO:
STEPHANE
MAHE/
REUTERS

The cast and crew of the film Les Miserables
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SELENA GOMEZ SINGER-ACTOR

AFP

PHOTO: ERIC GAILLARD/REUTERS

Actor Anne-Elizabeth Bosse (left) and director Monia Chokri

It’s women
power all
the way
for Yami
Gautam!

XINHUA

PHOTO:
HTCS

YAMI HAS ALWAYS
BEEN AT THE
FOREFRONT WHEN IT
COMES TO BRANDS AND
THEIR CAMPAIGNS

‘Muklawa celebrates the adorable
chemistry between Ammy, Sonam’
roduced under the
banner of White Hill
Studios, upcoming
Punjabi film Muklawa is a
tale of the bygone era when a
husband and wife struggled
to meet each other.
The much awaited
Punjabi romantic comedy
has quickly become the talk
of the town with its foot
tapping music and hilarious
dialogue promos. With
singer-actor Ammy Virk and
Sonam Bajwa in the lead
roles, Muklawa narrates a
love story of the past. “The
adorable duo has already
won hearts of the audiences
with the official trailer that
celebrates the innocence of
pure love,” say the makers.
“Since the movie is set in
the backdrop of pre-Partition

P

DIRECTED BY
SIMERJIT SINGH,
AND WRITTEN BY
UPINDER WARAICH
AND JAGJIT SAINI,
THE MOVIE IS
SCHEDULED TO
RELEASE ON MAY 24
Punjab, it was a unique
experience for me to shoot
for the movie. It is a first-ofits-kind romantic comedy
and I am hopeful that the
audiences will love it,” says
Ammy.
Sonam says, “I really

enjoyed shooting for the
different wedding customs
which were followed earlier.
Ammy and other actors were
really supportive and it
turned to be a really
memorable experience.”
The movie also stars
Gurpreet Ghuggi, BN
Sharma, Karamjit Anmol,
Sarabjit Cheema, Drishtii
Grewal, and Nirmal Rishi in
prominent roles.
Produced by Gunbir
Singh Sidhu and Manmord
Sidhu under the banner of
White Hill Studios, Muklawa
is directed by Simerjit Singh
and the storyline is helmed
by Upinder Waraich and
Jagjit Saini.
The movie is slated to
release worldwide on
May 24.

ctor Yami Gautam kickstarted the year on a
high note. Not only her
film, Uri: The Surgical
Strike, broke records at the
box-office and became a
massive success, but it also
led to Yami getting an array
of interesting film offers.
The first one being Amar
Kaushik’s next, which also
stars Ayushmann Khurrana
and Bhumi Pednekar.
Apart from all the film
work, Yami has always been
at the forefront when it
comes to brands and their
campaigns. She’s been a part
of several major fashion and
beauty brands, becoming
the face of their line of
products.
However after Uri...,
there’s been a bit of a shift
and addition to her portfolio,
with several women-centric
brands coming her way. And
Yami couldn’t be happier.
“I’m glad that a film like Uri
has found such a status in a
short span of time that
today its revered as an

A

Actor Yami
Gautam

‘A part of that day was the worst
and the greatest day of my life’
ames Gunn has finally
broken his silence on his
public ouster from
Guardians of the Galaxy 3
after his controversial
tweets on topics, including
paedophilia and rape,
resurfaced on the
Internet.
The filmmaker, who
directed the first two films
in the franchise, was fired in
July last year. Later the
same month, he apologised
for his insensitive tweets.
He was recently rehired
and is set to direct the
upcoming instalment of
the franchise.
During a recent interview
with Deadline, Gunn
claimed that the incident
made him realise what real
love was when people close
to him — including GoG
actors Chris Pratt and
Dave Bautista — stuck by
him.

J

GUARDIANS OF
THE GALAXY
DIRECTOR JAMES
GUNN SAYS GETTING
FIRED MADE HIM
REALISE HOW
LOVED HE WAS
“From my girlfriend Jen,
my producer and my agents,
Chris Pratt calling me and
freaking out, Zoe Saldana and
Karen Gillan, all calling and
crying, Sylvester Stallone
FaceTime-ing me. And, of
course, Dave Bautista, who
came out so strong,” said
Gunn.
“In order for me to have
fully felt that love for the
first time, the thing that

example of sorts. And the
way my character has been
received, and has
contributed to my image is
something I’ll always
cherish,” she says.
The strong character of
Pallavi Sharma (In Uri...), an
intelligence officer that she
played with great
conviction, has landed Yami
several offers of strong
female-driven brands that
are taking the opportunity
to extend her on-screen
avatar and to use that power
for their respective brands.
Addressing the
acknowledgement she’s got,
the actor adds, “Since the
film released, new doors
have opened for everyone
associated with it. I’m happy
that the brands have come to
me with such amazing ideas
that highlight a strong
powerful role for women.
Such communication for
women is the key. It’s
crucial and I’m glad I got to
be a part of it.”

HTC

James
Gunn was
fired in July
last year
over
offensive
tweets
PHOTO: SHUTTE
RSTOCK

needed to happen was the
apparatus by which I was
feeling falsely loved had to
be completely taken away.
So a part of that day was
the worst of my life, and a
part of it was the greatest
day of my life,” Gunn
admitted.
Stating that he learned
from the incident and has
since grown as a person,
Gunn said, “I used to make
a lot of offensive jokes. I
don’t anymore. I don’t
blame my past self for this,
but I like myself more and
feel like a more full
human being and creator
today.”
Following the firing,
many celebs signed an open
letter to rehire the director
for the project. Days after
he was fired, he was hired
to pen the script of Suicide
Squad sequel.

ANI
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I have grown up listening to
folk stories: Rubina Dilaik
ctor Rubina Dilaik, who
enjoys motivational books,
says her love for reading is
a recent development.
Excerpts:

A

Which books are currently
on your reading list?
Attitude is Everything by Jeff
Keller and The Secret Revealed
by Napoleon Hill.

HINDUSTA N TIMES, JALANDHAR
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BREATHING LIFE
INTO THE PAST
Decade-long conservation
efforts have restored
Humayun’s Tomb complex to
its former glory

Which was the best
book you’ve read so far?
It’s Not How Good You Are, It’s
How Good You Want To
Become by Paul Arden.
Which genres do you read?
I absolutely enjoy reading selfhelp and motivational books.

Humayun's Tomb
Which genres do you avoid?
I usually avoid thrillers.

PHOTO: SARANG GUPTA/HT

Which book do you think everyone
should read at least once?
Like the Flowing River by
Paulo Coelho.
What do you like to
read when you travel?
Inspirational books.
Which is your favourite
fairy tale or folk story?
Back in my village, we had a
tradition of family gatherings
just before dinner where our
grandparents worshipped idols
with the entire family and then
narrated short stories (as a
moral story) to the kids. I used
to enjoy them the most; they
took us to our own fantasy
land. So, I’ve grown up
listening to folk stories.

A

What kind of reader
were you as a child?
I was an average reader as a
child, but lately, I’ve developed
a taste for reading. I have seen
my father spend hours at his
study table reading literature
and writing books. I guess its
seeping in slowly.
If you had to name one book
that made you who you are
today, which would it be?
The Buddha in Your Mirror by
Woody Hochswender.
Which author would you
choose to write your life story?
Paulo Coelho, for sure.
HTC

nyone who crosses
Delhi’s Lodhi-Mathura
Road’s roundabout
would remember a
colossal Mughal era
monument that stands on it —
the Subz Burj, hidden under
scaffolding for heritage
conservation. An example of
resplendent Islamic
architecture in India, it is the
first introduction of a dense
ensemble of garden tombs that
dot the 170-acre area around
Humayun’s Tomb, built
during the time of emperor
Akbar.
Sabz Burj is also one among
the several monuments under
conservation in the tomb
complex, in addition to the
over 50 already conserved and
open to the public to visit.
Sights of master craftspeople
and conservation architects at
work is not uncommon in the
complex dating back several
centuries.

Rubina Dilaik has inherited a taste for reading from her father
PHOTO: PRODIP GUHA/HT

(Above) Sunder Nursery city
park; (left) Sabz Burj PHOTOS: VIPIN
KUMAR/HT AND MOHD ZAKIR/HT

A stroll in the beautiful
Sundar Nursery city park
adjacent to the Tomb, known
as Azim Bagh, with the head of
the key conservator Aga Khan
Trust for Culture (AKTC),
Ratish Nanda, reveals future
plans the global non-profit has
for the heritage area.
The idea is to develop the
park into a high-quality space
where citizens can mingle
without the social barriers of
religion, caste, and class,
Nanda said, it proves to be a

beautiful example of ecological
conservation as well.
The collaboration project,
which began in 2007, includes
the Archeological Survey of
India, the primary body
responsible for heritage sites
in India.
The 90-acre Sundar Nursery
features nursery beds, a flower
showcase, arboretum, and a
microhabitat zone. Till date,
the park has about 280 native
tree species, 80 bird species,
and 36 butterfly species.

CHALLENGES GALORE
Conservators point out that
the tomb site, like many
heritage sites, had befallen a
peculiar condition — worn
gardens, cracked masonry,
and damaged stonework.
The challenges for the
conservators were not just
limited to the re-use of glazed
Mughal tiles, lime plaster, red
sandstone, gold-foiled and
copper structures, and
replacing damaged wood.

Conservators had to remove
the encroachment of about 150
modern structures and even
undo the damage done by 20th
century cement-and-concrete
repairs. After breathing new
life into at least 50 monuments
— including Nila Gumbad, Isa
Khan’s garden-tomb, Halima’s
garden-tomb, Arab Serai
gateways, Sundarawala Mahal
and Burj, Chausath Khambha,
and Hazrat Nizamuddin Baoli
— and community life that
thrives around it, the
conservation effort is
spreading its wings to include
more tombs, landscapes, and
baolis, making the ensemble a
living, breathing monument.

IANS
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‘MYROLE IN
THE FILM
LOVE WAS
BEAUTIFUL’
Actor Salman Khan says that
though he is not a fan of remakes,
if at all any of his film had to be
remade; he would choose the
1991 film co-starring Revathy
Sneha Mahadevan
t is raining remakes in
Bollywood. While remaking
south films was an ongoing
trend, film-makers are now
revisiting older classics and
interpreting them in modern
context. But some actors
aren’t in favour of remakes
because they feel like the

I

original films should be left
untouched. Salman Khan is
one of those actors who
doesn’t think too highly of
remakes. However, he adds
that one of his earliest films
would make for a good
remake as it would reach a lot
more people.
Talking about it, he says, “I
won’t remake my own films.

Sooraj is a fighter and he will do really well for himself
and I have no doubts about that. Once you take on the
responsibility of somebody, you can’t back off. His film,
Hero film did superb business.
SALMAN KHAN, ACTOR
But, if any of these new boys
want to do, it’s this film called
Love (1991). In fact, Varun
[Dhawan; actor] was
mentioning that it was a
wonderful film. It was the
first few films that I did and I
remember that it didn’t do
well. But that was a beautiful
film and my character was
wonderful.”
Remakes aside, the actor
who is known to launch
several fresh faces, also
launched Sooraj Pancholi
who made his debut with

Hero (2015). Though
Sooraj has not had a
release after Hero, Salman
says that he sees a lot of
potential in the young actor
and his talent. “Sooraj is a
fighter and he will do really
well for himself and I have no
doubts about that. Once you
take on the responsibility of
somebody, you can’t back
off. His film, Hero film did
superb business,” says
Salman who will be next seen
in Bharat.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

What’s the one thing Divya regrets doing?
Sangeeta Yadav
ctor Divya Dutta feels
happy about how her
acting career has shaped
up over the years. She has
mostly played supporting
roles in films such as Veer
Zaara (2004), Delhi 6 (2009),
Bhaag Milkha Bhaag (2013),
Manto and Fanney Khan
(both 2018), but the actor
has no qualms about her
choices.
However, there is one thing
she wishes she could undo.
Very few people know that
during her initial years in the
film industry, Divya earned
recognition and garnered
praise for dubbing the voice of
actor Lisa Ray in filmmaker
Vikram Bhatt’s movie Kasoor
(2001) and this is something

A

the actor wishes she hadn’t
taken up.
“I was new in the industry
and couldn’t say no to Vikram
Bhatt... It is one of those
phases when you are just
finding your foothold,” says
Divya.
The actor, who also starred
in the same film, adds that, “It
was very weird that I was
dubbing for Lisa and someone
else dubbed for me. It was
really strange.”
She believes that since she
has a “very different voice,”
she’d never be a “dubbing
actor.” She says, “I have too
precious a voice to give it to
any other actor anymore. I
wouldn’t ever do that. I’m not
a dubbing actor and I don’t
think I’ll do that again ever.”
n

‘Iplanmyown
birthdayparties’
Sneha Mahadevan

ushrat Bharucha, whose
initial few films failed to
work at the box-office
tasted success after working
with Kartik Aaryan in Pyaar
Ka Punchnama (2011) and
most recently, Sonu Ke Titu
Ki Sweety (2018). This year,
too, has started off on a great
note for the actor as she is
currently shooting for two
projects. Nushrat, who
celebrates her birthday today
says that she is throwing
herself a birthday party.
“I think it was my 18th
birthday and my close friends
had thrown me a huge party,
which went on till the next
morning. That’s when I
realised that this is how
birthdays should be
celebrated. I want to have my
entire world in one place on
that day. Since then, every

N

Vahbiz
Dorabjee

year, I always party on my
birthday. And this year, too, I
plan to continue the
tradition,” says Nushrat who
turns 30 today.
But Nushrat is quite
finicky when it comes to her
parties and prefers to plan
every little detail herself. “I
plan my own parties. I get the
cake, plan the décor, make the
guest list, the music –
everything. I don’t let anyone
else do it and I want the day to
be all about what I want,” she
reveals. Not one to make New
Year resolutions, Nushrat
reveals that she doesn’t think
she is capable of making any
birthday plans either.
Professionally, it has been
a really satisfying year as she
is working on projects with
Rajkummar Rao and
Ayushmann Khurrana. “I am
glad that I am part of films
this year that are very

different
in their
own way.
I always
wanted
to work
with
Hansal
Mehta sir
and it all
fell into
place.
That was
very
special. With
Dream Girl, the
story came to me
and I really liked
it. It was one
meeting and we
were on board and
the shooting had
begun. Everything just
happened very quickly
and it has been very
satisfying,” she says.
Nushrat Bharucha
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

Vahbiz to address women’s
issues on her social media
Pooja Sharma
espite having faced
weight issues due to
medical reasons, Vahbiz
Dorabjee is one woman who
has carried herself gracefully.
Last having anchored a
television celebrity talk show,
Vahbiz has always had a great
connect with people. Hence,
this time around the actor has
now opened up conversations
and dialogues on her own
social media. “Vahbiz has had
her own share of ups and

D

downs in her professional as
well as personal life. But she
is a strong woman and many
look up to her and were
always asking her for advice.
She’s maintained a tough
front with a smile no matter
what and that inspires
women. She will be
addressing different topics to
women who follow her on her
social media platforms,” says
a source.
Vahbiz says, “It wasn’t a
conscious move as I was
already connecting with a lot

of women on a personal level.
Slowly, I realised that talking
about it will always lead to
resolutions and for most
women many of the issues
they face, while the solutions
are obvious, they don’t always
have someone to point them to
the right way. Hence, the
conversations started and
before I knew it we were
talking about everything from
weight issues, relationships,
and confidence, to what is
right and what is wrong in our
society for women.”

Divya Dutta
dubbed for
Lisa Ray in
Kasoor
(2001)

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com
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WHEN MANIESH HAD
COFFEE WITH RISHI

Maniesh Paul, who met Rishi Kapoor recently, says
such legends remind you to stay grounded
Maniesh Paul with
Rishi Kapoor (inset),
who is staying in the US
while recuperating
from cancer

Rishabh Suri
inding time to take a
breather from their
hectic work schedules
can be tough for actors.
So, when actor-host Maniesh
Paul found the chance, he
went to the US for a quick
getaway. During the New York
leg of his recent holiday, he
squeezed in a visit to veteran
actor Rishi Kapoor, who is
recuperating from cancer
there.
Maniesh tells us, “I had a
fantastic time. I went to
Atlanta, Chicago, and from
there, I called up Rishi sir. I
really wanted to meet him. We
had a fabulous time in New
York, and chatted for a good
four-and-a-half hours. We had
lunch, and then I went to his
house. He very sweetly made
coffee for me. I joked, ‘batao

F

Rishi sir, maine kabhi life
mein socha tha, ki Rishi sir ke
yahaan aaunga aur woh mere
liye coffee banayenge?!’ It’s
only after meeting legends like
him that you get to know how
important it is to remain
grounded.”
“He is doing well and
recovering. He’s lost a lot of
weight though. He was happy
to see me, and said ‘I was
looking forward to this — kab
milenge kab baat karenge’. He
talked about his films and how
cinema has changed,” adds
Maniesh, who has his hands
full currently on the
professional front. His last
project — the short film Black
Briefcase — fetched him good
reviews. Encouraged by the
response, he has more such
films lined up. He says, “I am
focusing on music right now,
getting singles ready. Apart
from that, I have scripts of two
short films. There’s another
film, which is in postproduction. I have shows, too,
for which I am travelling the
world. Life’s good.”
We ask him what’s
happening with the
film in which he
and actor Sunny
Leone were
supposed to
star together.
He tells us
that the film
didn’t work
out.
“That was
a proper
Bollywood
film, but it’s not
happening
anymore. We shot
for half the film, but
sadly, it didn’t get
made,” Maniesh reveals.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

‘It’s a pressure to not take a day off
from posting on social media’
Sangeeta Yadav
f you thought it’s just the fans
who stalk their favourite
celebrities, think again!
Actors, too, delve deep into
social media profiles of other
celebrities, and take a peek
into their lives. When actor
Elnaaz Norouzi was asked who
she stalks on
social media, she didn’t think
twice before taking actor
Priyanka Chopra Jonas’ name.
“The list is long but the ones
who top the list are (actors)
Priyanka Chopra Jonas and
Angelina Jolie. They are
amazing boss ladies. They not
only look gorgeous but are
very empowering as well,”
says Elnaaz, who was seen in a
web series.
Being new on social media,
she is trying to catch up with
the trends in the virtual world.
At times, she says it becomes a
little “pressuring” for her to
stay digitally
active.
“It’s so tough to make sure
you post something every day
and the fact that you can’t take
a day or two off [from social
media]. There were days when
I couldn’t post anything for
three days and that gives me
pressure,” Elnaaz explains.
Though social media
gives one the power to voice
their opinion and share
anything and everything
publicly, Elnaaz feels that “if
one is not careful, it can trigger
trolling and controversies”.
She elaborates, “In today’s
day and age, we have to be
really careful about what we
say and do on social media.
You can hurt so many
people. I have also experienced
trolls and hate comments and
it was very upsetting. So, now,
I choose to not read the
comments and just let it go.”

I
Maninder Buttar
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM_@MANINDERBUTTAR

SAKHIYAAN
CHANGED MY
LIFE, SAYS
MANINDER
Rishabh Suri
e’s the voice behind one of
the biggest singles in
recent time — Sakhiyaan
— which crossed 300 million
views online. So it comes as a
surprise when singer
Maninder Buttar reveals he
has never taken any training in
singing. “My riyaaz is just to
keep on singing. I compose
myself too. I sung in school
(and other stages) but it’s a
God-gifted tone. I just polished
it myself. There wasn’t any
YouTube in our time,” he says.
Elaborating on how such
platforms help budding artists,
he says, “Hum toh jaise-taise aa
gaye iss line mein. It will be
good, in future one can learn
things sitting at home. Luckily,
there’s also access to cheap
internet. Everyone is thus
availing it, getting to learn.”
Maninder reveals his entire
life changed post Sakhiyaan’s
success. “Time Punjabiyon ka
achha chal raha hai. I had been
thinking about a single, which
all of India would sing. But I
didn’t think it will get this kind
of reach. I remember the first
time I sang in life — it was in
school and the song was
‘Nanna Munna Raahi hoon’. I
got a lot of appreciation and a
reward of ₹100 too. Then it
struck me how good this was,”
Maninder signs off.

H
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I’ve experienced trolls and
hate comments and it was
very upsetting. Now, I choose
to not read the comments.
ELNAAZ NOROUZI ACTOR

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

Why target only Bollywood for nepotism: Zaheer
Shreya Mukherjee
ong before he was launched
by actor-producer Salman
Khan in Notebook, actor
Zaheer Iqbal was being
mentored by the superstar for
over six years. And many
would say that his debut reeks
of nepotism. However, Zaheer
disagrees with it. “[Salman]
happened to be there at my
sister’s wedding where he saw
me dancing and liked my
performance. And then he told
me, ‘tu ab jo kar raha hai chod
de, film karna hai’. So, nothing
was planned in advance and I
also don’t come from a film
background,” says Zaheer,
adding that Salman has also
launched Sajid-Wajid (music
composers), among others, and
none of them are from a filmi
background. “My father is a

L

Zaheer Iqbal

builder and when I joined that
business, it was nepotism
clearly. But no one is telling me
anything about that. Why is it
only and mostly about
Bollywood? I don’t understand.
Also, I could not say no to my
father, nor could I say that ‘jo
mujhe 30 ka saal experience
aap virasat mein de rahen ho,
woh nahin chahiye’. Things
don’t happen like that,” he
adds. Meanwhile, after
Notebook, Zaheer has been
reading scripts but is yet to sign
a project. Ask him the kind of
films that interest him and he
says “unconventional”. “5-10
years down the line people
should think like agar Zaheer
ka film hai to achha hi hoga,
chalo dekhte hain… The kind
of impact (Salman) bhai’s film
have,” he says.
n

PHOTO: SHIVAM
SAXENA/HT

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

Pankaj and Anurag’s
Bengal connect!
Juhi Chakraborty
ankaj Tripathi has come a
long way in Bollywood. He
is one of the most soughtafter actors and the most busy
he has ever been in his career.
Currently, he is shooting for
filmmaker Anurag Basu’s
untitled film in Mumbai. What
is not known is that the actordirector duo has something in
common. Both Pankaj and
Anurag are bonding big time
on the sets over all things
Bengali. Pankaj’s wife Mridula
is a Bengali, from Kolkata. And
the actor loves Bengali food
and sweets, which he’s being
treated to on the sets, all thanks
to Anurag.
“While shooting in Mumbai,
Pankaj prefers carrying homemade food. But ever since he
started shooting for Anurag
Basu’s film, he has stopped
doing so as the food served on
the sets tastes like his homemade food,” a source shares.
Dishing further about his on
-set food experiences, Pankaj
says, “Bengali food and
language are now an important
part of my life. So far I haven’t
carried food on the sets because
the unit food is brilliant. Such

P

Pankaj Tripathi
food has never been delivered
on any set before. It has
variety, with three types of fish
cooked in Bengali style.”
Besides their shared love for
Bengali food, Pankaj and
Anurag also share a great
camaraderie on the sets and
often break into Bangla while
talking to each other. Pankaj
has a grasp over the language,
thanks to his wife, and when
Anurag gives instructions to
the crew in Bengali, the actor
has no trouble understanding.
“I am enjoying the process of
shooting with Anurag Basu,
because of the love and respect
i have for dada,” he adds.
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com
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A FINE LIFE
LOOKBOOK

PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

THE
BLOUSE
AFFAIR

RED AND RADIANT
Have an upcoming
sangeet ceremony to
attend? This scarlet
red sari with a printed
jacket is a great
choice. Jackets are
hassle-free and make
for a comfortable yet
unconventional
option this summer.
“It’s a contemporary
take on the
traditional sari with
the jacket adding
definition to your
torso and the
statement knotted
belt helps cinch
the waist. The
jacket is crafted in
pure chiffon and
features pearlembroidery with
hints of gota
detailing,” says
fashion designer
Ridhi Mehra.
So, put on your
dancing shoes and
dance the night
away.

We pick trendy
and unconventional blouses
that you can flaunt all
through this season
Akshata Shetty

Pink paradise
Super cute, fresh and chic, Ananya Panday looked her stylish
best in this pink co-ord set. She stayed wary of accessories
and wore white heels to make her outfit pop!

NET-PICKING

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/ALIAABHAT

Ice cream all the way
Nothing solves problems quite like ice cream does and Alia
Bhatt agrees. The actor posted this image on Instagram with
the caption, ‘In a world full of hate, BE LOVE — oh & eat ice
cream!’

ashion designer Satya Pau
ul
recently came up with the
campaign #sariiscool and
saw the six-yard garment
draped in many styles. What
caught our attention was how
these saris were
complemented with
unconventional blouses.
While women have moved
from traditional to
contemporary to pre-stitched
saris, the blouse has also seen
many transitions.
“People are moving away
d
from the mundane fabrics and
silhouettes by mixing Indian
and Western elements to
create interesting ensembles.
The world is truly globalised
and most women couldn’t be
bothered with the difficult task
of neatly draping a sari. A pre
draped version of the sari
with attached pallu that
could be worn as quickly as
any of the western garments
preferred by modern Indian
women,” says fashion
designer Bhumika Sharma.
While the Indian sari has
n
seen many transformations in
the recent past, the sari blouse
e
too has made a statement with
h
its unconventional cuts
and patterns. From being
p
paired with denim shirts, crop
tops, bralettes and even
jackets. We speak to fashion
experts to see what’s haute
this season.
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/SHIVANANDNARRESH
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SHEERR MAGIC
Make y
your blouse a canvas
of creativity. This organza
embroidered blouse and
george
ette sari designed
by Day
ya Bansal, is artistic
and is aan ideal ensemble
for a daay function.

C IT WITH
COOL
DDENIM
S
Singer
Natalie Di
LLuccio rocks the
SSatya Paul’s
#sariiscool
#
campaign, in a
denim shirt.
d
Thus, making it
T
a cool option
this summer
season.

BEACH READY
Beat the heat this season in this bold
and chic bustier blouse with fringes
designed by Shivan & Narresh

PLEATED WITH CARE
Blouses can have pleats
too. This white pleated
long-sleeved blouse is
casual yet chic. It’s an ideal
option for office or a
casual brunch. “The micro
pleated textured overlap
blouse complements the
sari giving it a fun young
vibe. The solid white
colour makes it easy to
style and pair with other
outfits from your
wardrobe making it a
multi-purpose statement
piece,” says fashion
designer Vedika M.

NATURE’S GIFT
Celebrate nature by
embracing the beauty of it
in your sari’s blouse. “We
have designed a printed
jacket blouse inspired
from leaves, flowers and
paisley brimming from our
beautiful flora and
intricately hand
embellished with
Swarovski crystals and
beads. Nature’s elements
have been converted into
alluring prints on
summery yet earthy
tones, rich textures
encrusted with hand
crafted details,” says
fashion designer Bhumika
Sharma.
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Bollywood’s power movers
dominated the red carpet at
the ongoing film festival

he 72nd Cannes Film
Festival in France saw
our Bollywood divas
go all out on
the red carpet on
Thursday, with
pronounced eye
makeup and
exaggerated bow
detailing.
Priyanka Chopra
Jonas made her Cannes
debut this year in a
shimmery black
Roberto Cavalli gown.
Deepika Padukone
was every shutterbug’s
delight in a custommade Peter Dundas
gown, whose taffeta
silk fabric gave a bit of
crumpled effect.
Kangana Ranaut
wore a handwoven
golden Madhurya
Creations sari and
styled it with a
golden corset and
peplum belt from
Falguni & Shane
Peacock. We loved
her burgundy
HTC
gloves.

T

Deepika Padukone stood out with
dramatic reverse cat eye makeup and a
sleek ponytail PHOTO: STEPHANE MAHE/REUTERS

Priyanka
Chopra Jonas
sported a
thigh-high slit
and long trail,
her look
accentuated
by side-swept
cascading
curls and
winged
eyeliner
PHOTO: PASCAL LE
SEGRETAIN/
GETTY
IMAGES

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/NKBOLLYWOOD

Kangana Ranaut gave an edgy twist to her desi look

IlovespendingtimewithKartik:Ananya
Prashant Singh
ven though Student of the
Year 2 (SOTY2) is her
debut film, Ananya
Panday didn’t have to wait
till the film’s release to hit the
headlines. Thanks to her
link-up stories with Kartik
Aaryan, the young actor has
been in the news for quite

E

A FATHER-DAUGHTER COMEDY?

Ananya Panday and (inset) Kartik Aaryan
PHOTOS: INSTAGRAM/ANANYAPANDAY; PRASAD NAIK

Although Chunky Panday’s daughter is already busy with her
second film [Pati Patni Aur Woh], she jumps at the idea of
teaming up with her father. “That would be fun. I hope
someone makes a comedy, featuring a father and daughter.
You know, dad has never come on my films’ sets. So, I’ve a
feeling he will be very professional on the set [with me]... he
won’t be like my papa (laughs), that will be so cool,” she says.

some time now. But ask
Ananya if Kartik is the
special one in her life, and she
laughs: “Let me put it this
way, he is a very good friend.
We’re also doing a film
together [Pati Patni Aur
Woh] and have a very
comfortable equation. I love
spending time with him.”
Work-wise too, Ananya
has a special equation with
the Luka Chuppi star. As she
says: “While working with
him, I have realised what a
selfless person he is. For
instance, whenever we did a
scene together [during the
film’s first schedule], I
noticed that he never thought
only about his lines. Instead,
he was like, ‘how to make the
scene better?’ Otherwise too,

Kartik has been really
helpful to me. Since I am new,
I think I need all the help that
I can get. That way, he has
been extremely supportive.”
The 20-year-old, who is yet
to shoot a majority of her
portions in Pati Patni Aur
Woh, says being “selfless” is
a “great quality” in any actor.
“Talking about my
experience, if I do a scene in a
certain way and Kartik
believes that it could work
out better in another manner
then he always tells me. And
at this stage of my career, I
really need that,” says the
actor, who is basking in the
glory of all the appreciation
she has been getting for her
outing in SOTY2.
n

prashant.singh@htlive.com

STOP PRESS
PHOTO: NICHOLAS HUNT/AFP

FANS DIVIDED ON ROBERT
PATTINSON AS BATMAN
he Internet has been on an
overdrive since Variety broke
the news that Robert Pattinson is
top choice for Batman. “Dammit
Matt Reeves, you were supposed
to make a Batman movie, not a
Man-Bat movie,” one user wrote
on Twitter. Some, though, lauded
the choice.
HTC

T
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Working towards better health is quite
likely to be fruitful today. You are advised
to not be rash in doing anything
related to money or you may regret it
later. At work, a fresh perspective of an
old problem is likely to take you nearer
to the solution. Visiting someone close
today is quire possible and may provide
much joy. Acquiring property is likely for

Tina Fey: The American actor, best known for her
work on Saturday Night Live and the popular TV
series 30 Rock, turns 49 today.

some of you.

Better health brings peace of mind. A
capital intensive project is likely to help
you gain in leaps and bounds. Don’t feel
reluctant in meeting a senior to explain
things in person regarding a matter at
work to remain safe. Things happening
TAURUS
around you on the family front may not be
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
to your liking, but this is a temporary phase.
Travelling too often for work will make you feel
tired. This is the day to make an effort to look for your own house.

Those unwell may find the recovery slow,
but the medication is likely to need time
to work. A capital intensive venture that
your company bagged because of your
efforts may get prominence among one
and all. Joy is foretold on the family
GEMINI
front; but you need to be patient. A
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
vacation that you have been waiting for
might shelve due to some untoward situation.
Not a good day to plan any acquisition of asset or property.

Health remains fine today as you continue
to use the prescribed medicine. Financial
front remain dicey as a huge sum that
you have invested in a project is under
scrutiny. Professionally, you might not
have a very good day as you had
CANCER
expected. Family remains all the more
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
supportive about a new venture you have
initiated. A business proposition related to a
property or construction is likely to raise you financially.

Love Focus: A long-term relationship with your partner might come
under scrutiny because of parental interference.

Love Focus: Your romantic life is likely to go on in full swing as you
and your partner have started enjoying this phase.

Love Focus: Time is not ripe for implementing whatever you have
planned on the romance front. Just wait till you get the signal.

Love Focus: Partner’s gloomy mood might make the romance front
gloomy too. Try to revitalise it with your efforts.

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Cream

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Indigo

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Sky blue

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Peach

Remaining regular in your daily fitness
routine will prove excellent for your
health. This might be a good day for you
to make monetary gains. Keep people
who matter informed of your intentions
at work, as they may prove to be of help
LEO
at a later stage. Someone may keep a tab
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)
on your whereabouts on the family front,
but it will be for your own good. A trip planned
long back might get shelved due to leaves not being sanctioned.

You may not feel guilty of incurring heavy
expenditure, as you are confident of
filling up your coffers again. An allconsuming work may keep you engaged
for the major part of the day. You will do
all in your power to make family ties
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
strong by making frequent visits. You will
manage to convert an official trip into
vacation and enjoy your heart out. This is a
good day to buy or sell property as indicated on your cards.

Health remaining excellent will allow you
to spend a relaxing day. Heavy
expenditure might hit you hard as you
are not confident about your coffers
today. Remain focussed on whatever
you have set out to accomplish on the
LIBRA
work front. Relaxation today sounds like
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
distant drums, so set a leisurely pace from
the beginning while organising a family event.
This is likely not the best day to invest in property.

Good health that you are enjoying now is
because of the hard work you have put in;
so cherish it. Forming a good working
relationship with all will help you in the
smooth functioning of your work.
Something stated previously under the
SCORPIO
influence of a negative person may come
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
back to haunt you on the family sphere. An
enjoyable journey is expected to start soon. A
legal matter related to property might bother you.

Love Focus: The person you have secretly liked all these months is
likely to reciprocate to your feelings.

Love Focus: On the romance front, someone at work is likely to show
interest in you.

Love Focus: You might spend a lovely and relaxed day with partner
today as indicated on your cards.

Love Focus: Those in love get to enjoy the day to the fullest. This is
likely to turn into one of your best days with partner.

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Indigo

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Sandy brown

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Golden brown

Lucky Number: 22 Lucky Colour: Dark blue

Shunning junk food is the need of the hour
for maintaining good health. You need to
put in some more hard work to achieve
financial stability. Your creative ideas
will be much appreciated and sought
after at work. It seems difficult to
SAGITTARIUS
balance both home and office, but you
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
will manage it well. An uncomfortable
journey is what you can expect if you plan an
outing today. You might have to sell a property or asset in loss.

Health remains excellent today. On the
financial front, you will have the money
to invest in lucrative schemes. Things
appearing rosy outside may not be so.
So, perish the thought of changing
tracks on the professional front. There is
CAPRICORN
a possibility of someone you know from
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
your childhood days springing a surprise
today. You might enjoy a fulfilling journey to
your native town. A house or an apartment may come in your name.

Health remains to be satisfactory. You
might expect to come under pressure on
the financial front due to some
monetary constraints. There is no point
in indulging in an argument with a rival
at work as you know you can’t win.
AQUARIUS
Chance of meeting distant relatives. A
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
wedding in the family might allow you to
travel to a nearby city as indicated on your
cards. You might miss a chance to earn from a property today.

Health might not fare too well; but don’t
worry as things are going to be fine soon.
On the financial front, you may get in
two minds regarding incurring an
expense. It is good to take the initiative
at work, but not at the cost of your
PISCES
personal time. Consider spending some
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
more time with family. Your desire to visit a
tourist destination is likely to get fulfilled soon.
You may miss the chance of profiting from a property transaction.

Love Focus: A childhood friend for whom you always had a soft
corner is likely to show interest in you.

Love Focus: Falling head over heels for someone on the romantic
front might disturb things.

Love Focus: There are chances of an argument springing with lover
today; so be careful.

Love Focus: Avoid an outing with lover today as there is a chance of
getting caught red-handed.

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Silver

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Forest green

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Rose

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

MATHDOKU

Bill Watterson

DID YOU KNOW?
Filmmakers of Kabhi Khushi Kabhie
Gham... (2001) were sued for using
the song, It’s Raining Men, without
permission from the right holders.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3089
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

PHOTO: VIRAL
BHAYANI

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

Make ________ ______ .Become a lawyer.
- Will Rogers (5,3)

hile the common
notion might be that
motherhood puts a
temporary brake on
an actor’s career, there are
many who have defied this
perceived norm. After actor
Kareena Kapoor Khan, who got
to work soon after she became a
mother, actor Neha Dhupia,
too, is on the same path.
And it’s clear that she
doesn’t believe in taking things
slow, as she had resumed work
just nine days after giving birth
to her daughter, Mehr, in
November last year. Neha has
been continuously taking up
work, be it an adventure reality
show or celebrity chat show,
though all of them happen to be
non-film projects..
Asked if it’s her baby that
has kept her away from
committing to films, Neha

W

replies, “Not at all.”
She goes on to add, “I did
Helicopter Eela (2018) while I
was pregnant. Also, I feel that
when you are doing a reality
show, or hosting something,
you are projecting your own
self. When I do stuff that is in
the reality space, I am just
being myself. Everybody is
aware of the fact that I have had
a child. You are not judged.”
Neha, who recently
celebrated her first wedding
anniversary with husbandactor Angad Bedi, says she is
“very proud of the place” she is
in her life, and is raring to be
back in films but not just
yet as she wants to get back in
shape.
“I just want to give it some
more time, settle down in my
head and make sure that my
body is back to the place where
people expect it to be, in order
to hire me [for films]. I can’t get
back to films until I get back in
shape. When I am playing a
certain character, I need to be
fit enough to do justice to it. I
have been hitting the
gym regularly,” the actor
shares.
Neha, however, is quick to
add that she now has started to
have a “better understanding
of what it takes out of me to
leave my daughter at home for
eight hours at a stretch. I’m
exercising physically, mentally
and emotionally, too. Movies
are my first love”.
n

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Avert, infra, dictum, phylum
ANSWER: Make crime pay .Become a lawyer. - Will Rogers

Juhi Chakraborty

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE
TRAPPED
2018 | 16+ | 2 Seasons | Nordic
Thriller

SOLUTION SUDOKU

‘Ineedtogetback
inshapeforfilms’

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

EDITOR’S
PICK

MOVIES ON TV
Starring: Ólafur Darri
Ólafsson, Ilmur Kristjánsdóttir
Synopsis: The body of a
murder victim ends up in an
Icelandic village just as a major
snowstorm cuts the region off
from the rest of the world.

Starring: Shweta Tripathi

LAAKHON MEIN EK
2019 | 2 Seasons | Drama

Synopsis: Dr Shreya Pathare
is posted in Sitlapur village to
conduct a cataract camp but
challenges begin unfolding
one after the other.

Starring: Kunaal Roy Kapur,,
Gauahar Khan

SIDE-HERO
2018 | 1 Season | Comedy

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Actor Neha
Dhupia

RT VAE
AFNIR
DITUCM
HLMUPY

Synopsis: A humorous,
mocking take on Kunaal Roy
Kapur’s life, who always ends
being the ‘side hero’.

Shaolin Soccer
at 1558

EDITOR’S
PICK

0600 Mad Max
0750 Fathers’ Day
0939 Armour Of God II
1138 The Dark Knight
1411 XXX: State Of The
Union
1558 Shaolin Soccer
1823 Godzilla
2100 Hellboy
2314 Step Up Revolution

Fantastic Four at 1448

Ghost Rider at 1600

1019 Baby’s Day Out
1218 Pirates Of The Caribbean:
Salazar’s Revenge
1448 Fantastic Four
1655 Titanic
2050 Avengers: Age of Ultron
2337 Bleeding Steel

0902 The Avengers
1045 Superman III
1251 What A Girl Wants
1438 EuroTrip
1600 Ghost Rider
1754 Music And Lyrics
1942 The Campaign

Batti Gul Meter Chalu
at 2000

Raazi at 1447

Starring: Nimrat Kaur, Juhi
Chawla, Atul Kulkarni

THE TEST CASE
2017 | 18+ | 1 Season | Drama

Synopsis: Captain Shikha
Sharma will do anything to
fit into the Indian Army’s maledominated Special Forces unit.

Starring: Nicole Kidman,
Reese Witherspoon

BIG LITTLE LIES
2017 | 15+ | 1 Season | Drama

Synopsis: Madeline, Celeste
and Jane are wealthy women,
whose lives are shaken up after
a murder in their idyllic town.

Jai Ho at 1415
0905 Chain Kulii Ki Main Kulii
1110 Jeene Nahi Doonga
1415 Jai Ho
1715 Maayavan
2000 Nayak: The Real Hero

0604 Ragini MMS 2
0832 Haseena Parkar
1116 Namaste England
1409 Rishtey
1728 Great Grand Masti
2000 Batti Gul Meter Chalu
2311 Men In Black

0435 Omkara
0640 Bullet Rani
0855 Soori The Street Fighter
1121 Vivah
1447 Raazi
1735 Tabahi Zulm Ki
2000 Jaanwar
2333 Lingaa

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com
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Entertainment & Promotional Features
CANNES DIARY
DAY 2

ay 2 in Cannes started
on an ominous note – it
was wet and cold. I
trudged to the JW
Mariott where the Directors’
Fortnight was going to kick
off. A parallel section to the
festival, it was started in 1969
by the French Directors Guild.
The Quinzaine, as it is
popularly known, played a key
role in shaping careers of
iconic directors such as Pablo
Larrain, Atom Egoyan and our
Anurag Kashyap, whose
Gangs of Wasseypur had its
world premiere here in 2012.
This year the sidebar has a
new festival director, Paolo
Moretti. The opening film was
Deerskin, by Quentin
Dupieux. It’s an intriguing and
macabre character study of a
man unusually obsessed with
his deerskin jacket. Jean
Dujardin (remember his
Oscar-winning performance
in The Artist, 2011?) is scary
and hilarious as the unhinged
protagonist. In the Q&A after
the film, he said he played the
character as completely
normal, which is why he is

D

Actor Julianne
Moore arrives for
the premiere of the
film LesMiserables
PHOTO: JOEL C RYAN/
INVISION/AP

THE FESTIVAL
ROCKSTARS
more unnerving. Thankfully,
when we emerged from the
screening, Cannes was back to
its picture-postcard scenery.
I spent some time chatting
with filmmaker Rima Das,
whose story is nothing short of
inspiring. She came to
Mumbai to be an actor. When
that didn’t work out she taught
herself how to make movies.
Her second film, Village
Rockstars (2018) put her on the
global map. She directed,
produced, wrote, edited and
also handled its art direction
and costume design. It won 44
awards at film festivals, four
National Awards and was
selected as India’s official
entry to the 2019 Oscars. Her
third film, Bulbul Can Sing,
has already been to the
Toronto and Berlin film
festivals.
It’s Rima’s fourth year
in Cannes so I asked
her to give me a
Director
lowdown on how
Rima
indie artists
Das
negotiate a festival
like Cannes. Her
advice to newbies is

they should spend on getting
accommodation closer to the
venue.
Rima participated in the
inauguration of the India
Pavilion by Amit Khare,
secretary, ministry of
information and broadcasting.

Film critic
Anupama
Chopra brings
the latest from
the Cannes Film
Festival 2019

Cannesidol
Selenasays
socialmedia
‘terrible’for
theyouth

The Pavilion becomes a home
away from home for the many
Indians at Cannes. And the
day ended with another film,
Monia Chokri’s The Woman of
My Brother, which opened the
Un Certain Regard section.
Next day, Priyanka Chopra
Jonas arrives. Stay tuned.

Filmmaker Quentin Dupieux and Deerskin cast members Jean
Dujardin and Adele Haenel
PHOTO: REGIS DUVIGNAU/REUTERS

The cast and crew of the film Les Miserables
PHOTO: STEPHANE MAHE/REUTERS

op icon and actor Selena
Gomez warned that social
media had been “terrible” for
her generation, saying she tried
to set a good example for her 150
million followers on Instagram.
Speaking after her politically
charged zombie flick, Jim
Jarmusch’s The Dead Don’t Die,
opened the Cannes film festival,
Gomez said the tools that helped
make her famous were
destructive in the wrong hands.
“I think our world is going
through a lot obviously. What
Jim (Jarmusch) gestured to in
the film is that social media has
really been terrible for my
generation,” Gomez, 26, said at a
news conference.
Her comments come as a
Malaysian teenager took her own
life after posting a poll to
Instagram asking if she should
live or die.
Gomez also warned about the
fake news rampant on social
media. “It does scare me when
you see how exposed these young
girls and young boys are,” she
said, adding, “They are not aware
of the news. I think it’s dangerous
for sure if people aren’t getting
the right information.” Gomez
said pervasive internet bullying
left young people devastated.
In the light of her own massive
social media presence, Gomez
was asked what celebrities and
the industry’s biggest companies
could do to make the online world
less toxic.
“I think it’s pretty impossible
to make it safe at this point.
There’s no blocking anything,
they’re exposed to it
immediately,” she said.

P
PHOTO:
STEPHANE
MAHE/
REUTERS

Actor Hina Khan made her
debut on the Cannes red
carpet, for the screening of
her short film, Lines

03

I understand that it’s amazing to use your
platform but it does scare me when you see
how exposed these young girls and young
boys are.
SELENA GOMEZ SINGER-ACTOR

AFP

PHOTO: ERIC GAILLARD/REUTERS

Actor Anne-Elizabeth Bosse (left) and director Monia Chokri

It’s women
power all
the way
for Yami
Gautam!

XINHUA

PHOTO:
HTCS

YAMI HAS ALWAYS
BEEN AT THE
FOREFRONT WHEN IT
COMES TO BRANDS AND
THEIR CAMPAIGNS

‘Muklawa celebrates the adorable
chemistry between Ammy, Sonam’
roduced under the
banner of White Hill
Studios, upcoming
Punjabi film Muklawa is a
tale of the bygone era when a
husband and wife struggled
to meet each other.
The much awaited
Punjabi romantic comedy
has quickly become the talk
of the town with its foot
tapping music and hilarious
dialogue promos. With
singer-actor Ammy Virk and
Sonam Bajwa in the lead
roles, Muklawa narrates a
love story of the past. “The
adorable duo has already
won hearts of the audiences
with the official trailer that
celebrates the innocence of
pure love,” say the makers.
“Since the movie is set in
the backdrop of pre-Partition

P

DIRECTED BY
SIMERJIT SINGH,
AND WRITTEN BY
UPINDER WARAICH
AND JAGJIT SAINI,
THE MOVIE IS
SCHEDULED TO
RELEASE ON MAY 24
Punjab, it was a unique
experience for me to shoot
for the movie. It is a first-ofits-kind romantic comedy
and I am hopeful that the
audiences will love it,” says
Ammy.
Sonam says, “I really

enjoyed shooting for the
different wedding customs
which were followed earlier.
Ammy and other actors were
really supportive and it
turned to be a really
memorable experience.”
The movie also stars
Gurpreet Ghuggi, BN
Sharma, Karamjit Anmol,
Sarabjit Cheema, Drishtii
Grewal, and Nirmal Rishi in
prominent roles.
Produced by Gunbir
Singh Sidhu and Manmord
Sidhu under the banner of
White Hill Studios, Muklawa
is directed by Simerjit Singh
and the storyline is helmed
by Upinder Waraich and
Jagjit Saini.
The movie is slated to
release worldwide on
May 24.

ctor Yami Gautam kickstarted the year on a
high note. Not only her
film, Uri: The Surgical
Strike, broke records at the
box-office and became a
massive success, but it also
led to Yami getting an array
of interesting film offers.
The first one being Amar
Kaushik’s next, which also
stars Ayushmann Khurrana
and Bhumi Pednekar.
Apart from all the film
work, Yami has always been
at the forefront when it
comes to brands and their
campaigns. She’s been a part
of several major fashion and
beauty brands, becoming
the face of their line of
products.
However after Uri...,
there’s been a bit of a shift
and addition to her portfolio,
with several women-centric
brands coming her way. And
Yami couldn’t be happier.
“I’m glad that a film like Uri
has found such a status in a
short span of time that
today its revered as an

A

Actor Yami
Gautam

‘A part of that day was the worst
and the greatest day of my life’
ames Gunn has finally
broken his silence on his
public ouster from
Guardians of the Galaxy 3
after his controversial
tweets on topics, including
paedophilia and rape,
resurfaced on the
Internet.
The filmmaker, who
directed the first two films
in the franchise, was fired in
July last year. Later the
same month, he apologised
for his insensitive tweets.
He was recently rehired
and is set to direct the
upcoming instalment of
the franchise.
During a recent interview
with Deadline, Gunn
claimed that the incident
made him realise what real
love was when people close
to him — including GoG
actors Chris Pratt and
Dave Bautista — stuck by
him.

J

GUARDIANS OF
THE GALAXY
DIRECTOR JAMES
GUNN SAYS GETTING
FIRED MADE HIM
REALISE HOW
LOVED HE WAS
“From my girlfriend Jen,
my producer and my agents,
Chris Pratt calling me and
freaking out, Zoe Saldana and
Karen Gillan, all calling and
crying, Sylvester Stallone
FaceTime-ing me. And, of
course, Dave Bautista, who
came out so strong,” said
Gunn.
“In order for me to have
fully felt that love for the
first time, the thing that

example of sorts. And the
way my character has been
received, and has
contributed to my image is
something I’ll always
cherish,” she says.
The strong character of
Pallavi Sharma (In Uri...), an
intelligence officer that she
played with great
conviction, has landed Yami
several offers of strong
female-driven brands that
are taking the opportunity
to extend her on-screen
avatar and to use that power
for their respective brands.
Addressing the
acknowledgement she’s got,
the actor adds, “Since the
film released, new doors
have opened for everyone
associated with it. I’m happy
that the brands have come to
me with such amazing ideas
that highlight a strong
powerful role for women.
Such communication for
women is the key. It’s
crucial and I’m glad I got to
be a part of it.”

HTC

James
Gunn was
fired in July
last year
over
offensive
tweets
PHOTO: SHUTTE
RSTOCK

needed to happen was the
apparatus by which I was
feeling falsely loved had to
be completely taken away.
So a part of that day was
the worst of my life, and a
part of it was the greatest
day of my life,” Gunn
admitted.
Stating that he learned
from the incident and has
since grown as a person,
Gunn said, “I used to make
a lot of offensive jokes. I
don’t anymore. I don’t
blame my past self for this,
but I like myself more and
feel like a more full
human being and creator
today.”
Following the firing,
many celebs signed an open
letter to rehire the director
for the project. Days after
he was fired, he was hired
to pen the script of Suicide
Squad sequel.

ANI
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I have grown up listening to
folk stories: Rubina Dilaik
ctor Rubina Dilaik, who
enjoys motivational books,
says her love for reading is
a recent development.
Excerpts:

A

Which books are currently
on your reading list?
Attitude is Everything by Jeff
Keller and The Secret Revealed
by Napoleon Hill.

HINDUSTA N TIMES, JALANDHAR
SATURDAY, MAY 18, 2019

BREATHING LIFE
INTO THE PAST
Decade-long conservation
efforts have restored
Humayun’s Tomb complex to
its former glory

Which was the best
book you’ve read so far?
It’s Not How Good You Are, It’s
How Good You Want To
Become by Paul Arden.
Which genres do you read?
I absolutely enjoy reading selfhelp and motivational books.

Humayun's Tomb
Which genres do you avoid?
I usually avoid thrillers.

PHOTO: SARANG GUPTA/HT

Which book do you think everyone
should read at least once?
Like the Flowing River by
Paulo Coelho.
What do you like to
read when you travel?
Inspirational books.
Which is your favourite
fairy tale or folk story?
Back in my village, we had a
tradition of family gatherings
just before dinner where our
grandparents worshipped idols
with the entire family and then
narrated short stories (as a
moral story) to the kids. I used
to enjoy them the most; they
took us to our own fantasy
land. So, I’ve grown up
listening to folk stories.

A

What kind of reader
were you as a child?
I was an average reader as a
child, but lately, I’ve developed
a taste for reading. I have seen
my father spend hours at his
study table reading literature
and writing books. I guess its
seeping in slowly.
If you had to name one book
that made you who you are
today, which would it be?
The Buddha in Your Mirror by
Woody Hochswender.
Which author would you
choose to write your life story?
Paulo Coelho, for sure.
HTC

nyone who crosses
Delhi’s Lodhi-Mathura
Road’s roundabout
would remember a
colossal Mughal era
monument that stands on it —
the Subz Burj, hidden under
scaffolding for heritage
conservation. An example of
resplendent Islamic
architecture in India, it is the
first introduction of a dense
ensemble of garden tombs that
dot the 170-acre area around
Humayun’s Tomb, built
during the time of emperor
Akbar.
Sabz Burj is also one among
the several monuments under
conservation in the tomb
complex, in addition to the
over 50 already conserved and
open to the public to visit.
Sights of master craftspeople
and conservation architects at
work is not uncommon in the
complex dating back several
centuries.

Rubina Dilaik has inherited a taste for reading from her father
PHOTO: PRODIP GUHA/HT

(Above) Sunder Nursery city
park; (left) Sabz Burj PHOTOS: VIPIN
KUMAR/HT AND MOHD ZAKIR/HT

A stroll in the beautiful
Sundar Nursery city park
adjacent to the Tomb, known
as Azim Bagh, with the head of
the key conservator Aga Khan
Trust for Culture (AKTC),
Ratish Nanda, reveals future
plans the global non-profit has
for the heritage area.
The idea is to develop the
park into a high-quality space
where citizens can mingle
without the social barriers of
religion, caste, and class,
Nanda said, it proves to be a

beautiful example of ecological
conservation as well.
The collaboration project,
which began in 2007, includes
the Archeological Survey of
India, the primary body
responsible for heritage sites
in India.
The 90-acre Sundar Nursery
features nursery beds, a flower
showcase, arboretum, and a
microhabitat zone. Till date,
the park has about 280 native
tree species, 80 bird species,
and 36 butterfly species.

CHALLENGES GALORE
Conservators point out that
the tomb site, like many
heritage sites, had befallen a
peculiar condition — worn
gardens, cracked masonry,
and damaged stonework.
The challenges for the
conservators were not just
limited to the re-use of glazed
Mughal tiles, lime plaster, red
sandstone, gold-foiled and
copper structures, and
replacing damaged wood.

Conservators had to remove
the encroachment of about 150
modern structures and even
undo the damage done by 20th
century cement-and-concrete
repairs. After breathing new
life into at least 50 monuments
— including Nila Gumbad, Isa
Khan’s garden-tomb, Halima’s
garden-tomb, Arab Serai
gateways, Sundarawala Mahal
and Burj, Chausath Khambha,
and Hazrat Nizamuddin Baoli
— and community life that
thrives around it, the
conservation effort is
spreading its wings to include
more tombs, landscapes, and
baolis, making the ensemble a
living, breathing monument.

IANS
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‘MYROLE IN
THE FILM
LOVE WAS
BEAUTIFUL’
Actor Salman Khan says that
though he is not a fan of remakes,
if at all any of his film had to be
remade; he would choose the
1991 film co-starring Revathy
Sneha Mahadevan
t is raining remakes in
Bollywood. While remaking
south films was an ongoing
trend, film-makers are now
revisiting older classics and
interpreting them in modern
context. But some actors
aren’t in favour of remakes
because they feel like the

I

original films should be left
untouched. Salman Khan is
one of those actors who
doesn’t think too highly of
remakes. However, he adds
that one of his earliest films
would make for a good
remake as it would reach a lot
more people.
Talking about it, he says, “I
won’t remake my own films.

Sooraj is a fighter and he will do really well for himself
and I have no doubts about that. Once you take on the
responsibility of somebody, you can’t back off. His film,
Hero film did superb business.
SALMAN KHAN, ACTOR
But, if any of these new boys
want to do, it’s this film called
Love (1991). In fact, Varun
[Dhawan; actor] was
mentioning that it was a
wonderful film. It was the
first few films that I did and I
remember that it didn’t do
well. But that was a beautiful
film and my character was
wonderful.”
Remakes aside, the actor
who is known to launch
several fresh faces, also
launched Sooraj Pancholi
who made his debut with

Hero (2015). Though
Sooraj has not had a
release after Hero, Salman
says that he sees a lot of
potential in the young actor
and his talent. “Sooraj is a
fighter and he will do really
well for himself and I have no
doubts about that. Once you
take on the responsibility of
somebody, you can’t back
off. His film, Hero film did
superb business,” says
Salman who will be next seen
in Bharat.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

What’s the one thing Divya regrets doing?
Sangeeta Yadav
ctor Divya Dutta feels
happy about how her
acting career has shaped
up over the years. She has
mostly played supporting
roles in films such as Veer
Zaara (2004), Delhi 6 (2009),
Bhaag Milkha Bhaag (2013),
Manto and Fanney Khan
(both 2018), but the actor
has no qualms about her
choices.
However, there is one thing
she wishes she could undo.
Very few people know that
during her initial years in the
film industry, Divya earned
recognition and garnered
praise for dubbing the voice of
actor Lisa Ray in filmmaker
Vikram Bhatt’s movie Kasoor
(2001) and this is something

A

the actor wishes she hadn’t
taken up.
“I was new in the industry
and couldn’t say no to Vikram
Bhatt... It is one of those
phases when you are just
finding your foothold,” says
Divya.
The actor, who also starred
in the same film, adds that, “It
was very weird that I was
dubbing for Lisa and someone
else dubbed for me. It was
really strange.”
She believes that since she
has a “very different voice,”
she’d never be a “dubbing
actor.” She says, “I have too
precious a voice to give it to
any other actor anymore. I
wouldn’t ever do that. I’m not
a dubbing actor and I don’t
think I’ll do that again ever.”
n

‘Iplanmyown
birthdayparties’
Sneha Mahadevan

ushrat Bharucha, whose
initial few films failed to
work at the box-office
tasted success after working
with Kartik Aaryan in Pyaar
Ka Punchnama (2011) and
most recently, Sonu Ke Titu
Ki Sweety (2018). This year,
too, has started off on a great
note for the actor as she is
currently shooting for two
projects. Nushrat, who
celebrates her birthday today
says that she is throwing
herself a birthday party.
“I think it was my 18th
birthday and my close friends
had thrown me a huge party,
which went on till the next
morning. That’s when I
realised that this is how
birthdays should be
celebrated. I want to have my
entire world in one place on
that day. Since then, every

N

Vahbiz
Dorabjee

year, I always party on my
birthday. And this year, too, I
plan to continue the
tradition,” says Nushrat who
turns 30 today.
But Nushrat is quite
finicky when it comes to her
parties and prefers to plan
every little detail herself. “I
plan my own parties. I get the
cake, plan the décor, make the
guest list, the music –
everything. I don’t let anyone
else do it and I want the day to
be all about what I want,” she
reveals. Not one to make New
Year resolutions, Nushrat
reveals that she doesn’t think
she is capable of making any
birthday plans either.
Professionally, it has been
a really satisfying year as she
is working on projects with
Rajkummar Rao and
Ayushmann Khurrana. “I am
glad that I am part of films
this year that are very

different
in their
own way.
I always
wanted
to work
with
Hansal
Mehta sir
and it all
fell into
place.
That was
very
special. With
Dream Girl, the
story came to me
and I really liked
it. It was one
meeting and we
were on board and
the shooting had
begun. Everything just
happened very quickly
and it has been very
satisfying,” she says.
Nushrat Bharucha
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

Vahbiz to address women’s
issues on her social media
Pooja Sharma
espite having faced
weight issues due to
medical reasons, Vahbiz
Dorabjee is one woman who
has carried herself gracefully.
Last having anchored a
television celebrity talk show,
Vahbiz has always had a great
connect with people. Hence,
this time around the actor has
now opened up conversations
and dialogues on her own
social media. “Vahbiz has had
her own share of ups and

D

downs in her professional as
well as personal life. But she
is a strong woman and many
look up to her and were
always asking her for advice.
She’s maintained a tough
front with a smile no matter
what and that inspires
women. She will be
addressing different topics to
women who follow her on her
social media platforms,” says
a source.
Vahbiz says, “It wasn’t a
conscious move as I was
already connecting with a lot

of women on a personal level.
Slowly, I realised that talking
about it will always lead to
resolutions and for most
women many of the issues
they face, while the solutions
are obvious, they don’t always
have someone to point them to
the right way. Hence, the
conversations started and
before I knew it we were
talking about everything from
weight issues, relationships,
and confidence, to what is
right and what is wrong in our
society for women.”

Divya Dutta
dubbed for
Lisa Ray in
Kasoor
(2001)

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com
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WHEN MANIESH HAD
COFFEE WITH RISHI

Maniesh Paul, who met Rishi Kapoor recently, says
such legends remind you to stay grounded
Maniesh Paul with
Rishi Kapoor (inset),
who is staying in the US
while recuperating
from cancer

Rishabh Suri
inding time to take a
breather from their
hectic work schedules
can be tough for actors.
So, when actor-host Maniesh
Paul found the chance, he
went to the US for a quick
getaway. During the New York
leg of his recent holiday, he
squeezed in a visit to veteran
actor Rishi Kapoor, who is
recuperating from cancer
there.
Maniesh tells us, “I had a
fantastic time. I went to
Atlanta, Chicago, and from
there, I called up Rishi sir. I
really wanted to meet him. We
had a fabulous time in New
York, and chatted for a good
four-and-a-half hours. We had
lunch, and then I went to his
house. He very sweetly made
coffee for me. I joked, ‘batao

F

Rishi sir, maine kabhi life
mein socha tha, ki Rishi sir ke
yahaan aaunga aur woh mere
liye coffee banayenge?!’ It’s
only after meeting legends like
him that you get to know how
important it is to remain
grounded.”
“He is doing well and
recovering. He’s lost a lot of
weight though. He was happy
to see me, and said ‘I was
looking forward to this — kab
milenge kab baat karenge’. He
talked about his films and how
cinema has changed,” adds
Maniesh, who has his hands
full currently on the
professional front. His last
project — the short film Black
Briefcase — fetched him good
reviews. Encouraged by the
response, he has more such
films lined up. He says, “I am
focusing on music right now,
getting singles ready. Apart
from that, I have scripts of two
short films. There’s another
film, which is in postproduction. I have shows, too,
for which I am travelling the
world. Life’s good.”
We ask him what’s
happening with the
film in which he
and actor Sunny
Leone were
supposed to
star together.
He tells us
that the film
didn’t work
out.
“That was
a proper
Bollywood
film, but it’s not
happening
anymore. We shot
for half the film, but
sadly, it didn’t get
made,” Maniesh reveals.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

‘It’s a pressure to not take a day off
from posting on social media’
Sangeeta Yadav
f you thought it’s just the fans
who stalk their favourite
celebrities, think again!
Actors, too, delve deep into
social media profiles of other
celebrities, and take a peek
into their lives. When actor
Elnaaz Norouzi was asked who
she stalks on
social media, she didn’t think
twice before taking actor
Priyanka Chopra Jonas’ name.
“The list is long but the ones
who top the list are (actors)
Priyanka Chopra Jonas and
Angelina Jolie. They are
amazing boss ladies. They not
only look gorgeous but are
very empowering as well,”
says Elnaaz, who was seen in a
web series.
Being new on social media,
she is trying to catch up with
the trends in the virtual world.
At times, she says it becomes a
little “pressuring” for her to
stay digitally
active.
“It’s so tough to make sure
you post something every day
and the fact that you can’t take
a day or two off [from social
media]. There were days when
I couldn’t post anything for
three days and that gives me
pressure,” Elnaaz explains.
Though social media
gives one the power to voice
their opinion and share
anything and everything
publicly, Elnaaz feels that “if
one is not careful, it can trigger
trolling and controversies”.
She elaborates, “In today’s
day and age, we have to be
really careful about what we
say and do on social media.
You can hurt so many
people. I have also experienced
trolls and hate comments and
it was very upsetting. So, now,
I choose to not read the
comments and just let it go.”

I
Maninder Buttar
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM_@MANINDERBUTTAR

SAKHIYAAN
CHANGED MY
LIFE, SAYS
MANINDER
Rishabh Suri
e’s the voice behind one of
the biggest singles in
recent time — Sakhiyaan
— which crossed 300 million
views online. So it comes as a
surprise when singer
Maninder Buttar reveals he
has never taken any training in
singing. “My riyaaz is just to
keep on singing. I compose
myself too. I sung in school
(and other stages) but it’s a
God-gifted tone. I just polished
it myself. There wasn’t any
YouTube in our time,” he says.
Elaborating on how such
platforms help budding artists,
he says, “Hum toh jaise-taise aa
gaye iss line mein. It will be
good, in future one can learn
things sitting at home. Luckily,
there’s also access to cheap
internet. Everyone is thus
availing it, getting to learn.”
Maninder reveals his entire
life changed post Sakhiyaan’s
success. “Time Punjabiyon ka
achha chal raha hai. I had been
thinking about a single, which
all of India would sing. But I
didn’t think it will get this kind
of reach. I remember the first
time I sang in life — it was in
school and the song was
‘Nanna Munna Raahi hoon’. I
got a lot of appreciation and a
reward of ₹100 too. Then it
struck me how good this was,”
Maninder signs off.

H

n

I’ve experienced trolls and
hate comments and it was
very upsetting. Now, I choose
to not read the comments.
ELNAAZ NOROUZI ACTOR

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

Why target only Bollywood for nepotism: Zaheer
Shreya Mukherjee
ong before he was launched
by actor-producer Salman
Khan in Notebook, actor
Zaheer Iqbal was being
mentored by the superstar for
over six years. And many
would say that his debut reeks
of nepotism. However, Zaheer
disagrees with it. “[Salman]
happened to be there at my
sister’s wedding where he saw
me dancing and liked my
performance. And then he told
me, ‘tu ab jo kar raha hai chod
de, film karna hai’. So, nothing
was planned in advance and I
also don’t come from a film
background,” says Zaheer,
adding that Salman has also
launched Sajid-Wajid (music
composers), among others, and
none of them are from a filmi
background. “My father is a

L

Zaheer Iqbal

builder and when I joined that
business, it was nepotism
clearly. But no one is telling me
anything about that. Why is it
only and mostly about
Bollywood? I don’t understand.
Also, I could not say no to my
father, nor could I say that ‘jo
mujhe 30 ka saal experience
aap virasat mein de rahen ho,
woh nahin chahiye’. Things
don’t happen like that,” he
adds. Meanwhile, after
Notebook, Zaheer has been
reading scripts but is yet to sign
a project. Ask him the kind of
films that interest him and he
says “unconventional”. “5-10
years down the line people
should think like agar Zaheer
ka film hai to achha hi hoga,
chalo dekhte hain… The kind
of impact (Salman) bhai’s film
have,” he says.
n

PHOTO: SHIVAM
SAXENA/HT

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

Pankaj and Anurag’s
Bengal connect!
Juhi Chakraborty
ankaj Tripathi has come a
long way in Bollywood. He
is one of the most soughtafter actors and the most busy
he has ever been in his career.
Currently, he is shooting for
filmmaker Anurag Basu’s
untitled film in Mumbai. What
is not known is that the actordirector duo has something in
common. Both Pankaj and
Anurag are bonding big time
on the sets over all things
Bengali. Pankaj’s wife Mridula
is a Bengali, from Kolkata. And
the actor loves Bengali food
and sweets, which he’s being
treated to on the sets, all thanks
to Anurag.
“While shooting in Mumbai,
Pankaj prefers carrying homemade food. But ever since he
started shooting for Anurag
Basu’s film, he has stopped
doing so as the food served on
the sets tastes like his homemade food,” a source shares.
Dishing further about his on
-set food experiences, Pankaj
says, “Bengali food and
language are now an important
part of my life. So far I haven’t
carried food on the sets because
the unit food is brilliant. Such

P

Pankaj Tripathi
food has never been delivered
on any set before. It has
variety, with three types of fish
cooked in Bengali style.”
Besides their shared love for
Bengali food, Pankaj and
Anurag also share a great
camaraderie on the sets and
often break into Bangla while
talking to each other. Pankaj
has a grasp over the language,
thanks to his wife, and when
Anurag gives instructions to
the crew in Bengali, the actor
has no trouble understanding.
“I am enjoying the process of
shooting with Anurag Basu,
because of the love and respect
i have for dada,” he adds.
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com
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A FINE LIFE
LOOKBOOK

PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

THE
BLOUSE
AFFAIR

RED AND RADIANT
Have an upcoming
sangeet ceremony to
attend? This scarlet
red sari with a printed
jacket is a great
choice. Jackets are
hassle-free and make
for a comfortable yet
unconventional
option this summer.
“It’s a contemporary
take on the
traditional sari with
the jacket adding
definition to your
torso and the
statement knotted
belt helps cinch
the waist. The
jacket is crafted in
pure chiffon and
features pearlembroidery with
hints of gota
detailing,” says
fashion designer
Ridhi Mehra.
So, put on your
dancing shoes and
dance the night
away.

We pick trendy
and unconventional blouses
that you can flaunt all
through this season
Akshata Shetty

Pink paradise
Super cute, fresh and chic, Ananya Panday looked her stylish
best in this pink co-ord set. She stayed wary of accessories
and wore white heels to make her outfit pop!

NET-PICKING

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/ALIAABHAT

Ice cream all the way
Nothing solves problems quite like ice cream does and Alia
Bhatt agrees. The actor posted this image on Instagram with
the caption, ‘In a world full of hate, BE LOVE — oh & eat ice
cream!’

ashion designer Satya Pau
ul
recently came up with the
campaign #sariiscool and
saw the six-yard garment
draped in many styles. What
caught our attention was how
these saris were
complemented with
unconventional blouses.
While women have moved
from traditional to
contemporary to pre-stitched
saris, the blouse has also seen
many transitions.
“People are moving away
d
from the mundane fabrics and
silhouettes by mixing Indian
and Western elements to
create interesting ensembles.
The world is truly globalised
and most women couldn’t be
bothered with the difficult task
of neatly draping a sari. A pre
draped version of the sari
with attached pallu that
could be worn as quickly as
any of the western garments
preferred by modern Indian
women,” says fashion
designer Bhumika Sharma.
While the Indian sari has
n
seen many transformations in
the recent past, the sari blouse
e
too has made a statement with
h
its unconventional cuts
and patterns. From being
p
paired with denim shirts, crop
tops, bralettes and even
jackets. We speak to fashion
experts to see what’s haute
this season.
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/SHIVANANDNARRESH

F
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SHEERR MAGIC
Make y
your blouse a canvas
of creativity. This organza
embroidered blouse and
george
ette sari designed
by Day
ya Bansal, is artistic
and is aan ideal ensemble
for a daay function.

C IT WITH
COOL
DDENIM
S
Singer
Natalie Di
LLuccio rocks the
SSatya Paul’s
#sariiscool
#
campaign, in a
denim shirt.
d
Thus, making it
T
a cool option
this summer
season.

BEACH READY
Beat the heat this season in this bold
and chic bustier blouse with fringes
designed by Shivan & Narresh

PLEATED WITH CARE
Blouses can have pleats
too. This white pleated
long-sleeved blouse is
casual yet chic. It’s an ideal
option for office or a
casual brunch. “The micro
pleated textured overlap
blouse complements the
sari giving it a fun young
vibe. The solid white
colour makes it easy to
style and pair with other
outfits from your
wardrobe making it a
multi-purpose statement
piece,” says fashion
designer Vedika M.

NATURE’S GIFT
Celebrate nature by
embracing the beauty of it
in your sari’s blouse. “We
have designed a printed
jacket blouse inspired
from leaves, flowers and
paisley brimming from our
beautiful flora and
intricately hand
embellished with
Swarovski crystals and
beads. Nature’s elements
have been converted into
alluring prints on
summery yet earthy
tones, rich textures
encrusted with hand
crafted details,” says
fashion designer Bhumika
Sharma.
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Bollywood’s power movers
dominated the red carpet at
the ongoing film festival

he 72nd Cannes Film
Festival in France saw
our Bollywood divas
go all out on
the red carpet on
Thursday, with
pronounced eye
makeup and
exaggerated bow
detailing.
Priyanka Chopra
Jonas made her Cannes
debut this year in a
shimmery black
Roberto Cavalli gown.
Deepika Padukone
was every shutterbug’s
delight in a custommade Peter Dundas
gown, whose taffeta
silk fabric gave a bit of
crumpled effect.
Kangana Ranaut
wore a handwoven
golden Madhurya
Creations sari and
styled it with a
golden corset and
peplum belt from
Falguni & Shane
Peacock. We loved
her burgundy
HTC
gloves.

T

Deepika Padukone stood out with
dramatic reverse cat eye makeup and a
sleek ponytail PHOTO: STEPHANE MAHE/REUTERS

Priyanka
Chopra Jonas
sported a
thigh-high slit
and long trail,
her look
accentuated
by side-swept
cascading
curls and
winged
eyeliner
PHOTO: PASCAL LE
SEGRETAIN/
GETTY
IMAGES

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/NKBOLLYWOOD

Kangana Ranaut gave an edgy twist to her desi look

IlovespendingtimewithKartik:Ananya
Prashant Singh
ven though Student of the
Year 2 (SOTY2) is her
debut film, Ananya
Panday didn’t have to wait
till the film’s release to hit the
headlines. Thanks to her
link-up stories with Kartik
Aaryan, the young actor has
been in the news for quite

E

A FATHER-DAUGHTER COMEDY?

Ananya Panday and (inset) Kartik Aaryan
PHOTOS: INSTAGRAM/ANANYAPANDAY; PRASAD NAIK

Although Chunky Panday’s daughter is already busy with her
second film [Pati Patni Aur Woh], she jumps at the idea of
teaming up with her father. “That would be fun. I hope
someone makes a comedy, featuring a father and daughter.
You know, dad has never come on my films’ sets. So, I’ve a
feeling he will be very professional on the set [with me]... he
won’t be like my papa (laughs), that will be so cool,” she says.

some time now. But ask
Ananya if Kartik is the
special one in her life, and she
laughs: “Let me put it this
way, he is a very good friend.
We’re also doing a film
together [Pati Patni Aur
Woh] and have a very
comfortable equation. I love
spending time with him.”
Work-wise too, Ananya
has a special equation with
the Luka Chuppi star. As she
says: “While working with
him, I have realised what a
selfless person he is. For
instance, whenever we did a
scene together [during the
film’s first schedule], I
noticed that he never thought
only about his lines. Instead,
he was like, ‘how to make the
scene better?’ Otherwise too,

Kartik has been really
helpful to me. Since I am new,
I think I need all the help that
I can get. That way, he has
been extremely supportive.”
The 20-year-old, who is yet
to shoot a majority of her
portions in Pati Patni Aur
Woh, says being “selfless” is
a “great quality” in any actor.
“Talking about my
experience, if I do a scene in a
certain way and Kartik
believes that it could work
out better in another manner
then he always tells me. And
at this stage of my career, I
really need that,” says the
actor, who is basking in the
glory of all the appreciation
she has been getting for her
outing in SOTY2.
n

prashant.singh@htlive.com

STOP PRESS
PHOTO: NICHOLAS HUNT/AFP

FANS DIVIDED ON ROBERT
PATTINSON AS BATMAN
he Internet has been on an
overdrive since Variety broke
the news that Robert Pattinson is
top choice for Batman. “Dammit
Matt Reeves, you were supposed
to make a Batman movie, not a
Man-Bat movie,” one user wrote
on Twitter. Some, though, lauded
the choice.
HTC

T

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid
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2019

Working towards better health is quite
likely to be fruitful today. You are advised
to not be rash in doing anything
related to money or you may regret it
later. At work, a fresh perspective of an
old problem is likely to take you nearer
to the solution. Visiting someone close
today is quire possible and may provide
much joy. Acquiring property is likely for

Tina Fey: The American actor, best known for her
work on Saturday Night Live and the popular TV
series 30 Rock, turns 49 today.

some of you.

Better health brings peace of mind. A
capital intensive project is likely to help
you gain in leaps and bounds. Don’t feel
reluctant in meeting a senior to explain
things in person regarding a matter at
work to remain safe. Things happening
TAURUS
around you on the family front may not be
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
to your liking, but this is a temporary phase.
Travelling too often for work will make you feel
tired. This is the day to make an effort to look for your own house.

Those unwell may find the recovery slow,
but the medication is likely to need time
to work. A capital intensive venture that
your company bagged because of your
efforts may get prominence among one
and all. Joy is foretold on the family
GEMINI
front; but you need to be patient. A
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
vacation that you have been waiting for
might shelve due to some untoward situation.
Not a good day to plan any acquisition of asset or property.

Health remains fine today as you continue
to use the prescribed medicine. Financial
front remain dicey as a huge sum that
you have invested in a project is under
scrutiny. Professionally, you might not
have a very good day as you had
CANCER
expected. Family remains all the more
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
supportive about a new venture you have
initiated. A business proposition related to a
property or construction is likely to raise you financially.

Love Focus: A long-term relationship with your partner might come
under scrutiny because of parental interference.

Love Focus: Your romantic life is likely to go on in full swing as you
and your partner have started enjoying this phase.

Love Focus: Time is not ripe for implementing whatever you have
planned on the romance front. Just wait till you get the signal.

Love Focus: Partner’s gloomy mood might make the romance front
gloomy too. Try to revitalise it with your efforts.

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Cream

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Indigo

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Sky blue

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Peach

Remaining regular in your daily fitness
routine will prove excellent for your
health. This might be a good day for you
to make monetary gains. Keep people
who matter informed of your intentions
at work, as they may prove to be of help
LEO
at a later stage. Someone may keep a tab
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)
on your whereabouts on the family front,
but it will be for your own good. A trip planned
long back might get shelved due to leaves not being sanctioned.

You may not feel guilty of incurring heavy
expenditure, as you are confident of
filling up your coffers again. An allconsuming work may keep you engaged
for the major part of the day. You will do
all in your power to make family ties
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
strong by making frequent visits. You will
manage to convert an official trip into
vacation and enjoy your heart out. This is a
good day to buy or sell property as indicated on your cards.

Health remaining excellent will allow you
to spend a relaxing day. Heavy
expenditure might hit you hard as you
are not confident about your coffers
today. Remain focussed on whatever
you have set out to accomplish on the
LIBRA
work front. Relaxation today sounds like
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
distant drums, so set a leisurely pace from
the beginning while organising a family event.
This is likely not the best day to invest in property.

Good health that you are enjoying now is
because of the hard work you have put in;
so cherish it. Forming a good working
relationship with all will help you in the
smooth functioning of your work.
Something stated previously under the
SCORPIO
influence of a negative person may come
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
back to haunt you on the family sphere. An
enjoyable journey is expected to start soon. A
legal matter related to property might bother you.

Love Focus: The person you have secretly liked all these months is
likely to reciprocate to your feelings.

Love Focus: On the romance front, someone at work is likely to show
interest in you.

Love Focus: You might spend a lovely and relaxed day with partner
today as indicated on your cards.

Love Focus: Those in love get to enjoy the day to the fullest. This is
likely to turn into one of your best days with partner.

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Indigo

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Sandy brown

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Golden brown

Lucky Number: 22 Lucky Colour: Dark blue

Shunning junk food is the need of the hour
for maintaining good health. You need to
put in some more hard work to achieve
financial stability. Your creative ideas
will be much appreciated and sought
after at work. It seems difficult to
SAGITTARIUS
balance both home and office, but you
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
will manage it well. An uncomfortable
journey is what you can expect if you plan an
outing today. You might have to sell a property or asset in loss.

Health remains excellent today. On the
financial front, you will have the money
to invest in lucrative schemes. Things
appearing rosy outside may not be so.
So, perish the thought of changing
tracks on the professional front. There is
CAPRICORN
a possibility of someone you know from
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
your childhood days springing a surprise
today. You might enjoy a fulfilling journey to
your native town. A house or an apartment may come in your name.

Health remains to be satisfactory. You
might expect to come under pressure on
the financial front due to some
monetary constraints. There is no point
in indulging in an argument with a rival
at work as you know you can’t win.
AQUARIUS
Chance of meeting distant relatives. A
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
wedding in the family might allow you to
travel to a nearby city as indicated on your
cards. You might miss a chance to earn from a property today.

Health might not fare too well; but don’t
worry as things are going to be fine soon.
On the financial front, you may get in
two minds regarding incurring an
expense. It is good to take the initiative
at work, but not at the cost of your
PISCES
personal time. Consider spending some
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
more time with family. Your desire to visit a
tourist destination is likely to get fulfilled soon.
You may miss the chance of profiting from a property transaction.

Love Focus: A childhood friend for whom you always had a soft
corner is likely to show interest in you.

Love Focus: Falling head over heels for someone on the romantic
front might disturb things.

Love Focus: There are chances of an argument springing with lover
today; so be careful.

Love Focus: Avoid an outing with lover today as there is a chance of
getting caught red-handed.

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Silver

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Forest green

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Rose

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

MATHDOKU

Bill Watterson

DID YOU KNOW?
Filmmakers of Kabhi Khushi Kabhie
Gham... (2001) were sued for using
the song, It’s Raining Men, without
permission from the right holders.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3089
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

PHOTO: VIRAL
BHAYANI

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

Make ________ ______ .Become a lawyer.
- Will Rogers (5,3)

hile the common
notion might be that
motherhood puts a
temporary brake on
an actor’s career, there are
many who have defied this
perceived norm. After actor
Kareena Kapoor Khan, who got
to work soon after she became a
mother, actor Neha Dhupia,
too, is on the same path.
And it’s clear that she
doesn’t believe in taking things
slow, as she had resumed work
just nine days after giving birth
to her daughter, Mehr, in
November last year. Neha has
been continuously taking up
work, be it an adventure reality
show or celebrity chat show,
though all of them happen to be
non-film projects..
Asked if it’s her baby that
has kept her away from
committing to films, Neha

W

replies, “Not at all.”
She goes on to add, “I did
Helicopter Eela (2018) while I
was pregnant. Also, I feel that
when you are doing a reality
show, or hosting something,
you are projecting your own
self. When I do stuff that is in
the reality space, I am just
being myself. Everybody is
aware of the fact that I have had
a child. You are not judged.”
Neha, who recently
celebrated her first wedding
anniversary with husbandactor Angad Bedi, says she is
“very proud of the place” she is
in her life, and is raring to be
back in films but not just
yet as she wants to get back in
shape.
“I just want to give it some
more time, settle down in my
head and make sure that my
body is back to the place where
people expect it to be, in order
to hire me [for films]. I can’t get
back to films until I get back in
shape. When I am playing a
certain character, I need to be
fit enough to do justice to it. I
have been hitting the
gym regularly,” the actor
shares.
Neha, however, is quick to
add that she now has started to
have a “better understanding
of what it takes out of me to
leave my daughter at home for
eight hours at a stretch. I’m
exercising physically, mentally
and emotionally, too. Movies
are my first love”.
n

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Avert, infra, dictum, phylum
ANSWER: Make crime pay .Become a lawyer. - Will Rogers

Juhi Chakraborty

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE
TRAPPED
2018 | 16+ | 2 Seasons | Nordic
Thriller

SOLUTION SUDOKU

‘Ineedtogetback
inshapeforfilms’

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

EDITOR’S
PICK

MOVIES ON TV
Starring: Ólafur Darri
Ólafsson, Ilmur Kristjánsdóttir
Synopsis: The body of a
murder victim ends up in an
Icelandic village just as a major
snowstorm cuts the region off
from the rest of the world.

Starring: Shweta Tripathi

LAAKHON MEIN EK
2019 | 2 Seasons | Drama

Synopsis: Dr Shreya Pathare
is posted in Sitlapur village to
conduct a cataract camp but
challenges begin unfolding
one after the other.

Starring: Kunaal Roy Kapur,,
Gauahar Khan

SIDE-HERO
2018 | 1 Season | Comedy

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Actor Neha
Dhupia

RT VAE
AFNIR
DITUCM
HLMUPY

Synopsis: A humorous,
mocking take on Kunaal Roy
Kapur’s life, who always ends
being the ‘side hero’.

Shaolin Soccer
at 1558

EDITOR’S
PICK

0600 Mad Max
0750 Fathers’ Day
0939 Armour Of God II
1138 The Dark Knight
1411 XXX: State Of The
Union
1558 Shaolin Soccer
1823 Godzilla
2100 Hellboy
2314 Step Up Revolution

Fantastic Four at 1448

Ghost Rider at 1600

1019 Baby’s Day Out
1218 Pirates Of The Caribbean:
Salazar’s Revenge
1448 Fantastic Four
1655 Titanic
2050 Avengers: Age of Ultron
2337 Bleeding Steel

0902 The Avengers
1045 Superman III
1251 What A Girl Wants
1438 EuroTrip
1600 Ghost Rider
1754 Music And Lyrics
1942 The Campaign

Batti Gul Meter Chalu
at 2000

Raazi at 1447

Starring: Nimrat Kaur, Juhi
Chawla, Atul Kulkarni

THE TEST CASE
2017 | 18+ | 1 Season | Drama

Synopsis: Captain Shikha
Sharma will do anything to
fit into the Indian Army’s maledominated Special Forces unit.

Starring: Nicole Kidman,
Reese Witherspoon

BIG LITTLE LIES
2017 | 15+ | 1 Season | Drama

Synopsis: Madeline, Celeste
and Jane are wealthy women,
whose lives are shaken up after
a murder in their idyllic town.

Jai Ho at 1415
0905 Chain Kulii Ki Main Kulii
1110 Jeene Nahi Doonga
1415 Jai Ho
1715 Maayavan
2000 Nayak: The Real Hero

0604 Ragini MMS 2
0832 Haseena Parkar
1116 Namaste England
1409 Rishtey
1728 Great Grand Masti
2000 Batti Gul Meter Chalu
2311 Men In Black

0435 Omkara
0640 Bullet Rani
0855 Soori The Street Fighter
1121 Vivah
1447 Raazi
1735 Tabahi Zulm Ki
2000 Jaanwar
2333 Lingaa

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com
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CANNES DIARY
DAY 2

ay 2 in Cannes started
on an ominous note – it
was wet and cold. I
trudged to the JW
Mariott where the Directors’
Fortnight was going to kick
off. A parallel section to the
festival, it was started in 1969
by the French Directors Guild.
The Quinzaine, as it is
popularly known, played a key
role in shaping careers of
iconic directors such as Pablo
Larrain, Atom Egoyan and our
Anurag Kashyap, whose
Gangs of Wasseypur had its
world premiere here in 2012.
This year the sidebar has a
new festival director, Paolo
Moretti. The opening film was
Deerskin, by Quentin
Dupieux. It’s an intriguing and
macabre character study of a
man unusually obsessed with
his deerskin jacket. Jean
Dujardin (remember his
Oscar-winning performance
in The Artist, 2011?) is scary
and hilarious as the unhinged
protagonist. In the Q&A after
the film, he said he played the
character as completely
normal, which is why he is

D

Actor Julianne
Moore arrives for
the premiere of the
film LesMiserables
PHOTO: JOEL C RYAN/
INVISION/AP

THE FESTIVAL
ROCKSTARS
more unnerving. Thankfully,
when we emerged from the
screening, Cannes was back to
its picture-postcard scenery.
I spent some time chatting
with filmmaker Rima Das,
whose story is nothing short of
inspiring. She came to
Mumbai to be an actor. When
that didn’t work out she taught
herself how to make movies.
Her second film, Village
Rockstars (2018) put her on the
global map. She directed,
produced, wrote, edited and
also handled its art direction
and costume design. It won 44
awards at film festivals, four
National Awards and was
selected as India’s official
entry to the 2019 Oscars. Her
third film, Bulbul Can Sing,
has already been to the
Toronto and Berlin film
festivals.
It’s Rima’s fourth year
in Cannes so I asked
her to give me a
Director
lowdown on how
Rima
indie artists
Das
negotiate a festival
like Cannes. Her
advice to newbies is

they should spend on getting
accommodation closer to the
venue.
Rima participated in the
inauguration of the India
Pavilion by Amit Khare,
secretary, ministry of
information and broadcasting.

Film critic
Anupama
Chopra brings
the latest from
the Cannes Film
Festival 2019

Cannesidol
Selenasays
socialmedia
‘terrible’for
theyouth

The Pavilion becomes a home
away from home for the many
Indians at Cannes. And the
day ended with another film,
Monia Chokri’s The Woman of
My Brother, which opened the
Un Certain Regard section.
Next day, Priyanka Chopra
Jonas arrives. Stay tuned.

Filmmaker Quentin Dupieux and Deerskin cast members Jean
Dujardin and Adele Haenel
PHOTO: REGIS DUVIGNAU/REUTERS

The cast and crew of the film Les Miserables
PHOTO: STEPHANE MAHE/REUTERS

op icon and actor Selena
Gomez warned that social
media had been “terrible” for
her generation, saying she tried
to set a good example for her 150
million followers on Instagram.
Speaking after her politically
charged zombie flick, Jim
Jarmusch’s The Dead Don’t Die,
opened the Cannes film festival,
Gomez said the tools that helped
make her famous were
destructive in the wrong hands.
“I think our world is going
through a lot obviously. What
Jim (Jarmusch) gestured to in
the film is that social media has
really been terrible for my
generation,” Gomez, 26, said at a
news conference.
Her comments come as a
Malaysian teenager took her own
life after posting a poll to
Instagram asking if she should
live or die.
Gomez also warned about the
fake news rampant on social
media. “It does scare me when
you see how exposed these young
girls and young boys are,” she
said, adding, “They are not aware
of the news. I think it’s dangerous
for sure if people aren’t getting
the right information.” Gomez
said pervasive internet bullying
left young people devastated.
In the light of her own massive
social media presence, Gomez
was asked what celebrities and
the industry’s biggest companies
could do to make the online world
less toxic.
“I think it’s pretty impossible
to make it safe at this point.
There’s no blocking anything,
they’re exposed to it
immediately,” she said.

P
PHOTO:
STEPHANE
MAHE/
REUTERS

Actor Hina Khan made her
debut on the Cannes red
carpet, for the screening of
her short film, Lines

03

I understand that it’s amazing to use your
platform but it does scare me when you see
how exposed these young girls and young
boys are.
SELENA GOMEZ SINGER-ACTOR

AFP

PHOTO: ERIC GAILLARD/REUTERS

Actor Anne-Elizabeth Bosse (left) and director Monia Chokri

It’s women
power all
the way
for Yami
Gautam!

XINHUA

PHOTO:
HTCS

YAMI HAS ALWAYS
BEEN AT THE
FOREFRONT WHEN IT
COMES TO BRANDS AND
THEIR CAMPAIGNS

‘Muklawa celebrates the adorable
chemistry between Ammy, Sonam’
roduced under the
banner of White Hill
Studios, upcoming
Punjabi film Muklawa is a
tale of the bygone era when a
husband and wife struggled
to meet each other.
The much awaited
Punjabi romantic comedy
has quickly become the talk
of the town with its foot
tapping music and hilarious
dialogue promos. With
singer-actor Ammy Virk and
Sonam Bajwa in the lead
roles, Muklawa narrates a
love story of the past. “The
adorable duo has already
won hearts of the audiences
with the official trailer that
celebrates the innocence of
pure love,” say the makers.
“Since the movie is set in
the backdrop of pre-Partition

P

DIRECTED BY
SIMERJIT SINGH,
AND WRITTEN BY
UPINDER WARAICH
AND JAGJIT SAINI,
THE MOVIE IS
SCHEDULED TO
RELEASE ON MAY 24
Punjab, it was a unique
experience for me to shoot
for the movie. It is a first-ofits-kind romantic comedy
and I am hopeful that the
audiences will love it,” says
Ammy.
Sonam says, “I really

enjoyed shooting for the
different wedding customs
which were followed earlier.
Ammy and other actors were
really supportive and it
turned to be a really
memorable experience.”
The movie also stars
Gurpreet Ghuggi, BN
Sharma, Karamjit Anmol,
Sarabjit Cheema, Drishtii
Grewal, and Nirmal Rishi in
prominent roles.
Produced by Gunbir
Singh Sidhu and Manmord
Sidhu under the banner of
White Hill Studios, Muklawa
is directed by Simerjit Singh
and the storyline is helmed
by Upinder Waraich and
Jagjit Saini.
The movie is slated to
release worldwide on
May 24.

ctor Yami Gautam kickstarted the year on a
high note. Not only her
film, Uri: The Surgical
Strike, broke records at the
box-office and became a
massive success, but it also
led to Yami getting an array
of interesting film offers.
The first one being Amar
Kaushik’s next, which also
stars Ayushmann Khurrana
and Bhumi Pednekar.
Apart from all the film
work, Yami has always been
at the forefront when it
comes to brands and their
campaigns. She’s been a part
of several major fashion and
beauty brands, becoming
the face of their line of
products.
However after Uri...,
there’s been a bit of a shift
and addition to her portfolio,
with several women-centric
brands coming her way. And
Yami couldn’t be happier.
“I’m glad that a film like Uri
has found such a status in a
short span of time that
today its revered as an

A

Actor Yami
Gautam

‘A part of that day was the worst
and the greatest day of my life’
ames Gunn has finally
broken his silence on his
public ouster from
Guardians of the Galaxy 3
after his controversial
tweets on topics, including
paedophilia and rape,
resurfaced on the
Internet.
The filmmaker, who
directed the first two films
in the franchise, was fired in
July last year. Later the
same month, he apologised
for his insensitive tweets.
He was recently rehired
and is set to direct the
upcoming instalment of
the franchise.
During a recent interview
with Deadline, Gunn
claimed that the incident
made him realise what real
love was when people close
to him — including GoG
actors Chris Pratt and
Dave Bautista — stuck by
him.

J

GUARDIANS OF
THE GALAXY
DIRECTOR JAMES
GUNN SAYS GETTING
FIRED MADE HIM
REALISE HOW
LOVED HE WAS
“From my girlfriend Jen,
my producer and my agents,
Chris Pratt calling me and
freaking out, Zoe Saldana and
Karen Gillan, all calling and
crying, Sylvester Stallone
FaceTime-ing me. And, of
course, Dave Bautista, who
came out so strong,” said
Gunn.
“In order for me to have
fully felt that love for the
first time, the thing that

example of sorts. And the
way my character has been
received, and has
contributed to my image is
something I’ll always
cherish,” she says.
The strong character of
Pallavi Sharma (In Uri...), an
intelligence officer that she
played with great
conviction, has landed Yami
several offers of strong
female-driven brands that
are taking the opportunity
to extend her on-screen
avatar and to use that power
for their respective brands.
Addressing the
acknowledgement she’s got,
the actor adds, “Since the
film released, new doors
have opened for everyone
associated with it. I’m happy
that the brands have come to
me with such amazing ideas
that highlight a strong
powerful role for women.
Such communication for
women is the key. It’s
crucial and I’m glad I got to
be a part of it.”

HTC

James
Gunn was
fired in July
last year
over
offensive
tweets
PHOTO: SHUTTE
RSTOCK

needed to happen was the
apparatus by which I was
feeling falsely loved had to
be completely taken away.
So a part of that day was
the worst of my life, and a
part of it was the greatest
day of my life,” Gunn
admitted.
Stating that he learned
from the incident and has
since grown as a person,
Gunn said, “I used to make
a lot of offensive jokes. I
don’t anymore. I don’t
blame my past self for this,
but I like myself more and
feel like a more full
human being and creator
today.”
Following the firing,
many celebs signed an open
letter to rehire the director
for the project. Days after
he was fired, he was hired
to pen the script of Suicide
Squad sequel.

ANI
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I have grown up listening to
folk stories: Rubina Dilaik
ctor Rubina Dilaik, who
enjoys motivational books,
says her love for reading is
a recent development.
Excerpts:

A

Which books are currently
on your reading list?
Attitude is Everything by Jeff
Keller and The Secret Revealed
by Napoleon Hill.

HINDUSTA N TIMES, JALANDHAR
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BREATHING LIFE
INTO THE PAST
Decade-long conservation
efforts have restored
Humayun’s Tomb complex to
its former glory

Which was the best
book you’ve read so far?
It’s Not How Good You Are, It’s
How Good You Want To
Become by Paul Arden.
Which genres do you read?
I absolutely enjoy reading selfhelp and motivational books.

Humayun's Tomb
Which genres do you avoid?
I usually avoid thrillers.

PHOTO: SARANG GUPTA/HT

Which book do you think everyone
should read at least once?
Like the Flowing River by
Paulo Coelho.
What do you like to
read when you travel?
Inspirational books.
Which is your favourite
fairy tale or folk story?
Back in my village, we had a
tradition of family gatherings
just before dinner where our
grandparents worshipped idols
with the entire family and then
narrated short stories (as a
moral story) to the kids. I used
to enjoy them the most; they
took us to our own fantasy
land. So, I’ve grown up
listening to folk stories.

A

What kind of reader
were you as a child?
I was an average reader as a
child, but lately, I’ve developed
a taste for reading. I have seen
my father spend hours at his
study table reading literature
and writing books. I guess its
seeping in slowly.
If you had to name one book
that made you who you are
today, which would it be?
The Buddha in Your Mirror by
Woody Hochswender.
Which author would you
choose to write your life story?
Paulo Coelho, for sure.
HTC

nyone who crosses
Delhi’s Lodhi-Mathura
Road’s roundabout
would remember a
colossal Mughal era
monument that stands on it —
the Subz Burj, hidden under
scaffolding for heritage
conservation. An example of
resplendent Islamic
architecture in India, it is the
first introduction of a dense
ensemble of garden tombs that
dot the 170-acre area around
Humayun’s Tomb, built
during the time of emperor
Akbar.
Sabz Burj is also one among
the several monuments under
conservation in the tomb
complex, in addition to the
over 50 already conserved and
open to the public to visit.
Sights of master craftspeople
and conservation architects at
work is not uncommon in the
complex dating back several
centuries.

Rubina Dilaik has inherited a taste for reading from her father
PHOTO: PRODIP GUHA/HT

(Above) Sunder Nursery city
park; (left) Sabz Burj PHOTOS: VIPIN
KUMAR/HT AND MOHD ZAKIR/HT

A stroll in the beautiful
Sundar Nursery city park
adjacent to the Tomb, known
as Azim Bagh, with the head of
the key conservator Aga Khan
Trust for Culture (AKTC),
Ratish Nanda, reveals future
plans the global non-profit has
for the heritage area.
The idea is to develop the
park into a high-quality space
where citizens can mingle
without the social barriers of
religion, caste, and class,
Nanda said, it proves to be a

beautiful example of ecological
conservation as well.
The collaboration project,
which began in 2007, includes
the Archeological Survey of
India, the primary body
responsible for heritage sites
in India.
The 90-acre Sundar Nursery
features nursery beds, a flower
showcase, arboretum, and a
microhabitat zone. Till date,
the park has about 280 native
tree species, 80 bird species,
and 36 butterfly species.

CHALLENGES GALORE
Conservators point out that
the tomb site, like many
heritage sites, had befallen a
peculiar condition — worn
gardens, cracked masonry,
and damaged stonework.
The challenges for the
conservators were not just
limited to the re-use of glazed
Mughal tiles, lime plaster, red
sandstone, gold-foiled and
copper structures, and
replacing damaged wood.

Conservators had to remove
the encroachment of about 150
modern structures and even
undo the damage done by 20th
century cement-and-concrete
repairs. After breathing new
life into at least 50 monuments
— including Nila Gumbad, Isa
Khan’s garden-tomb, Halima’s
garden-tomb, Arab Serai
gateways, Sundarawala Mahal
and Burj, Chausath Khambha,
and Hazrat Nizamuddin Baoli
— and community life that
thrives around it, the
conservation effort is
spreading its wings to include
more tombs, landscapes, and
baolis, making the ensemble a
living, breathing monument.

IANS
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‘MYROLE IN
THE FILM
LOVE WAS
BEAUTIFUL’
Actor Salman Khan says that
though he is not a fan of remakes,
if at all any of his film had to be
remade; he would choose the
1991 film co-starring Revathy
Sneha Mahadevan
t is raining remakes in
Bollywood. While remaking
south films was an ongoing
trend, film-makers are now
revisiting older classics and
interpreting them in modern
context. But some actors
aren’t in favour of remakes
because they feel like the

I

original films should be left
untouched. Salman Khan is
one of those actors who
doesn’t think too highly of
remakes. However, he adds
that one of his earliest films
would make for a good
remake as it would reach a lot
more people.
Talking about it, he says, “I
won’t remake my own films.

Sooraj is a fighter and he will do really well for himself
and I have no doubts about that. Once you take on the
responsibility of somebody, you can’t back off. His film,
Hero film did superb business.
SALMAN KHAN, ACTOR
But, if any of these new boys
want to do, it’s this film called
Love (1991). In fact, Varun
[Dhawan; actor] was
mentioning that it was a
wonderful film. It was the
first few films that I did and I
remember that it didn’t do
well. But that was a beautiful
film and my character was
wonderful.”
Remakes aside, the actor
who is known to launch
several fresh faces, also
launched Sooraj Pancholi
who made his debut with

Hero (2015). Though
Sooraj has not had a
release after Hero, Salman
says that he sees a lot of
potential in the young actor
and his talent. “Sooraj is a
fighter and he will do really
well for himself and I have no
doubts about that. Once you
take on the responsibility of
somebody, you can’t back
off. His film, Hero film did
superb business,” says
Salman who will be next seen
in Bharat.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

What’s the one thing Divya regrets doing?
Sangeeta Yadav
ctor Divya Dutta feels
happy about how her
acting career has shaped
up over the years. She has
mostly played supporting
roles in films such as Veer
Zaara (2004), Delhi 6 (2009),
Bhaag Milkha Bhaag (2013),
Manto and Fanney Khan
(both 2018), but the actor
has no qualms about her
choices.
However, there is one thing
she wishes she could undo.
Very few people know that
during her initial years in the
film industry, Divya earned
recognition and garnered
praise for dubbing the voice of
actor Lisa Ray in filmmaker
Vikram Bhatt’s movie Kasoor
(2001) and this is something

A

the actor wishes she hadn’t
taken up.
“I was new in the industry
and couldn’t say no to Vikram
Bhatt... It is one of those
phases when you are just
finding your foothold,” says
Divya.
The actor, who also starred
in the same film, adds that, “It
was very weird that I was
dubbing for Lisa and someone
else dubbed for me. It was
really strange.”
She believes that since she
has a “very different voice,”
she’d never be a “dubbing
actor.” She says, “I have too
precious a voice to give it to
any other actor anymore. I
wouldn’t ever do that. I’m not
a dubbing actor and I don’t
think I’ll do that again ever.”
n

‘Iplanmyown
birthdayparties’
Sneha Mahadevan

ushrat Bharucha, whose
initial few films failed to
work at the box-office
tasted success after working
with Kartik Aaryan in Pyaar
Ka Punchnama (2011) and
most recently, Sonu Ke Titu
Ki Sweety (2018). This year,
too, has started off on a great
note for the actor as she is
currently shooting for two
projects. Nushrat, who
celebrates her birthday today
says that she is throwing
herself a birthday party.
“I think it was my 18th
birthday and my close friends
had thrown me a huge party,
which went on till the next
morning. That’s when I
realised that this is how
birthdays should be
celebrated. I want to have my
entire world in one place on
that day. Since then, every

N

Vahbiz
Dorabjee

year, I always party on my
birthday. And this year, too, I
plan to continue the
tradition,” says Nushrat who
turns 30 today.
But Nushrat is quite
finicky when it comes to her
parties and prefers to plan
every little detail herself. “I
plan my own parties. I get the
cake, plan the décor, make the
guest list, the music –
everything. I don’t let anyone
else do it and I want the day to
be all about what I want,” she
reveals. Not one to make New
Year resolutions, Nushrat
reveals that she doesn’t think
she is capable of making any
birthday plans either.
Professionally, it has been
a really satisfying year as she
is working on projects with
Rajkummar Rao and
Ayushmann Khurrana. “I am
glad that I am part of films
this year that are very

different
in their
own way.
I always
wanted
to work
with
Hansal
Mehta sir
and it all
fell into
place.
That was
very
special. With
Dream Girl, the
story came to me
and I really liked
it. It was one
meeting and we
were on board and
the shooting had
begun. Everything just
happened very quickly
and it has been very
satisfying,” she says.
Nushrat Bharucha
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

Vahbiz to address women’s
issues on her social media
Pooja Sharma
espite having faced
weight issues due to
medical reasons, Vahbiz
Dorabjee is one woman who
has carried herself gracefully.
Last having anchored a
television celebrity talk show,
Vahbiz has always had a great
connect with people. Hence,
this time around the actor has
now opened up conversations
and dialogues on her own
social media. “Vahbiz has had
her own share of ups and

D

downs in her professional as
well as personal life. But she
is a strong woman and many
look up to her and were
always asking her for advice.
She’s maintained a tough
front with a smile no matter
what and that inspires
women. She will be
addressing different topics to
women who follow her on her
social media platforms,” says
a source.
Vahbiz says, “It wasn’t a
conscious move as I was
already connecting with a lot

of women on a personal level.
Slowly, I realised that talking
about it will always lead to
resolutions and for most
women many of the issues
they face, while the solutions
are obvious, they don’t always
have someone to point them to
the right way. Hence, the
conversations started and
before I knew it we were
talking about everything from
weight issues, relationships,
and confidence, to what is
right and what is wrong in our
society for women.”

Divya Dutta
dubbed for
Lisa Ray in
Kasoor
(2001)

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com
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WHEN MANIESH HAD
COFFEE WITH RISHI

Maniesh Paul, who met Rishi Kapoor recently, says
such legends remind you to stay grounded
Maniesh Paul with
Rishi Kapoor (inset),
who is staying in the US
while recuperating
from cancer

Rishabh Suri
inding time to take a
breather from their
hectic work schedules
can be tough for actors.
So, when actor-host Maniesh
Paul found the chance, he
went to the US for a quick
getaway. During the New York
leg of his recent holiday, he
squeezed in a visit to veteran
actor Rishi Kapoor, who is
recuperating from cancer
there.
Maniesh tells us, “I had a
fantastic time. I went to
Atlanta, Chicago, and from
there, I called up Rishi sir. I
really wanted to meet him. We
had a fabulous time in New
York, and chatted for a good
four-and-a-half hours. We had
lunch, and then I went to his
house. He very sweetly made
coffee for me. I joked, ‘batao

F

Rishi sir, maine kabhi life
mein socha tha, ki Rishi sir ke
yahaan aaunga aur woh mere
liye coffee banayenge?!’ It’s
only after meeting legends like
him that you get to know how
important it is to remain
grounded.”
“He is doing well and
recovering. He’s lost a lot of
weight though. He was happy
to see me, and said ‘I was
looking forward to this — kab
milenge kab baat karenge’. He
talked about his films and how
cinema has changed,” adds
Maniesh, who has his hands
full currently on the
professional front. His last
project — the short film Black
Briefcase — fetched him good
reviews. Encouraged by the
response, he has more such
films lined up. He says, “I am
focusing on music right now,
getting singles ready. Apart
from that, I have scripts of two
short films. There’s another
film, which is in postproduction. I have shows, too,
for which I am travelling the
world. Life’s good.”
We ask him what’s
happening with the
film in which he
and actor Sunny
Leone were
supposed to
star together.
He tells us
that the film
didn’t work
out.
“That was
a proper
Bollywood
film, but it’s not
happening
anymore. We shot
for half the film, but
sadly, it didn’t get
made,” Maniesh reveals.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

‘It’s a pressure to not take a day off
from posting on social media’
Sangeeta Yadav
f you thought it’s just the fans
who stalk their favourite
celebrities, think again!
Actors, too, delve deep into
social media profiles of other
celebrities, and take a peek
into their lives. When actor
Elnaaz Norouzi was asked who
she stalks on
social media, she didn’t think
twice before taking actor
Priyanka Chopra Jonas’ name.
“The list is long but the ones
who top the list are (actors)
Priyanka Chopra Jonas and
Angelina Jolie. They are
amazing boss ladies. They not
only look gorgeous but are
very empowering as well,”
says Elnaaz, who was seen in a
web series.
Being new on social media,
she is trying to catch up with
the trends in the virtual world.
At times, she says it becomes a
little “pressuring” for her to
stay digitally
active.
“It’s so tough to make sure
you post something every day
and the fact that you can’t take
a day or two off [from social
media]. There were days when
I couldn’t post anything for
three days and that gives me
pressure,” Elnaaz explains.
Though social media
gives one the power to voice
their opinion and share
anything and everything
publicly, Elnaaz feels that “if
one is not careful, it can trigger
trolling and controversies”.
She elaborates, “In today’s
day and age, we have to be
really careful about what we
say and do on social media.
You can hurt so many
people. I have also experienced
trolls and hate comments and
it was very upsetting. So, now,
I choose to not read the
comments and just let it go.”

I
Maninder Buttar
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM_@MANINDERBUTTAR

SAKHIYAAN
CHANGED MY
LIFE, SAYS
MANINDER
Rishabh Suri
e’s the voice behind one of
the biggest singles in
recent time — Sakhiyaan
— which crossed 300 million
views online. So it comes as a
surprise when singer
Maninder Buttar reveals he
has never taken any training in
singing. “My riyaaz is just to
keep on singing. I compose
myself too. I sung in school
(and other stages) but it’s a
God-gifted tone. I just polished
it myself. There wasn’t any
YouTube in our time,” he says.
Elaborating on how such
platforms help budding artists,
he says, “Hum toh jaise-taise aa
gaye iss line mein. It will be
good, in future one can learn
things sitting at home. Luckily,
there’s also access to cheap
internet. Everyone is thus
availing it, getting to learn.”
Maninder reveals his entire
life changed post Sakhiyaan’s
success. “Time Punjabiyon ka
achha chal raha hai. I had been
thinking about a single, which
all of India would sing. But I
didn’t think it will get this kind
of reach. I remember the first
time I sang in life — it was in
school and the song was
‘Nanna Munna Raahi hoon’. I
got a lot of appreciation and a
reward of ₹100 too. Then it
struck me how good this was,”
Maninder signs off.

H

n

I’ve experienced trolls and
hate comments and it was
very upsetting. Now, I choose
to not read the comments.
ELNAAZ NOROUZI ACTOR

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

Why target only Bollywood for nepotism: Zaheer
Shreya Mukherjee
ong before he was launched
by actor-producer Salman
Khan in Notebook, actor
Zaheer Iqbal was being
mentored by the superstar for
over six years. And many
would say that his debut reeks
of nepotism. However, Zaheer
disagrees with it. “[Salman]
happened to be there at my
sister’s wedding where he saw
me dancing and liked my
performance. And then he told
me, ‘tu ab jo kar raha hai chod
de, film karna hai’. So, nothing
was planned in advance and I
also don’t come from a film
background,” says Zaheer,
adding that Salman has also
launched Sajid-Wajid (music
composers), among others, and
none of them are from a filmi
background. “My father is a

L

Zaheer Iqbal

builder and when I joined that
business, it was nepotism
clearly. But no one is telling me
anything about that. Why is it
only and mostly about
Bollywood? I don’t understand.
Also, I could not say no to my
father, nor could I say that ‘jo
mujhe 30 ka saal experience
aap virasat mein de rahen ho,
woh nahin chahiye’. Things
don’t happen like that,” he
adds. Meanwhile, after
Notebook, Zaheer has been
reading scripts but is yet to sign
a project. Ask him the kind of
films that interest him and he
says “unconventional”. “5-10
years down the line people
should think like agar Zaheer
ka film hai to achha hi hoga,
chalo dekhte hain… The kind
of impact (Salman) bhai’s film
have,” he says.
n

PHOTO: SHIVAM
SAXENA/HT

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

Pankaj and Anurag’s
Bengal connect!
Juhi Chakraborty
ankaj Tripathi has come a
long way in Bollywood. He
is one of the most soughtafter actors and the most busy
he has ever been in his career.
Currently, he is shooting for
filmmaker Anurag Basu’s
untitled film in Mumbai. What
is not known is that the actordirector duo has something in
common. Both Pankaj and
Anurag are bonding big time
on the sets over all things
Bengali. Pankaj’s wife Mridula
is a Bengali, from Kolkata. And
the actor loves Bengali food
and sweets, which he’s being
treated to on the sets, all thanks
to Anurag.
“While shooting in Mumbai,
Pankaj prefers carrying homemade food. But ever since he
started shooting for Anurag
Basu’s film, he has stopped
doing so as the food served on
the sets tastes like his homemade food,” a source shares.
Dishing further about his on
-set food experiences, Pankaj
says, “Bengali food and
language are now an important
part of my life. So far I haven’t
carried food on the sets because
the unit food is brilliant. Such

P

Pankaj Tripathi
food has never been delivered
on any set before. It has
variety, with three types of fish
cooked in Bengali style.”
Besides their shared love for
Bengali food, Pankaj and
Anurag also share a great
camaraderie on the sets and
often break into Bangla while
talking to each other. Pankaj
has a grasp over the language,
thanks to his wife, and when
Anurag gives instructions to
the crew in Bengali, the actor
has no trouble understanding.
“I am enjoying the process of
shooting with Anurag Basu,
because of the love and respect
i have for dada,” he adds.
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com
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A FINE LIFE
LOOKBOOK

PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

THE
BLOUSE
AFFAIR

RED AND RADIANT
Have an upcoming
sangeet ceremony to
attend? This scarlet
red sari with a printed
jacket is a great
choice. Jackets are
hassle-free and make
for a comfortable yet
unconventional
option this summer.
“It’s a contemporary
take on the
traditional sari with
the jacket adding
definition to your
torso and the
statement knotted
belt helps cinch
the waist. The
jacket is crafted in
pure chiffon and
features pearlembroidery with
hints of gota
detailing,” says
fashion designer
Ridhi Mehra.
So, put on your
dancing shoes and
dance the night
away.

We pick trendy
and unconventional blouses
that you can flaunt all
through this season
Akshata Shetty

Pink paradise
Super cute, fresh and chic, Ananya Panday looked her stylish
best in this pink co-ord set. She stayed wary of accessories
and wore white heels to make her outfit pop!

NET-PICKING

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/ALIAABHAT

Ice cream all the way
Nothing solves problems quite like ice cream does and Alia
Bhatt agrees. The actor posted this image on Instagram with
the caption, ‘In a world full of hate, BE LOVE — oh & eat ice
cream!’

ashion designer Satya Pau
ul
recently came up with the
campaign #sariiscool and
saw the six-yard garment
draped in many styles. What
caught our attention was how
these saris were
complemented with
unconventional blouses.
While women have moved
from traditional to
contemporary to pre-stitched
saris, the blouse has also seen
many transitions.
“People are moving away
d
from the mundane fabrics and
silhouettes by mixing Indian
and Western elements to
create interesting ensembles.
The world is truly globalised
and most women couldn’t be
bothered with the difficult task
of neatly draping a sari. A pre
draped version of the sari
with attached pallu that
could be worn as quickly as
any of the western garments
preferred by modern Indian
women,” says fashion
designer Bhumika Sharma.
While the Indian sari has
n
seen many transformations in
the recent past, the sari blouse
e
too has made a statement with
h
its unconventional cuts
and patterns. From being
p
paired with denim shirts, crop
tops, bralettes and even
jackets. We speak to fashion
experts to see what’s haute
this season.
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/SHIVANANDNARRESH

F
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SHEERR MAGIC
Make y
your blouse a canvas
of creativity. This organza
embroidered blouse and
george
ette sari designed
by Day
ya Bansal, is artistic
and is aan ideal ensemble
for a daay function.

C IT WITH
COOL
DDENIM
S
Singer
Natalie Di
LLuccio rocks the
SSatya Paul’s
#sariiscool
#
campaign, in a
denim shirt.
d
Thus, making it
T
a cool option
this summer
season.

BEACH READY
Beat the heat this season in this bold
and chic bustier blouse with fringes
designed by Shivan & Narresh

PLEATED WITH CARE
Blouses can have pleats
too. This white pleated
long-sleeved blouse is
casual yet chic. It’s an ideal
option for office or a
casual brunch. “The micro
pleated textured overlap
blouse complements the
sari giving it a fun young
vibe. The solid white
colour makes it easy to
style and pair with other
outfits from your
wardrobe making it a
multi-purpose statement
piece,” says fashion
designer Vedika M.

NATURE’S GIFT
Celebrate nature by
embracing the beauty of it
in your sari’s blouse. “We
have designed a printed
jacket blouse inspired
from leaves, flowers and
paisley brimming from our
beautiful flora and
intricately hand
embellished with
Swarovski crystals and
beads. Nature’s elements
have been converted into
alluring prints on
summery yet earthy
tones, rich textures
encrusted with hand
crafted details,” says
fashion designer Bhumika
Sharma.
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I LOVE SPENDING TIME WITH KARTIK: ANANYA
shortstories
FOUR KILLED IN
ROAD MISHAP
PATIALA:Four persons died
after an Alto collided with a
Ciaz car in Patiala on Friday night.
Cops said that the incident took
place on Pasiana road near
Shermajra village at around 9pm.
Tyre of the Alto burst and it lost
control following which it collided
with the Ciaz coming from
opposite side. Police said that of
total four occupants in the Alto,
three died on the spot. They were
rushed to hospital by the nearby
residents and passersby, who
declared them brought dead.
Police said that one of the two
occupants in the Ciaz car had also
succumbed to injuries while the
two survivers are hospitalised.
Police have kept the four bodies
in the mortuary of the Government Rajindra Hospital in Patiala
and said that only two deceased
have been identified so far as
Rajiv and Puneet, identification
process of the other two is
HTC
underway.

Man held guilty
in NDPS case
CHANDIGARH: The district court
has convicted a man in a case
under the Narcotic Drugs and
Psychotropic Substances Act.
The convict has been identified
as Rajinder, 35. He was arrested
with 150gm charas. Police were
on a patrolling duty when
Rajinder was coming from the
other direction and he started
walking swiftly when he
spotted police. Police tried to
stop him but in the meanwhile
he threw a polythene. Police
found 150 gram charas from the
it. He couldn’t produce any
licence for carrying the same,
hence he was arrested and a
case was registered under
Section 22 of the Narcotic Drugs
and Psychotropic Substances
Act. The defence argued that he
was falsely implicated in the
case. It was also argued that he
was arrested to show a rise in
number of NDPS cases . After
arguments, the court held him
guilty. The quantum of
sentence will be pronounced on
HTC
Saturday.

7:11pm
5:27am
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STYLE DRAMA OF BOLLYWOOD DIVAS AT CANNES
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Candidatesgivefinalpushascampaigningends
VOTING ON MAY 19 All parties’ nominees showed confidence that they will win with a decent margin, say development is key agenda
election
2019

BATTLEFIELD PATIALA

Navrajdeep Singh
n

navrajdeep.singh@htlive.com

PATIALA: With campaigning for

the Lok Sabha elections culminating on Friday, the Patiala
candidates of all parties
have made their last pitch
before throwing the ball into the
voters’ court.
All political outfits, their senior leaders and party nominees
showed off their strength and
public support by holding road
shows and rallies in different
parts of the constituency.
The Shiromani Akali Dal
(SAD) leaders carried out a roadshow in Patiala (urban) assembly segment for their candidate
Surjit Singh Rakhra.
Rakhra said both Preneet and
Dr Gandhi have failed as members of Parliament during their
respective tenures.
“The manner in which people
are countering Congress leaders
during their shows shows dissent against the party among
the general public. We have
received a huge response from
the people of Patiala constituency and are hopeful that it will
be converted into votes as well,”
Rakhra added.
Delhi chief minister and Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP) national
convener Arvind Kejriwal held
roadshows with AAP state leadership for candidate Neena
Gupta, in Patiala, Nabha and
Rajpura assembly segments.
Seeking votes for AAP candidate Neena Gupta, Kejriwal
asked people to make ‘jharoo’
(party symbol broom) sweep
the Lok Sabha elections this sea-

n

Clockwise from above: SAD candidate Surjit Singh Rakhra during a roadshow; Congress nominee Preneet
Kaur waving at supporters, she was accompanied by CM Captain Amarinder Singh and their granddaughter
Seherinder Kaur; PDA-backed Dr Dharamvira Gandhi campaigning in Patiala on Friday. BHARAT BHUSHAN/HT/PTI

son to enable AAP to bring the
Captain government on its toes
and expedite issues that are
pending ever since it assumed
power in 2017.
“People should vote, support
andelecttheAAPcandidatewith
a decisive margin so as to
strengthen hands of the party to
replicate the Delhi model in Punjab,” the Delhi CM added.
Congress nomineeandformer
Union minister Preneet Kaur
addressed gatherings in Patiala,
Patran and Nabha assembly segments, besides meeting people at
their door steps.
Preneet was accompanied by
her husband and Punjab chief
minister Captain Amarinder
Singh and their granddaughter

Seherinder Kaur during a rally
in Patiala. Winding up her
month-long campaign, Preneet
said that Patialvis, Congress
workers and party leaders
have extended overwhelming
support to her.
“I am not just confident but
completely convinced that
Patiala will deliver a verdict
with a record margin for
Congress this time. It is certain
that the Congress-led government will be formed at
Centre and Patiala will also contribute towards its formation,”
Preneet said.
Incumbent member Parliament (MP) from Patiala and Punjab Democratic Alliance (PDA)
backed candidate Dr Dharam-

viraGandhiheldaroadshowand
carried out door-to-door campaigning on Friday.
Dr Gandhi said that people of
Patiala constituency will again
repose their faith in him as he
has worked extensively for people of the district and raised
issues concerning not just his
constituency but entire Punjab.
“The Congress government
has completely failed to fulfil the
promises they made to people of
Punjab before the 2017 state
assembly segments. The plunder
and loot of Punjab done by
Congress has crossed the
records created by Akalis. The
Congress is establishing a new
milestone of mafia raj in the
state,” Dr Gandhi added.
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patiala&beyond
UT likely to get ₹66 crore
for salaries of teachers

WORDSOFWISDOM

n

srishti.jaswal@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH:Following a meeting
of the Project Approval Board
(PAB), Chandigarh is expecting
to receive ₹96.78 crore from the
Union ministry of human
resource and development
(MHRD) for 2019-2020 academic
session.
Out of the amount expected,
₹66 crore will be for the payment
of salaries of teachers. As many
as 600 teachers are also expected
to join the department in the
upcoming academic session, said
education secretary BL Sharma.
Owing to the delay in trained
graduate teacher (TGT) and junior basic training (JBT)
recruitments, the UT education
department was unable to spend
34% of the budget approved in
2018-2019 by the PAB for salaries
of teachers.
In 2018, there was a total allocation of ₹99 crore to UT under PAB
out of which ₹21 crore were left
unspent.
Sharma said, “Education is a
manpower oriented department,

₹13 CRORE EXPECTED
TO BE SANCTIONED
FOR QUALITY
INTERVENTIONS,
PRIMARILY IN SCHOOLS
OF CHANDIGARH
that is why, a major budget is
spent on salaries. Last year, we
approached high court’s agency
to carry out the recruitment,
however, it wasn’t able to carry it
out after which we collaborated
with National Institute of
Technical Teachers Training
and Research (NITTTR),
Chandigarh.”
“The exam for JBT was held in
November last year after which
the model code of conduct further
delayed the appointments,” he
said, adding, “Now, we have
started issuing appointment letters and soon the examination for
TGTs will also be conducted.”
OTHER COMPONENTS
OF PAB BUDGET
Apart from teachers’ salaries, ₹8

crore are also expected from PAB
for the Right to Education (RTE)
entitlements under which free
books and uniforms will be distributed to the students.
Around ₹13 crore is expected to
be sanctioned for quality interventions primarily in UT schools,
while ₹33 lakh are likely for education of teachers and upgrade of
human resource. Under this segment, various teachers and principals are provided pedagogical
training. The amount is significant this year because of the
upcoming Programme for International Student Assessment
(PISA) wherein the pedagogy and
teaching methodology will
change, said sources.
₹39 LAKH FOR
GENDER INCLUSIVITY
For gender inclusivity in education, ₹39 lakh is anticipated
wherein sensitisation and training camps are organised for boys
and girls about their health and
behavioural changes. For gender
inclusive education and equity
outcome, ₹39.24 lakh are likely to
be sanctioned.

PU: Kher attended just two
senate meetings since 2016
Arshdeep Arshi
n

arshdeep.arshi@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH : Member of Parlia-

ment (MP) from Chandigarh, Kirron Kher, has attended only two
out of 14 senate meetings of Panjab University (PU) since her
nomination to the current senate
in November 2016.
She attended her first meeting
on December 17, 2016, and the
other on November 3, 2018, the
first meeting of V-C Raj Kumar
when she came to welcome him.
Many of the senators and teachers feel that Kher has not been
able to perform her duty towards
the varsity.
BANSAL TOOK PART
IN 10 MEETINGS
In comparison to her, former
union minister and Congress
candidate Pawan Kumar Bansal
attended 10 meetings during this
period. Senator Rabindernath
Sharma said, “Kher took PU very
casually even when she is an
alumna of the university. She did
not intervene into the matters of
financial crunch. However, when
Bansal was the MP and a minister
in the UPA government, he made
a decisive intervention for the
pension of teachers and PU
received ₹100 crore grant. Even

n

Kirron Kher

Satya Pal Jain took interest in PU
when he was an MP from here.”
A delegation of teachers had
met Kher on the matter of university grants and salary issues
when she was elected as MP. One
teacher, on condition of anonymity, said, “Kher had a dismissive
attitude. She even said that everything should be privatised.”
Former PUTA president
Akshaya Kumar said, “Across
the political parties, no one has
taken much interest in two major
issues – central university status
and implementation of seventh
pay commission.”
MEMBERS CORNER KHER
“When Kher got nomination to
the senate, she should have performed her duty towards it,” said
senator Navdeep Goyal. Another

YO U T H P O S I N G A S I P S O F F I C E R

Two days on, police
uniform, fake ID
cards recovered
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Two days after a
22-year-old youth, impersonating an IPS officer to evade a
challan, was arrested, a police
uniform and few ID cards
were recovered from him, here
on Thursday.
Accused Sukhwinder Kumar
of Hazuri Bagh Colony, who is
pursuing bachelors of arts
through correspondence, had
parked his motorcycle on roadside near the residence of commissioner of police Sukhchain
Singh Gill.
When the police personnel on
the security duty asked him to
park his vehicle somewhere
else, he started influencing
them by presenting himself as
an under-training IPS
officer. Also, the accused was
not wearing a helmet at the time
of incident.

HAD DESIGNED
UNIFORM HIMSELF
The accused told the police that
he himself had designed the uniform and got the nameplate prepared from a shopkeeper in
Salem Tabri.
The police have also recovered three fake identity cards
from his possession, including
one of an IPS officer. The other
two identity cards are of an
income tax officer and member
of the District Bar Association.
The police are investigating

whether Sukhwinder previously misused the uniform for
personal gains.
Sub-inspector Madhu Bala,
who is investigating the case,
said, “Even though the uniform
is different from the original
uniform of an IPS officer, but for
a layman it is difficult to differentiate and the accused used to
take advantage of that.”
WAS AVOIDING TO
PAY FOR PARKING
Sukhwinder told the police that
he had come to Pavilion Mall on
Tuesday but wanted to avoid
paying for parking. So, he
parked the motorcycle near the
residence of commissioner of
police. Despite being asked to
remove his motorcycle, when
the accused refused to do so, the
staff at commissioner of police
residence called Division Number 8 police, following which
sub-inspector Madhu Bala initiated investigation after reaching the spot.
The accused tried to influence her by stating that he is a
2017-batch MP cadre IPS officer,
but got nervous when police
posed further queries, and eventually confessed that he was
lying.A case under Sections 170
(personating a public servant),
420 (cheating), 465 (forgery), 467
(forgery of valuable security)
and 471 (using as genuine a
forged) of the Indian Penal
Code (IPC) was registered
against him.

senator, Ashok Goyal, was also of
the same view and said that Bansal, even when he was a union
minister, tried to attend meetings
regularly.
Defending Kher, senator Subhash Sharma said, “Kher is an
MP and being an MP, she has
responsibilities towards the city
and has to attend Lok Sabha sessions. But whenever she has been
approached in matters of the university, she has resolved them.”
Kher said, “I am an MP, it is not
possible for me to attend all the
meetings. The time of meetings
was such that many a times, I was
in Delhi. I had fractured my foot
once and had a fracture in
shoulder and could not come to
few meetings. Moreover, they
(senators) just fight in meetings.”
Kher had recently approved a
bus, two ambulances and contributed funds for a community centre and park extension at PU
under MPLADS. The highest
executive body of PU, senate
gives final approval to all matters
related to the university. In previous senate between December
2013 and September 2016, Bansal
attended seven out of 11 meetings.
As per the PU website, he
attended two out of 11 meeting
between April 2010 and
September 2013.

Man booked for
morphing pictures
of MP candidate
CHANDIGARH:Police booked an uni-

dentified man for sexually harassing an MP candidate of a lesser
known political outfit.
Talking to HT, the woman said
that the harassment started a few
weeks ago while she was campaigning. “The man had
approached me from the party’s
WhatsApp group. He had the display picture of a woman, so I
thought that she was a part of the
party, and added her to my broadcast list for sending pictures from
my daily campaigning,” the
woman said.
However, she was in for a
shock when the man started morphing these pictures and threatening her. “The number is from
another country, but the man
called me on WhatsApp. He was
speaking fluent Punjabi and told
me that he would break my legs if
I continued campaigning. He also
made threats against my life,” she
added. The woman said he managed to take some screenshots of
the chat, including a doctored picture, before he deleted the chat
and blocked her. She alleged that
the man had claimed to be from
the BJP and then from the Congress, and that other political parties were also using him to rattle
her. Based on her complaint, a
case has been registered at the
Mauli Jagran police station
under Sections 507(criminal
intimidation by an anonymous
communication) and 509 (word,
gesture or act intended to insult
the modesty of a woman) of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC), and Sections 67 and 67A of the IT Act.
Police have launched a manhunt
to arrest the accused.
HTC

DR BNS WALIA

‘There’s no shortcut, stay updated
and pass on the benefit to patients’

PROJECT APPROVAL BOARD MEETING Chandigarh expecting ₹96.78 crore
from the ministry of human resource and development for next academic session
Srishti Jaswal

PATIALA, BANUR, RAJPURA, SAMANA, FATEHGARH SAHIB,
MANDI GOBINDGARH, SIRHIND & NABHA

WHAT DOC
PRESCRIBES
Pick any field and
strive for
excellence but
don’t hesitate
to seek help,
says former
PGI director
Dr BNS Walia

Under inclusive education
which focusses on children with
special needs, UT is expecting ₹2
crore; for vocational education
which involves skill-based training and procurement of tools
used, ₹86.29 lakh are expected.
The figure expected for sports
and physical education is ₹39
lakh. ₹4 lakh are likely for monitoring of the overall scheme
which includes the management
cost of the education department.
The management cost is usually
3.5 to 5% of the total budget cost.₹4
crore have been sought for
programme management including maintenance of digital
infrastructure, data collection
and management information
system.
₹1 CRORE FOR PHOENIX
UT is also expecting ₹1 crore from
the MHRD for ‘Phoenix’ project,
an ideation of education secretary BL Sharma, and its IT application. The project includes an
android-based mobile application for checking the progress of
learning outcomes of students in
real time.

PHOTO: KARUN
SHARMA/HT

5 SAD WORKERS
JOIN CONGRESS
IN GILL
CONSTITUENCY

Yojana Yadav
n

yyadav@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: “A good doctor is not only skilled
but also has a good heart. He contributes to
society besides medicine. The present attitude
to earn too much is not in consonance with the
spirit to serve,” says Dr Brij Nandan Singh
Walia, a former director of the Post Graduate
Institute of Medical Education and Research,
Chandigarh.
Dr Walia, who turns 86 next month, served
as professor and head of the department of paediatrics at PGI before becoming director from
1991-95. This doctor follows what he prescribes. “In my own humble way, I set up the
Advanced Paediatric Centre at PGI besides
Prayaas, a rehabilitation centre for special
children in Sector 38, Chandigarh, and the
Haryana Institute of Speech and Hearing,
Sector 16, Panchkula,” he says.
Sharing the journey, he says, “We
started Prayaas from three rooms in
Karuna Sadan in Sector 11, Chandigarh, thanks to then chief commissioner Krishna Banerjee. During a
visit, he was moved to tears when he
saw the joy in the eyes of a mother as
her son stood up for the first time after
10 months of physiotherapy. He admitted
he had seen a miracle and guided me to
apply for land for the centre which I did
through the Child Welfare Commission
and got 2.5 acres.”
On his inspiration, Dr
Walia says it was his stint
in Nigeria with professor
David Morley, a British
paediatrician whose life
was dedicated to transforming the chances of
survival of children
born in the developing
world.

WORLD OF KIDS
After graduating
from the medical college in Indore in
1954, Dr Walia had a
choice between specialising in medicine
or paediatrics. When
he asked his mentor,
a Parsi doctor, he was
told: “Take my

LUDHIANA : Congress’s MP candidate Ravneet Singh Bittu’s election campaign received a shot in
the arm when five Shiromani
Akali Dal (SAD) workers of Gill
constituency joined his party at
a meeting held at Amaltas
Enclave, Bhattian on Thursday.
MLA Kuldeep Singh Vaid and
Inder Mohan Singh Qadian welcomed the new entrants —Ranjit Singh Cheema, Prince Rana,
Hani Tuli, Pala Cheema and
Surinder Bhatia into the party
fold.
They assured that the leaders
will be given due respect in the
party while the new party
entrants assured that they will
undertake door-to-door campaign to woo voters in favour of
Bittu.
HTC

advice Brij, take nobody’s advice. Think about it
and decide.” When he said, “I can’t leave these
kids,” his mentor said: “Brij, you have decided to
marry for love a poor girl rather than a duchess.
You will be a happy man.”
The best thing about being a paediatrician,
he believes, is that his patients may not say
thanks that often but their smiles say it all.
Back in the ’50s, he says, paediatricians
were few. “We were only 58 delegates at an allIndia congress for paediatricians in 1956. Once,
a cousin saw my name board and asked why I
wanted to be known as a ‘pedestrian’!” he says
laughing.
Today, he is proud that PGI’s paediatric centre has nine super-specialties.
SUCCESS AND SETBACKS
In today’s age of super-specialisation, he says
knowledge is expanding at a rapid rate so the
best one can do is to develop a team to which one
can turn to for consultation if a case is beyond
one’s expertise. “Don’t stick too long on guess
work. Be humble enough to admit you don’t
know everything,” is his advice to doctors.
“This profession demands one be a student
for life and stay updated to pass on the benefit
of knowledge to patients. There is no shortcut,” he says.
His tip for those who don’t make it to a medical college given the tough competition:
“There are 29,000 other professions. Pick any
and make a success of it.” And for those who do
make it, he says, “Strive for excellence. Aim to
be the best in that area. Two things help: Working under a good teacher/mentor and working
in a good institution.”
He finds charging needy patients the most
difficult part of being a doctor. “As a principle,
I don’t charge soldiers, widows or disabled
children,” he says.
CHANGE FOR CHANDIGARH
Dr Walia says peripheral health services
around Chandigarh may have grown in number but not in terms of quality. Quality care at
district/tehsil hospitals and medical colleges
won’t force patients to go far for treatment. “By
the time patients reach PGI, they are
exhausted health-wise, money-wise and
patience-wise. We can’t turn them back despite
being packed to capacity,” he says.
Streamlined traffic and parking are
changes he also hopes to see in the city.
“Multi-storeyed parking in markets could
be a way out,” he adds.

LIFE LESSONS
MIRACLES HAPPEN IF
YOU KEEP THE FAITH AND
PERSIST.
LIFE IS TOO BIG AND
ANY INTELLIGENT MAN
WILL SUCCEED IF HE
WORKS HARD.

YOU NEED MONEY
ENOUGH TO LIVE WELL,
NOT FOR LUXURIES.
DON’T GET STUCK IN
GUESS WORK, BE HUMBLE
ENOUGH TO ADMIT YOU
DON’T KNOW EVERYTHING.

‘This is not the kind of Hindustan I dreamt of ’
Mohit Khanna
n

mohit.khana@hitdigital.in

LUDHIANA: With the state inching
closer towards the seventh and
final phase of Lok Sabha elections, the city-based centenarians are perturbed over
the declining political
discourse.
They feel that instead of talking about core issues, the politicians are busy in ugly blame
game. While talking to the Hindustan Times, a section of the
centenarians expressed anguish
over the deteriorating standards
of politics.
“Teri zaat paat pak aey khuda,
teri shaan zalla zalal hu, tu kehta
to ram hai, koi leta rab tera naam
hai,” says a 104-year- old Mohd
Ali before breaking down into
tears while reacting on the
present day politics.
Mohd Ali, popularly known as
Abba ji among residents of Cemetery Road in Civil Lines says,
“This is not the kind of Hindustan
I dreamt of!”
“Instead of talking about
development, education and
health care, the politicians are
busy in playing divisive politics
between Hindus and Muslims. I

n

101-year-old army veteran Gurdial Singh with his great grandson
Angad at his residence in Ludhiana on Thursday,
GURPREET SINGH/HT

don’t see any difference
between the both,” says Ali, who
answers to ‘Gayatri Mantra’ as
his door bell.
Ali says he has never missed
the electoral process.
“Even before Partition and
during the British rule, I have
voted,” says Ali, who originally

hails from Malerkotla and
migrated to the city in 1936.
INTEGRITY OF
SUPREME COURT IS
UNDER QUESTION
Gurbakhsh Singh, 103, born in
the undivided Punjab on December 2, 1916, also shares similar

views. “The British administration was better then what we are
witnessing today. The politics
has reached its lowest ebb.
Instead of thinking about development, the politicians are busy
making scathing attacks on each
other.”
“Even the integrity of
Supreme Court is under question.Our only hope rests upon the
younger generation. It was not
the kind of India we had dreamt
of” laments Singh.
Retired as DSP from Punjab
Police in 1974, Gurbakhsh has
also participated in 1967 and 1971
wars against Pakistan. He says,
“If Partition was the saddest
thing to have happened to Punjabis, the hatred between Hindu
and Muslims has made the matters worst.”
He adds that the present day
politics has merely reduced to a
money game. “However, during
the British Raj, the elections were
fought on issues. Politicians were
of high moral character,” remembers Gurbakhsh.
RACE BETWEEN
CLEAN AND CORRUPT
The 101– year –old ex- serviceman
Gurdial Singh feels that there

seems to be a race among politicians to project themselves to be
as clean and opposition leader as
corrupt.
Gurdial, who had participated
in four battles, including World
War II, voted for the first time in
2014 as he is ‘not interested’
in politics. “This time I will vote
as per the wishes of my children,”
he says.
143 CENTENARIAN
VOTER TO EXERCISE
THEIR RIGHT
A total of 143 voters above the age
of 100 years in Ludhiana district
will be exercising their voting
rights in the upcoming Lok Sabha
2019 elections.
According to the district
administration data, Jagraon
constituency has 23 centenarian
voters, followed by Samrala
which has 20 such voters.Raikot
has 16 voters who have crossed
the 100 year mark, while Dalkha
10, Payal 12 and Gill village has 14
centenarian voters respectively.
Ludhiana North has 10, West has
9, Atam Nagar has 6, Ludhiana
South and Ludhiana East has 2
centenarian voters each. While
Khanna and Sahnewal has 9 and
10 centenarian voters.

2 held for snatching Truck driver gets 2-yr jail for
₹16,000 phone
biker’s death in 2016 mishap
from Burail woman
RUPNAGAR RESIDENT
BHAG SINGH WAS
HT Correspondent
n

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : A month after a
woman lost ₹16,000 and a mobile
phone to snatchers in Burail village here, police arrested two
youths in connection with the
case on Wednesday. The
accused — Satpal and Bhagwan
Singh, both 25-year-old and residents of Kajheri village in Chandigarh, were arrested based on
a tip-off. A case was registered
against the two under Sections
356 (assault or criminal force in

KAJHERI MEN HAD
TARGETED THE VICTIM
ON APRIL 15; SENT TO
JUDICIAL CUSTODY

attempt to commit theft of property carried by a person) and 379
(theft) of the Indian Penal
Code (IPC) at the Sector-34
police station. The money and
phone have been recovered. The
duo was presented before a
court on Thursday and sent to
judicial custody.

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : A local court awarded a
36-year-old Rupnagar man
two-year jail for rash driving
that led to the death of a motorcyclist in an accident on the
Kharar-Morinda road in
December 2016.
The matter dates back to
December 22, 2016, when the
convict, Bhag Singh, was
booked on complaint of Satnam
Singh of Gharuan, the witness
in the case.
Satnam told the police that on
December 21, he was on his way
to get jaggery from ghalhaari

BOOKED AFTER THE
TRUCK HE WAS DRIVING
HIT A MOTORCYCLIST ON
KHARAR-MORINDA ROAD

(jaggery-making machine) at
Mamupur village on his tractortrailer near the Kharar-Morinda road when a rashly driven
truck hit a motorcycle and both
the vehicles fell into ditches and
got stuck in trees.
The injured motorcyclist,

identified as Pawan Kumar of
Sarangpur village, Chandigarh,
and the truck driver, Bhag, were
rushed to the Kharar civil hospital, from where Pawan was
referred to the Post Graduate
Institute of Medical Education
and Research (PGIMER), but he
succumbed on the way.
“What is rash and negligent
depends upon the facts and circumstances of each case. When
a life is lost and circumstances
are harsh, no compassion can be
drawn in awarding the punishment,” observed Kharar judicial magistrate Garima Gupta
while also imposing a fine of
₹1,000 on Bhag.
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Bollywood’s power movers
dominated the red carpet at
the ongoing film festival

www.hindustantimes.com

www.facebook.com/HTcity

twitter.com/htshowbiz

he 72nd Cannes Film
Festival in France saw
our Bollywood divas
go all out on
the red carpet on
Thursday, with
pronounced eye
makeup and
exaggerated bow
detailing.
Priyanka Chopra
Jonas made her Cannes
debut this year in a
shimmery black
Roberto Cavalli gown.
Deepika Padukone
was every shutterbug’s
delight in a custommade Peter Dundas
gown, whose taffeta
silk fabric gave a bit of
crumpled effect.
Kangana Ranaut
wore a handwoven
golden Madhurya
Creations sari and
styled it with a
golden corset and
peplum belt from
Falguni & Shane
Peacock. We loved
her burgundy
HTC
gloves.

instagram.com/htcity

www.youtube.com/user/ht

T

Deepika Padukone stood out with
dramatic reverse cat eye makeup and a
sleek ponytail PHOTO: STEPHANE MAHE/REUTERS

Priyanka
Chopra Jonas
sported a
thigh-high slit
and long trail,
her look
accentuated
by side-swept
cascading
curls and
winged
eyeliner
PHOTO: PASCAL LE
SEGRETAIN/
GETTY
IMAGES

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/NKBOLLYWOOD

Kangana Ranaut gave an edgy twist to her desi look

IlovespendingtimewithKartik:Ananya
Prashant Singh
ven though Student of the
Year 2 (SOTY2) is her
debut film, Ananya
Panday didn’t have to wait
till the film’s release to hit the
headlines. Thanks to her
link-up stories with Kartik
Aaryan, the young actor has
been in the news for quite

E

A FATHER-DAUGHTER COMEDY?

Ananya Panday and (inset) Kartik Aaryan

Although Chunky Panday’s daughter is already busy with her
second film [Pati Patni Aur Woh], she jumps at the idea of
teaming up with her father. “That would be fun. I hope
someone makes a comedy, featuring a father and daughter.
You know, dad has never come on my films’ sets. So, I’ve a
feeling he will be very professional on the set [with me]... he
won’t be like my papa (laughs), that will be so cool,” she says.

PHOTOS: INSTAGRAM/ANANYAPANDAY; PRASAD NAIK

It’s women
power all
the way
for Yami
Gautam!
YAMI HAS ALWAYS
BEEN AT THE
FOREFRONT WHEN IT
COMES TO BRANDS AND
THEIR CAMPAIGNS

ctor Yami Gautam kickstarted the year on a
high note. Not only her
film, Uri: The Surgical
Strike, broke records at the
box-office and became a
massive success, but it also
led to Yami getting an array
of interesting film offers.
The first one being Amar
Kaushik’s next, which also
stars Ayushmann Khurrana
and Bhumi Pednekar.
Apart from all the film
work, Yami has always been
at the forefront when it
comes to brands and their
campaigns. She’s been a part
of several major fashion and
beauty brands, becoming
the face of their line of
products.
However after Uri...,
there’s been a bit of a shift
and addition to her portfolio,
with several women-centric
brands coming her way. And
Yami couldn’t be happier.
“I’m glad that a film like Uri
has found such a status in a
short span of time that
today its revered as an

A

Actor Yami
Gautam

‘A part of that day was the worst
and the greatest day of my life’
ames Gunn has finally
broken his silence on his
public ouster from
Guardians of the Galaxy 3
after his controversial
tweets on topics, including
paedophilia and rape,
resurfaced on the
Internet.
The filmmaker, who
directed the first two
films in the franchise, was
fired in July last year.
Later the same month, he
apologised for his
insensitive tweets. He was
recently rehired and is set
to direct the upcoming
instalment of
the franchise.
During a recent interview
with Deadline, Gunn
claimed that the incident
made him realise what real
love was when people close
to him — including GoG
actors Chris Pratt and
Dave Bautista — stuck by
him.

J

GUARDIANS OF
THE GALAXY
DIRECTOR JAMES
GUNN SAYS
GETTING FIRED
MADE HIM
REALISE HOW
LOVED HE WAS
“From my girlfriend Jen,
my producer and my agents,
Chris Pratt calling me and
freaking out, Zoe Saldana and
Karen Gillan, all calling and
crying, Sylvester Stallone
FaceTime-ing me. And, of
course, Dave Bautista, who
came out so strong,” said
Gunn.
“In order for me to have
fully felt that love for the

first time, the thing that
needed to happen was the
apparatus by which I was
feeling falsely loved had to
be completely taken away.
So a part of that day was
the worst of my life, and a
part of it was the greatest
day of my life,” Gunn
admitted.
Stating that he learned
from the incident and has
since grown as a person,
Gunn said, “I used to make
a lot of offensive jokes. I
don’t anymore. I don’t
blame my past self for this,
but I like myself more and
feel like a more full
human being and creator
today.”
Following the firing,
many celebs signed an open
letter to rehire the director
for the project. Days after
he was fired, he was hired
to pen the script of Suicide
Squad sequel.

James
Gunn was
fired in July
last year
over
offensive
tweets
PHOTO: SHUTTE
RSTOCK

some time now. But ask
Ananya if Kartik is the
special one in her life, and she
laughs: “Let me put it this
way, he is a very good friend.
We’re also doing a film
together [Pati Patni Aur
Woh] and have a very
comfortable equation. I love
spending time with him.”
Work-wise too, Ananya
has a special equation with
the Luka Chuppi star. As she
says: “While working with
him, I have realised what a
selfless person he is. For
instance, whenever we did a
scene together [during the
film’s first schedule], I
noticed that he never thought
only about his lines. Instead,
he was like, ‘how to make the
scene better?’ Otherwise too,

example of sorts. And the
way my character has been
received, and has
contributed to my image is
something I’ll always
cherish,” she says.
The strong character of
Pallavi Sharma (In Uri...), an
intelligence officer that she
played with great
conviction, has landed Yami
several offers of strong
female-driven brands that
are taking the opportunity
to extend her on-screen
avatar and to use that power
for their respective brands.
Addressing the
acknowledgement she’s got,
the actor adds, “Since the
film released, new doors
have opened for everyone
associated with it. I’m happy
that the brands have come to
me with such amazing ideas
that highlight a strong
powerful role for women.
Such communication for
women is the key. It’s
crucial and I’m glad I got to
be a part of it.”

HTC

Kartik has been really
helpful to me. Since I am new,
I think I need all the help that
I can get. That way, he has
been extremely supportive.”
The 20-year-old, who is yet
to shoot a majority of her
portions in Pati Patni Aur
Woh, says being “selfless” is
a “great quality” in any actor.
“Talking about my
experience, if I do a scene in a
certain way and Kartik
believes that it could work
out better in another manner
then he always tells me. And
at this stage of my career, I
really need that,” says the
actor, who is basking in the
glory of all the appreciation
she has been getting for her
outing in SOTY2.
n

prashant.singh@htlive.com

STOP PRESS
PHOTO: NICHOLAS HUNT/AFP

FANS DIVIDED ON ROBERT
PATTINSON AS BATMAN
he Internet has been on an
overdrive since Variety broke
the news that Robert Pattinson is
top choice for Batman. “Dammit
Matt Reeves, you were supposed
to make a Batman movie, not a
Man-Bat movie,” one user wrote
on Twitter. Some, though, lauded
the choice.
HTC

T

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid
for by the concerned brands. No sponsored content does or shall appear in
any part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.

PHOTO:
HTCS

‘Muklawa celebrates the adorable
chemistry between Ammy, Sonam’
roduced under the
banner of White Hill
Studios, upcoming
Punjabi film Muklawa is a
tale of the bygone era when a
husband and wife struggled
to meet each other.
The much awaited
Punjabi romantic comedy
has quickly become the talk
of the town with its foot
tapping music and hilarious
dialogue promos. With
singer-actor Ammy Virk and
Sonam Bajwa in the lead
roles, Muklawa narrates a
love story of the past. “The
adorable duo has already
won hearts of the audiences
with the official trailer that
celebrates the innocence of
pure love,” say the makers.
“Since the movie is set in
the backdrop of pre-Partition

P

DIRECTED BY
SIMERJIT SINGH,
AND WRITTEN BY
UPINDER WARAICH
AND JAGJIT SAINI,
THE MOVIE IS
SCHEDULED TO
RELEASE ON MAY 24
Punjab, it was a unique
experience for me to shoot
for the movie. It is a first-ofits-kind romantic comedy
and I am hopeful that the
audiences will love it,” says
Ammy.
Sonam says, “I really

enjoyed shooting for the
different wedding customs
which were followed earlier.
Ammy and other actors were
really supportive and it
turned to be a really
memorable experience.”
The movie also stars
Gurpreet Ghuggi, BN
Sharma, Karamjit Anmol,
Sarabjit Cheema, Drishtii
Grewal, and Nirmal Rishi in
prominent roles.
Produced by Gunbir
Singh Sidhu and Manmord
Sidhu under the banner of
White Hill Studios, Muklawa
is directed by Simerjit Singh
and the storyline is helmed
by Upinder Waraich and
Jagjit Saini.
The movie is slated to
release worldwide on
May 24.

ANI
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SATURDAY,
MAY 18,
2019

Working towards better health is quite
likely to be fruitful today. You are advised
to not be rash in doing anything
related to money or you may regret it
later. At work, a fresh perspective of an
old problem is likely to take you nearer
to the solution. Visiting someone close
today is quire possible and may provide
much joy. Acquiring property is likely for

HINDUSTA N TIMES, CHANDIGARH
S AT U R DAY, M AY 1 8 , 2 0 1 9

Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 011-47033152,
40532026 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

Tina Fey: The American actor, best known for her
work on Saturday Night Live and the popular TV
series 30 Rock, turns 49 today.

some of you.

Better health brings peace of mind. A
capital intensive project is likely to help
you gain in leaps and bounds. Don’t feel
reluctant in meeting a senior to explain
things in person regarding a matter at
work to remain safe. Things happening
TAURUS
around you on the family front may not be
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
to your liking, but this is a temporary phase.
Travelling too often for work will make you feel
tired. This is the day to make an effort to look for your own house.

Those unwell may find the recovery slow,
but the medication is likely to need time
to work. A capital intensive venture that
your company bagged because of your
efforts may get prominence among one
and all. Joy is foretold on the family
GEMINI
front; but you need to be patient. A
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
vacation that you have been waiting for
might shelve due to some untoward situation.
Not a good day to plan any acquisition of asset or property.

Health remains fine today as you continue
to use the prescribed medicine. Financial
front remain dicey as a huge sum that
you have invested in a project is under
scrutiny. Professionally, you might not
have a very good day as you had
CANCER
expected. Family remains all the more
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
supportive about a new venture you have
initiated. A business proposition related to a
property or construction is likely to raise you financially.

Love Focus: A long-term relationship with your partner might come
under scrutiny because of parental interference.

Love Focus: Your romantic life is likely to go on in full swing as you
and your partner have started enjoying this phase.

Love Focus: Time is not ripe for implementing whatever you have
planned on the romance front. Just wait till you get the signal.

Love Focus: Partner’s gloomy mood might make the romance front
gloomy too. Try to revitalise it with your efforts.

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Cream

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Indigo

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Sky blue

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Peach

Remaining regular in your daily fitness
routine will prove excellent for your
health. This might be a good day for you
to make monetary gains. Keep people
who matter informed of your intentions
at work, as they may prove to be of help
LEO
at a later stage. Someone may keep a tab
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)
on your whereabouts on the family front,
but it will be for your own good. A trip planned
long back might get shelved due to leaves not being sanctioned.

You may not feel guilty of incurring heavy
expenditure, as you are confident of
filling up your coffers again. An allconsuming work may keep you engaged
for the major part of the day. You will do
all in your power to make family ties
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
strong by making frequent visits. You will
manage to convert an official trip into
vacation and enjoy your heart out. This is a
good day to buy or sell property as indicated on your cards.

Health remaining excellent will allow you
to spend a relaxing day. Heavy
expenditure might hit you hard as you
are not confident about your coffers
today. Remain focussed on whatever
you have set out to accomplish on the
LIBRA
work front. Relaxation today sounds like
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
distant drums, so set a leisurely pace from
the beginning while organising a family event.
This is likely not the best day to invest in property.

Good health that you are enjoying now is
because of the hard work you have put in;
so cherish it. Forming a good working
relationship with all will help you in the
smooth functioning of your work.
Something stated previously under the
SCORPIO
influence of a negative person may come
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
back to haunt you on the family sphere. An
enjoyable journey is expected to start soon. A
legal matter related to property might bother you.

Love Focus: The person you have secretly liked all these months is
likely to reciprocate to your feelings.

Love Focus: On the romance front, someone at work is likely to show
interest in you.

Love Focus: You might spend a lovely and relaxed day with partner
today as indicated on your cards.

Love Focus: Those in love get to enjoy the day to the fullest. This is
likely to turn into one of your best days with partner.

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Indigo

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Sandy brown

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Golden brown

Lucky Number: 22 Lucky Colour: Dark blue

Shunning junk food is the need of the hour
for maintaining good health. You need to
put in some more hard work to achieve
financial stability. Your creative ideas
will be much appreciated and sought
after at work. It seems difficult to
SAGITTARIUS
balance both home and office, but you
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
will manage it well. An uncomfortable
journey is what you can expect if you plan an
outing today. You might have to sell a property or asset in loss.

Health remains excellent today. On the
financial front, you will have the money
to invest in lucrative schemes. Things
appearing rosy outside may not be so.
So, perish the thought of changing
tracks on the professional front. There is
CAPRICORN
a possibility of someone you know from
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
your childhood days springing a surprise
today. You might enjoy a fulfilling journey to
your native town. A house or an apartment may come in your name.

Health remains to be satisfactory. You
might expect to come under pressure on
the financial front due to some
monetary constraints. There is no point
in indulging in an argument with a rival
at work as you know you can’t win.
AQUARIUS
Chance of meeting distant relatives. A
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
wedding in the family might allow you to
travel to a nearby city as indicated on your
cards. You might miss a chance to earn from a property today.

Health might not fare too well; but don’t
worry as things are going to be fine soon.
On the financial front, you may get in
two minds regarding incurring an
expense. It is good to take the initiative
at work, but not at the cost of your
PISCES
personal time. Consider spending some
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
more time with family. Your desire to visit a
tourist destination is likely to get fulfilled soon.
You may miss the chance of profiting from a property transaction.

Love Focus: A childhood friend for whom you always had a soft
corner is likely to show interest in you.

Love Focus: Falling head over heels for someone on the romantic
front might disturb things.

Love Focus: There are chances of an argument springing with lover
today; so be careful.

Love Focus: Avoid an outing with lover today as there is a chance of
getting caught red-handed.

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Silver

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Forest green

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Rose

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

Ineedtogetbackinshapeforfilms,saysNehaDhupia
Juhi Chakraborty
hile the common
notion might be that
motherhood puts a
temporary brake on
an actor’s career, there are
many who have defied this
perceived norm. After actor
Kareena Kapoor Khan, who got
to work soon after she became a

W

mother, actor Neha
Dhupia, too, is on the same
path.
And it’s clear that she
doesn’t believe in taking things
slow, as she had resumed work
just nine days after giving birth
to her daughter, Mehr. Neha
has been continuously taking
up work, be it an adventure
reality show or celebrity chat

show, though all of them
happen to be non-film projects..
Asked if it’s her baby that
has kept her away from
committing to films, Neha
replies, “Not at all.” She goes
on to add, “I did Helicopter Eela
(2018) while I was pregnant.
Also, I feel that when you are
doing a reality show, or hosting
something, you are projecting

your own self. When I do stuff
that is in the reality space, I am
just being myself. Everybody is
aware of the fact that I have had
a child. You are not judged.”
Neha says she is “very proud of
the place” she is in her life, and
is raring to be back in films but
not just yet as she wants to get
back in shape.
“I just want to give it some

more time, settle down in my
head and make sure that my
body is back to the place where
people expect it to be, in order
to hire me [for films]. I can’t get
back to films until I get back in
shape.
When I am playing a certain
character, I need to be fit
enough to do justice to it. I
have been hitting the gym

regularly,” the actor shares.
Neha, however, is quick to add
that she now has started to
have a “better understanding
of what it takes out of me to
leave my daughter at home for
eight hours at a stretch. I’m
exercising physically, mentally
and emotionally, too. Movies
are my first love”.
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com
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‘MYROLE IN
THE FILM
LOVE WAS
BEAUTIFUL’
Actor Salman Khan says that
though he is not a fan of remakes,
if at all any of his film had to be
remade; he would choose the
1991 film co-starring Revathy
Sneha Mahadevan
t is raining remakes in
Bollywood. While remaking
south films was an ongoing
trend, film-makers are now
revisiting older classics and
interpreting them in modern
context. But some actors
aren’t in favour of remakes
because they feel like the

I

original films should be left
untouched. Salman Khan is
one of those actors who
doesn’t think too highly of
remakes. However, he adds
that one of his earliest films
would make for a good
remake as it would reach a lot
more people.
Talking about it, he says, “I
won’t remake my own films.

Sooraj is a fighter and he will do really well for himself
and I have no doubts about that. Once you take on the
responsibility of somebody, you can’t back off. His film,
Hero film did superb business.
SALMAN KHAN, ACTOR
But, if any of these new boys
want to do, it’s this film called
Love (1991). In fact, Varun
[Dhawan; actor] was
mentioning that it was a
wonderful film. It was the
first few films that I did and I
remember that it didn’t do
well. But that was a beautiful
film and my character was
wonderful.”
Remakes aside, the actor
who is known to launch
several fresh faces, also
launched Sooraj Pancholi
who made his debut with

Hero (2015). Though
Sooraj has not had a
release after Hero, Salman
says that he sees a lot of
potential in the young actor
and his talent. “Sooraj is a
fighter and he will do really
well for himself and I have no
doubts about that. Once you
take on the responsibility of
somebody, you can’t back
off. His film, Hero film did
superb business,” says
Salman who will be next seen
in Bharat.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

What’s the one thing Divya regrets doing?
Sangeeta Yadav
ctor Divya Dutta feels
happy about how her
acting career has shaped
up over the years. She has
mostly played supporting
roles in films such as Veer
Zaara (2004), Delhi 6 (2009),
Bhaag Milkha Bhaag (2013),
Manto and Fanney Khan
(both 2018), but the actor
has no qualms about her
choices.
However, there is one thing
she wishes she could undo.
Very few people know that
during her initial years in the
film industry, Divya earned
recognition and garnered
praise for dubbing the voice of
actor Lisa Ray in filmmaker
Vikram Bhatt’s movie Kasoor
(2001) and this is something

A

the actor wishes she hadn’t
taken up.
“I was new in the industry
and couldn’t say no to Vikram
Bhatt... It is one of those
phases when you are just
finding your foothold,” says
Divya.
The actor, who also starred
in the same film, adds that, “It
was very weird that I was
dubbing for Lisa and someone
else dubbed for me. It was
really strange.”
She believes that since she
has a “very different voice,”
she’d never be a “dubbing
actor.” She says, “I have too
precious a voice to give it to
any other actor anymore. I
wouldn’t ever do that. I’m not
a dubbing actor and I don’t
think I’ll do that again ever.”
n
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‘Iplanmyown
birthdayparties’
Sneha Mahadevan
ushrat Bharucha, whose
initial few films failed to
work at the box-office
tasted success after working
with Kartik Aaryan in Pyaar
Ka Punchnama (2011) and
most recently, Sonu Ke Titu
Ki Sweety (2018). This year,
too, has started off on a great
note for the actor as she is
currently shooting for two
projects. Nushrat, who
celebrates her birthday today
says that she is throwing
herself a birthday party.
“I think it was my 18th
birthday and my close friends
had thrown me a huge party,
which went on till the next
morning. That’s when I
realised that this is how
birthdays should be
celebrated. I want to have my
entire world in one place on
that day. Since then, every
year, I always party on my
birthday. And this year, too, I
plan to continue the
tradition,” says Nushrat who
turns 30 today.
But Nushrat is quite
finicky when it comes to her

N

Vahbiz
Dorabjee

parties and prefers to plan
every little detail herself. “I
plan my own parties. I get the
cake, plan the décor, make the
guest list, the music –
everything. I don’t let anyone
else do it and I want the day to
be all about what I want,” she
reveals. Not one to make New
Year resolutions, Nushrat
reveals that she doesn’t think
she is capable of making any
birthday plans either.
Professionally, it has been
a really satisfying year as she
is working on projects with
Rajkummar Rao and
Ayushmann Khurrana.
“I am glad that I am part of
films this year that are very
different in their own way. I
always wanted to work with
Hansal Mehta sir and it all fell
into place. That was very
special.”
“With Dream Girl, the
story came to me and I really
liked it. It was one meeting
and we were on board and the
shooting had begun.
Everything just happened
very quickly and it has been
very satisfying,” she says.
n

Nushrat Bharucha

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

Vahbiz to address women’s
issues on her social media
Pooja Sharma
espite having faced
weight issues due to
medical reasons, Vahbiz
Dorabjee is one woman who
has carried herself gracefully.
Last having anchored a
television celebrity talk show,
Vahbiz has always had a great
connect with people. Hence,
this time around the actor has
now opened up conversations
and dialogues on her own
social media. “Vahbiz has had
her own share of ups and

D

downs in her professional as
well as personal life. But she
is a strong woman and many
look up to her and were
always asking her for advice.
She’s maintained a tough
front with a smile no matter
what and that inspires
women. She will be
addressing different topics to
women who follow her on her
social media platforms,” says
a source.
Vahbiz says, “It wasn’t a
conscious move as I was
already connecting with a lot

of women on a personal level.
Slowly, I realised that talking
about it will always lead to
resolutions and for most
women many of the issues
they face, while the solutions
are obvious, they don’t always
have someone to point them to
the right way. Hence, the
conversations started and
before I knew it we were
talking about everything from
weight issues, relationships,
and confidence, to what is
right and what is wrong in our
society for women.”

Divya Dutta
dubbed for
Lisa Ray in
Kasoor
(2001)

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com
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WHEN MANIESH HAD
COFFEE WITH RISHI

Maniesh Paul, who met Rishi Kapoor recently, says
such legends remind you to stay grounded
Maniesh Paul with
Rishi Kapoor (inset),
who is staying in the US
while recuperating
from cancer

Rishabh Suri
inding time to take a
breather from their
hectic work schedules
can be tough for actors.
So, when actor-host Maniesh
Paul found the chance, he
went to the US for a quick
getaway. During the New York
leg of his recent holiday, he
squeezed in a visit to veteran
actor Rishi Kapoor, who is
recuperating from cancer
there.
Maniesh tells us, “I had a
fantastic time. I went to
Atlanta, Chicago, and from
there, I called up Rishi sir. I
really wanted to meet him. We
had a fabulous time in New
York, and chatted for a good
four-and-a-half hours. We had
lunch, and then I went to his
house. He very sweetly made
coffee for me. I joked, ‘batao

F

Rishi sir, maine kabhi life
mein socha tha, ki Rishi sir ke
yahaan aaunga aur woh mere
liye coffee banayenge?!’ It’s
only after meeting legends like
him that you get to know how
important it is to remain
grounded.”
“He is doing well and
recovering. He’s lost a lot of
weight though. He was happy
to see me, and said ‘I was
looking forward to this — kab
milenge kab baat karenge’. He
talked about his films and how
cinema has changed,” adds
Maniesh, who has his hands
full currently on the
professional front. His last
project — the short film Black
Briefcase — fetched him good
reviews. Encouraged by the
response, he has more such
films lined up. He says, “I am
focusing on music right now,
getting singles ready. Apart
from that, I have scripts of two
short films. There’s another
film, which is in postproduction. I have shows, too,
for which I am travelling the
world. Life’s good.”
We ask him what’s
happening with the
film in which he
and actor Sunny
Leone were
supposed to
star together.
He tells us
that the film
didn’t work
out.
“That was
a proper
Bollywood
film, but it’s not
happening
anymore. We shot
for half the film, but
sadly, it didn’t get
made,” Maniesh reveals.

‘It’s a pressure to not take a day off
from posting on social media’
Sangeeta Yadav
f you thought it’s just the fans
who stalk their favourite
celebrities, think again!
Actors, too, delve deep into
social media profiles of other
celebrities, and take a peek
into their lives. When actor
Elnaaz Norouzi was asked who
she stalks on
social media, she didn’t think
twice before taking actor
Priyanka Chopra Jonas’ name.
“The list is long but the ones
who top the list are (actors)
Priyanka Chopra Jonas and
Angelina Jolie. They are
amazing boss ladies. They not
only look gorgeous but are
very empowering as well,”
says Elnaaz, who was seen in a
web series.
Being new on social media,
she is trying to catch up with
the trends in the virtual world.
At times, she says it becomes a
little “pressuring” for her to
stay digitally
active.
“It’s so tough to make sure
you post something every day
and the fact that you can’t take
a day or two off [from social
media]. There were days when
I couldn’t post anything for
three days and that gives me
pressure,” Elnaaz explains.
Though social media
gives one the power to voice
their opinion and share
anything and everything
publicly, Elnaaz feels that “if
one is not careful, it can trigger
trolling and controversies”.
She elaborates, “In today’s
day and age, we have to be
really careful about what we
say and do on social media.
You can hurt so many
people. I have also experienced
trolls and hate comments and
it was very upsetting. So, now,
I choose to not read the
comments and just let it go.”

I
Maninder Buttar
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM_@MANINDERBUTTAR

SAKHIYAAN
CHANGED MY
LIFE, SAYS
MANINDER
Rishabh Suri
e’s the voice behind one of
the biggest singles in
recent time — Sakhiyaan
— which crossed 300 million
views online. So it comes as a
surprise when singer
Maninder Buttar reveals he
has never taken any training in
singing. “My riyaaz is just to
keep on singing. I compose
myself too. I sung in school
(and other stages) but it’s a
God-gifted tone. I just polished
it myself. There wasn’t any
YouTube in our time,” he says.
Elaborating on how such
platforms help budding artists,
he says, “Hum toh jaise-taise aa
gaye iss line mein. It will be
good, in future one can learn
things sitting at home. Luckily,
there’s also access to cheap
internet. Everyone is thus
availing it, getting to learn.”
Maninder reveals his entire
life changed post Sakhiyaan’s
success. “Time Punjabiyon ka
achha chal raha hai. I had been
thinking about a single, which
all of India would sing. But I
didn’t think it will get this kind
of reach. I remember the first
time I sang in life — it was in
school and the song was
‘Nanna Munna Raahi hoon’. I
got a lot of appreciation and a
reward of ₹100 too. Then it
struck me how good this was,”
Maninder signs off.

H
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I’ve experienced trolls and
hate comments and it was
very upsetting. Now, I choose
to not read the comments.
ELNAAZ NOROUZI ACTOR

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

Why target only Bollywood for nepotism: Zaheer
Shreya Mukherjee
ong before he was launched
by actor-producer Salman
Khan in Notebook, actor
Zaheer Iqbal was being
mentored by the superstar for
over six years. And many
would say that his debut reeks
of nepotism. However, Zaheer
disagrees with it. “[Salman]
happened to be there at my
sister’s wedding where he saw
me dancing and liked my
performance. And then he told
me, ‘tu ab jo kar raha hai chod
de, film karna hai’. So, nothing
was planned in advance and I
also don’t come from a film
background,” says Zaheer,
adding that Salman has also
launched Sajid-Wajid (music
composers), among others, and
none of them are from a filmi

L

Zaheer Iqbal

background. “My father is a
builder and when I joined that
business, it was nepotism
clearly. But no one is telling me
anything about that. Why is it
only and mostly about
Bollywood? I don’t understand.
Also, I could not say no to my
father, nor could I say that ‘jo
mujhe 30 ka saal experience
aap virasat mein de rahen ho,
woh nahin chahiye’. Things
don’t happen like that,” he
adds. after Notebook, Zaheer
has been reading scripts but is
yet to sign a project. Ask him
the films that interest him and
he says “unconventional”. “510 years down the line people
should think like agar Zaheer
ka film hai to achha hi hoga,
chalo dekhte hain… The kind
of impact (Salman) bhai’s film
have,” he says.

PHOTO: SHIVAM
SAXENA/HT

Pankaj and Anurag’s
Bengal connect!
Juhi Chakraborty
ankaj Tripathi has come a
long way in Bollywood. He
is one of the most soughtafter actors and the most busy
he has ever been in his career.
Currently, he is shooting for
filmmaker Anurag Basu’s
untitled film in Mumbai. What
is not known is that the actordirector duo has something in
common. Both Pankaj and
Anurag are bonding big time
on the sets over all things
Bengali. Pankaj’s wife Mridula
is a Bengali, from Kolkata. And
the actor loves Bengali food
and sweets, which he’s being
treated to on the sets, all thanks
to Anurag.
“While shooting in Mumbai,
Pankaj prefers carrying homemade food. But ever since he
started shooting for Anurag
Basu’s film, he has stopped
doing so as the food served on
the sets tastes like his homemade food,” a source shares.
Dishing further about his on
-set food experiences, Pankaj
says, “Bengali food and
language are now an important
part of my life. So far I haven’t
carried food on the sets because
the unit food is brilliant. Such

P

Pankaj Tripathi
food has never been delivered
on any set before. It has
variety, with three types of fish
cooked in Bengali style.”
Besides their shared love for
Bengali food, Pankaj and
Anurag also share a great
camaraderie on the sets and
often break into Bangla while
talking to each other. Pankaj
has a grasp over the language,
thanks to his wife, and when
Anurag gives instructions to
the crew in Bengali, the actor
has no trouble understanding.
“I am enjoying the process of
shooting with Anurag Basu,
because of the love and respect
i have for dada,” he adds.
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com
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A FINE LIFE
LOOKBOOK

PHOTO: YOGEN SHAH

THE
BLOUSE
AFFAIR

RED AND RADIANT
Have an upcoming
sangeet ceremony to
attend? This scarlet
red sari with a printed
jacket is a great
choice. Jackets are
hassle-free and make
for a comfortable yet
unconventional
option this summer.
“It’s a contemporary
take on the
traditional sari with
the jacket adding
definition to your
torso and the
statement knotted
belt helps cinch
the waist. The
jacket is crafted in
pure chiffon and
features pearlembroidery with
hints of gota
detailing,” says
fashion designer
Ridhi Mehra.
So, put on your
dancing shoes and
dance the night
away.

We pick trendy
and unconventional blouses
that you can flaunt all
through this season
Akshata Shetty

Pink paradise
Super cute, fresh and chic, Ananya Panday looked her stylish
best in this pink co-ord set. She stayed wary of accessories
and wore white heels to make her outfit pop!

NET-PICKING

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/ALIAABHAT

Ice cream all the way
Nothing solves problems quite like ice cream does and Alia
Bhatt agrees. The actor posted this image on Instagram with
the caption, ‘In a world full of hate, BE LOVE — oh & eat ice
cream!’

ashion designer Satya Pau
ul
recently came up with the
campaign #sariiscool and
saw the six-yard garment
draped in many styles. What
caught our attention was how
these saris were
complemented with
unconventional blouses.
While women have moved
from traditional to
contemporary to pre-stitched
saris, the blouse has also seen
many transitions.
“People are moving away
d
from the mundane fabrics and
silhouettes by mixing Indian
and Western elements to
create interesting ensembles.
The world is truly globalised
and most women couldn’t be
bothered with the difficult task
of neatly draping a sari. A pre
draped version of the sari
with attached pallu that
could be worn as quickly as
any of the western garments
preferred by modern Indian
women,” says fashion
designer Bhumika Sharma.
While the Indian sari has
n
seen many transformations in
the recent past, the sari blouse
e
too has made a statement with
h
its unconventional cuts
and patterns. From being
p
paired with denim shirts, crop
tops, bralettes and even
jackets. We speak to fashion
experts to see what’s haute
this season.
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/SHIVANANDNARRESH
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SHEERR MAGIC
Make y
your blouse a canvas
of creativity. This organza
embroidered blouse and
george
ette sari designed
by Day
ya Bansal, is artistic
and is aan ideal ensemble
for a daay function.

C IT WITH
COOL
DDENIM
S
Singer
Natalie Di
LLuccio rocks the
SSatya Paul’s
#sariiscool
#
campaign, in a
denim shirt.
d
Thus, making it
T
a cool option
this summer
season.

BEACH READY
Beat the heat this season in this bold
and chic bustier blouse with fringes
designed by Shivan & Narresh

PLEATED WITH CARE
Blouses can have pleats
too. This white pleated
long-sleeved blouse is
casual yet chic. It’s an ideal
option for office or a
casual brunch. “The micro
pleated textured overlap
blouse complements the
sari giving it a fun young
vibe. The solid white
colour makes it easy to
style and pair with other
outfits from your
wardrobe making it a
multi-purpose statement
piece,” says fashion
designer Vedika M.

NATURE’S GIFT
Celebrate nature by
embracing the beauty of it
in your sari’s blouse. “We
have designed a printed
jacket blouse inspired
from leaves, flowers and
paisley brimming from our
beautiful flora and
intricately hand
embellished with
Swarovski crystals and
beads. Nature’s elements
have been converted into
alluring prints on
summery yet earthy
tones, rich textures
encrusted with hand
crafted details,” says
fashion designer Bhumika
Sharma.
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